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Abstract
The Cleansing of the Jerusalem temple by Jesus of Nazareth as depicted in the four
Christian Gospels (Mt 21:12-13, Mk 11:15-17, Lk 19:45-46, Jn 2:13-16) poses several
historical problems. Chief of these is that there is no firm evidence that either money
changers or a market ever existed on the Temple Mount.
1..

In the past these problems have either been ignored, used to deny that the incident ever
occurred, or solved with an uncritical or superficial appraisal of the evidence.
This thesis is an attempt to re-examine such problems with the ain1 of providing a
solution that neither denies the problems nor dismisses the incident as impossible.
The solution proposed is that the incident occurred, but that it occurred outside the
Temple Mount, probably in the market near the main southern Hulda gates to the Temple
Mount.
Such a relocation not only solves the historical problems, but naturally leads to at least
three consequences or implications.
First, the extant Gospel accounts seemingly place the Cleansing in the Outer Court of the
Temple Mount. An alternate reading and explanation is offered that is in keeping with the
major conclusion of this thesis.
Second, the major conclusion is used as a defence of the basic historicity (i.e. something
like what the Gospel accounts depict actually occurred) against those issues which have
been brought to bear that are specifically claimed to disprove its historicity.
Third, it enables a comment or two by way of clarification regarding the reason for Jesus'
arrest, trial and crucifixion.
Finally, two additional appendices are offered. Appendix IV is a possible method by
which an ordinary pilgrim purchased and offered an animal sacrifice. Appendix Vis a
search for a motive on the part of Jesus for the incident. Given the major conclusion that
it occurred outside the Temple Mount, the likely motive is that Jesus was protesting
against the hypocritical attitude to sacrificial worship - a worship that was conducted
according to the letter of the law - while those engaged in it neglected issues of social
justice or works of mercy.
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2
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dates for P, D, and some of J.

3

cf. Blenkinsopp, The Pentateuch: an Introduction to the First Five Books of the Bible, p. 26;
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1 INTRODUCTION
,,

"One who wants to preserve the historical sense has one escape left as a
defence for these deeds: the divine power of Jesus who was able, when he
wished, to quench the inflamed anger of his enemies, and to prevail over tens
of thousands with divine grace, and to bring to naught clamoring
arguments. "
Origen, Commentary on John, X.1481

1.1 INTRODUCTION
The story of the 'Cleansing of the Temple'2 by Jesus as recorded in the four Christian
Gospels (Mt 21:12-13, Mk 11:15-17, Lk 19:45-46, Jn 2:13-16),3 is one of the most
powerful stories in the New Testament. It is powerful because it is "unparalleled in the
Gospels",4 and "probably the most puzzling of his acts which is reported by all four
evangelists".5 C.H. Dodd (1971) called it "high-handed" and "bold".6
However, despite such a dramatic story, one which has inspired its fair share of art,7 it
has attracted surprisingly little attention by way of serious historical analysis. It has, on

1

Origen, Commentary on the Gospel According to John: Books 1-10, Heine, R.E., (tr.),
Washington, DC: The Catholic University of America Press, ET 1989, p. 289; Original text
from: Origen, Origene Commentaire sur Saint Jean Tome II Livres VJ et X, Blanc, C. (tr.), Paris:
Les Editions du Cerf, 1970, p. 476.

2

Other authors have described it as a "Demonstration", as a "Prophetic act", as a "Clearing", to
name but three. As this thesis is primarily concerned with historical questions, it was thought that
to label the incident as anything other than the traditional "Cleansing" would be to pre-judge the
incident. "Demonstration" is preferred for example by: Miller, RJ., "The (A)Historicity of Jesus'
Temple Demonstration: A Test Case in Methodology", in: Lovering, E.H., (ed.), The Society of
Biblical Literature Seminar Papers 1991, Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press, 1991, p. 235.
"Occupation" is preferred by: Chilton, B., A Galilean Rabbi and his Bible: Jesus' Use of the
Interpreted Scripture of His Time, Wilmington, Delaware: Michael Glazier, Inc., 1984, p. 18. See:
Appendix V (cf. Section 7.4) for a survey of opinion on this matter.

3

See Appendix I.

4

Hollenbach, P., "Liberating Jesus for Social Involvement", in: BibThBul 15(1985), p. 156a; cf.
Klausner, J., Jesus of Nazareth: His Life, Times, and Teaching, London: George Allen and Unwin
Ltd., ET 1925, p. 312; Borg, MJ., Conflict, Holiness and Politics in the Teaching of Jesus, New
York and Toronto: The Edwin Mellon Press, 1984, p. 171.

5

Sumithra, S., "Jesus Cleanses the Temple: An Exposition of Matthew 21:12-17", in: ERT IO
(1986), pp. 277-83; cf. Hiers, R.H., "Purification of the Temple: Preparation for the Kingdom of
God", in: JBL 90(1971), p. 82; Borg, Conflict, p. 171.

6

Dodd, C.H. The Founder of Christianity, London: Collins, 1971, 5th. repr. 1972, p. 144; cf.
Evans, C., "Jesus and the 'Cave of Robbers': Toward a Jewish Context for the Temple Action",
in: BBR 3(1993), pp. 93-4 who in his introduction elucidated the importance of Jesus' action for
the wider field of research into the historical Jesus.

7

e.g. El Greco, Giotto, Delacroix, Raphael.
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the other hand precipitated endless debate as regards, for example, whether there were
two Cleansing incidents in the life of Jesus or only one, 8 and what meaning and
explanation can be attached to the story.9

1.2 THE PROBLEM DEFINED
There are two related problems with the story of the Cleansing as recorded in the Gospels
that are of particular relevance for this present study.
The first is the question of basic historicity, which will be taken to mean whether the
incident or something like it ever occurred at all. The Greek Church Father, Origen, was
among the first if not the very first to question its basic historicity. He made the
suggestion that it should be interpreted symbolically. IO In more modem times however, it
was apparently not until 1981 that an English scholar was to pick up Origen' s tantalising
hypothesis. 11

Despite the fact that there are intriguing differences between the Gospel records (which
ought to have been enough to at least question the basic historicity if not outright deny it),
until 1981, it would be fair to say that by far the majority of English commentaries,
periodical articles and other material referred to in the preparation of this thesis agree with
R. Schnackenburg (1965) silently if not explicitly that "only the fact itself, like the entry
into Jerusalem, is not open to question". 12 This seems to be because most commentators
appear to be content with a simple interpretation of the incident.
However, there are some writers who are content to merely acknowledge that there are
historical difficulties, without proceeding further: "The event remains uncertain in
historical detail . . .". 13 Others, while not exact! y assuming complete historicity
8

cf. Section 4.3.

9

cf. Chapter 7: Implications.

10

cf. Origen, Commentary on John, X: 143.

11

cf. Beare, F.W., The Gospel According to Matthew, San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1981, p.
416: "[I]t is inconceivable that this story should be taken as literal, historical truth." See: Section
7.3.1.

12

Schnackenburg, R., The Gospel According to St John: Volume 1, New York: Crossroad Pub.
Co., ET 1990, p. 355: "There need be no hesitation that the tradition is based on fact"; Five years
later Schnackenburg had not changed his mind, see: Schnackenburg, R., Jesus in the Gospels: A
Biblical Christology, Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster, John Knox Press, ET 1995, p. 36; cf.
Lindars, B., The Gospel of John, London: Oliphants, 1972, p. 137.

13

Viviano, B.T., "The Gospel According to Matthew", in: Brown, R.E., Fitzmyer, J.A., and
Murphy, R.E., (eds.), The New Jerome Biblical Commentary, London: Geoffrey Chapman, 1991,
p. 664; Sanders, E.P., Jesus and Judaism, London: S.C.M. Press, 1985, p. 365 n. 6, while
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nevertheless do not pursue the matter further: "The cleansing of the Temple ... surely
qualifies as having historical foundations."14
Such attitudes are unscholarly and beg the question.
The second problem is the simple conclusion that apart from the Gospel accounts
themselves, there is absolutely no primary evidence that points to there being any trade
whatsoever in the temple. 15 Scholars over the years have either used this as a basis for
denying its basic historicity and consequently explain its existence as arising out of the
early Church, 16 or have resorted to "sheer speculation" in order to have the right
ingredients at the right place at the right time.1 7 Still others have gone to great lengths not
only to accept the Gospel accounts but even to argue that there were two Cleansing
incidents. 18

1.3 THE SOLUTION PROPOSED
With very few exceptions, commentators have placed the incident where a natural,
uncritical reading of the Gospels locate it, namely in the Outer Court of the Herodian
Jerusalem Temple.
As mentioned above, those exceptions either discount the story as unhistorical (i.e. it
didn't happen), or explain away unsatisfactorily the problems they acknowledge are
associated with the story.
acknowledging that debate exists "about what took place within the temple precincts and what was
relegated to the area outside", nevertheless claimed that "we may assume that trade was allowed
only in the court of the Gentile", and proceeded on that basis.

14

15
16

Harrington, D.J., "The Gospel According to Mark", in: Brown, R.E., Fitzmyer, J.A., and
Murphy, R.E., (eds.), The New Jerome Biblical Commentary, London: Geoffrey Chapman, 1991,
p. 620.
cf. Eppstein, V., "The Historicity of the Gospel Account of the Cleansing of the Temple", in:
ZNW 55(1964), p. 55; Klausner, Jesus of Nazareth, p. 314; See Section 5.3.
A recent example of this position is that taken by: Seeley, D., "Jesus' Temple Act", in: CBQ
55(1993), pp. 282-3: "[V]irtually every aspect of the temple act is easier to understand as a Marean
composition than as a reflection of a historical event. ... Logic dictates that the compositional
alternative be chosen over the historical one."

17

This is the opinion expressed by Evans, C.A., "Jesus' Action in the Temple: Cleansing or Portent
of Destruction?", in: CBQ 51(1989), p. 267 of the attempt of Eppstein, "Historicity", pp. 42-58
to place traders in the outer court; See Section 5.3.3.1.

18

A recent example where the writer takes the view that there were two temple cleansings, one early
in Jesus' ministry as recorded in John's Gospel and the other in the final week before the
crucifixion as recorded in the Synoptic Gospels is that of: Carson, D.A., The Gospel According to
John, Leicester: Inter-Varsity Press, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1991,
p. 178: "[T]he arguments for one are weak and subjective, while the most natural reading of the
texts favours two"; See: Section 4.3.1.
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This thesis represents an attempt to confront these historical problems, to probe behind
the symbolism inherent in the accounts, and to turn what until now have been little more
than assumptions and speculations into historical probabilities.
A third alternative will be proposed that neither dismisses the incident out of hand nor

blindly follows the prevailing scholarly assumption of locating the Cleansing on the
Temple Mount. 19
A relocation of the incident outside the Temple Mount not only solves the historical
problems; it also enables a reconsideration of the motive behind Jesus' action.

1.4 THE IMPORTANCE OF LOCATION
In E.P. Sanders' (1989) otherwise "excellent discussion" 20 on the necessity of the
money-changers for the maintenance of the Temple cult, he stated:
"the place of the trade, and consequently Jesus' action, should be seen as
coincidental and not determinative for the meaning of the event".21
This thesis may be viewed also as a rebuttal of this naive view, shared by others.
The question of location is important for the following reasons:
Since there are problems with demonstrating conclusively that the market which was the
scene of the Cleansing existed on the Temple Mount, then location is important from an
historical perspective - the chief concern of this thesis.
Secondly, some scholars reject the historicity of the event precisely because they cannot
demonstrate the presence of the elements of the story as depicted in the Gospels. D.
Seeley's (1993) position is representative of this viewpoint:
"If we cannot reasonably place a reported event in its alleged surrounding
circumstances, should we not seriously doubt that it occurred?"22

19

20

The convention of using the word "temple" (with the lower case "t") to designate the entire
Temple Mount, and the word "Temple" (with upper case "T') to refer to the Temple House will be
followed.

In the opinion of: Neusner, J., "The Absoluteness of Christianity and the Uniqueness of Judaism:
Why Salvation is not of the Jews", in: Int 43(1989), p. 22.

21

Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, p. 68.

22

Seeley, "Temple Act", p. 270.
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Therefore, if these historical problems can be satisfactorily overcome, especially by a
relocation, then it will strengthen considerably the case for the basic historicity of the
event.
Thirdly, many of the conclusions regarding the supposed motive on the part of Jesus for
his action rest on the assumption that it occurred on the Temple Mount and that therefore
Jesus was making a statement regarding some aspect of the Temple or its cult. If his
action occurred outside the Temple Mount then that relocation will have a bearing on
determining the motive for his action.
Fourthly, L. Gaston (1970)23 - who Sanders used to support his argument24 - made the
observation that if there was meaning to the location then there must be more than one
location from which to choose. Since all scholars either say that the event didn't happen
or that it happened on the Temple Mount, then location doesn't matter. This thesis will
demonstrate not only that there is another location from which to choose, but that it is the
most likely one, and that by implication this shift in location will at the very least enable a
narrowing of alternatives as to its original meaning.

1.5 ORIGINALITY OF SOLUTION PROPOSED
This thesis is the first attempt known to the writer where: all the available literary and
archaeological material has been brought together and assessed; all the elements of the
Gospel story, namely the money changers, the cattle, the sheep and the bird sellers are
demonstrated to have been present in a market outside the Temple Mount; and the Gospel
accounts of the incident are explained in a manner that is consistent with the
consequences of this relocation.
E.P. Sanders (1992) gave reasons why he thought that the cattle and sheep of the story
were sold outside the Temple Mount, in fact outside the walls of the city, while the doves
were sold in the Royal Portico, along with the money changers.25 However, he failed to
take into account the important question of the timing of the incident in relation to the
money changers, and other issues regarding the location of the vendors of sacrificial
doves. In addition his arguments in favour of the market for sheep and cattle being
outside Jerusalem rest on conjecture - he supplies no footnotes at all and only one

ij,

23

Gaston, L., No Stone on Another, Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1970, p. 87.

24

Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, p. 368 n. 54.

25

cf. Sanders, E.P., Judaism: Practice and Belief 63 BCE - 66 CE, London: S.C.M. Press,
Philadelphia: Trinity Press International, 1992, pp. 87-8.
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reference in the text (Philo, Sp Laws, 1:74). In fact one of his conjectures betrays a
personal view of worship - one that, in order to be genuine, must be quiet, decent and in
order. Finally, it should not be forgotten that Sanders nevertheless placed the Cleansing
incident inside the Temple Mount, and argued that John's unique addition of the cattle
and sheep into the story is historically "improbable".
While Sanders is right to the extent that the cattle and sheep were sold outside the Temple
Mount, it is likely that so were the doves, but that neither fact renders John's or the
Synoptic accounts unhistorical.
Another special feature of this present work is that a close historical-critical study of the
Cleansing of the Temple has not been attempted since that of V. Eppstein (1964).26 This
pivotal work has its short-comings, as will be noted, not least being that many of his
assertions are not substantiated.

1.6 PREVIOUS DIS SERT ATIO NS
I

ljtI/
In recent years, there have been at least three doctoral dissertations on the Cleansing of
the Temple.
The first, that of G. Selong (1971),2 7 looked at the question of the dependency of the
fourth Gospel on the Synoptics, using the Cleansing accounts as a test case. Selong's
conclusion was that John displays a literary dependence on the first three Gospels.
The second, that of R.E. Dowda (1972),28 examined the Synoptic accounts of the
Cleansing with a view to determining the way early Christianity dealt with the Temple.
His conclusions thus have more to do with the interpretations of the incident constructed
by the evangelists than with any historical-critical issues.

26

27

i:-'

28

cf. Eppstein, "Historicity". Two other works have promising titles but are in fact concerned with
other matters: Campbell, R.J., "Evidence for the Historicity of the Fourth Gospel in John 2:1322", in: SE 7(1982), pp. 101-20 attempted to argue for an early (Johannine) dating of the
cleansing; Miller, "(A)Historicity", pp. 235-52 provided a critique of the historical-critical
approach of several New Testament scholars.
cf. Selong, G., "The Cleansing of the Temple in Jn 2,13-22: with a Reconsideration of the
Dependence of the Fourth Gospel upon the Synoptics", Catholic University of Louvain: Faculty
of Theology, 1971. For an abstract of this unpublished work see: Selong, G., "The Cleansing of
the Temple in Jn 2,13-22: with a Reconsideration of the Dependence of the Fourth Gospel upon
the Synoptics", in: ETL 48(1972), pp. 212-13.
cf. Dowda, R.E., "The Cleansing of the Temple in the Synoptic Gospels", Duke University:
Department of Religion, 1972.
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The third, that of L.A. Losie (1984),29 attempted to trace the literary history of the story
from Jesus to the differing interpretations of each of the Gospel writers.30

1.7 HISTORICAL JESUS RESEARCH
This thesis can be situated firmly amongst the current academic scholarship devoted to
what is commonly known as "Historical Jesus Research" or "Life of Jesus Research"31
or more specifically by others as the "Third Quest".32
Among the distinguishing features33 of this new wave of research into the Jesus of
History is the admission that Jesus was a first century Palestinian Jew and that this fact
must form the starting point for any further analysis of his life.34 The Gospel records,
when viewed with this as foundation, point to a man who, while unique, nevertheless
functioned within the parameters of the Judaism of his time. For example, there is no
record of Jesus refusing to observe the ritual laws associated with Temple worship.
Indeed there is every indication that he was meticulous in observing them even to the
point - and this is crucial - of requiring others to do the same. Even if some may wish to
ii

explain away such passages as Mk 1:44 and 11: 16 as insertions from a later redactor,

29

cf. Losie, L.A., "The Cleansing of the Temple: A History of a Gospel Tradition in Light of Its
Background in the Old Testament and in Early Judaism", Fuller Theological Seminary: Faculty of
the School of Theology, 1984.

30

No single book is devoted solely to the Cleansing, although innumerable books exist which
discuss the Gospel accounts to a greater or lesser extent.

31

This is taken from the German subtitle of A. Schweitzer's (1906) book, Von Reimarus zu Wrede:
Leben-Jesu Forschung, see: Soulen, R.N., Handbook of Biblical Criticism, Atlanta, Georgia:
John Knox Press, 2nd. ed. revised and augmented 1981, pp. 159-60; cf. Telford, W.R., "Major
Trends and Interpretive Issues in the Study of Jesus", in: Chilton, B., Evans, C.A., (eds.),
Studying the Historical Jesus: Evaluations of the State of Current Research, Leiden, New York,
Koln: E.J. Brill, 1994, p. 33.

32

cf. Wright, N.T., Who Was Jesus?, London: SPCK, 1992, p. 12; Wright, N.T., "History and
Theology", in: Neill, S., and Wright, N.T., The Interpretation of the New Testament 1861-1986,
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2nd. ed. 1988, p. 379. For a recent overview of the various
"Quests" see: Wright, Who Was Jesus?, pp. 2-18; Kee, H.C., "A Century of Quests for the
Culturally Compatible Jesus", in: IT 52, 1(1995), pp. 17-28.

33

For a more comprehensive list, see: Telford, "Major Trends", pp. 57-8; MJ. Borg (1988) noted
the inter-disciplinary and cross-cultural approach of contemporary scholarship. See: Borg, MJ .,
"The Historian, the Christian, and Jesus", in: TT 52,1 (1995), pp. 7-8; Borg, M.J ., "A
Renaissance in Jesus Scholarship", in: IT 45(1988), pp. 280-92; reprinted in: Borg, MJ., Jesus
and Contemporary Scholarship, Valley Forge: Trinity Press International, 1994, pp. 3-17; Wrigh 4
"History and Theology", pp. 397-403; Boring, M.E., "The 'Third Quest' and the Apostolic Faith",
in: Inter 50,4(1996), pp. 343-4.

34

cf. Telford, "Major Trends", pp. 70-1 nn. 129-36; Borg, MJ., Meeting Jesus Again for the First
Time: The Historical Jesus and the Heart of Contemporary Faith, San Francisco: Harper, 1995, p.
22; Boring, "The 'Third Quest' and the Apostolic Faith", p. 343.
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they nevertheless point to the prevailing picture of Jesus as one who had a typical Jewish
affection for the Temple and its laws.35
An equally important distinguishing feature of modem Jesus research is that the old
dichotomy, associated with the so-called "New Quest",36 between the so-called "Jesus of
History" and the "Christ of Faith" has given way to a recognition that: for Christians the
two cannot be separated and that any conclusions reached can do nothing but shed light
on the figure of Jesus; and that for everyone the limitations of history are such that at best
only probabilities can ever be established.37
Thirdly, although recognised as primarily written to elicit faith, much of the Gospels are
now seen to contain reliable historical witness - but a witness should not be immune from
rigorous scrutiny. In other words, it is now possible to draw from them quite a deal of
reliable historical data concerning the life and ministry of Jesus.38 Gone are the days of
extreme scepticism epitomised in the writings of R. Bultmann (1926) and others.39

1.8 THE SOURCES AND METHODOLOGY
Any reliable conclusions that may be drawn are only as good as the sources consulted
and methodology used. 40 The following represent the major primary sources consulted
and the attitude adopted towards each.

35

36

I"'

37

1...

I
I

38

i

39

40

This is not to say of course that Jesus did not oppose other ritual laws not associated with the
Temple. The best known example would be that of :Mk 7: 1-23. See the article: Fred.riksen, P.,
"Did Jesus Oppose the Purity Laws?", in: BR 11,3(1995), pp. 20-5, 42-7.
That conducted from approximately after World War II to around 1970, and pioneered by R.
Bultmann's student, E. K~emann (1953): K~emann, E., "The Problem of the Historical Jesus",
in: Essays on New Testament Themes, London: S.C.M. Press, ET 1964, pp. 15-47; Telford,
"Major Trends", pp. 56-7.
cf. Johnson, L.T., The Real Jesus: The Misguided Quest for the Historical Jesus and the Truth of
the Traditional Gospels, San Francisco: Harper, 1996, pp. 85, 123, 132.
cf. Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, p. 2: "The view today seems to be that we can know pretty well
what Jesus was out to accomplish, that we can know a lot about what he said, and that these two
things make sense within the world of first century Judaism."; cf. Wright, "History and
Theology", p. 379.
cf. Bultmann, R., Jesus and the Word, London and Glasgow: Collins, ET 1958, p. 14: "I do
indeed think that we can know almost nothing concerning the life and personality of Jesus, since
the early Christian sources show no interest in either, are moreover fragmentary and often
legendary; and other sources about Jesus do not exist"
cf. M. Abot 1:9 Neusner 674: "Examine the witnesses with great care. And watch what you say,
lest they learn from what you say how to lie."
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1.8.1 The Hebrew Bible
The Old Testament ,vill be treated as a reliable account of the theological thought of those
who wrote its various works. In the instances where historical information is used, this
~;

\Vill be on the basis of consistency with other contemporaneous material, particularly
from the same source.
This general attitude has also been applied to the Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, the
Aramaic Targums and the Dead Sea Scrolls (much use for example will be made of the
Temple Scroll as an example of the attitude of its authors and those around them to the
Jerusalem Temple, even though it is an idealised description of a future temple).

1.8.2 The New Testament
As discussed in Section 1. 7, the Gospels will be considered as on the whole reliable
accounts of the life and ministry of Jesus41 - though subject to the usual critical analysis.
The other writings of the New Testament are used only in a comparative role. They are of
more relevance here as accurate reflections of theological opinion in the early Church
rather than as historical indicators. So for example, the depiction in the Acts of the
Apostles of Paul and other disciples of Jesus using the Temple for worship need not be
taken as an accurate historical account of what occurred. Again however, we may take it
that the preservation of such accounts indicates that the early Church had no negative
thoughts regarding the Jerusalem Temple.

1.8.3 Josephus
A similar attitude will be taken with regards to the works of Josephus. That is, they will
at first be taken as reliable, but subject to the usual criteria of assessment.
1.. ,

II

I

With regard to the temple, we need to remember that Josephus gives us an eyewitness
account of its architecture. Unfortunately, he sometimes contradicted himself, and fell
prey to exaggeration. Many scholars for example regard the Mishnah tractate Middoth as

41

cf. Borg, "Historian", p. 15: "Modem historical scholarship . . . [see the Gospels a]s a
combination of historical memory and metaphorical narrative, they express the early Christian
movement's witness to both the pre-Easter and post-Easter Jesus."
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more accurate in some instances than Josephus when detailing the architecture of the
Temple. 42

1.8.4 Rabbinic Literature
Much will be made of the large amount of material concerning the Temple contained in
the Mishnah and its associated literature.
I

ill,

f

The following working observations will be born in mind, though these will need to be

I!

weighed in the face of conflicting evidence.
First, material from before AD 70 is included within Rabbinic literature, but the
identification of such material is another matter since the extant literature comes from a
later period.43 On the one hand to simply state that a Halakah without specific Rabbinic

t

authority is likely to be a tradition that goes back before AD 7044 is too naive, and yet to
dismiss the entire corpus as worthless seems to be equally reckless. 45

42

cf. von Wahlde, U.C., "The Relationships between Pharisees and Chief Priests: Some
Observations on the Texts in Matthew, John and Josephus", in: NTS 42(1996), p. 511; For the
opposite opinion, see for example: Levine, L.I., "Josephus' Description of the Jerusalem Temple:
War, Antiquities, and other Sources", in: Parente, F., and Sievers, J., (eds.), Josephus and the
History of the Greco-Roman Period: Essays in Memory of Morton Smith, Leiden, New York,
Koln: E.J. Brill, 1994, p. 240.

43

cf. Chilton, Galilean Rabbi, pp. 23, 30; Wright, N.T., The New Testament and the People of
God, Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1992, p. 229. In contrast, Vennes, G., Jesus the Jew: A
Historian's Reading of the Gospels, Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1973 repr. 1981, p. 52, and later
in: The Religion of Jesus the Jew, Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1993, p. 150, who talces a
surprisingly uncritical stand with regard to the relationship between Rabbinic literature and pre AD
70 Judaism. cf. Riches, J.K., "Review of: The Religion of Jesus the Jew: by Geza Vennes", in:
ITS 47,1(1996), p. 204.

44

Such is the stance of: Applebaum, S., "Economic Life in Palestine", in: Safrai, S., et. al., (eds.),
The Jewish People in the First Century: Volume II, Assen, Amsterdam: Van Gorcum, 1976, p.
655. It should be noted that: b. Yorn 16a on 1:2 Sonc 71 claimed that the authority for the
anonymous Mishnahs in the tractate Middoth come from R. Eliezer b. Jacob; b. San 86a on 10:3
(M. San 11:lB-P) Sonc 572-3 gives a complete list; cf. Sanders, E.P., Paul and Palestinian
Judaism, London: S.C.M. Press, 1977, 2nd. impr. 1981, p. 68; for a more skeptical approach,
see: Strack, H.L., and Sternberger, G., Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash, Edinburgh: T. &
T. Clark, ET 1991, p. 65.

45

cf. Urbach, E.E., The Sages: Their Concepts and Beliefs: Volume I, Jerusalem: The Magnes
Press, 2nd. ed. ET 1979, pp. 3, 16-17, who maintained that even where a Halakah is attributed it
may be transmitting an older tradition; Neusner, J., Introduction to Rabbinic Literature, New
York: Doubleday, 1994, pp. xx, 15, 2lff, and Strack and Sternberger, Introduction to the Talmud
and Midrash, pp. 138-56, in particular discussed the pre-history of material in the Mishnah;
Sanders (1985), Jesus and Judaism, p. 366 n. 27. Sanders took a surprisingly uncritical stance
with regard to Rabbinic literature that dealt with "discussions of the temple, the trade, the temple
tax, and sacrifices", notwithstanding the idealism of the texts; later, Sanders (1992), Judaism, pp.
10-11, he took a more cautious view, but nevertheless refused to dismiss all Rabbinic evidence as
worthless.
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Secondly, material that occurs in works which are early can be regarded as being more
reliable than that which occurs first in later literature. So a working order of reliability can
be established: Mishnah; Tosefta; Jerusalem Talmud; Tannaitic Midrashim such as
Leviticus Rabbah; Babylonian Talmud.46
~-

Thirdly, where possible the material will be related to that of Josephus, Philo, the Dead
Sea Scrolls, Old Testament Pseudepigrapha and the Targums in order to gain a more
comprehensive picture and discern pre AD 70 traditions.47
Fourthly, because many influences can be detected within the literature and not simply
pharisaic,48 it can be used to recover pre AD 70 traditions, despite the likelihood that the
high priest together with the chief priests were the ones to make and enforce the ritual
laws associated with the Temple Mount. 49 In other words there will be cases where the
rabbis codified activities that were already in practice.50
Finally, where the above is not possible, coherence with other related material in the
Rabbinic Literature and known parallels in other literature will be used to establish
Ill!

. I

probabilities .

i

With these principles in mind, the chance of an anachronistic interpretation can be
minimised. 5l

46

cf. Sanders, Palestinian Judaism, p. 63; For dates of these works see: Neusner, J., "Parallel
Histories of Early Christianity and Judaism", in: BR 3,Spring(l987), p. 51; Neusner, Introduction
to Rabbinic Literature, p. 13.

47

cf. Buchanan, G.W., "The Use of Rabbinic Literature For New Testament Research", in:
BibThBul 7(1977), p. 112b.

48
49

50
51

cf. Neusner, "Parallel Histories", p. 49b; Neusner, J., The Rabbinic Traditions about the Pharisees
before 70: Part 1: The Masters, Leiden: EJ. Brill, 1971, pp. 4-5.
cf. War 6:333-4, Ant 16:163, where Rome allowed the Jews to maintain religious laws; Sanders,
Judaism, p. 487; The two main alternative theories viz that most people, including Sadducees did
what the Pharisees dictated, and that the Sanhedrin controlled the ritual laws are represented by:
Pharisees: Ant 18:17; Mason, S., Flavius Josephus on the Pharisees, Leiden: EJ. Brill, 1991, pp.
372-4; Neusner, "Parallel Histories", p. 48b; and the Sanhedrin: M. Pe 2:6B Neusner 14, M. Ed
7:4B Neusner 657, M. Sanh 11:2 Neusner 607, Ant 4:218; with regard to the Temple, the
Sanhedrin (according to the Mishnah) for example judged whether a priest was ritually pure for
service, e.g. M. Mid 5:4G Neusner 883; Schilrer, E., The History of the Jewish People in the Age
of Jesus Christ (175BC-135AD ): Volume II, Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, rev. ed. 1979, p. 332;
Jeremias, J., Jerusalem in the Time of Jesus: An Investigation into Economic and Social
Conditions during the New Testament Period, London: S.C.M. Press, ET 1969, p. 133;
Smallwood, E.M., The Jews Under Roman Rule: From Pompey to Diocletian, Leiden: EJ. Brill,
1976, pp. 135, 149; von Wahlde, "Relationships between Pharisees and Chief Priests", p. 513.
cf. Sanders, Judaism, p. 465.
cf. Sanders, Judaism, pp. 458-72, who discussed more fully the issues involved in using Rabbinic
literature in New Testament studies, and also the relationship between the Pharisees and the post
AD 70 Rabbis.

"
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1.8.5 Archaeology
In establishing the existence of a market immediately outside the Temple Mount,
archaeological finds will play a key role. This thesis in its present form could not have
been written without the efforts of B. Mazar and his colleagues52 who between the years
1968-78 excavated a large part of the West and Southern walls of the Temple Mount.
However, interpreting archaeological finds must also be rigorous. In this area as in any
others it is easy to read into the material what one wants to see. B. Mazar, it will be
suggested, did this with one find, constructing an unnecessarily elaborate scenario to
explain its presence South of the Southern Wall, in order to be consistent with his theory
that the market (and therefore Jesus' Cleansing) was in the Royal Stoa on the Temple
Mount.
I

ij;,

The other great problem particularly with so-called "Biblical Archaeology" is the paucity
of final written excavation reports.53 Mazar produced only two preliminary reports of his
work. 54 The danger of making too much out of little evidence is present, but can be
offset to a great extent by comparing archaeological evidence with contemporary literary
sources.

1.8.6 Methodology
Criteria of authenticity55 will be applied to the information gleaned from the above
sources, in particular the criteria known as "multiple attestation". Thus for example where
more than one source speaks of a particular issue in a similar vein, it is more likely to be
authentic, especially if the sources are independent.56

52

Especially Mier Ben-Dov, field director and Leen Riuneyer, architect

53

cf. Shanks, H., "Archaeology's Dirty Secret", in: BAR 20~(1994), pp. 63-4, 79.

54

cf. Riuneyer, L., and Riuneyer, K., "Akeldama: Potter's Field or High Priest's Tomb?", in: BAR
20,6(1994), p. 35b; Mazar, B., Excavations in the Old City of Jerusalem: Preliminary Report of
the First Season, 1968, Jerusalem: The Israel Exploration Society, 1969; Mazar, B., The
Excavations in the Old City of Jerusalem Near the Temple Mount : Second Preliminary Report,
1969-70 Seasons, Jerusalem, The Institute of Archaeology, Hebrew University: The Israel
Exploration Society, 1971.

55

56

cf. Meier, J.P., A Marginal Jew: Rethinking the Historical Jesus, New York: Doubleday, 1991,
pp. 167-95; Downing, F.G., "Historical-Critical Method", in: A Dictionary of Biblical
Interpretation, London: S.C.M. Press, Philadelphia: Trinity Press, 1990, pp. 284-5; Telford,
"Major Trends", pp. 66-8.
The opposite is not always the case. Information found in only one source is not necessarily to be
discarded as fictitious. Other criteria such as "coherence" (i.e. what is known regarding similar
items) can be brought to bear to increase or decrease the probability of authenticity. cf. Gundry,
R.H., Mark: a Commentary on His Apology for the Cross, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B.
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In addition, the Synoptic accounts will not be played off against the Johannine but each
element of the different accounts will be treated with equal veracity.5 7 This can be done
with intellectual honesty for the simple reason that if one were to demonstrate, as is
intended here, that none of the elements contained in any of the accounts could have been
present on the Temple Mount at the time Jesus did his deed then the task will have been
half-way completed.

1.9 AIMS OF CHAPTERS
Chapter two will consist of a survey of relevant material from contemporary Greek,
Roman and Semitic Temples before turning to a detailed analysis of the ritual laws of the
Outer Court of the Temple Mount and the extent to which they were observed in Jesus'
time.
Chapter three will be a survey of mcxlem scholarship on the dating of the Cleansing
incident with the view to establishing a probable relative and absolute date for the
Cleansing in the life of Jesus.
Chapter four will consist of an introduction to the duties of ancient money changers
before examining their function and location in and around the Temple Mount. In the light
of Chapter three a likely location for the money changers at the time of the Cleansing will
be established.
Chapter five will look closely at the contemporary and other evidence for a market on the
Temple Mount, establishing in the process with high probability that no such market ever
existed on the Temple Mount. but that all the elements required by the Gospel accounts
were present immediately outside the Temple Mount.
Chapter six will establish the existence of markets outside the Temple Mount, and discuss
how these markets were in fact regarded as the "Temple Markets" in the time of Jesus.
Chapter seven, "Implications", will draw together the discussion and present the thesis as
the only viable explanation of the available evidence. Other consequences of the proposal
will be given, namely: how the extant form of the Gospel accounts should be explained;
Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1993, pp. 646-7, who used the criterion of dissimilarity in support of his
belief in the "authenticity" (historicity) of the story.

57

cf. Chilton, B., "[~~] <ppayiAA1ov EK oxovv(c.uv (JOHN 2.15)", in: Horbury, W., (ed.),
Temp/um Amicitiae: Essays on the Second Temple Presented to Ernst Bammel, Sheffield: JSOT
Press, 1991, p. 335.
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how the thesis bears on questions of the basic historicity of the story; what light if any it
sheds on a possible motive Jesus might have had for the incident; and a note on the
relationship between the Cleansing incident and the later arrest of Jesus.
Chapter eight, the conclusion, will include a brief summary of each of the chapters, and
possible avenues of future research.

I, •.

I

~

...

2 SETTING THE SCENE
"He who has not seen the Temple of Herod has never seen a beautiful
building."
b. BB 4aon 1:1-2 Sonc 12
cf. b. Sulek 51 b on 5: 1-4 Sonc 244

2.1 INTRODUCTION
With notably few exceptions, everyone who has approached the story of the Cleansing of
'-

~i

I

the Temple by Jesus and has assumed its basic historicity, has placed the incident
unequivocally in the Outer Court of the Herodian Temple Mount.1

I

ill'

I

Several questions are necessarily raised by this observation apart from a questioning of
the historicity of the incident altogether and a questioning of the placement of the incident.
Did other temples of the time allow the conducting of markets in sacrificial animals in
their equivalent of the Outer Court? Exactly what constituted the Outer Court of the
Herodian Temple and what were the ritual laws governing it?
The architecture of the Herodian Temple shared many similarities with other temples of
the time. These temples also had animal sacrifice as an integral part of their cultic
worship. If such similarities are considered, then uncovering the location of their animal
markets at the very least will allow tentative conclusions to be drawn as to the likely
location of the Herodian Temple markets. Further, ascertaining the degree of sanctity of
their outer courts will allow us to make a judgement as to the level of respect pilgrims to
other temples invested in them. Again this will enable us to determine the likelihood of
similar areas within the Herodian Temple being locations for animal markets.
The second question therefore flows naturally from the first. The answer to this question
will enable a further question to be answered, namely, was the Outer Court of the
Herodian Temple considered a suitable and therefore probable place to conduct an animal
market?
Section 2.2 therefore will be a brief survey of some non-Jewish temples, concentrating
on their T EµEvfl and the restrictions or otherwise of animals in those areas.

1

The only exceptions are those very few scholars who have placed the incident in Solomon's
Stables. This will be dealt with in Section 5.6.

,
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Section 2.3 will be a similar overview of pre-Herodian Jewish temples which have been
excavated, with a mention of other contemporary or excavated temples to "Yahweh"

(i1ii1"\ KvplOS, Dominus).
Section 2.4 will focus on the Jerusalem Temple and specifically on the Outer Court of the
Temple Mount from the wilderness tent to the Hasmonean Outer Court.
Section 2.5 will discuss the architectural features of the Herodian Outer Court and
Section 2.6 the ritual status of the Outer Court.

2.2 OTHER TEMPLES, OTHER GODS
Justification for such a survey of contemporary non-Jewish temples within the context of
a study of the Herodian Outer Court can be easily given. Jerusalem (tl?tvii'\
'IEpovoaAriµ, Hierusalem)2 stood at a cross-roads of cultures, and although many

aspects of first century Judaism were jealously guarded, foreign influences and
similarities can be detected. 3
Of no little significance for the present study is the influence on the architecture of the
Jerusalem Temple of other cultures. For example, King Solomon (965 - 928 BC) enlisted
the help of the Phoenician King Hiran I (c968 - 935 BC) in order to build the first
Jerusalem Temple.4

2.2.1 Greek Temples
Whenever a Greek city was founded, one of the first acts was to mark off the area (1Epa
6pyas) dedicated to the gcxi(s) by the use of opos stones.5

1·..

2

For a tabulation of the more important Hebrew, Greek and Latin words used in this thesis, refer to
the Appendix "Vocabulary".

3

cf. Wright, G.R.H., "Pre-Israelite Temples in the Land of Canaan", in: PEQ 103(1971), p. 17.

4

See Section 2.4.2.

5

cf. Plato, Laws. 738C-D; lsager, S., "Sacred and Profane Ownership of Land", in: Wells, B., (ed.),
Proceedings of the Seventh International Symposium at the Swedish Institute of Athens, 16-17
May, 1990, Stockholm: Paul Astroms Forlag, 1992, p. 120a; Parker, R., "Athenian Religion
Abroad", in: Osbourne, R., and Hornblower, S., (eds.), Ritual, Finance, Accounts: Athenian
Democratic Accounts Presented to David Lewis, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994, p. 339; The
distinction between sacred and profane areas was not so clear in the older cities of mainland Greece,
see: Malkin, I., Religion and Colonisation in Ancient Greece, Leiden: EJ. Brill, 1987, pp. 138-9,
144.

~
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From the classical period land belonging to the gods was divided for all practical
purposes into three categories, each of which were designated by the term "TiµEvos".
Firstly, there was land which immediately surrounded the sacred buildings or altar and
was left uncultivated. The two terms that designated such an area were "T iµEvos" and

"iEpov".
Second).y, there was land which was let out for agricultural purposes like any other land,
or as we shall see, used for the penning of animals destined for sacrifice. 6
Thirdly, there were certain , Ayo pa categorised as TEIJEVfl by virtue of the shrines
within them.7
By way of comparison with the Jerusalem Temple Mount, attention will be drawn to two
Greek TE1..t£Vfl that were active cultic centres during the first century AD.

2.2.1.1 Delphi - Apollo
The Temple of Apollo at Delphic 150 BC (FIG. 1),8 consisted of three main areas. The

TiµEvos was approximately rectangular in shape and about 18% of the size of the
Herodian Outer Court. It was closed by edict of Theodosius the Great in AD 390. 9
The Delphinian TiµEvos contained the "Sacred Way" - the main path to the Temple.
Scattered around the T £µEvos were statues, monuments and treasuries. The treasuries
were as much for valuables as for gifts and equipment of pilgrims.10 Notably, the

6

cf. Parker, R., Miasma: Pollution and Purification in early Greek Religion, Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1983, pp. 160-1; Parker, R., Athenian Religion: A History, Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1996, p. 145; Kent, J.H., "The Temple Estates of Delos, Rheneia, and Mykonos", in: Hesperia
17(1948), pp. 243-338.

7

For the sake of clarity, the first type of sacred land shall be designated with a capital "T".

8

An excellent map and legend of this can be found in: Holmberg, EJ., Delphi and Olympia,

Gothenburg: Paul Astrom, 1979, p. 34; Tomlinson, R.A., Greek Sanctuaries, London: Paul Elek,
1976, p. 64 (map only).
9

10

cf. Holmberg, Delphi and Olympia, pp. 22, 24, 64; Casson, S., and Hopper, RJ., "Delphi", in:
Hammond, N.G.L., and Scullard, H.H., (eds.), The Oxford Classical Dictionary, Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 2nd. ed. 1970, p. 322b; The Delphinian T lµevo~ was approximately 26,000 sq.
m., the Herodian, 144,000 sq. m. Similarly, the Ttµevo~ at Olympia, known as the aATl~ was
approximately 32,000 sq. m. It was closed by edict of Theodosius the Great in AD 393. On
Olympia, see: Holmberg, Delphi and Olympia, pp. 69, 84, 88, 91, 92 (map).
cf. Holmberg, Delphi and Olympia, pp. 16, 33-43; Tomlinson, Greek Sanctuaries, pp. 67-8.

~
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TiµEvos also contained a sixth century ~ovAEVTT1ptov, which served as the town
council chamber. 11
The Temple itself was sited roughly in the middle of the T EµEvos and surrounded by a
"terrace", itself adorned with various monuments and statues. Next to its entrance from
the Sacred Way stood the "Altar of the Chians".12 The architectural style of the Temple is
known as "Megaron" (i.e. where the entrance is on one of the short sides and where the
long side walls are extended at one end - in this case both ends - to form a porch or
vestibule, "npova 6s").13
Entry to the Temple was restricted to those who had done nothing which rendered them
"unsuitable for entry into the sanctuary".1 4 Notably women were excluded from
proceeding beyond the npova6s. 15 Those who wished to consult the TTv8ta had first to
ritually wash in the water of the Catalian spring, outside the TEµEvos to the East.16
Unfortunately, the location of the sale of the animals used for sacrifice remains unclear.
Given the large number of statues, monuments and treasuries in the TtµEvos it is very
unlikely that that was the site of an animal market. More likely then is the probability that
the animals were bought in the town of Delphi itself.

2.2.1.2 Acropolis - Athena
The Acropolis of Athens, which was the site of non-Christian worship into the fifth
century AD, was of a similar design to the above, except that its TtµEvos was somewhat
elliptic in shape, though again enclosed by a wall (FIG. 2).17
The T EµEvos contained a number of buildings, including of course the Parthenon which
was completed in 432 BC, and the altar.

11

cf. Holmberg, Delphi and Olympia, pp. 19; 99, 105; in contrast, the Olympian f:>ov/\EVTr)plov
stood outside the a/\TlS, see: Tomlinson, Greek Sanctuaries, p. 59.

12

cf. Holmberg, Delphi and Olympia, pp. 29, 43, 99. 105; similarly at Olympia the Altar of Zeus
stood outside his Temple to the north.

1...
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13

cf. Wright, "Pre-Israelite Temples in the Land of Canaan", p. 18; Tomlinson, Greek Sanctuaries,
pp. 61, 101; the Temple of Zeus at Olympia was also of the Megaron style.

14

cf. Holmberg, Delphi and Olympia, p. 58.

15

cf. Holmberg, Delphi and Olympia, pp. 58-9.

16

cf. Holmberg, Delphi and Olympia, pp. 10, 58.

17

For a map, see Tomlinson, Greek Sanctuaries, p. 79.
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The Parthenon rested on a raised Kprpns and was approximately 31 by 70 m., making it
slightly larger than the Temple of Zeus at Olympia.18 A colonnade ran around the inner
structure, which consisted of four sections: a porch at the western and eastern end; a
room to the east of the western porch which served as a treasury; and a large room
between this treasury and the eastern porch. Its style was a typical Greek Megaron.
Of special interest is the entrance to the T EIJEVOS, the so-called "nponv Aa tov". This
was an elaborate gateway, adorned with columns and richly decorated in blue and gold.
R.A. Tomlinson (1976) suggested that its design facilitated not only processions but the
bringing of animals for sacrifice.19 If this is so (he gives no reference) then clearly
animals were bought outside the T iµEvos.

i

Also of interest for the present study was the store of armour between the npo1TVAatov

'1
1111

Ill
1

and the Parthenon in an area known as the "Chalkotheke". The armour was part of the
regular offering to Athena. 20
Two inscriptions relating to the Athens sanctuary indicate that here too there was an area
outside the sanctuary where animals destined for sacrifice were to be kept 21

2.2.1.3 Greek Temples in general
Apart from the many structural similarities that Greek Temples shared with the Jerusalem
Temple, it is to be also noted that the pasturing of animals in TE µlvn was strictly
forbidden. 22 To do so was treated as an offence against the property of the god rather
than a threatening sacrilege. 23 Fines were imposed on those who committed such an
offence. 24 This appears to have applied to both privately owned animals as well as

18

cf. Tomlinson, Greek Sanctuaries, p. 85.

19

cf. Tomlinson, Greek Sanctuaries, p. 86.

20

cf. Tomlinson, Greek Sanctuaries, p. 89.

21

cf. Sokolowski, F., "On the Episode of Onchestus in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo", in: TAP A
41(1960), p. 378.

22

cf. LSCG, pp. 135-6 n. 67, p. 162 n. 79, p. 179 n. 91, p. 199 n. 104, p. 200 n. 105, pp. 210-1
n. 116, pp. 233-4 n. 136; SIG :II, p. 531 n. 826G; LSCG, p. 110 57.6-8, relates that dung was
not permitted in the sanctuary at Argos.

23

As for the second type of TEUivn, an inscription from Delos forbad animals on land belonging to
the temple such as cultivated vineyards, see: Durrbach, F., and Roussell, P., (eds.), Inscriptions de
Delos (Nos 1400-1496), Paris: Librairie Ancienne Honore Champion, 1935, p. 49, no. 1416, B,
col. I, lines 45-6; Kent, ''Temple Estates", p. 317.

24

cf. LSCG, p. 234 n. 136.32, p. 250 n. 150A.5, SIG :Ill, p. 68 n. 963.36-8; Parker, Miasma, p.
165; Kent, ''Temple Estates", p. 317.
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animals handed over for sacrifice, i.e. owned by the god. Thus the regulations requiring
animals for sacrifice to be penned away from the TiµEvos would in all likelihood be
duplicated in most if not all Temples. Why this was so appears to be for a combination of
practical and religious reasons. It would preserve the grass and other vegetation in the
TEµEvos which belonged as it were to the god of the Temple. 25 It would restrict the
dropping of manure to a less sacred area, and enable the rate of sacrifices to be
controlled.
Xenophon (428n - 354 BC), who owned an estate near Olympia, bought a plot of
ground and set it aside for the goddess Artemis, so that sacrificial animals might have
somewhere to graze and that animals which transported pilgrims to the temple might also
have a place to graze. This "sacred precinct" was somewhere other than the aATlS (the
Olympian TEµEvos). 26 Even if Xenophon is classed as a religious conservative, the
result of his action was by no means unusual.
Also of significance was the apparent increase in the level of sanctity or purity as one
approached the va 6s of the typical Greek Temple. 27 As well, there were the restrictions
on those who entered the TEµEvos, for example menstruating women were prohibited
from entering,28 and ideally one needed a "reverent frame of mind" before entering.29
Places of purification were maintained outside the TEµEvfJ for those who needed them.30
Human activity too was restricted within the T iµEvos, and such restrictions increased
until the aOvTov, wherein only the priest could enter.31 J.W. Hewitt (1909) maintained
that greatly restricted access to Greek temples are to be found mainly in cases where the
deity is not Hellenistic but OrientaI.32

25

cf. Sokolowski, "On the Episode of Onchestus in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo", p. 378.

26

cf. Xenophon, Anabasis, 5.3.11; !sager, "Sacred and Profane Ownership of Land", p. 121a.

27

cf. Parker, Miasma, pp. 161-2.

28

cf. LSCG, p. 106 n. 55.5.

29

30

31

32

cf. Xenophon, Memorabilia, 3.8.10, "For temples and altars the most suitable position, he said,
was a conspicuous site remote from traffic; for it is pleasant to breathe a prayer at the sight of
them, and pleasant to approach them filled with holy thoughts."; See Section 6.3.3.
i.e. The lustral basins (nEp1ppavTT1p1a) installed at most sanctuaries; cf. Homer, The Odyssey,
4.750-2; Burkert, W., Greek Religion: Archaic and Classical, Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1987, pp.
77, 86-7.
It should be noted here that there were also areas known as af3aTa, which were areas marked off
and deemed inaccessable to all people. They may or may not be part of sanctuaries. cf. Parker,
Miasma, p. 167.
cf. Hewitt, J.W., ''The Major Restrictions on Access to Greek Temples", in: TAPA 40(1909), p.
91.
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In 424 BC the Thebans charged the Athenian troops with: entering the 1Ep6v of Delion;
fortifying and camping in it; and "doing there whatsoever men do in a profane place".33
As for the TE µEvos itself, a decree of the Roman period declared that birth and death
were traditionally forbidden "in all TEµEVTJ", a phrase which no doubt meant to include
TEµEVfl of all types. Nevertheless, worked TEµEVTJ unlike the TEµEVTJ immediately

surrounding the Temple could not be used as a place of sanctuary,34 indicating that the
1, ••

different TEµEVfl each enjoyed a different ritual status.
Thus, not only architectural features but increasing degrees of sanctity marked by an
increasing level of restricted entry as one approached the Temple proper can be paralleled
with similar features in the Herodian Temple (as will be demonstrated in Section 2.6). In
particular, the T EµEvos had a sanctity of its own such that animals were normally
forbidden entry except when being led directly to sacrifice. It seems then that no animal
markets were permitted in Greek T EµEVfl for practical as well as ritual reasons.

2.2.2 Roman Temples in the Near East
Due to the expansion of the Roman Empire, a number of Roman Temples were built in
the ancient Near East. Two in particular should be considered.

2.2.2.1 Heliopolis - Jupiter
Southwest of Palmyra was the city of Heliopolis (Baalbek), in modern Lebanon. It was a
caravan station on the route between Phoenician coastal towns and Mesopotamia
The Roman Acropolis of Jupiter was begun during the reign of Augustus after Berytus
(Beirut) became a Roman colony in 15 BC (FIG. 3).35 Thus its construction was begun
roughly at the same time as Herod's reconstruction of the Jerusalem Temple. F. Ragette
(1980) claimed that as the fame of Herod's work spread, that project "must certainly have

33

cf. Thucyilides 4.97.3; Xenophon related that warring took place in the Ttµevo) at Olympia in
364 BC, though this was not customary, Xenophon, Hellenica, 7.4.28-32; Parker, Miasma, p.
162.

34

cf. Parker, Miasma, p. 162, which gave JG I.II.1035. lOf as a reference, dating it between first
century BC and second century AD.

35

cf. Healey, J.F., "Heliopolis", in: Hornblower, S, and Spawforth, A., (eds.), The Oxford Classical
Dictionary, Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press, 3rd. ed. 1996, p. 676b.
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influenced the designers of Baalbek". Construction continued on and off right up until
Emperor Constantine AD 330. Even then it was unfinished.36
Pilgrims approached the Acropolis by first entering a ceremonial plaza, bounded by a low
wall and stone bench on the inside in the shape of an elongated semi-circle some 70m in
length. 37

111,

At the squared-off end to the west stood a monumental staircase which led up to the
"propylaeum" (irpomiAa tov), Syrian in style and completed c AD 245. Beyond that,
further to the west, a pilgrim would enter the Hexagonal Court, a court surrounded by a

ii:

"porticus" (OTOa).
On the other side of the Hexagonal Court was the entrance to the "Great Court", itself
surrounded by a walled portico which also embraced the Temple. This contained the

ifl'

I

"altarium" (8uotaOTT1ptov), and uniquely, a cube-shaped observation tower 17m high,
clearly designed to accomodate a large number of people. 38
This particular style of architecture of the "Great Court", namely a Temple surrounded by
a open court rimmed by a porticus is known as a "Caesareum". A frequent feature
included a large basilica along one_side. As the name suggests Caesarea were often built
for Caesarean worship, other examples in the East being at Antioch, Alexandria and
Cyrene. The Jerusalem Temple Mount was built in the form of a Caesareum.39
Beyond the tower and altar stood the Temple of Jupiter itself, completed c AD 60. A
rather large Megaron structure measuring 48 by 90 m., it was approached by a wide
staircase, being raised above the level of the Great Court. According to F. Ragette
(1980), "(t]he famous statue of Jupiter Heliopolitan would have been placed at the rear
end of the temple in a raised adytum (aOuTov)."40

36

Ragette, F., Baalbek, London: Chatto & Windus, 1980, pp. 23, 39.

37

cf. Ragette, B aalbek, p. 39.

38

cf. Ragette, Baalbek, pp. 34, 39.

39

cf. Bahat, D., and Rubinstein, C.T., The Illustrated Atlas of Jerusalem, New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1990, p. 44; Mazar, B., "The Temple Mount", in: Amitai, J., (ed.), Biblical
Archaeology Today, Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society, 1985, p. 463; Rousseau, J. J., and
Arav, R., Jesus and His World: An Archaeological and Cultural Dictionary, Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1995, p. 290; Mazar, B., "The Royal Stoa in the Southern Part of the Temple Mount", in:
Shanks, H., and Mazar, B. (eds.), Recent Archaeology in the Land of Israel, Washington, D.C.:
Biblical Archaeology Society, 1984, p. 146.

40

cf. Ragette, Baalbek, p. 34.
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Because of the existance of the tower, it is not possible to positively conclude that there
were any restrictions on entry to the Great Court. However, the presence and site of the
impressive propylaea would seem to indicate that some restriction was imposed from the
Hexagonal Court inwards. Also, there is no reason not to suppose that pilgrims
purchased their animals outside the complex, no doubt in the township.

2.2.2.2 Cyrene
As mentioned in the previous section, a particularly good example of a Caesareum is the
one located at Cyrene (Africa), constructed after 12 BC (FIG. 4). Its likeness to the
Herodian Temple is striking.
Almost exactly rectangular at c 52 by 81 m., the "templum" (T lµEvos) was surrounded
on three sides by a single portico. The north-east side was bounded on its entire length by
a large triple portico or "basilica" (R,aotAll<Tl), with an apse at the northern end. Entry to
the templum was by two porches, one on the south-west side and the other on the southeast. These were gabled and projected outwards into the street.41
The Temple faced towards the south-east wall and was of the Megaron type. It stood on a
raised terrace or podium c 15 by 8 m. The "porticus" (1rpova6s) preceeded the "cella"
(va 6s-) proper. At the far or north-west end stood a small platform for the statue of

Dionysus. J.B.W. Perkins (1958) dated the temple to the early second century AD.42
Significantly, the remains of the basilica show no evidence of protruding parallel walls
along the inside of the north-east wall. 43 The Greek Stoa of Attalos II in the Athenian
Agora had such a series of walls. Although some authors claim that these small rooms in
the Athenian stoa served as shops,44 this is disputed.45 In either case, their absence in the
one at Cyrene, as well as the lack of other evidence, would seem to indicate that there

41

cf. Perkins, J.B.W., and Ballance, M.H., ''The Caesareum at Cyrene and the Basilica at Cremma",
in: PBSR 26(1958), p. 140.

42

cf. Perkins and Ballance, "Caesareum at Cyrene", pp. 157, 167.

43

cf. Perkins and Ballance, "Caesareum at Cyrene", pp. 149-50, 190-2.

44

cf. Anonymous, An Ancient Shopping Center: The Athenian Agora, Princeton, New Jersey: The
American School of Classical Studies in Athens, 1959, no page number given; Anonymous, The
Stoa of Attalos II in Athens, Princeton, New Jersey: The American School of Classical Studies in
Athens, 1959, p. 2; Camp, J.M., The Athenian Agora: Excavations in the Heart of Classical
Athens, London: Thames and Hudson, 1986, p. 172.

45

cf. Thompson, H.A., and Wycherley, R.E., The Athenian Agora: Volume XIV: The Agora of
Athens, Princeton, New Jersey: The American School of Classical Studies in Athens, 1972, pp.
76-7, 172.
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was no market either within the templum or basilica. This should not be surprising since
it was bounded on at least two sides by streets one of which ran to the town Forum. 46

2.2.2.3 Roman Temples in General
Similar in many ways to Greek temples with a central or quasi-central cella surrounded or
approached via a walled templum, Roman temples also shared the feature of an altar
situated in the templum. The entrance to the templum too was an elaborate gate also
approached by a monumental stairway. No evidence of animal markets has been detected
within the templum.

2.2.3 Semitic Temples
The use of both Hebrew and Aramaic by the Jews alone indicate that they belong to those
people generally designated Northwestern "Semite". This group consisted also of those
who spoke what may be termed Canaanite and Phoenician, among others. Two excavated
north western Semitic temple complexes in particular have close affinities with the
Jerusalem temple.

2.2.3.1 Palmyra - Bel
Owing to its position between Syria and Babylonia, Palmyra was a mixture of cultures
and peoples. Its language was a slightly Hellenised Aramaic, its people of Amorite and
Aramaic stock, and its civilization was made up of Hellenistic and Parthian elements.
Nevertheless, its religion was almost entirely Semitic, hence its inclusion here.47

46

47

cf. Perkins and Ballance, ''The Caesareum at Cyrene and the Basilica at Cremma", pp. 138, 14950, 190-2.
cf. Colledge, M.A.R., "Palmyra", in: Hornblower, S, and Spawforth, A., (eds.), The Oxford
Classical Dictionary, Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press, 3rd. ed. 1996, p. 1102a; Its
local Aramaic name was 1CiI1 ''Tadmor".
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One would be forgiven for thinking that the plan of the Sanctuary of Bel, dedicated in AD
32,48 was deliberately along the lines of a Roman Caesarea. However, the plan of the
Temple is considered rather to be Semitic (FIG. 5).49
The pilgrim entered the templum through what must have been a fairly impressive
propylaeum in the western wall. This was approached by a monumental flight of steps,
some 35 m. wide. 50
The square templum (205 by 210 m.) was enclosed not merely by a wall but completely
surrounded by porticos. The east, south and north porticos were built between AD 80
and 12Q.51 The western wall with the propylaeum was built in the middle of the second
century AD. Within the templum stood the Altar (i1~i~, 8volaOTT1plov. altarium), and
to its south the Sacred Basin

(tr\ VtlTTTlP, pelvis) where the priests would ritually wash

themselves and the sacred utensils.52
Standing more or less in the middle of the templum was the Temple of Bel itself,
dedicated in AD 45. Raised on seven steps above the level of the templum, the Temple
(? :J '""i1, va 6s-, Sanctuarium)53 was only just over 13 m. wide and contained two
adytums (l'"":Ji, aovTov) one on the north and one on the south. Entry to the ?:J""i1
was gained by an entrance on the west, itself approached by a long shallow flight of
steps, thus requiring a right angle tum upon entry54 - a typical Breitbau plan.55 Again,
the bi-camera! plan of the ?:J'""i1 with its two adytums betrays its Semitic origins.56

Even more important for the present purpose however, was the existence, on the north
west comer of the templum, of a ramp which led underneath the western portico to the
outside (FIG. 6). The sacrificial animals were led through this tunnel and up the ramp to
48

cf. Stoneman, R., Palmyra and Its Empire: Zenobia' s Revolt against Rome, Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press, 1992, p. 65; Michalowski, K., Palmyra, London: Pall Mall Press,
1970, p. 18.

49

cf. Browning, I., Palmyra, London: Chatto & Windus, 1979, pp. 99-100 (map on page 100);
Stoneman, Palmyra and It's Empire: Zenobia' s Revolt against Rome, p. 64 (map of Palmyra and
Temple on page 55).

50

cf. Browning, Palmyra, pp. 104-5; Michalowski, Palmyra, p. 17.

51

cf. Michalowski, Palmyra, p. 17.

52

cf. Browning, Palmyra, pp. 112-6.

53

For a thorough explanation of ,:i.,i1 see: Ottosson, M., "?:i.,i1 hekhal", in: Botterweck, GJ., and
Ringgren, H. (eds.), Theological Dictionary of the Old Testament: Volume 3, Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1978, pp. 382-8.

54

cf. Browning, Palmyra, p. 114.

55

cf. Wright, "Pre-Israelite Temples in the Land of Canaan", p. 18.

56

cf. Browning, Palmyra, p. 120.
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n:n~ .57 Thus the animals were bought outside the temple, no doubt in the town

itself, and penned outside until required for sacrifice.

2.2.3.2 Hattina
The eighth century Temple located at Tell Tainat, ancient Hattina in Syria (now in
Turkey), provided archaeologists with their first clue to the archaeological origin of the
tenth century Temple of Solomon. Both the Biblical description of Solomon's Temple
and the excavated remains of the one at Hattina have remarkable similarities indicating
that they shared a common architectural heritage. 58
It is about two-thirds the size and like Solomon's Temple was part of a temple-palace
complex.59 Both of the Megaron style, each were aligned on an east-west axis with the
entrance to the east and both consisted of a i"":li (though the i"":li of Hattina is not
square), ''J""i1, and tJ,i~ (alAaµ, vestibulum). Both even included two columns at
the entrance to the tJ,i~ (FIG. 7).
Given the archaeological data available, it is not possible to state with any certainty where
the sacrificial animal market would have been located. Judging from the size of the
Temple it could not have been within its walls. Again, most likely it was outside.

2.2.3.3 Semitic Temples in General
The Langbau (long-room) style of temple architecture (of which the Megaron is a subtype) appears to have been introduced into Canaan from Syria sometime in the second

57
58
59

cf. Browning, Palmyra, p. 112; Michalowski, Palmyra, p. 17.
cf. Fritz, V., "Temple Architecture: What Can Archaeology Tell Us About Solomon's Temple?",
in: BAR 13,4(1987), p. 43.
cf. McEwan, C.W., "The Syrian Expedition of the Oriental Institute of the University of
Chicago", in: JAIA 41(1937), pp. 8-13, esp. pp. 9, 13; Stinespring, W.F., "Temple, Jerusalem",
in: Buttrick, G.A., et al. (eds.), The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible: Volume 4, Nashville:
Abingdon, 1962, p. 541; Quellette, J., "Temple of Solomon", in: Crim, K., et. al., (eds.), The
Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible: Supplementary Volume, Nashville: Abingdon, 1976, p.
872b; Castelot, J.J, and Cody, A., "Religious Institutions of Israel" in: Brown, R.E., Fitzmyer,
J.A., and Murphy, R.E., (eds.), The New Jerome Biblical Commentary, London: Geoffrey
Chapman, 1991, p. 1262b; Mazar, A., "Temples of the Middle and Late Bronze Ages and the Iron
Age", in: Kempinski, A., et. al., (eds.), The Architecture of Ancient Israel: From the Prehistoric
to the Persian Periods, Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society, 1992, p. 184a.
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millenium BC, although there were several variations such as the single long-room
(without an entrance tJ?i~) Temple at Razor in Upper Galilee. 60
Apart from the use of animals in sacrificial worship, contemporary Semitic temples
shared with their Greek and Roman counterparts a similar basic architecture. Their unique
feature included a large basin positioned near the altar for the use of the priests. They
were frequently located near the palace, the area around both forming a separate precinct.

2.3 OTHER TEMPLES SAME GOD
Israelite temples which are attested either explicity or indirectly in the Old Testament are
those at: Shiloh; Dan; Bethel; Gilgal; Mizpah in Benjamin; Hebron; Bethlehem; Nob; the
hill country of Ephraim; Ophrah in the territory of Manasseh; Gibeah of Saul; Arad; and
of course Jerusalem. 6 1 In view of Amos 5:5, Beersheba could be added to this list.62 Of
those listed only the shrines at Arad and Dan have been found. 63 Even the First
(Solomon) Temple of Jerusalem was totally destroyed, and our limited knowledge of this
temple derives purely from literary descriptions. So also with the Second (Zerubbabel)
Jerusalem Temple.

2.3.1 Arad
Constructed around the late tenth century BC, and rebuilt three times, there is strong
evidence to suggest that the temple at Arad ceased to be used during the reforms of Josiah

60

cf. Fritz, "What Can Archaeology Tell Us", pp. 43, 4 7.

61

This list is from: Haran, M., Temples and Temple-Service in Ancient Israel, Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1978, pp. 26-39; the inclusion of Arad in this list is problematic.

62

cf. Shiloh, Y., "Iron Age Sanctuaries and Cult Elements in Palestine", in: Cross, F.M., (ed.),
Symposia Celebrating the Seventy-Fifth Anniversary of the Founding of the American Schools of
Oriental Research (1900-1975 ), Cambridge, Massachusetts: American Schools of Oriental
Reseach, 1979, p. 155; Herzog, Z., "Israelite Sanctuaries at Arad and Beer-Sheba", in: Biran, A.,
(ed.), Temples and High Places in Biblical Times, Jerusalem: The Nelson Glueck School of
Biblical Archaeology of Hebrew Union College - Jewish Institute of Religion, 1981, pp. 120-2.

63

cf. Ottosson, M., Temples and Cult Places in Palestine, Uppsala: Boreas, 1980, p. 108; Aharoni,
M., "Arad: the Israelite Citadels", in: Stem, E., et. al., (eds.), The New Encyclopedia of
Archaeological Excavations in the Holy Land: Volume 1, Jerusalem: The Israel Exploration
Society, 1993, p. 83; It should be noted that the assumption that this shrine is indeed an Israelite
temple has not gone unquestioned. See for example, Haran, Temples, p. 38; Haran, M., "Temples
and Cullie Open Areas as Reflected in the Bible", in: Biran, A., (ed.), Temples and High Places in
Biblical Times, Jerusalem: The Nelson Glueck School of Biblical Archaeology of Hebrew Union
College - Jewish Institute of Religion, 1981, p. 35.
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(639-609 BC).64 It is the only unmistakeable Israelite Temple discovered in Judea so far
(1992). 65
Modelled on the domestic architecture of early Israel rather than the Langbau style of
Syrian and Canaanite Temples,66 it was nevertheless oriented east-west with the entrance
at the east end, and consisted of three successive rooms: a walled court 10 by 7 .5 m.
paved with small smooth stones which contained a n ~J'T ~ built according to the
regulations of the Priestly Tradition6 7 and a large stone tJ '\ a shallow 2.7 by 9 m.
Breibau-type (broad-room with the entrance on one of the long sides)

?~..,ii; and a

i ..,:Ji which was little more than a small 1.5 by 1.5 m. niche protruding from the
western wall of the ?~..,ii (FIG.

8).68

It should go without saying that no market of animals could exist in the small walled
court. Indeed, Z. Herzog, M. Aharoni and A.F. Rainey (1987) stated, "During the
offering of sacrifices on the altar, there was room for only a few people other than the
officiating priests". 69

2.3.2 Dan
Excavated from 1966 under the direction of Avraham Biran,70 Tel Dan was confirmed as
the site of Biblical Dan-Laish by the discovery in 1976 of an inscription "To the god who

64

cf. 2 Kings 23:4-25; Mazar, "Temples", p. 186.

65

cf. Fritz, "What Can Archaeology Tell Us", p. 48; Mazar, "Temples", p. 186; Herzog, Z.,
Aharoni, M., and Rainey, A.F., "Arad: An Ancient Israelite Fortress with a Temple to Yahweh",
in: BAR 13,2(1987), p. 28a.

66

cf. Fritz, "What Can Archaeology Tell Us", p. 49; Herzog, Aharoni and Rainey, "Ancient Israelite
Fortress", p. 28b.

67
68

69
70

cf. Ex 20:22(E), 27: l-2(P), 38: 1-2(P).
cf. Aharoni, "Arad: the Israelite Citadels", p. 83; Ottosson, Temples and Cult Places in Palestine,
p. 109 claimed ninth century; Haran, ''Temples and Cultic Open Areas as Reflected in the Bible",
pp. 37-8; Shiloh, "Iron Age Sanctuaries and Cult Elements in Palestine", pp. 154-5; Aharoni, Y.,
"Arad: Its Inscriptions and Temple", in: BA 31,1(1968), pp. 18-32; Herzog, "Israelite Sanctuaries
at Arad and Beer-Sheba", p. 120; Herzog, Aharoni and Rainey, "Ancient Israelite Fortress", pp. 2835; Fritz, "What Can Archaeology Tell Us", p. 4S:
Herzog, Aharoni and Rainey, "Ancient Israelite Fortress", p. 30b.
Communications from the site to the Israel Exploration Journal by Biran can be found in: !El
26,4(1976), pp. 203-5; !El 27,4(1977), p. 244-5.
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is in Dan".71 It was an Israelite cultic centre from the time of Jeroboam I (928-907 BC)
until it was conquered probably by Tiglath-pileser III (744-727 BC) of Assyria.72
According to the excavations, there were three Israelite sacred "high places" (ii l'.J :i,

V\VflA6v pl., excelsa) on the same site in the north west of Tel Dan - "Area T'.
"Bamah A", rectangular in shape and apparently built by Jeroboam I, shows signs of
having been destroyed in a violent conflagration, perhaps during Ben-hadad I (885-870)
of Damascus' attack. 73
"Bamah B" can be dated from associated finds to the ninth century BC, possibly to the
reign of Ahab (871-852). This high place is a square of approximately 19 by 19 m. paved
with stone (FIG. 9). It is surrounded on the south, east and west by a court of
"yellowish, beaten travertine" some 3m below the level of the iil'.J:J. It extended as far as
26 m. from the high place.74 Among the finds on the iil'.J:J was a horned i1:Jil'.J, similar

to that found at Arad. 75
"Bamah C", the third stage, consisted of monumental steps to the south of the square
which overlaid the travertine floor. This indicated that they were added later, possibly in
the first half of the eighth century BC.76
During the Hellenistic Period, the iil'.J :i was expanded, a stone wall with a doonvay was
built on the south, and a large tJ.., was placed inside and against this southern walI.77
A second sacred site, dated by A. Biran to the eighth century, enclosed the high place on
the west. Designated the "Altar Room" it was a broad-room some 5 by 10 m., containing
71

Biran, A., "Dan", in: Stem, E., et al., (ed.), The New Encyclopedia of Archeological Excavations
in the Holy Land: Volume 1, Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society and Carta, 1993, pp. 323b,
331b; Biran, A., "To the God who is in Dan", in: Biran, A., (ed.), Temples and High Places in
Biblical Times, Jerusalem: The Nelson Glueck School of Biblical Archaeology of Hebrew Union
College - Jewish Institute of Religion, 1981, pp. 142-51.

72

cf. Judg 18:30, 1 Kings 12:29-31, 2 Kings 10:29, Am 8:14; Biran, "Dan", p. 324a.

73

cf. 1 Kings 15:20, 2 Chr 16:4; Biran, "Dan", p. 327b; Shanks, H., "BAR Interview: Avraham
Biran: Twenty Years of Digging at Tel Dan", in: BAR 13,4(1987), p. 21a; Biran, A. "Tel Dan",
in: IEJ 27,4(1977), p. 244; Biran, A., "Tell Dan Five Years Later", in: BA 43,3(1980), p. 175.

74 ·

75
76

77

cf. Biran, "Tel Dan", in: IEJ 24,3-4(1974), p. 262; Biran, A., "Tel Dan", BA 37,2(1974), p. 40.
Biran, "Dan", p. 329a; Shiloh, "Iron Age Sanctuaries and Cult Elements in Palestine", pp. 152-3;
Mazar, "Temples", pp. 184-5; Biran, "Tell Dan Five Years Later", pp. 175-6.
cf. Biran, A., "Tel Dan", in: IEJ 20,1-2(1970), p. 118; Biran, A., "Tel Dan", in: IEJ 24,34(1974), p. 262; Biran, "Tell Dan Five Years Later", p. 176; Biran, "Tel Dan", BA 37,2(1974),
pp. 41-3
cf. Biran, "Dan", p. 331a.
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what appears to be an altar, a jar of ashes, and two incense shovels. To the north was
found a large chamber called by Biran the ii:)tv? with two tables.78 Underneath the altar
excavators found a bronze and silver scepter head. 79
Due to the paucity of material, there is nothing to indicate where the animals for sacrifice
were bought and sold, nor where or if they were penned prior to sacrifice. However, it
would not be unreasonable to assume that such activity, at least in part, occurred in the
courtyard surrounding the high place. 80 It is to be noted that this courtyard was outside
the high place.

2.3.3 Mt Gerizim
Josephus has a number of references to the Samaritan temple, but two refer to the
similarity it bore to the Jerusalem temple.8 1 Whatever model Josephus had in mind, it
was not, unfortunately, the Herodian Temple. 82 Built in the time of Alexander the Great
(356 - 323 BC), it stood for two centuries until destroyed by John Hyrcanus in 128
BC.83

"Building B", originally thought by R.J. Bull (1967) to be a likely possibility for the
Samaritan Temple, is now thought by R.T. Anderson (1991) to be merely a platform

78

cf. Mazar, ''Temples", pp. 185; Shanks, "Interview", pp. 18-21; Biran, A., "The Dancer from Dan,
the Empty Tomb and the Altar Room", in: /El 36,3-4(1986), pp. 179-87, esp. p. 180 for a
detailed map of the i1:JW? and Altar Room; Biran, ''Tell Dan Five Years Later", p. 176; For the
use of the word i1:JW?, see Section 3.3.1.

79

cf. Biran. A., "Tel Dan Scepter Head: Prize Find", in: BAR 15,1(1989), pp. 29-31.

80

cf. Biran, ''Tell Dan Five Years Later", p. 176.

81

cf. Ant 11:310, 13:256; 2 Mace 6:2.

82

For further details of the Samaritan temple on Mt Gerizim see: Campbell, E.F., "Jewish Shrines
of the Hellenistic and Persian Periods", in: Cross, F.M. (ed.), Symposia Celebrating the SeventyFifth Anniversary of the Founding of the American Schools of Oriental Research (1900-1975 ),
Cambridge, Massachusetts: American Schools of Oriental Reseach, 1979, pp. 160-2; For a
discussion of the history of this and other post-exilic "Jewish" Temples see: de Vaux, R., Ancient
Israel: Its Life and Institutions, London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 2nd. ed. ET 1965, pp. 33943.

83

cf. Ant 11:302-25, 13:256, War 1:63; Anderson, R.T., "Mount Gerizim: Navel of the World", in:
BA 43,4(1980), p. 219a; Magen, I., "Gerizim, Mount", in: Stern, E., et al., (eds.), The New
Encyclopedia of Archaeological Excavations in the Holy Land: Volume 2, Jerusalem: The Israel
Exploration Society and Carta, 1993, p. 487b; Bull, RJ., "An Archaeological Context for
Understanding John 4:20", in: BA 38,2(1975). pp. 54-9; Purvis, J.D., "The Samaritans", in:
Davies, W.D., and Finkelstein, L., (eds.), The Cambridge History of Judaism: Volume Two: The
Hellenistic Age, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989, pp. 596-7.
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built to raise Building A to a higher elevation. Building A is assumed to be a Temple
dedicated to Zeus built by Hadrian in 130 AD.84
Thus no firm archaeological data concerning the Samaritan Temple can yet be

I;

discerned. 85

~'

2.3.4 Elephantine
The site of a Jewish Temple on Elephantine Island in Egypt has not been found, and it
would have remained completely unknown were it not for the discovery of related papyri.
According to these, it was built prior to the Persian conquest of 525 BC and destroyed in
the summer of 410 BC. The Jewish settlement at Elephantine was probably founded as a
military colony in about 650 BC during the reign of the Judaic king Manasseh (698642).86 From the papyri a likely site for the Temple can be reconstructed (FIG. 10).87

We know that it contained stone pillars, and five gateways of carved stone with bronze
hinges set into the surrounding wall. The sacred area was at least 20 by 60 cubits,
reminiscent of those given for Solomon's Temple (1 Kings 6:2), though the Elephantine
Temple itself was probably smaller.88 Interestingly, it was oriented towards Jerusalem.89
Unfortunately, not much else is known about the Temple, nor its rituals.90

84

85

cf. Bull, R.J., "A Preliminary Excavation of an Hadrianic Temple at Tell er Ras on Mount
Gerizim", in: AJA 71(1967), p. 393; Pummer, R., "Samaritan Material Remains and
Archaeology", in: Crown, A.D., (ed.), The Samaritans, Tilbingen: J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck),
1989, pp. 167-9; Anderson, R.T., "The Elusive Samaritan Temple", in: BA 542(1991), p. 107;
although see, Purvis, "The Samaritans", p. 599.
cf. An~erson, "The Elusive Samaritan Temple", pp. 104-7, sifted the documentary evidence for a
Samantan Temple.

86

cf. Porten, B., "Did the Ark Stop at Elephantine?", in: BAR 21,3(1995); p. 61.

87

cf. Porten, "Did the Ark Stop at Elephantine?", p. 66.

88

cf. Ant 13:72; Porten, B., Archives from Elephantine: The Life of an Ancient Jewish Military
Colony, Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1968, pp. 110-11.

89

cf. Porten, Archives from Elephantine: The Life of an Ancient Jewish Military Colony, p. 121;
Porten, B., "The Structure and Orientation of the Jewish Temple at Elephantine - a revised plan of
the Jewish District", in: JAOS 81(1961), pp. 39-42; Porten, "Did the Ark Stop at Elephantine?",
pp. 56a, 58b.

90

See also: Bolin, T.M., "The Temple of lil" at Elephantine and Persian Religious Policy", in:
Edelman, D.V., (ed.), The Triumph of Elohim: From Yahwisms to Judaisms, Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1996, pp. 127-42; Porten, B., "The Jews in Egypt", in:
Davies, W.D., and Finkelstein, L., (eds.), The Cambridge History of Judaism: Volume One:
Introduction; the Persian Period, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984, pp. 385-7.
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2.3.S Leontopolis
In the middle of the second century BC, Onias IV, son of the High Priest Onias III,
entered the service of Ptolemy VI Philometor (180 - 145 BC) of Egypt. He set up a

I'

temple in Leontopolis (Tel al-Yahudia), Lower Egypt.91 It continued after the destruction
of the Jerusalem Temple, only to be closed in AD 73 by order of Vespasian.92
Josephus records that this temple was built to resemble the temple in Jerusalem, no doubt
the temple prior to the enlargements carried out under Herod.93 Again, nothing is known
of its ritual or arrangement of buildings.94

2.3.6 Israelite Temples in General
Israelite Temples shared many common features with other Semitic Temples of the
period. In particular we note the following features of the il ~ 'J: the ornate gate

(nponvAa tov) serving as the main entrance; the presence of the altar and sacred basin;
and the wall surrounding the TiµEvos, and in the case of Tel Dan the monumental steps.
However, the significant difference between known early Israelite Temples and other
Semitic Temples was the style of architecture. Israelite temples were based on domestic
architecture, Semitic temples were based on the Langbau style from Syria.
Nevertheless, such are the similarities between the Greek TiµEVOS and the Israelite ii~'J
that the two terms can be identified for practical purposes, though with one significant
difference, namely that the altar was not normally part of the Greek T tµEvos unless there
was no accompanying Temple.

91

cf. Ant 13:62-73, War 1:33, 7:423-32; Parente, F., "Onias Ill's Death and the Founding of the
Temple of Leontopolis", in: Parente, F., and Sievers, J., (eds.), Josephus and the History of the
Greco-Roman Period: Essays in Memory of Morton Smith, Leiden, New York, Kmn: E.J. Brill,
1994, pp. 74-98.

92

cf. War 7:421,433-6; Haran, Temples, pp. 46-7; Porten, "The Jews in Egypt", p. 387.

93

cf. War 1:33, 7:430, Ant 12: 388, 13:63,67,72,285, 20:236; but note War 7:427.

94
llj

cf. M. Men 13: 10 Neusner 764 questioned the validity of sacrifices and vows offered in the temple
of Onias; T. Men 13: 12-5 Neusner 5: 160; For more information on Leontopolis, see: Baron,
S.W., A Social and Religious History of the Jews: Volume I: Ancient Times, Part 1, New York:
Columbia University Press, 1952, pp. 14, 219-20, 394 n. 11.
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2.4 THE PRE-HERODIAN OUTER COURT
There have been two Jewish Temples on the site of the present "Dome of the Rock"
(Qubbat Al-Sakhra),95 that built by Solomon and that by Zerubbabel. The Herodian
Temple is considered by many (though not all) Jews not to be the third Temple but a
refurbishment and improvement on that of Zerubbabel' s.

2.4.1 The Tent
Controversy surrounds the possible precursors to the first Temple. The traditional view that outlined in the Old Testament - is that the centre of worship was the Ark which was
housed in a "Tabernacle"

(l~W~,

OKflVTl, tabernaculum), whose dimensions were later

incorporated on a larger scale into Solomon's Temple. The documents which give this
view-point, notably the so-called P tradition therefore are thought to contain reliable
ancient material. F.M. Cross (1947, 1969) and J. Blenkinsopp (1976) are the modern
champions of this theory. 96
However, in outlining this theory, Cross challenged the older theory of J. Wellhausen
(1878) which was that the dimensions of the
,.)

1~W~ were a retrojection of Solomon's

Temple into the Mosaic period. 97
F.M. Cross (1947, 1969)98 and others,99 in admitting the possibility and probability of
an actual "tent-shrine" behind the P account opted for "David's Tent of Yahweh",lOO

95

Sometimes, but erroneously called the "Mosque of Omar".

96

cf. Cross, F.M., "The Tabernacle", in: BA 10,3(1947), pp. 45-68; Cross, F.M., "The Priestly
Tabernacle", in: Sandmel, S., (ed.), Old Testament Issues, London: S.C.M. Press, 1969, pp. 3967; Blenkinsopp, J., "The Structure of P", in: CBQ 38,3(1976), p. 286; Others attempt to trace
parallels even further back, e.g. to Sinai. cf. Milgrom, J., Leviticus 1-16: A New Translation with
Introduction and Commentary, New York: Doubleday, 1991, pp. 142-3.

97

cf. Wellhausen, J., Prolegomena to the History of Ancient Israel, New York: The World Pub.
Co., 1957 repr. 1965 (original German edition 1878), pp. 34-8; Cross, "The Tabernacle", p. 47;
Friedman, R.E., "The Tabernacle in the Temple", in: BA 43,4(1980), p. 241; Haran, M., "Shiloh
and Jerusalem: the Origin of the Priestly Tradition in the Pentateuch", in: JBL 81,1(1962), p. 17;
For a summary of Wellhausen's ideas, see: Cross, "The Priestly Tabernacle", pp. 40-2.

98

cf. Cross, "The Tabernacle", pp. 45-68; Cross, ''The Priestly Tabernacle", pp. 59-61.

99

cf. Rabe, V.W., "The Identity of the Priestly Tabernacle", in: JNES 25(1966), pp. 132-4;
Aharoni, Y., "The Solomonic Temple, The Tabernacle and the Arad Sanctuary", in: Hoffner,
H.A., (ed.), Orient and Occident, Kevelaer. Verlag Butzen and Bercker, 1973, p. 6.

100

cf. 2 Sam 6: 17.
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whilst M. Haran (1960, 1962) argued for the Shiloh sanctuary.101 The discussion largely
turned on how to treat 1 Kings 8:4. Haran regarded it as a late P insertion.
Whatever the truth may be in this matter, parallels between the Temple of Solomon and
the 1':JWC do exist and so may shed light on the use and ritual significance of the Outer
Court.102
J. Milgrom (1991) has made a valuable observation whose result will be followed in this
present work, namely that in P the word "Tent" (?il~, OKllVfl, tabernaculum) refers to
the entire structure (i.e. the 1':JWC and 1Yi1), and "Tabernacle" refers to the central
structure.103 What is frequently also overlooked is that the three words tJ?i~, ?':J..,il,
and
are never used of the wilderness shrine. 104 Many authors could be accused of

,..,j,

··,r

I

anachronism here.
Confining the present description to the P account, 105 the Langbau (Longroom) styled

1:JWC 106

was surrounded by a Court (1Yi1, avAn, area) of 100 by 50 cubits,101 the

longer side aligned east-west, with the entrance on the east. In the 1Yi1, to the east of the
1:JWC stood the Altar and Basin. 108 The 1':JWC itself consisted of two rooms, the
smaller and square "Holy of Holies" (Q"'ltv,pil

w,p' crytos

T&V

ay{wv, sanctus

sanctorum), and the "Holy" (tvip, aytos, sanctus) (FIG. 11).
The ritual significance of the 1Yi1 can be shown in a number of ways.

101

cf. Josh 18:1, 19:51, 1 Sam 1-4; Haran, M., ''The Nature of the 'Ohel Mo'edh' in Pentateuchal
Sources", in: JSS 5,1(1960), p. 64; Haran, "Shiloh and Jerusalem", pp. 14-24, esp. 20-2.

102

For a list of parallels, see: Haran, "Shiloh and Jerusalem", pp. 14-17.

103

cf. Milgrom, Leviticus, pp. 36, 139, 516; Cross, "The Tabernacle", pp. 65-8; Cross, "The
Priestly Tabernacle", pp. 61-2.

104

Unless one considers the Shrine at Shiloh (?:J..,i1 in 1 Sam 1:9, 3:3) or that of David (?:J..,i1 in 2
Sam 22:7) to be a continuation of the wilderness Shrine.

105

Various theories have been advanced to explain what appears to be inconsistencies amongst the
Pentateuchal Traditions. M. Haran (1960) suggested that the "Tent of Meeting" was outside the
Camp and was the place Moses went to converse with God, whereas the "Tabernacle" was in the
centre of the Camp and the place where the "Ark" was housed and "Yahweh" had his earthly
dwelling. It was only with P that the two traditions were combined. See: Haran, "The Nature of
the 'Ohel Mo'edh' in Pentateuchal Sources", pp. 50-65; Milgrom, Leviticus, p. 140; Cross, "The
Priestly Tabernacle", pp. 50-1; See also Section 6.5.2.

106

For an account (1980) of the dimensions etc. of the "Tabernacle", see: Friedman, "The Tabernacle
in the Temple"; Cross, "The Priestly Tabernacle", pp. 57-9; Mazar, ''Temples", pp. 183-4.

107

cf. Ex 27:9-13(P), 38:9-13(P).

108

cf. Ex 27:l-8(P), 30:17-21(P), 38:l-8(P).
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Firstly, by its designation as the "Holy Place" (tu1j? tlij?D, TOTIOS ayloS, locus
sanctus) . 10 9
Secondly, by the graded use of precious metal. Gold was to be used for the items and
framework of the tl~tu1j?i1 tu1j?. Silver was to be used for the framework of the

W1j?, and gold for its furniture. However, bronze was to be used for the Altar, its
utensils, the Basin and the bases and pegs for the poles which supported the curtain
which surrounded the ,~n.110
Thirdly, by the degrees of restricted entry to the ,~n. The ,~n was divided ritually into
two distinct areas, the dividing line running north-south through the western edge of the
Altar. The area to the west, which included the 1'JWD was the exclusive preserve of the
priests. The area to the east, which notably included the Altar and Basin was the space
into which the laity had access.111
The western portion can be distinguished by the title "court of the tent of meeting" and
was where the priests ate their sacrificial offerings, 112 although in theory at least, they
could eat it anywhere in the "W1j? t) ij?D ",113
The eastern portion of the 1 ~ n was known as "the entrance/door of the tent of meeting"

(11'1D

?il~

nri!J,

n 8vpa

TfiS OKllVfiS TOV µapTvprov, ostium tabernaculi

testimonii). 114 It contained the Altar, 115 and was where both men and women could

109

e.g. Ex 28:43(P), 29:30(P), Lev 6:16,26,30(adP), 14:13(adP), 16:3,23,24,27(P); Milgrom,
Leviticus, p. 392; Wright, D.P., The Disposal of Impurity, Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press,
1987, pp. 232-3.

110

cf. Ex 25-26(P), Ex 36-38(P); Davies, G.H., "Tabernacle", in: Buttrick, G.A., et. al., (eds.), The
Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible: Volume 4, Nashville: Abingdon, 1962, p. 501.

111

The inner court of the Temple of Solomon was similarly ritually divided, Ezek 8:16, Joel 2:17, 2
Kings 12:9 (the money chest on the right side of the altar must have necessarily been in a place
off-limits to laity (for security), cf. 2 Chr 24:8); Aharoni, Y., "The Solomonic Temple, The
Tabernacle and the Arad Sanctuary", pp. 4-6, which draws many exact parallels between the Arad
Temple and the P Tabernacle.

112

cf. Lev 6: 16,26(P); Milgrom, Leviticus, pp. 392-4.

113

cf. Lev 7:6(adP), 10: 12-13(P), 24:9(adP); at the "entrance of the tent of meeting": Ex 29:32(P),
Lev 8:3 l(adP).

114

See Section 6.5.2.

115

cf. Ex 29:42(P), 40:6,29(P), Lev 1:3,5(adP), 4:7,18(adP), 17:6(adP).
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enter116 and where the congregation assembled.117 According to D.P. Wright (1987), it
was also referred to as the "Wij? tlij?D".118

2.4.2 Solomon's Temple
The remarkable similarities between Langbau styled Syrian and Canaanite temples such
as those at Hattina, Hazar, and the Biblical account of Solomon's Temple, indicates as
we have seen that the tenth century Solomon's Temple can indeed be compared with
many other ancient Near Eastern Temples as well as other Megaron styled Greek and
Roman Temples. The Israelite Temple at Arad cannot be so easily compared with
'I

i

1

Solomon's Temple because it was based on domestic architecture.

I

11

I
These two observations find an explanation in the Bible.
According to 2 Sam 24: 16-25 (cf. Ant 7:332) King David purchased a threshing floor119
from a man named Araunah, a Jebusite, i.e. one of the original non-Hebrew inhabitants
of the city. Yet, it was not to be until his son Solomon (965-928 BC) came to the throne
that the Temple was constructed.
According to the account in 1 Kings, and supported by Josephus, Solomon enlisted the
help of the Phoenician Hiram I, king of Tyre (c 968-935 BC) in order to construct the
Jerusalem Temple.120 The architect was another Hiram from Tyre, the son of an Israelite
woman and a Tyrian father.121 Both Josephus and the Biblical data also allow a date of
957 BC for the beginning of Solomon's Temple.122 According to 1 Kings 6:8 it took
seven years to construct (FIGS. 12 and 13).

/~:

116

cf. Lev 14:l l,23(adP), 15: 14(adP), 16:7(P), 17:5,9(adP), 19:21(adP); women in particular: Ex
38:8(P), Lev 12:6(adP), 15:29(adP), Num 5: 16,18(adP).

117

cf. Lev 8:3(P), 9:5(P), Num 10:3(P), 16: 18-19(P); Milgrom, Leviticus, p. 393, but contrast pp.
147-8.

118

cf. Lev 10: 17(P), 14: 13(adP), 2 Chr 5: 11, Ezra 9:8, Ps 24:3; Wright, Disposal, pp. 234-5;
Milgrom, Leviticus, p. 392 dismissed Wright in distinguishing between "sacred area" and 'holy
place". Certainly the LXX and the Vulgate made no distinction between the two.

119

cf. Hurowitz, V., "Inside Solomon's Temple", in: BR 10,2(1994), p. 28.

120

cf. 1 Kings 5:6, Ant 8:52.

121

i

122

cf. 1 Kings 7: 13-14, 9: 11; Shanks, H., Jerusalem: An Archaeological Biography, New York:
Random House, 1995, pp. 49, 51.
cf. 1 Kings 6: 1, Ant 8:62; The building of the Temple was not without opposition, see: 2 Sam
7:5-7, Isa 66: 1, Rabe, V.W., "Israelite Opposition to the Temple", in: CBQ 29(1967), pp. 22833.
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It may be assumed then that Phoenician temples were themselves the descendants of
Syrian Langbau style temples of the second millenium. Unfortunately, no examples of
Phoencian Temples have yet been recovered in excavations.123
The location chosen for the site of the Temple was apparently known originally as Mount

en~,~,, ii1, opos

'Aµc.upia, mons Moria), an elevated hill north of the
city .124 Later it became known as Mount Zion (1 i ~~ i i1, opes }: twv, mons Sion), 125
Moriah

TOV

probably due to an extension of the name Zion which initially referred to Jerusalem126 or
the "City of David".127 This extension may well have taken place due to the transference
of the Ark from Zion to Mount Zion.128
Although references to Solomon's Temple can be found in many Old Testament and New
Testament books, the chief Biblical sources of information are: 1 Kings 5 - 8, with

I

parallels in 2 Chron 2 - 7, and those in Ezek 40 - 43. The chapters from Ezekiel purport
to be a dream or vision but are nevertheless considered by many to incorporate genuine
reminiscences of the first temple.129 Babylonian influence should not be easily dismissed
either, especially if an exilic date for the vision is accepted rather than placing it during the
restoration as S.S. Tuell (1992) does.130

,~~n,

Most likely oriented east-west,131 the "House" (I'1~:J, oTKos, aedis) was a typical
Megaron temple. It consisted of an unenclosed tJ?i~,

and 1~:Ji which held the

Ark of the Covenant.132

123

cf. Fritz, "What Can Archaeology Tell Us", pp. 45, 47, 48.

124

cf. 2 Chr 3: l; Gen 22:2(E); Ant 1:224,226.

125

cf. Isa 8:18, 18:7, 24:23, 1 Mace 4:37,60, 5:54, 6:48,62, 7:33, 10:11 , 14:27, Jubilees 4:26,
8:19, 18:13; Isa 10:32.

126

See Section 6.5.6.

127

cf. 2 Sam 5:7, 1 Chr 11:5; 1 Kings 8:1, 2 Chr 5:2, record the removal of the ~k from the "City
of David" to the new Temple.

128

cf. Barrois, G.A., "Zion", in: Buttrick, G.A., et. al., (eds.), The Interpreter's Dictionary of the
Bible: Volume 4, Nashville: Abingdon, 1962, p. 959b.

129

cf. de Vaux, Ancient Israel, p. 323; Hamp, V., "i ~r, haser", in: Botterweck, G.J., and Ringgren,
H., (eds.), Theological Dictionary of the Old Testament: Volume 5, Grand Rapids, Michigan:
Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1986, p. 136; Hurowitz, "Inside Solomon's Temple", p. 25b.

130

cf. Such a comment regarding the Ezekiel passages in: Eichrodt, W., Ezekiel: A Commentary,
London: S.C.M. Press, 1970, p. 549; Zimmerli, W., Ezekiel 2, Philadelphia: Fortress Press,
1983, pp. 356b-359a; Tuell, S.S., The Law of the Temple in Ezekiel 40-48, Atlanta, Georgia:
Scholars Press, 1992, pp. 176-7.

131

cf. Ezek 8: 16, 11: 1, 43: 1-4, 44: 1-3.

132

f

cf. Fritz, "What Can Archaeology Tell Us", pp. 40, 45; For a detailed description of Temple and a
possible interior, see: Hurowitz, "Inside Solomon's Temple", pp. 31-7.
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2 Chr 29:4 noted a square in the east of the temple during the reign of Hezekiah (727 698 BC). However, the context of 2 Chr 29:4 would seem to indicate that it described a
court within the Temple proper.
However, what is of special interest here is the area surrounding the t, 91:J or ?~ 91 ,i.
The Altar and Basin were outside to the east of the tl?i~ (similar to those at Palmyra).
These and the t, 91 :J stood on a raised podium of eight steps, according to Ezekiel. 133 It
would appear that this correpsonded to the "inner court" (91 ~ 91 jt) ;gr,) of Ezekiel,1 34 the
"upper court"

(l1.,?1'M ;gr,) of Jeremiah,135 and the ";gr, that was in front of the

house of '11'1 91 " of 1 Kings and 2 Chronicles.136
!
I
,,'
.!Ir

I

Distinguished from this Court was the "Great Court" (?i1:J ;gr,, 11 avAti 11 µEyaAn,
atrium grandem), 137 and the "outer court" (1ig 91 r, ;gr,, 11 avAti 11 esc..uT£pa, atrium
extemum) of Ezekiel. 138 In 2 Kings we read of "two courts" of the temple in the time of
Manasseh and Josiah. 139 Presumably, this "great court" surrounded both the Temple and
the King's Palace, but later came to denote the area around the Temple. If so, then the
"outer court" was a square of five hundred cubits.140
The Chronicler faithfully reproduced this arrangement save for a substitution of the word
i gr, for
j 1' _141

n,

That this layout was likely to be the case can be seen from the fact that according to
Nehemiah 3: 1 and 12:39, a tower called Hananeel stood at the northwest comer of the
Temple Mount. Although the Nehemiah verses refer to Z'.erubbabel' s Temple, according
to Jeremiah 31 :38 and Z'.echariah 14: 10, this tower already existed by 587 BC, the year

133

cf. Ezek 40:31,34,37.

134

cf. I Kings 6:36, 7: 12; Ezek 8:3, 16, 10:3, 40: 19 ,23,27 ,28,32,44, 42: 1,3,5,17 ,21,27, 45: 19,
46:1.

135

cf. Jer 36:10.

136

cf. 1 Kings 7:9, 8:64, 2 Chr 7:7; Hurowitz, "Inside Solomon's Temple", p. 31b.

137

c[ I Kings 7:9,12; Hurowitz, "Inside Solomon's Temple", p. 31a.

138

cf. Ezek 10:5, 40: 17 ,20,31,34,37, 42:3,6,7 ,8,9,14, 44: 19, 46:20,21; ,See Section 6.4.2.

139

cf. 2 Kings 21:5, 23: 12, Isa 1: 12 (although LXX has just one court); Hamp,
135; Hurowitz, "Inside Solomon's Temple", p. 31a.

140

cf. Ezek 42: 16-20, 45:2.

141

"1 g M haser", p.

cf. 2 Chr 4:9 (i1ii!J); The "new court" of 2 Chr 20:5 is probably the same, Hamp, i
p. 136; 2 Chr 33:5.

gr,

haser",
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the Babylonians destroyed Solomon's Temple. This would seem to point to the existence
of the square outer court during the period of Solomon's Temple (FIG. 14).142
Jeremiah adds little to the above. His "court of the Lord's house" (i1ii1~ r1i'J 1 ~i1)
~·

served as a venue for him to speak to a crowd 143 - a function that features in Ezra and
Nehemiah. 144
If we may regard Ezekiel's vision as in some sense a remenince of the Temple of
Solomon (FIG. 15), then from the little information at our disposal, we can surmise that
in this Solomonic Outer Court, the people assembled as in the (earlier?) ?i1~ 145 and to
accomcxiate the pilgrims, it was used as a place for cooking and consuming the sacrificial

!i

offerings.146 More importantly, its relative ritual status was less than that of the inner

')

' Ii

I

court, 147 but of greater sanctity than the land around it.148

2.4.3 Zerubbabel's Temple
Solomon's Temple was destroyed by the Babylonians in 587 BC. When the exiles
returned in 539 BC they set about rebuilding the altar and temple foundations, but it was
not until 520 BC that a serious attempt to rebuild the Temple began. It was completed by
515 BC under Zerubbabel (FIG. 16).149

142

cf. Riuneyer, L., "Locating the Original Temple Mount", in: BAR 18,2(1992), p. 30.

143

cf. Jer 7:2 (at its 1 YW), 19: 14, 26:2.

144

See Section 2.4.3.1.

145

cf. Ezek 42: 14, 44: 19.

146

cf. Ezek 46:24.

147

cf. Ezek 42: 14, 44: 19.

148

cf. Ezek 4 2: 20.

149

cf. Hag 1:1-15; Murphy, R.E., "A History of Israel", in: Brown, R.E., Fitzmyer, J.A., and,
Murphy, R.E., (eds.), The New Jerome Biblical Commentary, London: Geoffrey Chapman, 1991,
p. 1237b. Like most dates in the Bible, these are in dispute, but the ones given may be considered
representative of most Biblical scholars. For an alternative opinion, that the Temple was
reconstructed under Darius II (423-404 BC), see; Dequeker, L., "Darius the Persian and the
Reconstruction of the Jewish Temple in Jerusalem (Ezra 4,24)", in: Quaegebeur, J., (ed.), Ritual
and Sacrifice in the Ancient Near East, Leuven: Uitgeverij Peeters en Departement Orientalistiek,
1993, pp. 67-92.
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2.4.3.1 Ezra-Nehemiah
Where we might have expected some detail of the second temple, the books of Ezra and
Nehemiah have surprisingly little. For them it would appear that authorisation for the
temple was much more important than the building project.150
Nevertheless, considered to be largely a reconstruction of the Temple of Solomon,
though on a less ornate scale and no longer merely a royal chapel,151 four verses are of
possible relevance to the discussion: the open square of Ezra 10:9; the square "before the
Water Gate" of Neh 8:1,3,16, cf 12:37;152 and Zech 14:21. Unlike the 2 Chr 29:4
reference where only priests and levites assembled, here "all the people" assembled. In
both books the crowd was addressed by Ezra the priest and scribe. If the squares of Ezra
and Nehemiah are the same, 153 then all we could say is that any open space was used
occasionally for public assemblies.

1...

2.4.3.2 The Post-exilic Prophets
Here we are not so much concerned with prophetic attitudes to the Temple, but with what
can be gleaned from them regarding the architecture, status and use of the Outer Court.
With the notable exception of Ezekiel 40-48, the temple was not a significant feature of
the prophetic books. Where it does enter the text it is often difficult to determine whether
the earthly or heavenly temple is meant or whether the present or some future temple is in
the mind of the writer.154

150

I

151

]"'

cf. Ezra 6: 14; Carroll, R.P., "So What Do we Know about the Temple? The Temple in the
Prophets", in: Eskenazi, T.C., and Richards, K.H., (eds.), Second Temple Studies 2. Temple and
Community in the Persian Period, Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1994, p. 48.
cf. Ezra 3: 12, Hag 2:3; Petersen, D.L., "The Temple in Persian Period Prophetic Texts", in:
Davies, P.R., (ed.), Second Temple Studies 1. Persian Period, Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1991, p.
125; Carroll, "So What Do we Know about the Temple?", p. 36; de Vaux, Ancient Israel, p. 324;
note also a brief description in Josephus' Apion 1:198-9. Ezra 6:3-4 purports to be a direction
from Cyrus King of Persia to build the "House of God" 60 by 60 cubits. There is no record as to
whether this direction was followed, see: Friedman, "The Tabernacle and the Temple", p. 241.

152

cf. 1 Esd 9:38, Ant 11:149; "courts" plural in: Neh 8:16, 13:7, 1 Mace 4:38,48.

153

Scholars are by no means settled on this issue, though it would seem that the weight of scholarly
opinion tends towards identity. See: Barrois, G.A., "Water Gate", in: Buttrick, G.A., et al., (eds.),
The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible: Volume 4, Nashville: Abingdon, 1962, p. 810b;
Burrows, M., "Jerusalem", in: Buttrick, G.A., et. al., (eds.), The Interpreter's Dictionary of the
Bible: Volume 2, Nashville: Abingdon, 1962, p. 855b.

154

cf. Carroll, "So What Do We Know about the Temple?", pp. 37-8.
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The only clear reference to the temple in Deutero-Isaiah is 44:28.155 It tells us nothng of
the architecture or uses of the Outer Court.
The prophet Haggai who focused specifically on the temple gives away very little that is
of use here. Hag 2:7-9 may hint that the temple was or was intended to be a storehouse of
wealth. This will be discussed in Section 3.3.2 along with Zech 11: 13.
Zechariah 1-8 paid little attention to the temple itself. Only the functionaries and objects of
the temple played a part in the visions. In the oracles it was the status and role of the
returning exiles and the restoration that was paramount.156
Other prophets such as trito-Isaiah, Joel, and Malachi while presuming the existence of
the temple say nothing regarding the architecture or the uses of the Outer Court, indeed of
the entire temple complex.157

2.4.3.3 Zechariah 14:21
1
l

,, I

/ The one possible exception to the dearth of post-exilic prophetic reference to the Outer
Court of the temple is Zech 14:21. It reads:
"And there shall no longer be traders r:11':l~, xavavaTos, mercator) in the
house (Ili~, oTKOS, domus) of the LORD of hosts on that day."158

Whatever can be said about the composition and authorship of the book of the prophet
Zechariah, it is generally agreed that it was written during the period of Zerubbabel's
Temple.
Zech 14:21 is in the context of an eschatological vision of the future where iiiii"'I reigns
as king over all the earth (Zech 14:9) after an apocalyptic battle. The nations which
survive undertake an annual pilgrimage to keep the feast of Tabernacles and worship

155
156

cf. Petersen, "The Temple in Persian Period Prophetic Texts", p. 134.
cf. Marinkovic, P., "What Does .zechariah 1-8 Tell us about the Second Temple?", in: Eskenazi,
T.C., and Richards, K.H., (eds.), Second Temple Studies 2. Temple and Community in the
Persian Period, Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1994, pp. 90, 96.

157

e.g. Trito-Isaiah presumes the existence of the temple, and speaks of it as a house of prayer (Isa
56:7) and a house of sacrifice (Isa 66: 1-4); cf. Petersen, "The Temple in Persian Period Prophetic
Texts", pp. 137-42.

158

NRSV.
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Yahweh as king (Zech 14:16-21),159 much like the oracle of Isa 2:2-3 and its parallel Mic
4: 1-2.
The word ..,'J1''J:J is normally translated "trader". Literally, it is "Canaanite", and so it is
translated in the LXX (xavava'i'os). The original meaning of the passage need not
concern us here. The question as to whether and to what extent the Gospel writers may
have used this passage in their account of the Cleansing is discussed in Appendix V (cf.
Section 7.4). What is of interest here is whether the passage preserves any historical
record of markets in the temple complex.
On this point several factors should be brought to bear.
Two Biblical texts (Hos 12:7, Zeph 1: 11) use ..,'J1''J:J as a term for those engaged in the
merchant trade. Indeed, Zech 11 :7 does so, in reference to "sheep merchants".
Canaanites, especially those associated with Phoenicia, were well known for their
seafaring and trading skills.
Nor should it be forgotten that in a real sense the Temple was the source of great
commercial activity with the buying and selling by the Temple treasurers of items
necessary for the Temple. However, this is a far cry from suggesting that the Temple was
in fact the "place of economic activity", that is that the market was there, as D.L. Petersen
(1995) seemed to indicate.160
C.L. Meyers and E.M. Meyers (1993), in their detailed commentary on Zechariah 9-14,
suggested that despite the above, the idea that business was conducted in the Temple is
too far removed from the context of the passage. In the Bible, "'l'J1'j:J is used essentially
to denote all non-Jews who live in the Land of Israel, and are almost always cast in a
"negative light". They come to represent all that was hostile to Israelite culture and
religion (cf. Deut 20:16-18(D)) and were to be eliminated. Thus "Canaanites" may well
be a euphemistic term denoting the ever present danger of religious syncretism, and that
!Ji

in a future age there will be no "Canaanite" in the Temple, either because they will have
been eliminated or assimilated into Y ahwism, no longer posing a threat to the people of
i1ii1"'1, land or Temple.161

[...

159

cf. Losie, "Background", p. 44.

160

cf. Petersen, D.L., Zechariah 9-14 and Malachi, Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster, John Knox
Press, 1995, p. 160; The note by H. Freedman to b. Pes. 50a Sonc 240 reads: "The Temple
Treasurers will not need to buy and sell for the Temple, on account of the great wealth of the
spoil."

161

cf. Meyers, C.L., and Meyers, E.M., Zechariah 9-14: A New Translation with Introduction and
Commentary, New York: Doubleday, 1993, pp. 489-91; cf. Mason, R., The Books of Haggai,
Zechariah, and Malachi, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977, p. 133. Mason also
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The LXX translation suggests that the passage may refer to non-proselyte Gentiles
entering "the house of the LORD of hosts", looking forward to the day when only Jews
and converts shall do so.
Yet, there are strong reasons to want to prefer the "trader" meaning. C.H. Dodd (1953)
and C.K. Barrett (1978) who followed Dodd, opted for this translation for three reasons:
they believed that Jn 2: 16 was a reference to Zech 14:21; the prophet had just invited all
"the families of the earth" (Zech 14: 17) to come to Jerusalem for the Feast of
Tabernacles, and this naturally would include Canaanites and so not call for a last minute
~;

exclusion of them; there is an allusion to Zech 14 in Jn 7 and it is probable that we are
meant to have similarly in mind here the prophecy of the "day of the Lord" and for it to be

111(

fulfilled in the cleansing of "traders" from the Temple.162
Dodd' s first reason depended on the assumption that the fourth Gospel's use of
Zechariah 14:21 gives an accurate indication of its literal meaning. This can be dismissed
on anachronistic grounds.
Dodd' s second reason seems to be more than adequately answered by Meyers and
Meyers' careful placement of the passage in context.
His last reason, though interesting, also suffers from unsubstantiated speculation. In a
sense it involves a circular argument: because there is an allusion to Zech in Jn 7 then
there must also be in Jn 2:16 because there were traders in the temple in Jesus' time, so
Jn 2:16 is an allusion to Zech 14:21 which therefore must refer to traders and not
Canaanites.
Finally, some scholars in rejecting Zech 14:21 opt for an allusion to Mal 3:1,3.163 Others
are confident in laying aside Zech 14:21, because of what they see as an even clearer
allusion of Jn 2:17 to Ps 69:9.164 In other words, apart from anachronistic

admitted the possibility that there is an allusion to Zech 11:5, to those who bought and sold the
people, indicating that Zech 14:21 meant that the temple and its worship will be utterly cleansed
of all who have corrupted and perverted it.

162

163
164

cf. Dodd, C.H., The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1953, repr. 1988, p. 300; Barrett, C.K., The Gospel According to St John: An Introduction with
Commentary and Notes on the Greek Text, London: S.P.C.K., 2nd. ed. 1978, 4th. impr. 1987, p.
198.
e.g. Carson, The Gospel According to John, p. 179.
e.g. Selong, Cleansing, Part III, pp. 139, 160, on the basis of Brown, R.E., The Gospel
According to John (i-xii): Introduction Translation, and Notes, Garden City, New York:
Doubleday, 1966, p. 123.
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considerations, it is dangerous to use Jn 2:16 alone as a guide in translating Zech
14:21.165

Despite the arguments, a simpler reason can be found for preferring the translation
"trader".
To begin with, the Targum Jonathan translation is "trader", 166 and this is supported by
the Babylonian Talmud,167 and by the Vulgate ("mercator" = trader, merchant).168
Secondly, although most comment centres on the significance of ""'.J1''.J:J, the term "house
of the LORD" is of greater import here.
At the time this oracle was written (c 200 BC), 169 the pre-Herodian Second Temple of
Zerubbabel was the one familiar to the author. It consisted of little more than the "inner
court" of Solomon atop a platform of some 500 by 500 cubits. Whatever the religious
status of this open court, it was not part of the i1ii1"" I1"":J. The "house" (I1"":J) was the
Temple itself, consisting of the tJ?i~, ?:J""i1, and i"":Ji. Certainly no business was or
would be conducted there, nor, one has to admit, would any foreigner enter - it was
reserved for priests only.

In short, L.A. Losie's (1984) unsubstantiated comment that what we have here may have
been no more than a "polemic against the leaders of the people who were in collusion
with the temple authorities", rather than an historical allusion to markets in the "house of
the LORD of hosts", seems to be the best interpretation.170

165

cf. Schnackenberg, John I, p. 347: "This [i.e. Jn 2: 16] could also be understood in a Messianic
sense (cf. Zech 14:21), but it arises out of the situation and contains no direct allusion to a text of
Scripture. For John, the words of Jesus come from his consciousness of being the Son, which is
to be still more clearly expressed later in the course of the Gospel (cf. 5: 17,19 etc.)."

166

"l'JY'JJ is rendered ~1:Jn = itinerant trader in Targ Jonathan Zech 14:21.

167

cf. b. Pes 50a on 3:7-8 Sonc 240-1, after a typical Rabbinic discussion on the matter, Isa 23:8,
with
"merchant" is quoted.
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168
169

170

cf. Roth, C., "The Cleansing of the Temple and Zechariah xiv 21 ", in: NovT 4(1960), p. 180.
cf. Stuhlmueller, C., "Zechariah", in: Brown, R.E., Fitzmyer, J.A., and Murphy, R.E., (eds.),
The Jerome Biblical Commentary, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1968,
p.391a.
Losie, "Background", p. 45.
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2.4.4 The Hasmonean Extension
1 Mace 4:60 records the fortification of Mount Zion by the high priest Simon II, a
process continued by the Hasmoneans. We can assume that this meant that walls were
built around the perimeter of the open space surrounding the Temple.171 The Letter of
Aristeas (84, 101), merely noted the existence of three walls. Even if this is a description
of the Zerubbabel temple, it is not easy to determine whether these walls are those of the
Temple proper, or of walls around the open space. In addition, the southern end of the
Outer Court was extended in 141 BC (FIG. 17). 172 Again, no indication of the use of
such an open space is given.

2.4.5 Conclusion to the Pre-Herodian Outer Court
The Jerusalem Temple drew its architectural heritage from the Syrian and Canaanite
temples of the second millenium, and shared many features with them.
!!
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The Pre-Herodian Outer Court of the Jerusalem Temple was, since the time of Solomon
until the Hasmonean extension to the south, a level platform of some 500 by 500 cubits
(262.5 by 262.5 m.). It was used by pilgrims for assembly, and for cooking and
consuming sacrificial offerings.
The only allusion to trade in the temple is Zech 14:21. However, the term ""j1'j~ is best
interpreted as an allusion to the leaders of the people and those temple authorities in
collusion with them and not as an indication that markets operated during Zechariah's
time on the Temple Mount.

2.5 THE HERODIAN OUTER COURT
'

ui

In this section the architectural and ritual extent of the Herodian Outer Court in the first

1
I
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century AD will be established.
King Herod began his reign in July 37 BC. According to Josephus, the restoration of the
Temple Mount commenced in Herod's eighteenth year, i.e. 20 - 19 BC.173 Dio Cassius
171

cf. McEleney, NJ., "1-2 Maccabees", in: Brown, R.E., Fitzmyer, J.A., and Murphy, R.E., (eds.)
The New Jerome Biblical Commentary, London: Geoffrey Chapman, 1991, p. 430a.

172

cf. Ritmeyer, "Locating", p. 31.

173

cf. Ant 15:380, see however War 1:401 which is generally agreed to be less reliable; Barrett,
Gospel of John, p. 200; Robinson, J.A.T., "His Witness is True: A Test of the Johannine
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claimed that the beginning of the work coincided with the arrival of the Emperor
Augustus to Syria, which occurred in the spring of 20 BC.174 Josephus further recorded
that the Temple proper was built in eighteen months and celebrations for its completion
were held together with those of the anniversary of Herod's accession. Thus, the
!

completion of the Temple proper can be dated to July 18 BC.
In the meantime Herod continued work on the outer enclosures, completing them in eight

years.175
The Babylonian Talmud indicated that building activities continued during the days of R.
Gamaliel the Elder, who flourished during the second third of the first century AD and
was the one mentioned in the Acts of the Apostles. Josephus again indicated that
construction of the temple (iEp6v) was completed only in the days of the Procurator
Albinus (AD 62-64), very close to the outbreak of the First Jewish Revolt.176 A
harmonisation with Ant 15:420-3 is usually achieved by suggesting that repair work
continued until 63 AD, and this would seem to be so, judging from his comment that
18,000 men ceased work on the temple and were consequently without wages. Ant
15:391 indicated that it was resolved to repair some foundations that had subsided during
the reign of Nero (AD 54-68), but whether this actually occurred or not depends on a
particular reading of Ant 20:220-2 and War 5:36-8.
Apart from an almost total reconstruction of the Temple itself, the Hercxlian enlargements
included also a considerable enlargement of the temple platform (FIG 18).

2.5.1 Architectural Extent and Designation
The Outer Court of the Herodian Jerusalem Temple can be indentified, for all practical
purposes, with the area now called "The Noble Sanctuary" (in Arabic "Haram AlSharif ') . 177 It is shaped like a trapezoid. The outer walls measured as follows: the

Claim", in: Bammel, E., and Moule, C.F.D., (eds.), Jesus and the Politics of his Day,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984, p. 459 n. 21; Finegan, J., The Archeology of the
New Testament: The Life of Jesus and the Beginning of the Early Church, Princeton, New Jersey:
Princeton University Press, rev. ed. 1992, p. 193a; According to b. BB 3b-4a on 1:1-2 Sonc 10-12
Rabbi Baba ben Buta gave the advice to Herod to rebuild the Temple, see further, Section 5.3.2.

174

cf. Dio Cassius 54.7.6; Ant 15:354.

175

cf. Ant 15:420-3.

176

cf. b. Shah 115a on 16: IA-F Sonc 565; Ant 20:219; Mazar, "Herodian Jerusalem", p. 231.

177

Scholars are agreed that the present site of the western, southern and eastern walls are those of the
Herodian period. For a discussion of the northern wall, see: Jacobson, D.M., "Ideas Concerning
the Plan of Herod's Temple", in: PEQ 112(1980), pp. 33-40, esp. p. 33.
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southern, 280 m.; the western, 485 m.; the eastern, 470 m.; and the northen, 315 m. The
total area enclosed was therefore some 144,000 sq. m.178 This large area was paved with
stones (similar to the ii~:J at Dan) of various colours.179
These dimensions pose a problem when compared with the Mishnah and Josephus.
According to the Mishnah, l80 it was some 500 by 500 cubits, or aproximately 68,900
sq. m. Josephus181 also gave a slightly lower figure for the circumference: six stadia, i.e.
1,110 m. (as opposed to 1,550 m. for the Mishnah). 182 The figure in Josephus need not
concern us. However, the figure in the Mishnah introduces other considerations, and will
be dealt with below in Section 2.5.1 .3.

Porticos were built around the entire length of the inside perimeter, and numerous gates
led through the outer wall and into the city.183
The porticos on the western, eastern and northern sides consisted of a row of engaged
columns and two free-standing rows. 184 Josephus said that they were some 30 cubits or
!It
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15. 7 5 m. wide. The portico on the eastern wall was known as "Solomon's Portico"
(John 10:23, Acts 3:11, 5:12).185
The largest Stoa, on the south, was known as the Royal Portico. A number of scholars
maintain that it was the site of the Cleansing. Because of this, it will be described in more
detail below in Section 2.5 .1.1.

178

cf. Margalit, S., "Jerusalem of the Second Temple Period: a Review and Reevaluation [map]", in:
Echardt, A., (ed.), Jerusalem : City of the Ages, Lanham MD: University Press of America, 1987,
p. 46; Avi-Yonah, M., "Jerusalem in the Hellenistic and Roman Periods", in: Avi-Yonah, M.,
(ed.), The World History of the Jewish People: Volume VII: The Herodian Period~ New
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1975, p. 215; Ben-Dov, M., In the Shadow of the Temple:
The Discovery of Ancient Jerusalem, New York: Harper and Row, 1985, p. 77; Geva, H.,
"Jerusalem", in: Stern, E., (ed.), The New Encyclopedia of Archeological Excavations in the Holy
Land: Volume 2, Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society and Carta, 1993, p. 737b.

179

cf. War 5:192.

180

cf. M. Mid 2: IA Neusner 875; cf. Ezek 42: 16-20; War 1:401; but note Ant 15:398, cf. Smith,
G.A., Jerusalem: the Topography, Economics and History from the Earliest Times to AD. 70,
Volume II, London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1908, p. 515.

181

cf. War 5: 192; cf Ant 15:400 where he gave a figure of four stadia.

182

cf. Levine, "Josephus' Description", p. 241.

183

See above, and M. Mid Neusner 873-883; cf. b. Pes 13b on 1:4-5 Sonc 59.

184

cf. Sp Laws 1:71; Kenyon, K.M., Digging up Jerusalem, London & Tonbridge: Ernest Benn Ltd.,
1974, p. 213.

185

cf. War 5: 185, Ant 15:398;400, 20:222.
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Compared with similar structures in the ancient world, this extensive platform was the
largest of its kind in the ancient world.186
The most common Hebrew term used to describe this outer court is "Mountain of the
House" (I"l~:Ji1 1i1, To opos Tov o'fKov, mons domus) usually translated "Temple
Mount".187 Frequently, this term is used to denote the entire temple complex. Other
terms, much less used included: "Common [Court]" (?ii1 );188 a fortified "castle" or
"palace", "citadel" (i1i"":J);189 and "Court of the Gentiles" (n""~i1 n;;,~, literally
"Bright skin-spot of the House").190
This last designation, "Court of the Gentiles", is of late origin. 191 However, it is the one
'I

i

used most regularly by modern scholars. In a similar fashion to the "Court of

I
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Women",192 it did not mean that only Gentiles were allowed to enter, rather it meant that
Gentiles (and most ritually impure Jews) were only to proceed as far as this Outer Court.
Josephus used five terms for this Outer Court: lsw8Ev 1Ep6v, "outer temple [or
court]";193 npwTov 1Ep6v, "first temple [or court]";194 KaTw 1Ep6v "lowest temple [or
court]"; 195 To v1ra18pov Tov lEpov "open air temple [or court]";196 and 6 np&TOS
rrEpi[3oAos "first enclosure". 197 Significantly, Josephus did not use the LXX term for

I

186

cf. Ben-Dov, Shadow, p. 77; Mazar, B., "The Royal Stoa in the Southern Part of the Temple
Mount", p. 145; Geva, "Jerusalem", p. 737b; Meyers, C., "Temple, Jerusalem", in: Freedman,
D.N., et. al. (eds.), The Anchor Bible Dictionary: Volume 6, New York: Doubleday, 1992, p.
365a.

187

cf. 2 Chr 33:15, Isa 2:2, Jer 26:18, Mic 3:12, 4:1; M. Ber 9:5H-J Neusner 14, M. Bile. 3:4A
Neusner 173, Pes. 5:5D Neusner 238, Sheq 7:2C Neusner 262, San 11:2D,E Neusner 607, Mid.
1: 1C,3A Neusner 873, 2: 1A,3A Neusner 875; M. Kel 1:8C Neusner 894.

188

cf. T. Par 2: 1-7 Neusner 6: 173-5.

189

cf. 1 Chr 29: 1, Neh 2:8, M. Mid 1:9H Neusner 875; cf. Mazar, "The Temple Mount", p. 465.

190

cf. M. Mid 2:2 Neusner 875; cf. Lightfoot, J., Commentary on the New Testament from the
Talmud and Hebraica: Volume 1, Peabody, Massachusetts: Hendrickson Publishers, 1995
(reprinted from the 1859 edition), pp. 64-5; cf. Rev 11:2.

191

cf. Horsley, R.A., Jesus and the Spiral of Violence, San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1987, p.
297; Gaston, No Stone, p. 87 n. 2.

192

cf. Section 2.5.1.3.

193

cf. Ant 8:97, 15:417, 20:221, War 4:313, etc.; cf. Philo, Sp Laws, 1:71; Curiously, t~~TEpov
lepov doesn't occur in Josephus, although eio(.,.) lepov does (War 4:305, 6:150).

194

cf. War 5: 195,238, etc, Apion 2: 103; oevTepov lepov, War 5: 193,194 is clearly everything
within the :l11D (Soreg).

195

cf. War 5:187,200, etc; av(.,.) nepif30AOS' War 5:187.

196

cf.Ant 11:149,etc.

197

cf. Ant 15:417, War 4:204, 6: 150, etc; oevTepoS" [nepif30AOS'] Ant 15:417; £VTOS' nepif30AOS'
Ant 15:418, everything within the :l11D; TpiTov [nepif30Aov] Ant 15:419, was the priest's
court.
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n i:f;wTEpa.198 This may have been because i:~wTEpa has the

connotation of a secular (profane) outer court as opposed to a sacred inner court. No such
sharp distinction existed on the Temple Mount in first century Jerusalem. The notion was
rather of graded sanctity culminating in the Holy of Holies.

2.5.1.1 The Royal Portico (Tl (3ao(AEtos oToa)
On the south side of the Outer Court (today's Al-Aqsa Mosque area) stood a portico of
truly gigantic proportions. Archaeological investigations (such as they have been, since
none is allowed on the Temple Mount) confirm the description given by Josephus.
I
I
)
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It ran two thirds or 185 m. (one stadium) the entire length of the southern wall and was
about 39 m. wide.199 At the western end it could be approached by the so-called
"Robinson's Arch". Its basic design was that of a basilica with four rows of columns, the
southern one of which was set into the southern wall. 200 Columns matching the
dimensions described in Josephus (8.2 m. high by 1.4 m. diameter) have been found
inside the Western (Double) Hulda Gate.201
Its northern side was open to the Outer Court.202
It has been supposed by many scholars, notably B. Mazar (1984),203 that at the eastern
end of the Royal Portico was a semi-circular apse. This conclusion is based on two
probabilities. The first is that, since the Royal Portico is constructed along the lines of
other similar basilicas in the ancient world, and since these often included an apse at one
end (cf. the Stoa in the Caesareum at Cyrene, Section 2.2.2.2), then it can be reasonably
supposed that the one on the Temple Mount also did. Secondly, Mazar repeatedly
maintained that since Rabbinic Literature claimed that the Sanhedrin met in a semi-circle

~I'.

~,:
1··
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Ezek 10:5, 40:20,31,37, 42:1,3,7,8,9,14, 44:19, 46:20,21.

199

cf. Ant 15:415; cf. Avi-Yonah, "Jerusalem in the Hellenistic and Roman Periods", p. 216.

200

cf. Ant 15:413; Kenyon, Digging up Jerusalem, p. 213.

201
202
203

cf. Mazar, B., The Mountain of the Lord, Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1975, p. 125. See
further, Section 2.5 .1.2.
cf. Ben-Dov, Shadow, p. 125.
cf. Mazar, "The Royal Stoa in the Southern Part of the Temple Mount", p. 145; Ben-Dov,
Shadow, p. 125.
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on the Temple Mount, the most likely location was the Royal Stoa, in the semi-circular
apse at its eastern end (FIG. 19).204
These two points have a bearing on the issue at hand, namely the existence or otherwise
of a market in the Outer Court, and will be discussed separately below in Section 5.3.3.3.
Suffice to say here that there is nothing inherently improbable about the existence of an
apse. However, it should be noted that there is no evidence, either documentary or
archaeological, for an apse in the Royal Stoa (FIGS 18 and 20). Josephus does not
mention one, and the few places in Rabbinic literature that have been interpreted as
placing the Sanhedrin there, do not mention the architecture. In any case, as will be
shown in Section 5.3.3, these passages can be better interpreted in such a way that the
Sanhedrin did not meet here at all.

2.5.1.2 The Hulda Gates
The southern wall of the Temple Mount stretched some 280 m. west to east. 205 It was
built by Herod as part of his enlargement of the Temple Mount. The wall contained the
two main gates of the temple, the so-called "Hulda Gates",206 known today as the
"Double" and "Triple Gates". Their designations derive from the fact that the first is a
double arch and the second a triple arch. 207 These gates can be identifed with the gates in
the middle of the south side of the Temple Mount mentioned by Josephus.208
The Double Gate, located approximately a third of the way along from the western
corner, provided the main exit for pilgrims (FIGS. 21 and 22). The Triple Gate is 70
metres209 west of the Double Gate. An alternative theory, which has much to recommend
204

The figure in the appendix shows a plan of the royal Stoa with an apse, from: Ritmeyer, L., and
Ritmeyer, K., "Reconstructing Herod's Temple Mount in Jerusalem", in: BAR 15,6(1989), p. 32;
also shown with an apse: Bahat and Rubinstein (1990), The Illustrated Atlas of Jerusalem, p. 42.

205

Avi-Yonah, "Jerusalem in the Hellenistic and Roman Periods", p. 215; Ritmeycr and Ritmeyer,
"Reconstructing", p. 27a

206
J...

I

207

cf. M. Mid 1:3B Neusner 873; Apparently named after a female prophet of that name, cf. 2 Kings
22: 14, 2 Chr 34:22, but the exact connection is not known; See Finegan, J., The Archeology of
the New Testament: The Life of Jesus and the Beginning of the Early Church, New Jersey:
Princeton University Press, rev. ed. 1992, pp. 207b, for this note and an alternate explanation;
Riuneyer and Ritmeyer, "Reconstructing", p. 35b; Ritmeyer, "Architectural Development", pp.
244-5.
cf. Ritmeyer and Ritmeyer, "Reconstructing", p. 35; Ritmeyer, L., and Ritmeyer, K.,
"Reconstructing the Triple Gate", in: BAR 15,6(1989), pp. 49-53.

208

cf. Ant 15:411.

209

An extraordinary variety of measurements of this distance is provided by scholars, e.g.: Margalit,
"Jerusalem of the Second Temple Period", p. 47, 40 m.; Geva, "Jerusalem", p. 739a, 65 m.; BenDov, Shadow, p. 108, 80 m.
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it, suggests that the Double gate served as exit and entrance for pilgrims, and that the
Triple Gate served as the main exit and entrance for the priests.210
If this alternate theory is correct, pilgrims passed through the Double Gate and along a
tunnel underneath the Royal Stoa and emerged in the Outer Court. It has been preserved
in its entirely and must have formed an imposing entrance. Four domes are preserved
consisting of detailed floral decorations. 211
In front of the Double Gate, immediately to the south of a narrow street, has been found a

monumental staircase (FIG. 23). Constructed of stone, it was some 64 m. wide and was
comprised of thirty steps set alternatively in wide and narrow rows. 212 This stairway is
regarded as the stairway mentioned in Talmudic literature.2 13 Its size and position points
to the Double Gate serving as both the main exit and entrance for pilgrims.
East of this wide stairway was a ritual bath-house (i1ij?~ ),21 4 similarly located and for a
similar purpose as the lustral basins of Greek temples.
East of the bath-house was another narrow stairway.
East of this was another building, in all probability a Council House (~ovAEVTT1 ptov),
similarly located to that of Olympia, i.e. outside the TeµEvos.2 15 Its function is indicated
by the many rooms found near the Triple Gate, and by the fact that a stone fragment
engraved with the word tJ..,~j?i ("elders" pl., npEa~vTEpos, senior) was found
nearby.216 Scholars seem to agree that if this is indeed a Council House, then it can be
identified with the Rabbinic meeting place for the Sanhedrin "at the gate of the Temple
210

cf. Finegan, Archaeology, pp. 206-7; Ritmeyer and Ritmeyer, "Reconstructing", p. 37b;
Ritmeyer, K., Alec Garrard's Model of the Second Temple, Harrogate England: Ritmeyer
Archaeological Design, no date, p. 13; Ben-Dov, Shadow, p. 113.

211

cf. Ritmeyer and Ritmeyer, "Reconstructing", pp. 36, 38-9; Ritmeyer and Ritmeyer, "Akeldama:
Potter's Field or High Priest's Tomb?", p. 33; Ben-Dov, Shadow, pp. 135-8; Shanks, Jerusalem,
pp. 143-7; Mazar, B., "Herodian Jerusalem in the Light of the Excavations South and South-West
of the Temple Mount", in: /El 28,4(1978), pp. 230-1.

212

cf. Mazar, Mountain, p. 143; Ben-Dov, Shadow, pp. 108-113, who suggested that the particular
layout of the steps forced pilgrims leaving the temple to walk down the steps more slowly and
therefore more reverently; Foerster, G ., "Art and Architecture in Palestine", in: Safrai, S., and
Stem, M., (eds.), The Jewish People in the First Century: Volume 2, Assen, Amsterdam: Van
Gorcum, 1976, p. 983.

213

cf. b. Ber 58a on 9:1-5 Sonc 359; Mazar, Mountain, p. 146; Mazar, "Herodian Jerusalem", p. 236;
Ritmeyer and Ritmeyer, "Reconstructing", p. 37.

214

cf. Mazar, Mountain, p. 146; Mazar, "Herodian Jerusalem", p. 236.
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cf. Margalit, "Jerusalem of the Second Temple Period", p. 54.
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cf. Mazar, Mountain, pp. 146-8; Mazar, B., "Excavations Near Temple Mount Reveal Splendors
of Herodian Jerusalem", in: BAR 6,4(1980), p. 53.
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Mount".217 The identification of this building as a "Council House" is one factor in
locating the whereabouts of the Temple Market. We shall return to this in Section 5.3.3.
Finally east of this building was another stairway, some 15 m. wide, opposite the Eastern
~

Triple Gate.218

2.5.1.3 The Balustrade
In the middle of the Outer court though off-centre, stood the Temple complex proper.219
In Rabbinic Literature the term most frequently used to describe this complex of courts is

"sanctuary"

(ill 1 P~, ay(a a µa, sanctuarium). Occasionally it has an even stricter

sense, being equated with the Holy of Holies, where only the High Priest was allowed to
go, and that only once a year.220 In the Old Testament, W1p~ frequently referred to that
part of the temple complex for which ritual purity was required.221 Josephus' use of

ayf a a µa in connection with the Temple indicated a similar restriction. 222
In order to clearly divide the Outer Court from the

W1p~

there was a stone lattice

balustrade some 1.5 m. high, ·with some thirteen openings encircling it. By each opening
i'

)Ii

217

cf. M. San l l:2D Neusner 607, b. San 86b on 11:2 (M. San 10:2) Sonc 572-3, b. Sanh 88b on
10:2 (M Sanh 11:2) Sonc 585; Ritmeyer and Ritmeyer, "Reconstructing", p. 37; Mazar,
"Herodian Jerusalem", p. 236; Mazar, Mountain, p. 148; and, more cautiously, MurphyO'Connor, J ., The Holy Land: an Archaeological Guide from Earliest Times to 1700, Oxford and
New York: Oxford University Press, 1992, p. 108.

218

cf. Geva, "Jerusalem", p. 739b; Ben-Dov, Shadow, p. 113.

219

cf. M. Mid 2: lB Neusner 875; Lewittes, M.A. (tr.), The Code of Maimonides: Book 8: The Book
of Temple Service, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1957, 8:1:5:6, p. 22: ''The Court was not
exactly in the center of the Temple Mount. It was further from the southern wall of the Temple
Mount than from any other side, and closer to the western wall than to any other side. Beneath it
and the northern wall there was a greater distance than between it and the western wall, and
between it and the eastern wall a greater distance than between it and the northern wall." In a
fascinating article a convincing case was mounted for placing the Ark of the Covenant (and
therefore the Holy of Holies) directly over "The Rock" (es-Sakhra): Ritmeyer, L., ''The Ark of the
Covenant: Where It Stood in Solomon's Temple", in: BAR 22,1(1996), pp. 46-55, 70-73; for a
recent opposing view, see: Sporty, L.D., "The Location of the Holy House of Herod's Temple:
Evidence from the Pre-Destruction Period", in: BA 53,4(1990), pp. 194-203; Sporty, L.D., ''The
Location of the Holy House of Herod's Temple: Evidence from the Post-Destruction Period", in:
BA 54,1(1991), pp. 28-35. .

220

cf. b. Erub 2a on 1:1 Sonc 3; b. Yoma 21b on 1:8 Sonc 93-4; Lam R. (Proems) XVIII Sonc 234; Targ Onqelos Ex 25:8, Targ Jonathan Ezek 21:7.

221

cf. Ritual purity: Lev 12:4(adP), 16:33(P), Special reverence: Lev 19:30(adP), 26:2(adP),
Defilement: Lev 20:3(adP), 21:12,23(adP), Num 18:l(P), 19:20(adP), 2 Chr 26:18, Ezek 5:11,
9:6-7, 23:38, 24:21, 25:3, Dan 11 :31. One reason for this is that the Wij?C was considered to be
the dwelling place of God, e.g. Ex 15: 17(special source), 25:8(P), Ps 68:35, Isa 60: 13, Jer 17: 12,
Ezek 8:6, 37:26-8. See Section 6.4.6.
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cf. Josephus also used aytos in its noun form, when referring to the Jerusalem temple. It was
almost entirely given to that section for which ritual purity was required, War 5:194,226-7, 6:124,
Ant 3: 125.
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there was an inscription in Latin and Greek, warning all Gentiles not to proceed further,
else the punishment would be death. 223 Two of these inscriptions have been found and
are now preserved.224 This stone balustrade was known as the :liitl (Tpv<paKTos).

~

Beyond the Ji iu was a series of twelve225 steps leading up to the "Rampart"
Kprpns, vallum),226 a level promenade running right round the

(?""M,

tvij?~ proper.227

Walking across the ?""M, a pilgrim would enter the "Court of Women" (tJ""U)~ i1ii1')228
which was on the same level, passing through the Corinthian Gate - apparently the
"Beautiful Gate" of the Acts of the Apostles (Acts 3 :2, 10). 229 This identification
however, is by no means certain.230
The precise location of the Ji iu can only be ascertained from a careful reading of the
literary sources. Three initial possibilities present themselves.
First, the ::i; itl ran along the 500 by 500 cubit boundary, and the remainder of the
Temple Mount outside the ::i; itl was considered ritually a part of the city of Jerusalem
(FIG. 20).

223

cf. Lam 1:10, Ezek 44:4-14; Acts 21:28; Ant 12:145, 15:417, War 5:194, 6:124-6, Apion 2:1035,110; Bickerman, E., ''The Warning Inscriptions of Herod's Temple", in: Bickerman, E., Studies
in Jewish and Christian History: Part Two, Leiden: EJ. Brill, 1980, pp. 210-24; Segal, P., ''The
Penalty of the Warning Inscription from the Temple of Jerusalem", in: IEJ 39(1989), pp. 79-84.

224

cf. Finegan, Archaeology, p. 197, Schurer, Age 11, p. 285 n. 57, where the text can also be read.

225

cf. M. Mid 2:3F Neusner 875; Josephus claimed fourteen steps, cf. War 5:195; cf. Aristeas 88;
Levine, "Josephus' Description", p. 241; Ritmeyer, Alec Carrara s Model of the Second Temple,
p. 16b: "The discrepancy can be resolved if we remember that the Temple Mount is not level, but
slopes in a southernly direction, necessitating more steps to reach the platform on the south than
on the north."; Jacobson, D.M., and Gibson, S., "A Monumental Stairway on the Temple
Mount", in: IEJ 45(1995), pp. 162-70, claimed that a series of broad steps photographed in 1870
on the Temple Mount (and now physically disappeared) were these steps.
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cf. Ant 15:417; M. Mid 1:5D Neusner 874, M. Mid 2:3E Neusner 875, M. Pes 5:lOB Neusner
239, etc; b. San 88b on 10:3 (M. San 11:3) Sonc 586; Targ Onqelos Num 19:9; M. Kel 1:8E
Neusner 894 gave the ritual status of the ?~n.

227

cf. Jeremias, Jerusalem, p. 82; According to M. Mid 2:3E Neusner 875 and War 5:197 it was ten
cubits wide at the top of the steps, yet Mazar, Mountain, p. 118 has fourteen cubits.
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So called not because only women were allowed there, but because women were not allowed any
further; cf. Schurer, Age II,. p. 296. For a contemporary description see Josephus, War 5:199, 227,
Apion 2:104; Levine, "Josephus' Description", p. 245, noted that a Women's Court is never
mentioned in connection with the temples of Solomon or Zerubbabel, nor in Ant.
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cf. Avi-Yonah, "Jerusalem in the Hellenistic and Roman Periods", p. 218.
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cf. See a detailed discussion in: Barrett, C.K., The Acts of the Apostles: Volume I, Edinburgh: T.
& T. Clark, 1994, pp. 179-80; Finegan, Archaeology, pp. 209-10.
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Second, the :J1itJ was more or less immediately against the t;,-ir,, but the ritual 500 by
500 cubit boundary was maintained, the space within which was the ritual Outer Court,
and that outside ritually a part of Jerusalem.

~

Third, the :J1itJ was immediately outside the

,_,r,, and the remainder of the Temple

Mount outside the :J1itJ was the ritual Outer Court (FIG. 18).
This debate has some bearing on the present discussion because, if either the first or
second possibilities were in fact the case, there would be no good prima f acie reason why
a market could not have existed on the Temple Mount, outside the bounds of the Outer
Court.
The first two possibilities present difficulties when compared with Mishnaic material and
Josephus - the only two sources we have to rely on.

In response to the first, it is to be noted that Josephus calls the Outer Court also the "first
court", but the ill1j?C within the :J1itJ he called the "bEVTEpOV 1Epov"231 or "EtO(.,.)
1Epov"232 - a rather confusing thing to do if there was an extra court between the
Herodian extensions (which he includes in the Outer Court) and the :l1itJ. The Mishnah
too does not mention a large open space between the :J1i0 and the ?-,il.

In support of the second, the Mishnah refers to the Temple Mount as being no more than
500 by 500 cubits,233 and since the Herodian Temple Mount was considerably larger, it
is believed by some that the ritual Outer Court extended only to the 500 by 500 boundary.
Thus it is theoretically possible to place the :l1 itJ more or less against the ?-,il, and to
have an additional physical boundary at the 500 by 500 mark with the Hulda Gates as
gates on the southern side of the ritual boundary, and not as the Double and Triple Gates
which were the entries leading from the city up underneath the Royal Stoa to the Temple
Mount.
Some may argue here that the Mishnah is being conservative and confining discussion to
the pre-Herodian temple, and that therefore "the Rabbis did not regard the [Herodian]
additions on the north and south as integral parts of the sacred area".234

1[1

231

cf. War 5:193,194.

232

cf. War 4:305, 6: 150.

233

cf. M. Mid. 2: lA Neusner 875; cf. Ezek 42: 16-20.

234

Avi-Yonah, "Jerusalem in the Hellenistic and Roman Periods", p. 215; cf. Ben-Dov, Shadow, p.
132.
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However, it will be shown in Section 6.3.1.2 that the Sanhedrin had the authority to
extend ritual boundaries. Since there is no evidence, literary or archaeological, that the
pre-Herodian wall was kept after the Herodian extensions,235 it can be safely assumed
that the Sanhedrin made the obvious move and extended the ritual laws of the old outer
~

court to include the Hercxlian extensions.
L. Ritmeyer (1992) posited that the pre-Herodian Temple Mount was delineated from the
extensions by being raised above the level of the extensions.236 Its important to realise
that there is no archaeological evidence for this. Indeed, Josephus stated that the entire
Outer Court was deliberately enlarged to be on one level, albeit that it sloped down
slightly from north to south.237 M. Ben-Dov (1982) noticed that the aqueduct that carried
water from Solomon's Pools near Bethlehem to the Temple Mount must have entered the
Mount at the height of the present Dome of the Rock, a level that is 4 metres above the
present level of the southern part of the compound. Thus, he concluded, the entire Outer
Court must have been on one level in Herod's day.238
Thus we may safely conclude that the :r,itJ was situated very near the foot of the

,~n

so that there could be no court to speak of betwen the two. Further, there was no
boundary either physical or ritual at the old 500 by 500 cubit line.239 The 500 by 500
cubit boundary may well be an idealisation influenced by the passage in Ezek 42:1520.240 The Outer Court consisted of no less than the entire Temple Mount, excluding the
area bounded by the :J1 itJ.

2.5.2 Conclusion to the Herodian Outer Court
The Herodian Outer Court covered an area of some 144,000 sq. m., and consisted of that
portion of the Temple Mount from the outer walls inwards to the :J1 itJ. It was an area
that sloped downwards slightly from the north to the south. Apart from the surrounding
porticos it had no other structure or ritual barrier in the open area.
235

cf. Maier, J., ''The Architectural History of the Temple in Jerusalem in the Light of the Temple
Scroll", in: Brooke, G.J., (ed.), Temple Scroll Studies, Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1989, p. 51.
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See drawings in: Ritmeyer, "Locating", p. 31.
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cf Ant 15:400; cf. Avi-Yonah, "Jerusalem in the Hellenistic and Roman Periods", p. 214.
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cf. Ben-Dov, Shadow, pp. 97-101.
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e.g. May, H.G., et. al., (eds.), Oxford Bible Atlas, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 3rd. ed. 1984,
p. 96 (map); Safrai, S., "The Temple", in: Safrai, S., et. al., (eds.), The Jewish People in the first
Century: Volume 2, Assen, Amsterdam: Van Gorcum, 1976, p. 865; Mazar, Mountain, p. 118;
Finegan, Archaeology, p. 194b: "at the edge of the next court ... the 'second court' ... beyond
this balustrade was a quadrangular area screened by a wall of its own, ... "
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cf. Levine, "Josephus' Description", p. 241.
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2.6 RITUAL STATUS OF OUTER COURT
At this point we are confronted by three closely related questions: was the Outer Court of
the Herodian Jerusalem Temple equivalent in any way to the TEµtvn of other temples;
!

and what laws governed it, especially as regards purity? A third question: was its status
compatible with an animal market is a natural corollary of the second, and forms a fitting
climax to the chapter.
The first question arises because there are some notable differences between the TEµ£Vf)
of other anicent temples and the Outer Court of the Jerusalem temple. Indeed some
fundamental ones.
For example, there was no vegetation or sacred grove in the Outer Court,24l a
distinguishing feature . of many ancient TEµ£v11. But most importantly of all, the
sacrificial altar was not in the Outer Court, but in a court well removed from common
approach.

2.6.1 Josephus and Philo
Josephus' mention that Herod's war booty was stored in the Outer Court (cf. the Delphi
treasuries) may be a small but crucial piece of infonnation.242 It provides not only an
additional reason for the presence of the guards from the Antonia fortress, but an
additional, albeit circumstantial, indication that markets would not have been set up in an
area where national treasures were on display. A market would have provided ideal cover
for anyone wishing to steal such items.
Further, as we shall see in Section 6.2, Josephus took considerable trouble to give an
account of the markets in Jerusalem. Nowhere however, did he mention that there was a
market at any time in the Outer Court .. Although this is an argument from silence, it is
clear that Josephus regarded the Outer Court with a certain amount of sanctity.
Josephus used the word T£µEvos to denote: the sacred precincts around particular
temples;243 the dining room of the Essenes;244 sacred precincts in general; 245 in a way
241

cf. Apion 1:199, Philo, Sp Laws, 1:74.

242

cf. Ant 15:402.

243

cf. War 1:403, Ant 12:344, 14: 153, 15:298, 18:74, Apion 1: 118.

244

cf. War2:129.

245

cf. War 2:210, 7:158, Ant 12:253.
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that seems to imply the whole Temple Mount;246 for the Outer Court of the Jerusalem
Temple;247 for the Temple of Onias;248 and seemingly for the Temple itself.249 It is
curious that in his two lengthy descriptions of the Jerusalem Temple Mount,250 Josephus
did not use TE µEvo s. Perhaps he did not consider it an exact term when it came to
(

t

describing in detail the various elements of the Temple Mount. There is no doubt
however, that the term, when applied to the Jerusalem Temple, always included the Outer
Court.
Josephus recorded that menstruating women were excluded from the 1Ep6v and the

npwTov 1Ep6v, that is, the Outer Court (cf. Greek temples). It should be mentioned that
he also claimed that people with gonorrhoea or leprosy were excluded not simply from
the Temple Mount, but from the city of Jerusalem itself, indicating that perhaps Josephus
regarded the Outer Court as having had a higher ritual status than the city, but lower than
that within the :J1itJ.251
Further, several incidents recorded by Josephus indicate not only that he so regarded the

I

Outer Court but that it was so regarded by the general population.252

l

I

During the prefecture of Coponius (AD 6-9), at the Passover immediately before his
recall, some Samaritans entered the Temple Mount and scattered a load of human bones
around the Outer Court. The act was considered a defilement, and prompted the Jews to
tighten security.253
Pontius Pilate (AD 26-36), caused an uproar among the Jews when he appropriated
funds from the Temple treasury in order to build an aqueduct for Jerusalem.254 Since the
building of an aqueduct itself would be of obvious benefit to Jerusalem, most scholars
suggest that the revolt was due to Pilate's appropriation of Temple money,255 something

i
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cf. War 4:388, 7:377, Ant 9:146,155, 17:313.

247

cf. War 5:5.
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cf. War 7:429,434.
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cf. Ant 9:223.
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cf. War 5:227, Apion 2:103-4.
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cf. Ant 18:29-30; Smallwood, The Jews Under Roman Rule, p. 157. See Section 2.6.4 for an
explanation why human bones would cause defilement
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cf. Ant 18:60-2, War 2:175-7.
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cf. Safrai, S., ''The Temple and the Divine Service", in: Avi-Yonah, M., (ed.), The World History
of the Jewish People: First Series: Ancient Times: Volume VII: The Herodian Period, New
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that had been given the protection of Roman law.256 However, in order to obtain the
money, Pilate or those who acted on his behalf would have had to enter beyond the
J11D, since the Temple treasuries were located within the tuip~ .25 7 If no Jew helped,
then the mere fact of a Gentile entering this area would have been enough for agitation, as
Paul himself discovered. 258
Further, a rather unusual incident is recorded in War 2:223-7 and Ant 20: 105-112.
During Cumanus' procuratorship (48-52), again near a Passover, a regiment of Roman
soldiers was ordered to guard the temple for fear of an insurrection.259 They would have
occupied of course only the Outer Court, and possibly only on top of the porticos that
surrounded the Outer Court. In any case, one soldier exposed himself. It was regarded as
a blasphemy rather than an obscenity, because of the place in which it occurred.260
Philo's comment on the prohibition of animal excrement in the Outer Court helps to fill
out the picture.
According to Philo animal excrement was not allowed in the 1Ep6v (as opposed to the
va6s) because its presence would cause profanity and there was no need for it since the
Temple Mount did not have a sacred grove, i.e it was not needed as fertiliser.261
However, as mentioned above, animals were not allowed in Greek TEµlvr1 precisely
because of the existence of the sacred grove for fear that the vegetation would be eaten.
Even allowing for the probability that Philo did not know this, it is not so easy to dismiss
his central point, that animal dung was forbidden in the Outer Court. This would seem to
rule out any animal or group of animals being allowed in the Outer Court for any length
of time.262
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1975, p. 317; Smallwood, The Jews Under Roman Rule, p.
162; Pilate frequently showed contempt for Jerusalem (Ant 18:55-9, War 2: 169-74, Philo,
Embassy 299-306).
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cf. Mt 26:5.
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cf. Chilton, B., The Temple of Jesus: His Sacrificial Program within a Cultural History of
Sacrifice, Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1992, p. 107; Unfortunately, the
book: McLaren, J.S., Power and Politics in Palestine: The Jews and the Governing of their Land
100 BC - AD 70, Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1991, which one would have hoped dealt with this
incident, excluded it from consideration due to lack of space, seep. 34.
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cf. Philo, Sp Laws, 1:74; Philo described this area somewhat casually as the t;oTaTv.)
nep1f30AOS (Sp Laws, 1:71) or simply neptf36AOS area (Sp Laws 1:74). See also a similar
comment recorded by Josephus, but referring to the Zerubabbel Temple, Apion 1:199.
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2.6.2 The Qumran Temple and Essene Attitudes to the Jerusalem Temple
Although an idealised representation of an eschatological temple, the temple complex
depicted in the Temple Scroll ( 11 QT) nevertheless can be regarded as betraying some
~

attitudes to the Jerusalem Temple (FIG. 24).
In the Temple Scroll, the following persons were denied access to the city of Jerusalem
(and therefore the Outer of its three main courts): those who were ritually impure as a
result of contact or near contact with a corpse;263 those who had a normal genital
discharge (an emission of semen for a man and menstruation for a woman) or who had
come into contact with such a person; 264 those who had an abnormal genital discharge
(gonorrhoea); and a woman who had recently given bifth.265
The precise relationship between the Qumran Community and the Essene sect is one that
is hotly debated today. E.P. Sanders' (1992) opinion represents the most common view
that the Qumran community were monastic and celibate, while the Essenes, many of
whom lived in Jerusalem, were in the world and married.266
No less disputed is the attitude of the Essenes and the Qumran Community to the
Jerusalem Temple. Again, the opinion of L. Gaston (1970) to the effect that both groups
probably separated themselves from the Temple Mount though not necessarily from the

/·

263

cf. 1QM14 Vermes 119, 121.

264

cf. 1 lQT 45: 16-7 Vennes 143, Yaclin, Y., The Temple Scroll: Volume II, Jerusalem: The Israel
Exploration Society, 1983, p. 194,200; 11QT46:16-8 Vennes 144; CD12 Vennes 96; Milgrom,
J., "The Temple Scroll", in: BA 41,3(1978), pp. 111, 113.

265

cf. 11QT48: 16 Vermes 145; Yaclin, Temple Scroll II, p. 210.

266

cf. Sanders, Judaism, pp. 34 lff mounted a convincing case for regarding the Essenes and Qumran
dwellers as members of the same sect. "The Community Rule (lQS) and some of the other Scrolls
found near Wadi Qumran speak for the monastic group, while the Covenant of Damascus (CD)
speaks for the town-dwelling group."; Beal, T.S., Josephus' Description of the Essenes Illustrated
by the Dead Sea Scrolls, Cambridge: University Press, 1988, p. 96; For a fascinating and lively
presentation of the proposal that the Essenes and Qumran community were completely distinct,
see: Crown, A.D., and Cansdale, L., "Qumran: was it an Essene Settlement?", in: BAR
20,5(1994), pp. 24-35, 73-8; Also disputed is the precise nature of the Qumran settlement and by
implication the relationship if any between Qumran and the Dead Sea Scrolls, see: H. Shanks
(1993) who provided a convenient summary of arguments for and against hypotheses regarding the
nature of Qumran. He preferred to consider it as a religious community rather than a military
fortress or holiday resort One factor is the apparent intimate connection between the community
and the Dead Sea Scrolls, Shanks, H., ''The Qumran Settlement: Monastery, Villa or Fortress?",
in: BAR 19,3(1993), pp. 62-5; Lehmann, M.R., "The Key to Understanding the Copper Scroll:
Where the Temple Tax Was Buried", in: BAR 19,6(1993), pp. 39-43, who thought that Qumran
was inhabited by Sadducees. The attitude adopted in this present work is that Qumran was a
religious settlement and that the Dead Sea Scrolls are the product of their industry.
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sacrificial worship seems to take adequately into account .both Josephus' and Philo's
comments and those of the Dead Sea Scrolls.267
Josephus recorded that Essenes living in Jerusalem practised abstinence from sexual
!

intercourse,268 indicating that the above restrictions were applied in real life, at least by
Essenes.

2.6.3 Rabbinic Evidence
Despite the late final redaction of Rabbinic literature, a consideration of its contents in
relation to the Outer Court is relevant here, for it contains traditions that pre-date the
destruction of the Temple. 269 Its view of the Outer Court can be regarded as idealistic
rather than misleading, as noted in Section 2.5.1.3 above (FIGS. 25 and 26).
The 500 by 500 cubit boundary of the Mishnah may well have been influenced by Ezek
42: 15-20. If this is the case, then far from being anachronistic it may rather be
euphemistic, that is, the 500 by 500 ritual boundary was a ritualisitc way of referring to
the whole of the Temple Mount, whether or not it was precisely that size. Thus the purity
laws governing the Outer Court applied to its entirety.
The laws surrounding the Outer Court for the Rabbis were both less severe and more
complete than for the Qumran Community.
Paralleling those restrictions given above: those with corpse impurity were prohibited
from venturing beyond the :)1 itJ;270 men with normal genital discharge could not go
past the :)1 itJ, menstruating women were prevented from entering the Temple Mount
altogether;2 71 abnormal genital discharge meant exclusion only from the Temple

I

I,•.

1,,

267

cf. Ant 18:19; Philo, Quod Omn. Prob., 75, Hypothetica, 11:1-18; 1QS7 Vermes 73, CD6
Vermes 87; Gaston, No Stone, pp. 120-1.

268

cf. Ant 18:21, War 2:120-1; Milgrom, "Temple Scroll", p. 115a, made the valuable point that
sexual intercourse for the Essene was therefore merely ritually and not morally defiling.

269

See Section 1.8.4.

270

cf. M. Kel 1:8F Neusner 894; Maimonides, Temple Service, 8:1:7:16, p. 33, 8:3:3:5, p. 93.

271

cf. cf. M. Kel 1:8D Neusner 894; T. Kel B.M. 1:14G Neusner 5; Maimonides, Temple Service,
8:3:3:3, p. 93.
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Mount;272 and recent child-birth for a woman required absence from the Temple Mount
by the Rabbis. 273
That these laws should not be regarded as anachronistic is highlighted by the fact that
Josephus also mentioned that menstruating women and those who had recently given
birth could not enter the Outer Court, i.e. Temple Mount.274
According to Jewish halakhot,275 there were ten degrees of spacial holiness, the Temple
Mount being more holy than the city of Jerusalem, but less holy than the Temple proper,
i.e. that area contained within the :l1itJ.
Clearly, there was an air of sanctity surrounding the Outer Court, but it remains to
ascertain to what extent.
The Mishnah, Tosefta and Talmuds forbade anyone to carry a walking stick, money bag
or wear sandals onto the Temple Mount. It also forbade its use as a short cut, and as a
place to spit. 276

I'.'

E.P. Sanders (1985), following an article in German by J. Jeremias (1977), believed that
this tradition was adequately explained as simply applying to visitors to the Temple
Mount, and not to those who came to offer sacrifice.277 However, this suggestion
remains unconvincing. It is difficult to imagine, in the crowds that frequented the Temple
Mount that adequate screening of visitor and worshipper would have or could have
occurred. In any case, visitors, tourists and the like usually carry their money with them
wherever they go! What is more likely is that pilgrims, for whatever purpose, were
272
273

cf. M. Kel l:8D Neusner 894; T. Kel B.M. 1:14G Neusner 5.

274

cf. War 5:227, Apion 2:103; Maimonides, Temple Service, 8:1:7:15-16, p. 33.

275

ij.

!j

cf. M. Kel l:8D Neusner 894; T. Kel B.M. 1:14G Neusner 5; Maimonides, Temple Service,
8: 1:7: 15 p. 33.

276

277

cf. M. Kel. l:8C Neusner 894, Num R. 7:8 Sonc 3:194-5; cf. Davies, W.D., The Gospel and the
Land: Early Christianity and Jewish Territorial Doctrine, Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of
California Press, 1974, pp. 58-9; cf. Finegan, Archaeology, p. 272b.
cf. M. Ber 9:5H-J Neusner 14; T. Ber. 6:19A,E Neusner 41; T. Ber 2:19 Neusner 1:10-11; b. Yeb.
6b on 1: 1 Sonc 24, b. Ber. 62b on 9: 1-5 Sonc 394 where it is stated that spitting was not allowed
on the Temple Mount "in these times'' i.e. when the Temple was no longer standing, Y. Ber. on
9:5 V .A-E Neusner 346-7; Maimonides, Temple Service, 8: 1:7:2 p. 29; cf. Apion 2: 106 which
refers to a prohibition against carrying vessels into the va6~. not the Outer Court; War 5:193;
Similar, but not identical, prohibitions applied to Synagogues, cf. b. Meg 28a on 3:3 (M. Meg
4:3) Sonc 171, b. Ber 62b on 9: 1-5 Sonc 395. Note also the complete prohibition against spitting
by the Essenes (War 2:147) and in the Community Rule (1QS7:13 Vennes 71), Beal, Josephus'
Description of the Essenes Illustrated by the Dead Sea Scrolls, pp. 96-7; See Section 5.2.3.
Sanders, E.P., Jesus and Judaism, London, S.C.M. Press, 1985, p. 365 n. 6, who referred to:
Jeremias, J., "Zwei Miszellen: 1. Antik-Jiidische Miinzdeutungen. 2. Zur Geschichtlichkeit der
Tempelreinigung", in: NTS 23(1977), pp. 179f.
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allowed to carry just enough for their intentions for the Temple. In fact, one could
imagine that only locals were discouraged from carrying unnecessary baggage on the
Temple Mount!

!

Finally, a clear prohibition against animal excrement in the Wii'~ is well attested in the
Rabbinic Literature, and supported by Josephus and Philo,278 and by the Temple
Scroll.279 The literature speaks of "golen spikes" placed strategically around the top of
the Wii'~ to prevent any bird from alighting and soiling the area.280
This information is relevant to the discussion despite the fact that it only deals with
"unclean" birds and despite it only referring to the Wii'~.
Faecal matter (W1!J, Konptov, fimus) 281 still in the bowel of a sacrificed animal was
treated as offal

(J1i', iv86o8tov, intestinus).282 The Priestly tradition required that the

dung with the offal, be burned "outside the camp" (i.e. Jerusalem), an indication that it
was considered unclean, and not fit to be offered.283 Naturally enough, this would also
apply to animal excrement already evacuated, including "clean" or "unblemished"
animals.
Animal excrement was and is almost universally used as a valuable fertiliser284 and
cooking fuel.285 Yet, if an animal market existed in the outer court, it is difficult to
imagine that a pilgrim could avoid contact with animal excrement, or at least guarantee
that he or she wouldn't come into contact with it. Even if contact did not render someone
278

cf. Apion 1:199, Philo, Sp Laws, 1:74.

279

cf. 11QT46: 1-4 Vennes 144; Yadin, Y., The Temple Scroll, London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson,
1985, p. 161.

280

cf. M. Midd 4:6E-F Neusner 881, b. Shab 90a on 9:6 Sonc 430; War 5:224; Parrot, A., The
Temple of Jerusalem, London: S.C.M. Press, 1957, p. 96; Patrich, J., "Reconstructing the
Magnificent Temple Herod Built", in: BR 4,5(1988), p. 28; Patrich, J., "The Messibah of the
Temple According to the Tractate Middoth", in: /El 36(1986), p. 226; Patrich, J., "The Structure
of the Second Temple: A New Reconstruction", in: Geva, H., (ed.), Ancient Jerusalem Revealed,
Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society, 1994, pp. 270-1; Delcor, M., "Is the Temple Scroll a
Source of the Herodian Temple?", in: Brooke, G.J., (ed.), Temple Scroll Studies, Sheffield: JSOT
Press, 1989, pp. 78-80. Delcor has a detailed study of the protection against bird excrement based
on the Temple Scroll. He noted for example that similar spikes were used in "pagan" temples "for
protecting them from eventual pollution from the excrement of birds".

281

cf. Ex 29: 14(P), Lev 4: l l(adP), 8: l 7(P), 16:27(P), Num 19:5(adP), Mal 2:3.

282

cf. Ex 29: l 7(P); cf. M. Tam 4:2 Neusner 868.

283

cf. Heideman, E.P., "Beyond Dung - a Theology of Manure", in: RJ 35,5(1985), p. 18a.

284

When referred to in connection with fertiliser (manure), the usual Biblical word is:
9:37, Ps 83: 10, Jer 8:2, 9:22, 16:4, 25:33, cf. Isa 25: 10.

285

When referred to in connection with cooking fuel, the usual Biblical word is: >''"l!J~, e.g. Ezek
4:12,15; ??:i is also used, e.g.1 Kings 14:10, M. BQ 3:3 Neusner 507.

1f~i, e.g. 2 K
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ritualli unclean, it could still not be brought into the Wij?~ without causing profanity.
This would mitigate against having a market of animals in the Outer Court in the first
place. It would also point to the distinct possibility that animals for sacrifice were not led
by their owners through the Outer Court and into the Wij?~ .286

2.6.4 Was the Ritual Status of the Outer Court Compatible with an Animal
Market?
The Ritual Status of the Outer Court was incompatible with the presence of an animal
market there for the following reasons. 287
First, the presence of animals would naturally mean the presence of animal excrement something that was prohibited both in the Outer Court and the Wij?~.288
Second, even if the above were not known, given the prohibition of animals from other
TE1.1£VT] it is most likely that the Herodian Temple Mount would at least match if not

surpass the observances of other temples.
Although not related to ritual status, like the many treasuries in Greek TE µevn, the
Herodian Outer Court (1Ep6v) had on display spoils of war dedicated to the temple by
Herod. 289 It would seem to be extremely unlikely that a market would be allowed to
function so near the presence of such valuable items even if they were guarded by Roman
and Temple soldiers. 290

ill!

286

See Section IV.1.4 of Appendix IV.

287

cf. Derrett, J.D.M., "The Zeal of the House and the Cleansing of the Temple", in: DownR
95(1977), pp. 83-4 who speculated that animals may not have been physically sold on the Temple
Mount but that business deals for them were conducted there and the animals subsequently led
there; Gundry, Apology, p. 642.

288

See Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.3.

289

cf. Ant 15:402; Josephus used lEp6v to describe the location of the spoils. Two sentences earlier
when writing of the Temple proper he used vEws; See Sections 5.2.3, 7.2.1 and 7.2.2.

290

See Section 7.3.2.
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2.6.5 Archaeological Evidence
Under the south east section of the Hercxlian outer court, between the Triple Gate and the
Eastern wall, there exists several layers of vaulted galleries.291 In fact the entire Herodian
!

Southern section of the Temple Mount rests almost entirely on such substructures.
The south west section is inaccessible. However, the south east section can still be
reached. This is known as "Solomon's Stables", because the Crusaders used this area to
stable their horses, and supposing the structure to be from the time of Solomon and that
Solomon also had sheltered his horses there, named the place "Solomon's Stables".292
Because "Solomon's Stables" are part of the Herodian extensions, they did not exist
during the time of Solomon. L. Ritmeyer ( 1992) concluded that Herod lowered the
Hasmonean wall at this point in order to create a much larger area for storage. 293
It covers an area of some 500 sq. m.294 Josephus said that during the siege of Jerusalem
by the Roman army, many people took refuge in underground caverns (vir6voµos). The
victors found over two thousand human corpses down there.295 It is not unreasonable to
suppose that Josephus was talking at least in part of Solomon's Stables.

I

11d

Both the Mishnah and Tosefta inform us that the vaulted galleries served the immediate
purpose of protecting a pilgrim from contracting corpse-impurity, which apart from actual
contact with a corpse could be contracted by walking, even accidentally, over a grave
("overshadowing"). The vaults separated pilgrims from any possible graves.296
Because it would have been much easier simply to support the new southern section of
the Outer Court by land fill, rather than by the costly and difficult construction of vaults,
their existence is a testimony to the concern for ritual purity that pervaded the Outer Court
and the Temple Mount in general.

291

cf. Ben-Dov, Shadow, p. 91.

292

cf. Shanks, Jerusalem: An Archaeological Biography, pp. 61, 147, 239.

293

cf. Ritmeyer, L.P., "The Architectural Development of the Temple Mount in Jerusalem",
University of Manchester: Faculty of Arts, 1992, p. 253.

294
295
296

cf. Cornfeld, G., The Historical Jesus, New York: Macmillian, 1982, p. 154; Mazar, Mountain,
p. 276.
cf. War 5:102, 6:429-30; Finegan, Archaeology, p. 203b.
cf. M. Par 3:3B,6A-B Neusner 1016; T. Par 3:2A Neusner 6: 175; for overshadowing in general,
see: M. Oh 3:lF-P Neusner 953, M. Oh 15:10 Neusner 976, Y. Sheq 46a on 1:1 VII.K, VIII.A-0
Neusner 15: 13-15.
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2.7 CONCLUSION
Talcing account of the many similarities and differences between the Herodian Jerusalem
Temple and those of other contemporary cultures, for all intents and purposes the
!

Jerusalem Outer Court was equivalent to the TE µivn of other ancient temples. The
Jerusalem Temple Mount was nothing less than the "high place".
The similarities include: the impressive entrances approached by monumental stairs;297
the ritual washing baths placed near the entrances; and the few but important restrictions
placed on entry. These similarities outweigh the major difference between the Jerusalem
Temple and some TEUEVfl, namely that the altar was not situated in the Outer Court.
Further, the ritual status of the Outer Court marked it off as being in a unique situation,
with its own ritual laws that were assiduously followed. For various reasons, such laws
made the status of the Outer Court incompatible with an animal market.
Since this is not quite the same as claiming that no market was there at all, that question
will be addressed in the following chapter with a discussion of the presence of money
changers and in Chapter 5 with a reconsideration of the evidence for and against an
animal market on the Temple Mount.

Ii...

I
297
lw

Some may argue that the entrance to the Court of Women approached by wide stairs would serve
equally well as implying that the Jerusalem T fµevos was the W1;,f:j. However, the stairs were
not special in any way, being no more than the stairs leading up to the ?'"In, both of which
stretched most of the way around the W1j?f:j. Further this gate, often called the "Beautiful Gate"
(Ac 3:2,10), may not have been in this location but may have been the entrance from the
Women's Court to the Court of Israelites (Men). See: Barrett, The Acts of the Apostles: Volume
I, pp. 179-80.

-
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3 THE MONEY CHANGERS
"The LORD said to Moses, "When you take the census of the people of
Israel, then each shall give a ransom for himself to the LORD when you
number them, that there be no plague among them when you number them.
Each who is numbered in the census shall give this: half a shekel according to
the shekel of the sanctuary (the shekel is twenty gerahs), half a shekel as an
offering to the LORD. Every one who is numbered in the census, from
twenty years old and upward, shall give the LORD' s offering. The rich shall
not give more, and the poor shall not give less, than the half shekel, when
you give the LORD' s offering to make atonement for yourselves. And you
shall take the atonement money from the people of Israel, and shall appoint it
for the service of the tent of meeting; that it may bring the people of Israel to
remembrance before the WRD, so as to nuike atonement for yourselves."
Ex 30: 11- l 6(P), RSV

l

3.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to answer two comparatively simple questions: were any
11;

money changers present on the Temple Mount when Jesus cleansed the temple? If so,
where were they, or if not, where was the most likely place(s) for them to have conducted
their trade?
After a brief historical summary of the history of money changing in antiquity, a more
detailed treatment of the place of the temple as a bank for the Jewish world and in the
general economy of Jerusalem c AD 30 will be given. Finally, the situation of money
changers in first century (pre AD 70) Jerusalem will be discussed.
In the works consulted, no writer questioned the existence of money changers in the
temple at the time of the cleansing. As we shall see in Chapter 5 the existence of the trade
in animals on the Temple Mount has been questioned, but never that of the money
changers.
Two important scholars can be quoted to demonstrate this universal assumption:

111·

J. Jeremias (1969):

ll.
"In the Temple area at Jerusalem there is clear evidence of trade in sacrificial
animals. Jesus came into the temple court and over-turned the 'tables of the
money changers', ... The authenticity of this evidence has been questioned,
but with no good reason."!
1

Jeremias, Jerusalem, pp. 48-9.
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Admittedly, Jeremias was concerned here primarily with the trade in livestock that is also
a necessary element of the story. However, he had less hesitation in regarding the
presence of the money changers as historical than that of the trade in animals for sacrifice.
He did not for example go on to give any reasons for supporting his assumption about the
~

money changers, although he did for the livestock.
E.P. Sanders (1992):
"Here I see no reason to reject the general view that sacrificial doves and
pigeons were sold in the Royal Portico, and that money changers were also
there." 2
Sanders devoted considerable space in his book to discussing whether the animals were
present. However, the situation of the money changers was not questioned, but merely
affirmed, as with Jeremias.

3.2 MONEY CHANGERS IN ANTIQUITY
Judea, of which Jerusalem was a major city, was in the time of Jesus an integral part of
the Roman Empire (FIG. 27). This was no less true of economic ties, as Z. Safrai (1994)
testified:
"As in the rest of the Roman Empire, the cities in Palestine were also the
backbone of the province. Municipal activities, government functions,
economic affairs, the cultural and intellectual life of the provinces all revolved
around the city. The Roman Empire can be defined as a system in which the
cities rule the rural population. In this respect, Provincia Judaea-Palestina was
no different from any other province of the Roman Empire. The economic
structure of the Palestinian polis can, therefore, be studied within the context
of the cities of the Empire".3
Although Safrai wrote this within the context of post AD 70 Judea, and although there is
legitimate doubt as to whether Jerusalem was indeed a polis,4 the activities, functions,
affairs and life attributed by Safrai to the polis, certainly applies to pre AD 70 Jerusalem.

2

Sanders, Judaism, p. 87.

3

Safrai, Z., The Economy of Roman Palestine, London and New York: Routledge, 1994, p. 19.

4

Jerusalem was most probably the only town in the Jewish territories of Judea, Galilee and Peraea
that enjoyed the privileges of a rr6A1) (in Hebrew ,.,Y), cf. Ant 17:320; See Schurer, Age II, p.
197, who maintained that Jerusalem was a rr6At) governing a toparchy. However, see the detailed
article by Tcherikover, V.A., "Was Jerusalem a 'Polis'?", in: /El 14(1964), pp. 61-78.
Tcherikover argued convincingly that Jerusalem enjoyed many of the privileges of a rr6A1), but
lacked those things necessary for iL For example, an appointed Sanhedrin was in the place of an
elected f3ovAn.
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3.2.1 Temples as Banks in the Ancient World
Before the invention of coinage, that is, stamped metal of a weight guaranteed by the
State, imperial storehouses, temples and storehouses owned by wealthy private
!

individuals were the chief repositories of wealth.

In Egypt, the last of the ancient civilisations of the Eastern Mediterranean to adopt the use
of coined money,5 goods surplus to requirements were deposited in the royal warehouses
(cf. Gen 41 :35b(J),48(E)). Banking functions such as transfers, deposits, foreign
exchange and so on,6 were a monopoly controlled by the Pharaohs (cf. Gen 47:20(J)), a
situation which continued under the Ptolemies and lingered under the Romans. 7
During the Egyptian Empire, temples too developed as depositories of wealth in kind.
The temples of the god Amon (cf. Jer 46:25, Nah 3:8), whose centre was at Thebes,
were known to be places of great wealth. 8
In Babylonia, the Code of Hammurabi indicated that grain depositories and warehouses
for other goods were controlled not only by the government and by temples,9 but also by
private individuals of some means. 10 Around the time of the exile (sixth century BC)
temples in Babylonia owned large expanses of land, were involved in business and trade
1,1

and possessed large herds of cattle, sheep and fowl. A significant source of income were
the annual tithes either paid in kind or in silver.11

5

For them, this process did not really begin until Egypt had been conquered by Alexander the Great
in 331 BC, cf. Westermann, W.L., ''Warehousing and Trapezite Banking in Antiquity", in: JEBH
3(1930-31), pp. 31, 33.

6

cf. Rostovtzeff, M., The Social and Economic History of the Roman Empire: Volume II, Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 2nd. ed. 1957, p. 33-4.

7

cf. Rostovtzeff, M., The Social and Economic History of the Roman Empire: Volume I, Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1957, p. 180; Rostovtzeff, Roman II, p. 622 n. 46.

8

cf. Rostovtzeff, Roman II, p. 33-4.

9

cf. Gadd, C.J., "Hammurabi and the End of his Dynasty", in: Edwards, I.E.S., et. al., (eds.), The
Cambridge Ancient History: Volume II: Part I, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 3rd. ed.
1973, p. 193; Postgate, J.N., "The Role of the Temple in the Mesopotamian Secular
Community", in: Ucko, P.J., Tringham, R., and Dimbleby, G.W., (eds.), Man, Settlement and
Urbanism, London: Duckworth, 1972, p. 816.

10

cf. Westermann, "Warehousing", p. 35; Sir 42:7, Tobit 1:14, 9:5.

11

cf. Dandamayev, M.A., "State and Temple in Babylonia in the First Millenium B.C.", in:
Lipinski, E., (ed.), State and Temple Economy in the Ancient Near East: Volume II, Leuven:
Departement Orientalistiek, 1979, pp. 589, 593; Blenkinsopp, J., "Temple and Society in
Achaemenid Judah", in: Davies, P.R., (ed.), Second Temple Studies 1. Persian Period, Sheffield:
JSOT Press, 1991, p. 23, n. 2; Section 3.5.
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Among the first banks then in the modem sense were the temples. The chief reason for
this was the belief that funds deposited in temples12 were under the protection of the god
in whose honour the temple was constructed. Another reason was the fact that temples
were usually solidly built and therefore an added deterrent to robbers. This attitude of
security attracted the surplus funds of states, corporations and wealthy individuals, 13
which were in tum used for the maintenance of the temple cult. Funds were also
distributed as loans. The Greek temples at Athens, Delphi and Olympia among others
conducted such business.14

3.2.2 Money Changers in the Ancient World
Despite the high level of sophistication achieved by the ancients with banking in kind, it

r

was not until the invention of coins that banking could develop in the Greek world as a
fully fledged trade, since only then could it provide sufficient opportunities for a living
..
No doubt that was due in large part both to the increasing volume and variety of coins
being produced.15
/ Coins, or stamped metal of a weight guaranteed by the State, were first struck probably in
western Asia Minor, possibly in Lydia in the late eighth or early seventh centuries BC.16
The use of coinage also spread westwards to the Greek communities in the Aegean and
then to mainland Greece and further west.17 Without doubt it was the Greeks who took
the greatest advantage of this invention.18 With the conquest of Alexander the Great of

12

cf. Andreades, A.M., A History of Greek Public Finance: Volume I, Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1933, pp. 190-3.

13

cf. Westennann, "Warehousing", p. 37; Hamilton, N.Q., ''Temple Cleansing and Temple Banlc",
in: JBL 83(1964), p. 366; Schurer, Age II, p. 281 n. 29; Driver, G.R., The Judean Scrolls,
Oxford: Blackwell, 1965, p. 32; Eisler, R., The Messiah Jesus and John the Baptist, London:
Methuen and Co., 1931, p. 489; Brandon, S.G.F., The Trial of Jesus of Nazareth, London:
Batsford, 1968, p. 83.

14

cf. Westennann, "Warehousing", p. 37; See Section 2.2.1.

15

cf. Millet, P.C., "Banlcs", in: Hornblower, S, and Spawforth, A., (eds.), The Oxford Classical
Dictionary, Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press, 3rd. ed. 1996, p. 233a; Baron, Social and
Religious History II , pp. 108-9.

16

cf. Westennann, "Warehousing", p. 36; Betlyon, J.W., "Coinage", in: Freedman, D.N., et. al.,
(eds.), The Anchor Bible Dictionary: Volume 1, New York: Doubleday, 1992, p. 1079b.

17

cf. Betlyon, "Coinage", p. 1082a.

18

cf. Westennann, "Warehousing", p. 36.
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Asia Minor and the Persian Empire came the business and banking systems developed by
the Greeks. 19
Those who guarded and administered the stored money, were known as yal;ocpvAas.20
and the place or chamber for storage either a yal;ocpvAaKtov,21 or a 8noavp6s,22
whether it was in imperial or temple storage.
Late in the fifth century, private money changers began opening their own depositories
(banks) in direct competition with the temples. More often than not, these "banks" would
have been their own homes, 23 and to modem eyes would have resembled a pawnshop.24
Although not the earliest of these, Pasion of Athens is the first of these private bankers
known to us. He was active in the first half of the fourth century BC.25
However, most banking operations were little more than small offices in which the
banker (Tpan-El;h11s) 26 or his slave sat at a table (Tpan-El;a), changed money, accepted
deposits, made short term loans, on occasion under instruction make a payment to a third
party,27 and assayed coins.28

II!

Just where these Greek money changers conducted their business is not easy to ascertain

~I

and unfortunately we have to resort to educated speculation, since there is little in the way
of documentary or archaeological evidence.
19

20
21

22

11;

The change brought about in Egypt by the new Greek methods is particularly interesting, but
beyond the scope of this thesis. Readers are referred to: Westermann, "Warehousing", pp. 44-9.
Commonly translated as "treasurer"; e.g. Strabo 16.2.40; 1 Chr 28:1, 1 Esd 2:11, 8:19, 8:46; War
6:390, Ant 11: 11,13,14,92,127,136, 15:408, 18:93, 20: 194.
Commonly translated as "treasury". e.g. Strabo, 7.6.1, 16.2.40; 2 Kings 23:11, 1 Esd 5:45,
8: 17,45, Ezra 10:6, Neh 3:30, 10:37,38, 12:44, 13;4,5,7,8,9, Esth 3:9, Ezek 40: 17, 1 Mace 3:28,
14:49, 2 Mace 3:6,24,28,40, 4:42, 5: 18, 4 Mace 4:3,6; War 5:200, 6:282, Ant 9: 164,
11: 119,126, 13:429, 19:294; For a brief but comprehensive summary of the meaning of the word,
see: Balz, H., "ya~oq>vAaKtov. ov To", in: Balz, H., and Schneider, G., (eds.), Exegetical
Dictionary of the New Testament: Volume/, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub.
Co., 1990, p. 232a.
e.g. Gen 43:23(1), Deut 28:12(D), 32:34(special tradition), Josh 6:19,24, Judg 18:7, 1 Kings
7:51, 14:26, 15: 18, 2 Kings 12: 18, 14: 14, 16:8, 18: 15, 20: 13, 15, 24: 13, 1 Chr 9:26,
26:2022,24,26, 27:25,27,28, 2 Chr 5:1, 8:15, 12:9, 16:2, 25:24, 32:27, 36:18, Ezra 2:69, Neh
7:70,71, 10:39, 12:44, 13:12, Ezek 27:24, 28:4,13, 1 Mace 1:23, 3:29, 4 Mace 4:4,7.

23

cf. Bolkestein, H., Economic Life in Greece's Golden Age, Leiden: EJ. Brill, new revised edition
1958, p. 124.

24

cf. Bolkestein, Economic Life in Greece's Golden Age, p. 127.

25

cf. Westermann, "Warehousing", pp. 38-42.

26

cf. Pollux 3:84, 7: 170.

27

cf. Jones, A.H.M., The Roman Economy: Studies in Ancient Economic and Administrative
History, Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1974, p. 187.

28

cf. Bolkestein, Economic Life in Greece's Golden Age, p. 127.
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We can safely assume at least four locations for money changers: at the gates of
temples;29 in markets;30 at the gates of cities;31 and possibly beside custom houses.
In the Hellenistic period therefore, the temples of the Greek gods and the private banks
operated together. Undoubtedly the temples began to lose their pre-eminent importance to
the economic life of the Greek world, as the private money changer was able to have a
wider and more immediate sphere of influence.32
In the Roman period, much of the Greek system of banking survived, including that
influenced by the Ptolemies.33 The most significant change was the decline in importance
and influence, although not demise, of the temples as banks.34

,,,'f

Im

29

cf. Betlyon, "Coinage", p. 1086b.

30

cf. Bolkestein, Economic Life in Greece's Golden Age, p. 124; "ayopa" in Moulton, J.H., and
Milligan, G., The Vocabulary of the Greek New Testament Illustrated from the Papyri and Other
Non-Literary Sources, London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1930 repr. 1957, p. 5b.

31

cf. Betlyon, "Coinage", 1086b.

32

cf. Westermann, "Warehousing", p. 43. However, four observations may be made here. First, the
warehousing of goods in kind continued in Egypt alongside the coinage system and the Greek fonn
of banking. Second, all of the elements of the financial system developed by the Greeks in the
fourth century recur in Ptolemaic Egypt (Westermann, "Warehousing", p. 49). Third, it seems
probable that the Ptolemies were the first to make banking a government enterprise. It is likely
that under their direct or indirect influence a number of Greek cities, particularly in Asia Minor
created state banks along the Egyptian model (Aristeas 26; Rostovtzeff, Roman JI, pp. 1287-8);
Fourthly, in Graeco-Roman Egypt, Jews were under-represented as bankers, although a number
apparently served as officials in state banks. However, once they gained a foot-hold in commercial
activities in Alexandria many rose to positions of great wealth. For example, Alexander the
"Alabarch", a relative of Philo, must have been a banker of some means since he loaned 200,000
drachmas to the future King Agrippa I (cf. Ant 18: 159-60; Baron, Social and Religious History I J,
pp. 261, 409 n. 16).

33

cf. Hamilton, "Bank", p. 366; Rostovtzeff, Roman JI, p. 622 n. 46; The dependence of early
Roman financial methods is illustrated by the use of the Greek word for banker (Tpa1te~iTT1s)
"trapezita", which occurs more often in the comedies of Plautus than its corresponding Latin term
"argentarius". It is also indicated by the fact that the banks of Italy and the Western provinces were
managed mostly by men of Greek origin (Rostovtzeff, Roman /, p. 180). In the Vulgate, this
tradition of transliteration continued, e.g. gazofilacium = ya~oq>vAaKtov (e.g. in 1 Esd 8:18,
8:45, Neh 3:20, 10:37,38); thesaurus= 8noavp6s (Josh 6:19, 1 Kings 14:26, 15:18, etc.).

34

cf. "The temples ... carried on an extensive banking business", in: Frank, T., An Economic
History of Rome, London: Jonathan Cape, 2nd ed. rev. 1927, p. 152. The Roman Temple of
Saturnus, dedicated at the beginning of the republic, served as the state treasury (Aerarium Saturni)
and was administered by "quaestors". Under the empire the same system continued, this time being
administered by "praefecti". Apparently it is likely that only the money itself was kept in the
temple, and that the business connected with the treasury adjoined it, possibly at the rear in the
"Area Satumi". The ruins, which are still conspicuous, boast the remains of holes in the door sill
of the Aerarium, no doubt for the lock (Nash, E., "Satumus, Templum", in: Pictorial Dictionary
of Ancient Rome: Volume II, London: Thames and Hudson, rev. ed. 1968, pp. 294, 298 fig.
1059; Jennings, H., "Satumus, Saturnalia", in: Hammond, N.G.L., and Scullard, H.H., (eds.), The
Oxford Classical Dictionary, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2nd. ed. 1970, p. 955b).
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Small private banking operations35 developed successfully in the Roman Empire for two
principal reasons. There was a plethora of different types of currency and conversely a
scarcity of coined money. This second reason aided considerably in the development of
credit-transfer systems both for money and natural products.36
The situation can best be illustrated by a brief discussion of the three main Latin words
for banker/ money changer.
"Mensarius"37 (TpanEl:;i111s) has two related meanings. Firstly, it is a simple translation
of the parallel Greek word, i.e. our money changer/banker, derived, like its Greek
counterpart from the word for table. Secondly, it can mean an official appointed to
administer public money. This second meaning seems to be somewhat like the Greek
yal:;ocpvAa~, though the Greek word also involves the sense of the Latin word "custos",
i.e. someone who as it were stood guard over his charge. Perhaps we could say that the
"mensarius" were early official state money changers.
"Argentarius"38 (apyvpauotf36s39), were effectively the Roman couterpart to the Greek
TpanEl:;tTTJS' until specialisation began to occur in the first century BC.40 They were
private (professional) money changer/bankers and hence this word occurs much more
frequently. The argentarii "served as intermediaries in exchange and fixed the rates
thereof';41 they operated at the beginning of highways42 and in market-places.43

35

cf. Heichelheim, "Banlcs", p. 16 la.

36

cf. Heichelheim, "Banlcs", p. 161a.

37

38
39
40
41

42
43

See for example: Suetonius, Augustus, 4.2, Livy 7.21.5, 23.21.6, 24.18.12, 26.36.8. The word
"mensarius" does not occur in the Vulgate. The word that translates Tpa1TE~lTTl~ at Mt 25:27 (its
only occurrence in the NT) is rather "nummularius".
See for example: Suetonius, Nero, 5.2, Augustus, 2.3, However it does not occur in the Vulgate,
possibly because its Greek equivalent does not occur either in the LXX nor Greek NT.
cf. Pollux 3:84, 7: 170; Maiistas 32, in: Powell, I.U., (ed.), Collectanea Alexandrina, Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1925, p. 70.
cf. Millet, "Banlcs", p. 232b.
Oliver, E.H., Roman Economic Conditions to the Close of the Republic, Roma: L'Enna di
Bretschneider, 1966, p. 153; Cicero, Pro Publio Quinctio, IV .17. In addition: "He also accepted
deposits, which he would on instructions pay out to a third party, and made short term loans,
which could be repaid to an agent overseas .... The currency was strictly cash. Practically all
transactions whether public or private were carried out in coins of gold, silver or copper. There are
some exceptions, but they are not important. A Roman provincial governor, for instance, did not
always take his annual allowance out from Rome to his province in coin. He took a draft or cheque
payable by the tax contractors in his province, who presumably had this sum deducted from their
liability to the central treasury in Rome." (Jones, The Roman Economy: Studies in Ancient
Economic and Administrative History, pp. 187-8).
cf. Plautus, Curculio, I.i.47.
cf. Horace, The Epistles, I.i.56; Vitruvius, V.1.2,4 and 5, V.II.1; Livy, XXXIX.xliv.7; Cicero,
Pro Publio Quinctio, IV.17.
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The "Nummularius"44 (KoAAV(3loTT1S, KEpµaTlOTT1S45) took over the role of money
changing from the Argentarii in the first century BC. By the third century AD they were
clearly state officials employed both to test money46 (needed because of the early
introduction of coin debasing in Rome) and as mint officials with special responsibility to
put the newly minted coins into circulation by exchange (no doubt for a fee).47

3.3 THE JERUSALEM TEMPLE AS A BANK
11;

1

The Jerusalem Temple followed the banking trends of other ancient temples, though with
one exception. No record of lending or credit-transfer survives. It would therefore appear
that it was never more than a warehouse or safe-deposit site.

3.3.1 Pre-exilic Jerusalem
As elsewhere in pre-exilic Jerusalem there were basically two "large-scale" banks,
treasuries or depositories: one at the house of the King48 and one at the house of ilii1"",

fl;

44

cf. Mt 21:12, 25:27, Mk 11:15, Jn 2:14,15; Suetonius, Augustus, 4.2, Galba, 9.1; Petronius,
Satyricon, 56.3,6; Apuleius, Metamorphoses, 10.9.

45

The equation of these Greek words with "nummularius" will be justified in Section 3.6.2.

46

cf. Crawford, M.H., "Nummularius", in: Hornblower, S, and Spawforth, A., (eds.), The Oxford
Classical Dictionary, Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press, 3rd. ed. 1996, p. 1005a;
Someone employed only in the testing of coins might be called a "spectator" (in the sense of judge
or critic) or a "probator" (in the sense of an approver or examiner), cf. Jones, J.M., A Dictionary
of Ancient Roman Coins, London: Seaby, 1990, p. 202; See footnote in Section 3.6.2.

47

cf. Mattingly, H., "Nummularii", Hammond, N.G.L., and Scullard, H.H., (eds.), The Oxford
Classical Dictionary, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2nd. ed. 1970, p. 743; Another private small-scale
money changer of the Roman period was the "negotiator" or private trader (for the most part
"equites"). They followed and preceded the Roman army in the expansion of the Roman Empire
and largely operated in the provinces and among the frontier tribes (Oliver, Roman Economic
Conditions to the Close of the Republic, pp. 147-154; Frank, An Economic History of Rome, pp.
277, 283, 292-4). They were answerable to the Provincial Governor (For a more detailed analysis
of the relationship between "negotiatores" and Provincial Governors and others, see: Oliver,
Roman Economic Conditions to the Close of the Republic). In the later Roman and Byzantine
periods, money changers changed coins into gold coins acceptable to the State for the payment of
taxes. They also changed gold coins payed to State employees, e.g. soldiers, into smaller local
currency, cf. Jones, A Dictionary of Ancient Roman Coins, p. 202. A "nummularius"'is
mentioned in an inscription from the Roman citizen colony of Berytus (modem Beruit), cf.
Heichelheim, F.M., "Roman Syria", in Frank, T. (ed.), An Economic Survey of Ancient Rome:
Volume IV: Africa, Syria, Greece, Asia Minor, Paterson, New Jersey: Pageant Books Inc, 1959,
p. 224. According to Millar, F., The Roman Near East: 31 BC - AD 337, Cambridge,
Massachusetts and London: Harvard University Press, 1993, p. 279, coins were minted in Berytus.

48

cf. 1 Kings 7:51, 14:26, 15: 18; 2 Kings 12: 18, 14: 14, 16:8, 18: 15, 24: 13.
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1.e. the Temple.49 This picture is also reflected in the two books of the Chronicles,
commonly considered to be post-exilic, at least in their final redaction.50
The two main Hebrew words for treasury-chamber are: 1 ~ i ~, 51 which from a word
study of the Septuagint and Vulgate is translated almost on every occasion by 8noavp6s
and "thesaurus" respectively; and i1:JW?, which in the context of a treasury-chamber is
largely translated by ya{;o<pvAaKtov.52 Again the Vulgate uses a simple transliteration of
the Greek for its translation.
During this time, the Jerusalem temple was used, apart from cultic purposes, for the
warehousing of wealth in kind. 53 It would be not unreasonable to assume that this
included private wealth, particularly considering the development in this direction as
outlined below. But prior to the Exile there is no evidence for this, unless Amos 2:8 is
interpreted in this direction.54 For the most part then, the wealth stored in the Jerusalem
temple was in one way or another for the exclusive use of the temple and its priests.55
2 Kings 12:9 indicated that a money-chest (li1~, Kt(3wT6S, gazofilacium) stood beside
the altar for donations for the repair of the Temple from lay individuals. It was the king's
secretary and the high priest himself who disposed of the proceeds.

49

cf. Josh 6:24,24. An obviously anachronistic use of the term; See also below, footnote 51.

50

cf. house of the King: 2 Chr 12:9; 16:2, 25:24, 36: 18; house of the Lord: 1 Chr 26:22, 28: 12,
29:8; 2 Chr 5: 1.

51

,~,~ occurs some 79 times in 70 verses of the Old Testament. Its occurrences in references to the
Temple treasury are: Josh 6: 19,24; 1 Kings 7:51, 14:26, 15: 18; 2 Kings 12: 18, 14: 14, 16:8,
24: 13; 1 Chr 9:26, 26:20,22,26, 28: 12; 2 Chr 5: 1, 8: 15, 12:9, 16:2, 36: 18; Ezra 2:69; Neh
7:70,71, 10:38, 12:44, 13: 12,13; Mal 3: 10.

52

2 Kings 23: 11, Neh 12:44, 13:5,9; :Mk 12:41,43, Lk 21: 1, Jn 8:20; War 6:282, Ant 19:294.

53

The wharehousing or storage of goods in kind, in the Jewish world, occurred also in places other
than the Jerusalem temple, see Josephus, Life, 71, where imperial corn, most likely the produce of
the imperial estates in Galilee was destined for storage in the villages of Upper Galilee (cf.
Rostovtzeff, Roman II, p. 644 n. 32); Carroll, "So What Do We Know about the Temple?", p. 44,
on Mal 3:10.

54

I

/I~;

ill!
t

55

I
J

cf. Am 2:8, "they lay themselves down beside every altar, on garments taken in pledge" (NRSV);
although Amos is speaking of northern Israel, it may give an indication of a wider custom; Baron,
Social and Religious History I.I, pp. 86, 333 n. 31; Smith, G.A., Jerusalem: the Topography,
Economics and History from the Earliest Times to A.D. 70: Volume I, London: Hodder and
Stoughton, 1907, p. 354; King, P.J, "Amos", in: Brown, R.E., Fitzmyer, J.A., and Murphy,
R.E., (eds.), The Jerome Biblical Commentary, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc.,
1968, p. 248a, did not discount this possible interpretation. However, Barre, M.L., "Amos", in:
Brown, R.E., Fitzmyer, J.A., and Murphy, R.E., (eds.) The New Jerome Biblical Commentary,
London: Geoffrey Chapman, 1991, p. 212a, was more cautious: "The connection of these actions
to cultic places ... is not clear".
cf. Judg 9:4 refers to a Canaanite temple as having a store of silver possibly for other than cultic
use.
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,

It is not unreasonable to suppose that the returning exiles brought with them many of the
social and economic structures learnt while in Babylonia, not least with respect to the
temple. 56
In keeping with the author's "clerical" convictions, the post-exilic picture of the
Chronicler demonstrates a refinement of this earlier situation.
1 Chr 9:26 (cf. 23:28a) presents us with the record that Levites looked after the temple
1Yi~ and 1 Chr 26:20-28 even names the Levites.57 Similarly, Neh 13:13 noted that a
priest, a scribe and a Levite were appointed by Nehemiah as 1~i~ over the 1Yi~,58
indicating the storage of wealth.
The parallel verse to 2 Kings 12:9, 2 Chr 24:8, placed the money-chest

(1 i1 ~,

yAwoo6Koµo\), arcarius) "outside the gate of the house of the Lord" (NRSV), possibly

at the entrance from the "Great Court".59 An added detail in verse 11, not in the Kings
version, has the king's secretary and "the officer" of the chief priest empty the chest each
day.
In other post-exilic literature a temple banker or treasurer was given a specific name or
title, namely a 1:n:l (yal;oq)\iAas. custos).60 There is no evidence to suggest that the
function of these tJ"'11'J'Tj was anything other than that similarly performed by their
Greek and Roman counterparts. In other words their duty was to keep and administer the
funds in the Temple treasury. No doubt the "officer [1"'1j?!J, npooTCITTlS, praepositus]
of the chief priest" in 2 Chr 24:8 was a 1'Ji:l.

56

57

cf. Blenkinsopp, "Temple and Society in Achaemenid Judah", pp. 22-53.
cf. Myers, J., 1 Chronicles, New York: Doubleday, 1965, p. 73: "[T]he Levites were responsible
for four types of service. (a) They were in charge of the chambers around the temple and the supply
rooms (cf. xxiii 28, xxvi 20[). (b) It was their duty to maintain guard over the sacred precincts
night and day and to open its gates at the proper times every morning (cf. Exod xxxii 26-29). (c)
They were responsible for the implements used in the perfonnance of janitorial service, to see that
they were all accounted for, and to bring them in and out of the sacred place; a duty that indicates
special consecration because of the necessity for access thereto (cf. vs. 32, xxviii 13ff. and Ezra i
9-11). (d) The vessels used in the actual offerings, as well as the materials used, were in their
custody."

58

cf. Blenkinsopp, "Temple and Sociaty in Achaemenid Judah", p. 49.

59

See Section 2.4.2.

60

The word is Aramaic and occurs in Ezra 1:8, 7:21, Dan 3:2,3. The Greek word occurs in LXX 1
Chr 28:1, 1 Esd 2:11(8), 8:19, 8:46(44). This word never actually refers to temple treasurers in the
LXX, although it does so in Josephus. The equation is made by Schurer, Age II, p. 281.
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The first unmistakable· indication61 that the temple was used as a safe place to store the
money and wealth of individuals quite separate from the needs of the cultus comes in 2
Mace 3:6-15, composed shortly after 160 BC which related an incident that occurred c
187 BC. 62 The parallel account in 4 Mace 4: 1-14 "shows that the banking function of the
temple was quite acceptable in AD 40 when this story was repeated."63
This account from 2 Maccabees is significant for two other reasons. First, it mentioned
that the reason for the presence of private wealth in the Temple was that its holiness
afforded protection (2 Mace 3:12) and not because of any privilege conceded to it by the
king. 64 Second, it mentioned "the law about deposits" (2 Mace 3: 15) which the priests
were keen to maintain.65 In any case, it indicated that it was believed that divine sanction
governed the existence of private deposits in the Temple, reinforcing verse 12.

61

Notwithstanding Hag 2:7, Zech 11:13 and Sir 42:7; Sir 42:7: "When you make a deposit, be sure
it is counted and weighed, and when you give or receive, put it all in writing" (NRSV). Composed
cl 80 BC by a native of Jerusalem, Sirach 42:7 gives a strong hint of the existence of private
banking in Jerusalem at that time. Whether it refers to a private bank as such or private banking at
the temple is unclear; Zech 11: 13: the word translated "treasury" in the RSV is in fact 1 ~..,
meaning a "potter"; Hag 2:7: "and I will shake all the nations, so that the treasure of all nations
shall come, and I will fill this house with splendor, says the LORD of hosts" (NRSV). Composed
c 520 BC, it looked forward to the rebuilt temple of Zerubbabel. The Hebrew word for "treasure"
here is i1iCn (£KAEKT6v, desiderium) which does not refer directly to material goods, but to the
"desire" for them or the "object of desire" itself, as is the case here. Despite this vagueness, Clines,
DJ.A, "Haggai's Temple, Constructed, Deconstructed and Reconstructed", in: Eskenazi, T.C., and
Richards, K.H., (eds.), Second Temple Studies: 2. Temple Community in the Persian Period,
Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1994, p. 65, insisted that it refers directly to precious objects.

62

cf. McEleney, N.J., "1-2 Maccabees", in: Brown, R.E., Fitzmyer, J.A., and Murphy, R.E., (eds.)
The New Jerome Biblical Commentary, London: Geoffrey Chapman , 1991, pp. 423b, 442a;
Smith, Topography, Economics and History II, p. 428.

63

Hamilton, "Bank", p. 367 n. 10; cf. Abrahams, I., Studies in Pharisaism and the Gospels: First
Series, New York: KTAV Pub. House, 1917 repr. 1967, p. 82; Jeremias, Jerusalem, p. 134;
Kellerman, B., "The Cleansing of the Temple", in: Wallis, J. (ed.), The Rise of Christian
Conscience, San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1987, p. 259; Buchanan G.W., "Symbolic MoneyChangers in the Temple?", in: NTS 37(1991), p. 281; Brandon, S.G.F., Jesus and the Zealots,
Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1967, p. 331 n. 5; cf. Baron, Social and Religious
History I 1, p. 413 n. 29, who believed that 4 Mace 4:3,6-7 reflected conditions in the Diaspora.

64

cf. Goldstein, J.A., II Maccabees, New York: Doubleday, 1983, p. 209. Goldstein, on p. 207
noted: "Jerusalem and the temple had not received the privilege of being a place of asylum where
the person and goods even of a rebel could have been protected (cf. 2 Mace 4:33)".

65

This may be a reference to Ex 22:7-13(E) and Lev 6:l-7(ad.P).
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3.3.3 The Jerusalem Economy c AD 30
Apart from the fact that the Jerusalem Temple, since the exile, was the only place a Jew
could sacrifice,66 Jerusalem was the centre of thriving commercial activity, both in its
own right and as the sole Temple city for the Jewish world.6 7
To support and promote such trade, Jerusalem had the enormous income of the Temple,
the necessary expenditure of pilgrims who came in large numbers three times a year, the
taxes levied by various rulers and the rich who were naturally attracted by a large city. 68
It can be easily seen that money changers were a necessary part of this commerce, given
the vast array of currencies then operating in the ancient world. At times other than the
pilgrimage festivals there must also have been a considerable variety of currency in
circulation within Jerusalem. 69 This diversity must have magnified at the pilgrimage
festivals of Passover, Weeks and Tabernacles.70

3.3.4 The Jerusalem Temple c AD 30 as a Bank
There is evidence that the Jerusalem temple c AD 30, acted as a private depository or
warehouse not simply for private money but for all kinds of possessions.7 1 However,
there is no record of it ever spending money for commercial or military purposes - a
common practice throughout the Mediterranean world.72

66

Although see Sections 2.3.3-5.

67

cf. Aristeas 114; Jeremias, Jerusalem, p. 27.

68

cf. Jeremias, Jerusalem, pp. 28-9.

69

Coin hoards uncovered in Jerusalem and dating from Herodian times reveal a small proportion of
foreign coins compared with Jewish currency, cf. Mazar, Mountain , p. 138.

70

See Section 4.2.1.

71

72

cf. Baron, Social and Religious History JI, p. 44; Grant, F.C., The Economic Background of the
Gospels, London: Oxford University Press, 1926, p. 79; According to Heichelheim, "Roman
Syria", pp. 224-5, Jews also deposited valuables at times with friends. However his references
from Josephus in support of this (Ant 14:372, 16:279,343, War 1:276), only refer to Herod and
not to the mass of "ordinary" folk; Rostovtzeff, Roman I, p. 270; Buchanan, "Symbolic", p. 281.
cf. Baron, Social and Religious History I 1, p. 86. The only Biblical reference to such is in Judg
9:4, which refers to a Canaanite Baal temple.
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Josephus (War 6:282) described the burning down of the treasury chambers73 in AD 70:
"They further burnt the treasury-chambers (yal;oq>vAaKtov), in which lay
vast sums of money, vast piles of raiment, and other valuables; for this, in
short, was the general repository (owpEvw) of Jewish wealth, to which the
rich had consigned the contents of their dismantled houses."74
I. Abrahams (1917) maintained strongly that this passage referred simply to the practice

during times of crisis or impending crisis, 75 i.e. that this was not the normal practice
during peace time. In defence of the interpretation that it reflects a normal practice, it must
be said that Abraham's thesis cannot be easily inferred from the passage. In any case, at
another time of crisis, the Parthian raid on Jerusalem (c 40 BC), Herod and his friends
moved their treasures into Idumea, south of Judea.76
Despite the Jerusalem temple being a central repository for Temple as well as private
wealth, there is no evidence that it engaged in the other activities of banks such as
lending.77

3.4 TEMPLE BANKERS c AD 30
tJ"'11~jj78 or yal;ocpvAaKES ,79 were the sacred treasurers of the Jerusalem Temple.
Their function was primarily to see to the maintenance of the Temple structure and the
continuation of the cultus, through the administration of the money held for that purpose,
in particular the half sheqel tax. 80
73

cf. Ant 9: 164, 17:262, 19:294, where 8noavp6s is used.

74

The translation of Thackeray, H.St.J., The Jewish War, Books IV-VII, London: William
Heinemann, 1979, (LOEB), p. 459.

75

Abrahams, Pharisaism, p. 83.

76

cf. War 1:268.

77

cf. Gabba, E., "The Finances of King Herod", in: Kasher, A., RappapoI"4 U., and Fuks, G., (eds.),
Greece and Rome in Eretz Israel, Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society, 1990, p. 167; Baron,
Social and Religious History 11, p. 413 n. 29, who maintained that even this private depository
was not important in the economy given that they could be used legally for certain needs of
Jerusalem, and indeed were often appropriated illegally for government uses, e.g. Pilate, Ant
18:60-2.

78

cf. M. Pe 1:6L Neusner 16, 2:8F Neusner 18, 4:8E Neusner 22; M. Hal 3:3C,4C Neusner 153;
M. Bik 3:3H Neusner 173; M. Men 8:2G Neusner 748, 8:7F Neusner 750; M. Me. 3:8G Neusner
857, M. Sheq 2:1D Neusner 253, 5:2A Neusner 259, 5:6C Neusner 260; T. Sheq 2:15A Neusner
2:175, T. Hor 2:lOG-H Neusner 4:352; b. Shab 31b on 2:5 Sonc 142; Y. Shab 2b on 1:1 I.S-T
Neusner 11:19; Ex R. 51: 1 Sonc 2:562.

79

cf. Ant 11: 10, 14: 106, 15:408, 18:93, 20: 194; War 6:390; Does not appear in the New
Testament.

80

cf. T. Sheq 2:15C Neusner 2:175; For a summary of duties see Jeremias, Jerusalem, pp. 166-7,
and Schurer, Age II, 281-2; Regarding the half-sheqel tax, see Sections 3.5 and 6.4.5.
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The tJ.,1:Ji:l were most likely priests.81 Josephus, on one occasion puts a yaf;o<pvAa~
on the same level as the high priest (Ant 20:194). In Neh 13:13 it was a priest who was
one of the three heads of treasurers (1 ~ i ~) - a passage which finds an echo in the
Mishnah which stated that there were three tJ .,, :J i:J appointed. 82 The Mishnah also
indicated that they were of equal rank to the ri,n~ (nyEµOVES') and tJjj:JO
(oTpaTriyoi). 83 Yet, according to the Chronicler, their duties as outlined above were
carried out by Levites. 84
Whatever the real situation might have been at the time of Jesus,85 it seems likely that
because only priests and/or levites were involved, their Temple duties did not take them
much beyond the confines of the Temple proper.
This conclusion is confirmed by two observations.
First, the treasury chambers (1~i~, i1:JW?) where the items mentioned were stored,
were in the inner court of the Temple, i.e. the Temple proper. The treasury chambers
consisted of a number of the three stories of thirty-eight cells or chambers that surrounded
the House and the Holy of Holies. 86
Second, since the chests laid out for donations to the Temple treasury were most probably
in the "Court of Women",87 there was no need for the t:)"'11:li:J to venture out in order to
collect revenue. This observation is confirmed by the following.
First, the New Testament uses the word ya f;o<pvAaKtov four times. In each case, Jesus
is either opposite the yaf;o<pvAaKtov watching crowds of people putting in their money
81

cf. b. Pes 57a on 4:8 Sonc 285; This is also the opinion of Jeremias, Jerusalem, pp. 160, 175.

82

cf. M. Sheq 5:2A Neusner 259; Mantel, H.D., ''The High Priesthood and the Sanhedrin in the
Time of the Second Temple"; in: Avi-Yonah, M., (ed.), The World History of the Jewish People:
First Series: Ancient Times: Volume VII: The Herodian Period, New Brunswick: Rutgers
University Press, 1975, p. 273.

83

cf. M. Bile 3:3H Neusner 173; The two Hebrew words appear together in: Jer 51:23,28,57, Ezek
23:6,12,23. In Jer 51:57 the LXX translates rnn!J with apxovTES. Both apx1epeis and
oTpaniyoi appear together in Lk 22:4,52 as well as Ant 20:131, War 2:409, leading Schilrer,
Age II, p. 278 and n. 17 to equate r,jr,~ with apx1epeis.

84

cf. 1 Chr 9:28-29, 26:20-28; 2 Chr 31: 11-19; Levites had access to the Temple chambers: 2 Chr
31:1 lff; Neh 10:38, 13:5; Philo, Sp Laws, 1:152; Sanders, Judaism, p. 150.

85

cf. Schurer, Age II, p. 282, resolved the discrepancies by suggesting that priests held the more
important duties, while the Levites had the more subordinate duties.

86

M. Mid 4:3-4 Neusner 880-1, War 5:220-1,565; cf. also Patrich, "Reconstructing the Magnificent
Temple Herod Built", p. 26, who added: "These cells were probably used for storage of ritual
vessels, material required for the ritual itself (such as oil and spices), and for the Temple treasures."

87

See Section 2.5.1.3.
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(Mk 12:41,43), or was in a position that enabled him to see people donating to the
ya{;oq>vAaKtov (Lk 21:1), or actually taught in the ya{;oq>vAaKtov (Jn 8:20). Now,

since only priests and levites had access to the treasury chambers and Jesus was regarded
neither as a Zadokite priest nor a levite, 88 we can assume that the ya{;oq>vAaKtov of the
Gospels was not the treasury chambers but rather the location of the receptacles for the
contributions to the sacred treasury.89 The Synoptic accounts allow for such an
interpretation. Jn 8:20 has EV TC+) ya{;oq>vAa Ki4). If EV could be read as "near" or "by"
then the location of Jesus' teaching in Jn 2:20 could be made to agree with the Synoptic
story.90
Both the Mishnah and the Tosefta state that there were thirteen such "Shofar" (ibiW,
oaAnty~, bucina) chests,9 1 each labelled according to the use the money would be

put.92 Two of these chests were for the half sheqel Temple tax.93
Secondly, if the incident related by Mark and Luke is historical, then it must have taken
place in an area of the Temple Mount in which women were allowed, since in those
passages Jesus is reported to have watched a "poor widow" put in two small coins.
A number of scholars suggest a section of the Court of Women.94 This has the advantage
of allowing both Jewish men and women to be present. It also neatly ties in with John
88

cf. Daube, D., Appeasement or Resistance: and other Essays on New Testament Judaism,
Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987, pp. 39-58, esp. pp. 39-40, reprinted as: Daube, D.,
''Temple Tax", in: Sanders, E.P., (ed.), Jesus, the Gospels and the Church, Marcon, GA: Mercer
University Press, 1987, pp. 121-34. Daube argued here that not only Jesus but also his circle
considered themselves of priestly status, and therefore exempt from payment of the Temple Tax
(cf. M. Sheq. l:3H, l:6C Neusner 252), although they did in fact pay iL

89

cf. Schurer, Age II, p. 281 n. 30, who assumed the same.

90

cf. Schnackenburg, R., The Gospel According to St John: Volume II, New York: Crossroad Pub.
Co., ET 1990, p. 196; See Section 7.2.3.

91

So called no doubt because of their shape, i.e. wider at the top (opening) than at the bottom.

92

cf. M. Sheq 2:IB Neusner 253, 6:lA Neusner 260; T. Sheq 3:1-8 Neusner 2:177-8; M. Sheq
6:5A-D Neusner 261: "Thirteen shofar chests were in the sanctuary. And written on them were the
following [in Aramaic]: ''New sheqels" and "old sheqels", "bird offerings", and "young birds for a
burnt offering"; "wood" and "frankincense"; "gold for the Mercy seat", and on six, "for freewill
offerings""; Carson, John, p. 341.

93

cf. M. Sheq 2: lB Neusner 253, 6:5C Neusner 261; See also Sections 3.5 and 6.4.5.

94

cf. Edersheim, A., The Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah, Peabody, Massachusetts:
Hendrickson Publishers, (first edition 1883) New Updated Edition 1993, p. 741; Taylor, V., The
Gospel According to St. Mark, London: Macmillan & Co. Ltd., 1952 repr. 1959, p. 496a;
Hoskyns, E., The Fourth Gospel, London: Faber and Faber Ltd., 2nd. ed. rev. 1947 repr., 1956, p.
333; Morris, L., The Gospel According to John, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub.
Co., 1971 repr. 1989, p. 444; Carson, John, p. 341; Bruce, F.F., The Gospel of John:
Introduction, Exposition and Notes, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1983,
p. 190; Schrenk, G., "lep6v", in: Kittel, G., (ed.), Theological Dictionary of the New Testament:
Volume III, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., ET 1965, p. 236;
Schnackenburg, John I, p. 196; Lane, W.L., The Gospel of Mark, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm.
B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1974, repr. 1990, p. 442; Mazar, Mountain, p. 117.
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8:20 which located some of Jesus' teaching activity in Jerusalem as being in the
yasocpvAaKlOV. Verse 12, uttered according to John, by Jesus in the yasocpvAaKlOV,

is considered by many scholars to be an allusion to the ceremony of the lighting of lamps
at the feast of Tabernacles, lamps which were situated in the "Court of Women".95
According to Jn 7:2, Jesus was in Jerusalem and in the Temple teaching during that feast.
Finally, the Mishnah placed the "Shofar" chests in the "sanctuary" (Wij?~ )96 and
permitted women to throw money into these chests,97 indicating that they must have been
located in the "Court of Women".98
The implication of this study of the "sacred" Treasurers for the present task is as follows.
It is clear that although these treasurers dealt with money, their activities largely confined
them to the Temple proper. The only dealings pilgrims ~ould have had with them would
have been confined to the Wij?~.
Further, they did not change money into acceptable currency, but merely collected that
which was thrown into the "shofar" chests, stored and maintained the security of their
charge in some of the thirty-eight chambers in the Temple proper and subsequently used
the money to purchase all the requirements of the Temple and its cultus.

In short, they cannot be associated in any immediate way with the money changers of the
Gospels.

3.5 THE TEMPLE TAX
According to Rabbinic literature a yearly poll tax of half a sheqel

(?j?W,

apyvptov,

argentum) was imposed on all male adult Jews over twenty99 for the maintenance of the

95

cf. M. Suk 5:2-4 Neusner 288-9; Barrett, Gospel of John, p. 335.

96

cf. M. Sheq 6: lA Neusner 260; 6:5A-D Neusner 261; See Section 2.5.1.3.

97

cf. M. Sheq I :5A Neusner 252, T. Sheq 3:3A Neusner 2: 177; Y. Sheq 50b on 6:4 I.D Neusner
15:136.

98

99

cf. M. Sheq. l:5B,D Neusner 252 which claimed that freewill offerings (for which there were six
chests) were acceptable from Gentiles and Samaritans - two groups who were not allowed into the
Wij?i.j. What is likely here is that this refers to offerings from these people carried into the
Wij?C by ritually pure Jews.
cf. Ex 30: 14(P), 38:26(P); Ant 3: 194; Smallwood, The Jews Under Roman Rule, p. 373; Broshi,
M., "The Role of the Temple in the Herodian Economy", in: JJS 38(1987), p. 35, who claimed
that it was to be paid from the age of thirteen. No doubt he had in mind: Y. Sheq 46a on 1:3 II.CE Neusner 15: 19.
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Temple Mount, the cult and the needs of Jerusalem.100 Other groups, notably: women;
minors; Samaritans; slaves; priests; and Gentiles could pay if they wished.101
The tax was required to be paid in Tyrian sheqels because this was the currency with the
highest silver content available, 102 despite the fact that they displayed the head of the
Tyrian god Melkart on the obverse (FIG. 28).103 Whereas voluntary donations to the
Temple could be paid in any coin, Temple dues were to be paid only in Tyrian
sheqels. 104
Of particular relevance here is the presumption in the Rabbinic literature that it was due
each year before 1 Nisan, 105 since according to the literature it was removed from the
"shofar" chest on that day.106
With some provisos, we can be reasonably confident that this picture represents the
situation prior to the destruction of the Temple, because the Mishnah applied the laws
regarding the temple dues only while the Temple stood107 and because contemporary
historians give a similar picture.108
100

Further further details on the use to which the Temple Tax was put, see Section 6.4.5.

101

cf. M. Sheq 1:3-6 Neusner 252, 4:2B Neusner 256; M. Ned 4:2 Neusner 412; Chilton, The
Temple of Jesus, p. 110; For a discussion of the exemption of priests, see: Garland, D.E.,
"Matthew's Understanding of the Temple Tax (Mau 17:24-27)", in: Richards, K.H., (ed.), Society
of Biblical Literature Seminar Papers 1987, Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press, 1987, p. 192.

102

cf. Branscomb, B.H., The Gospel of Mark, London: Hodder and Stoughton, ET 1937, p. 203;
Richardson, P., "Why Tum the Tables?: Jesus' Protest in the Temple Precincts", in: Lovering,
E.H., (ed.), Society of Biblical Literature Seminar Papers 1992, Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press,
1992, p. 514; until the mint in Jerusalem produced Tyrian silver coins (See Section 3.6.2 below),
they were restricted to minting bronze and copper coins. The Roman mint at Antioch produced
silver coins with less silver content that of Tyre.

103

cf. Abrahams, Pharisaism, pp. 83-4; Richardson, "Why Tum the Tables?", p. 514; Chilton, B., A
Feast of Meanings: Eucharistic Theologies from Jesus through Johannine Circles, Leiden: E.J.
Brill, 1994, p. 172; The prohibition of idols in: Ex 20:4(E), Lev 26: l(adP); Deut 5:8(0); M. AZ
1:4 Neusner 661, M. AZ 3:1 Neusner 664, etc.

104

cf. M. Ber 8:7 Neusner 806, T. Ket 12:6M-N Neusner 3:99; Richardson, "Why Turn the Tables?",
p. 513. However the Mishnah recognised that this had not always been so, M. Sheq 2:4 Neusner
254.

105

cf. Safrai, "Temple and Service", p. 320; cf. Eppstein, "Historicity", pp. 45, 56; Neusner, J., A
History of the Mishnaic Law of Appointed Times: Part Three, Leiden: EJ. Brill, 1982, p. 9.

106
107

108

cf. M. Sheq 3: lA-B Neusner 255; T. Sheq 2: lA-B Neusner 2: 171, 2:7 A Neusner 2: 173; Y. Sheq
45d on 1:1 I.C-D Neusner 15:7, 45d on 1:1 III.H-J Neusner 15:9.
cf. M. Sheq 8:8D Neusner 265; Although see: Lehmann, ''The Key to Understanding the Copper
Scroll: Where the Temple Tax Was Buried", pp. 38-43. Lehmann argued that the Qumran Copper
Scroll, correctly interpreted, indicated that the Temple Tax was collected secretly for 20 years after
the destruction by Jewish authorities. This activity was discovered during Emperor Nerva's (AD
96-98) brief reign.
That the tax was paid in the first century would seem to be beyond doubt: Aristeas 40; Philo, Sp
Laws, 1:77-8, Quis Rerum Divinarum Heres, 186, Josephus, War 6:335, Ant 3:194, 14:110,
16:28, 163,166,167,169, 18:312. After each of the two Jewish Revolts Rome ordered that the tax
should be continued and include children and women, but for other purposes (Vespasian required it
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The caveats are these:
First, it is far from certain that the tax was imposed. H. Montefiore (1964)109 and E.P.
Sanders (1985)110 for example claimed that it was a voluntary though encouraged
contribution even from adult males.
Second, it is also not certain that all adult Jewish males were required to pay.
Notwithstanding Josephus' comments,111 S. Mandell (1984) mounted a convincing case
arguing that since not all Jews paid the Roman post AD 70 replacement for the tax, not all
would have paid prior to AD 10.112
,Ii

Third, that it was in fact an annual tax. Not all Jews considered it to be annual - the
Qumran Community regarded it as a once in a life-time duty113 and the priests apparently
considered themselves exempt from the obligation.114
JI

fl·

for the temple Jupiter Capitolinus in Rome), e.g. War 7:218, Dio Cassius 66.7, Suetonius,
Domi.tian, 12; Bruce, I.A.F., "Nerva and the Fiscus Iudaicus", in: PEQ 96,Jan-June(1964), pp. 356; Smallwood, The Jews Under Roman Rule, pp. 372-3, 375; Chilton, B.D., "A Coin of Three
Realms (Matthew 17.24-27)", in: Clines, DJ.A., Fowl, S.E., and Porter, S.E., (eds.), The Bible
in Three Dimensions, Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1990, p. 276; Commonly cited texts referring to
other contributions to the Temple without designating its purpose include: Philo, Embassy, 156,
311; Josephus, War 5:187, Ant 14:113, 214; Cicero, Pro Fiacco, 28.67; McEleney, NJ., "Mt
17:24-27 - Who Paid the Temple Tax? a Lesson in the Avoidance of Scandal", in: CBQ 38(1976),
p. 181.
to be

,. i
If

l

1

109

cf. Montefiore, "Jesus and the Temple Tax", p. 62.

110

cf. Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, p. 64; Sanders cites (p. 366 n. 28) Mt 17:24-7 (presumably
referring to the need for the question put to Peter by the tax collectors) and M. Sheq 1:3 Neusner
252 (referring to the pledges exacted from those who did not pay); Sanders (1992), Judaism, pp.
156, 513 n. 16 claimed that "Jews virtually without exception paid the temple tax".

111

cf. Ant 14:110, 18:312, War 7:218; Smallwood, The Jews Under Roman Rule, p. 371 maintained
that Josephus "implicitly" excluded apostates from Judaism.

112

113

114

cf. Mandell, S., "Who Paid the Temple Tax when the Jews were under Roman Rule?", in: HTR
77,2(1984), pp. 223-32; Horbury, W., "The Temple Tax", in: Bammel, E., and Moule, C.F.D.,
(eds.), Jesus and the Politics of his Day, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984, pp. 26586; Sanders, Judaism, p. 513 n. 16; Garland, "Matthew's Understanding of the Temple Tax (Matt
17:24-27)", pp. 198-201; Bruce, "Nerva and the Fiscus Iudaicus", pp. 34-45, for a different
perspective.
cf. 4Ql59:2 Vermes 297; Richardson, "Why Turn the Tables?", p. 518; Freyne, S., Galilee from
Alexander the Great to Hadrian 323 B.C.E. to 135 C.E.: A Study of Second Temple Judaism,
Wilmington, Delaware: Michael Glazier Inc., Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame
Press, 1980, p. 280; Contrast Ant 18: 19; Liver, J., "The Half-shekel Offering in Biblical and PostBiblical Times", in: HTR 56,3(1963), pp. 190-8.
cf. Ezra 7:24; M. Sheq 1:3H,4 Neusner 252; Y. Sheq 46a on 1:3 II.A-B Neusner 15:19; Derrett,
J.D.M., Law in the New Testament, London: Darton Longman and Todd, 1970, pp. 250-2.
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The Temple tax is thought to be based on Ex 30:11-16(P)115 which required every male
over twenty to contribute half a sheqel for the maintenance of the "Tent of Meeting".116
Because it did not stipulate the frequency of payment, it was probably originally only
meant to be given once.117
Neh 10:32 required the annual payment of one-third of a sheqel for the maintenance of the
cult.118 This injunction of Nehemiah may not be a continuation of the requirement of
Excxlus, but may represent the intrcxluction of a new one. It is also significant that there is
no mention of a half sheqel offering apart from these until sources in the Roman Period
and that Temple expenses were often met by the occupying powers.119 Such evidence led
J. Liver (1963) and S. Freyne (1980) to conclude that the half sheqel tax must be dated to
Roman times.120
The half sheqel was equal to two Roman denars or two Attic drachmas.121

3.6 MONEY CHANGERS INDEPENDENT OF THE TEMPLE
Like any city or centre of trade in the first century, money changers operated not only as
Temple employees but more often than not as independent operators or employees of
other institutions.

115

cf. Ex 38:25-6(P); Ant 3:194; T. Sheq l:6E Neusner 2:168; Neusner, J., "Money-Changers in the
Temple: The Mishnah's Explanation", in: NTS 35(1989), p. 288; McEleney, "Temple Tax", pp.
180-1; Horsley, Spiral, p. 280.

116

See Sections 2.4.1 and 6.5.2.

117

cf. Milgrom, J., Studies in Cu/tic Theology and Terminology, Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1983, pp. 39,
44.

118

cf. 2 Chr 24:5. The parallel verse 2 Kings 12:4-5, does not indicate the frequency, implying a once
only donation, as does 2 Chr 34:9. However note Ant 9: 161 which interpreted it as implying an
annual tax.

119

cf. Ezra 6:8ff, 7: 12ff, 1 Mace 10:40, 2 Mace 3:3, Ant 12: 138ff; Smallwood, The Jews Under
Roman Rule, p. 125 dated the earliest reference to 88 BC.

120

cf. Ezek 45: 17; Freyne, Galilee from Alexander the Great, p. 279; Liver, "The Half-shekel Offering
in Biblical and Post-Biblical Times", pp. 173-198, esp. p. 190; Horbury, ''The Temple Tax", pp.
277-9; Chilton, A Feast of Meanings, p. 52; Horsley, Spiral, p. 280; Chilton, "A Coin of Three
Realms (Matthew 17.24-27)", pp. 272-3; Schilrer, Age II, p. 271.

121

cf. Ant 3:195; Borowski, 0., "From Shekels to Talents: Money in the Ancient World", in: BAR
19,5(1993), pp. 68-70; Safrai, "Temple and Service", p. 319; Broshi, ''The Role of the Temple in
the Herodian Economy", p. 35; Bruce, "Nerva and the Fiscus Iudaicus", p. 34; Madden, F.W.,
History of Jewish Coinage and of Money in the Old and New Testaments, New York: KTAV Pub.
House, 1967, pp. 237-8; Smallwood, The Jews Under Roman Rule, p. 372; But see Ben-David,
A., "The Standard of the Sheqel", in: PEQ 98(1966), pp. 168-9, and Chilton, "A Coin of Three
Realms (Matthew 17.24-27)", p. 272, for a contrary opinion.
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The common Hebrew word for money changer or banker is "'lji1?itv (Tpa1rEl)T11S,
mensarius).122 It has the same derivation as its Greek and Latin counterparts, that is, it is
derived from the Hebrew word for "table".123
Unfortunately this word does not occur in the Old Testament, although the word
lT"l?itv, "table", does. However, it never refers to money changers' tables. The Greek
word Tpa1rE~iT11S occurs just once in the New Testament (Mt 25:27, cf. Lk 19:23) and
suggests that money changers lent and borrowed money on interest, although this was
not allowed by Jewish law.124
According to Rabbinic literature, this "'lji1?itv operated independently of the temple. His
duties included: changing foreign coins into local currency and visa versa; 125 receiving
money to look after on behalf of another; 126 changing large denominations into

I
I

smaller; 127 ensuring that the coins they received were of the correct metal content; 128
being commissioned by the lJ "'11 :Ji :l to pay the wages of temple workers and other
temple expenses; 129 and of special interest here, the exchange of money into the sheqel

I

and required by the temple to pay the Temple tax.130

122

cf. Eisler, The Messiah Jesus and John the Baptist, p. 490; Klausner J., "The Economy of Judea in
the Period of the Second Temple", in: Avi-Yonah, M., (ed.), The World History of the Jewish
People: First Series: Ancient Times: Volume VII: The Herodian Period, New Brunswick, Rutgers
University Press, 1975, p. 363 n. 124; Klausner, Jesus of Nazareth, p. 315. Both Eisler and
Klausner maintained the equation ..,Jn?tv = TpalTE~lTTl~- For the use of the word TpalTE~lTTl~
in an uncanonical saying attributed to Jesus, see: Jeremias, J., Unknown Sayings of Jesus,
London: S.P.C.K., 2nd. ed. ET 1964, pp. 100-4.

123

The Hebrew word for "small table": 1iI1:J, was also used for a money changer's table in: Targ
Ps.-1. Gen 23: 16.

124

According to the following the money changer was entitled to lend money with interest: Bouquet,
A.C., Everyday Life in New Testament Times, London: Batsford, 1953, 5th impr. 1963, p. 133;
Ford, J.M., "Money Bags in the Temple", in: Biblica 57(1976), p. 251; Safrai, The Economy of
Roman Palestine, pp. 291, 293.

125

cf. T. Sheq 2:13E Neusner 2:175.

126

cf. M. BM 3: 1 lA Neusner 536, 9: 12G Neusner 555, M. Me 6:5A Neusner 862, M. Qid 3:2H
Neusner 492, M. BM 2:4C Neusner 531, Num R. 20:7 Sonc 3:792.

127

cf. Sifre to Deut 306:24 Neusner 2:310-1; M. MS 2:9 Neusner 135-6, 4:2C Neusner 140, M.
Shabu 7:61 Neusner 636; Num R. 21: 12 Sonc 3:838.

128

cf. M. BM 4:6B Neusner 538; Num R. 20: 18 Sonc 3:806; Daniel-Rops, H., Daily Life in the
Time of Jesus, Ann Arbor: Servant Books, 1962, p. 193.

129

cf. Y. Sheq 48a on 4: 1 IV.A-I Neusner 15:74; cf. Heichelheim, "Roman Syria", p. 248: "These
men as a rule did not receive in advance the sums they paid out, but for a commission advanced
them at their own risk before the stipulated date".

130

cf. M. Sheq 1:3 Neusner 252.
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What is of additional interest is the location of their activities. According to Rabbinic
Literature, a "":JT1,itV operated only in one place: the market-place131 of most large
towns.132 According to Z. Safrai (1994), in the small rural villages there was no full time
money changer. Their place was taken by the local shopkeeper.133
!

The one exception to a market-place location was in the period from 25 Adar, when they
were invited into the Wij?~ ("sanctuary").

3.6.2 The ""j r,? i tt, in the sanctuary
In the works consulted, no scholar has denied the basic historical reliability of the
following Halakah (M. Sheq 1:3A-C Neusner 252):
"On the fifteenth of that same month [Adar] they set up money changer's
tables (I1i:Ji1,iW) in the provinces.134
On the twenty-fifth [of Adar] they set them up in the Temple (Wij?~).135
Once they were set up in the Temple (Wij?~ ), they began to exact pledges
[from those who had not paid the tax in specie]."136
The historical reliability of this passage can be assumed because of the following when
taken together: it is not attributed to any Rabbinic authority; it occurs in the Mishnah and
is not contradicted by later Rabbinic literature; it assumes a practice already in place.137
Four observations are crucial.
The first is that it is clear that the money changers referred to here are the tl"":Ji1,iW ,138
despite the fact that the word does not occur in the Halakah. The use of the word

I1i:Ji1,iW clearly points in this direction.
131

I:··

132
133
134
135
136

j...

cf. M. MS 4:2C Neusner 140, BM 2:4C Neusner 531, Shabu 7:6J Neusner 636, where in ea;h
case money changers are mentioned in the same context as "storekeepers".
cf. M. BM 4:6B Neusner 538, though admittedly the large town market is not indicated.
cf. Safrai, The Economy of Roman Palestine, pp. 225, 292.
The 15 Adar was also the Feast of Purim. On that day the "Megillah" Scroll of Esther was read, cf.
M. Sheq l:B Neusner 251; Ant 11:292-5.
cf. also b. Meg 29b on 3:4 Sonc 179.
The Hebrew is from: Blackman, P., Mishnayoth: Volume II, New York: Judaica Press, Inc., 1964,
p. 228.

137

See Section 1.8.4.

138

cf. Carmignac, J., "Studies in the Hebrew Background of the Synoptic Gospels", in: AST/ 7(19689), p. 71, who noticed a play on words in Mk 11:15 and Mt 21:12 with the Hebrew of the "tables"
of the "money changers". It may be worth adding his additional observation: "Here the second term
[D~Jn?1W] is a word that does not occur either in Bible-Hebrew or in Qumran-Hebrew, since
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Second, the passage indicates that the tr,:Jn?iW came into the wipe on 25 Adar.

Third, the Halakah says nothing about the money changers' tables being set up in the
Outer Court of the Temple Mount, nor is there any other Rabbinic evidence for this. The
tables were to be set up in the wipe .139 This was likely the "Court of Women" since
women were able to offer the temple tax if they chose140 and since the "shofar" chests
were also there. 141
...
r_

Fourthly, the tJ..,:Jn?iW were in the

tvipe

for one specific purpose, namely to

exchange money for the temple sheqels. Elsewhere they exchanged money and collected
it ready for transport to Jerusalem.142
The following conclusions may therefore be drawn.
The

111,

i

tJ..,:Jn'?itv

were not tJ..,1:Ji:J since they were not always operating in the

wipe.

They may of course have paid for the privilege of operating such an obviously lucrative
business, but the two should not be identified. The tJ ..,j r, '? i W were either local

tJ..,:Jn'?itv or other persons especially commissioned for the purpose and occasion.143
Since the passage indicated a date for the admission of the tJ..,jr,t;,jttJ into the tv1p~ it
is reasonable to conclude that they were not there at other times. Exactly how long they
stayed is pertinent to the issue at hand and will be dealt with in Section 3.7 below.

3.6.3 The ..,jr,',jttj and the Jerusalem Mint
Clearly then these ..,j n'?iW must have been unusual. For one specific week a year they
were only interested in changing coins into one particular coin, which meant that they
must have had a ready supply.

/H:
11 •.

money changers do not appear in the Bible or in Qumran documents; it is however the word used
in the Mishnah".

139

See Section 2.5.1.3.

140

cf. M. Sheq 1:5A Neusner 252.

,::I

141

cf. M. Sheq 2: lB Neusner 253.
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142

'

143

cf. M. Sheq 1:3A Neusner 252; b. Meg 29b on 3:4 Sonc 179; Neusner, A History of the Mishnaic
Law of Appointed Times: Part Three, p. 11.
According to Eisler, The Messiah Jesus and John the Baptist, p. 490, and Klausner, Jesus of
Nazareth, p. 315, the tJ ~Jn'iitv were the ones who collected the temple-true; Richardson, "Why
Turn the Tables", p. 513.
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There would have been three avenues for the supply of the Tyrian sheqel: the Temple
treasury itself; the coins in circulation; and a mint.
There is some evidence to suggest that there was not only a mint operating in Jerusalem at
the time, but that it produced the coins acceptable to the Temple.
Tyrian sheqels were struck continuously from 125/6 BC to AD 66.144 The fact that their
production ceased in AD 66, the first year of the Jewish war with Rome, would indicate
that their cessation was related to Jewish history rather than that of Tyre.
Those dated from 19 BC are smaller and show a decided lack of skill on the part of the
minters and included the letters "KP" (FIGS. 28a and 28b). Further, most examples of
the first group were uncovered in Lebanon and Syria, while most of the second were
discovered in IsraeI.145
These facts indicate, according Y. Meshorer (1982), a change in the location of the
mint.1 46 According to Meshorer, from the reign of Augustus Caesar (27 BC - AD 14),
Roman provincial coins were minted at Antioch.1 47 The Roman tetradrachms were 80%
pure silver, while the Tyrian coins of both periods were 90-92% pure silver. Thus
inferior coins began to flood the market and by 19 BC Tyre had no need to mint their
superior sheqels.148
Now, one would expect that no more Tyrian sheqels would be minted, however this was
not the case. The Jews had a special need for currency of as pure silver as possible. For
only coins of superior quality could be used to make payments to the Temple.149 Thus
since demand for the Tyrian sheqels continued, at least among the Jews, reasoned
Meshorer, 150 a mint was commissioned to continue to mint Tyrian sheqels, this time in

144
145

cf. Abrahams, Pharisaism, pp. 83-4; Millar, The Roman Near East: 31 BC - AD 337, p. 289, who
claimed that Tyrian minting ceased in AD 58/59.
cf. Meshorer, Y., Ancient Jewish Coinage: Volume II: Herod the Great through Bar Cochba, New
York: Amphora Books, 1982, p. 7.

146

cf. Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage II, pp. 7-8.

147

cf. Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage fl, pp. 7-8; cf. Millar, The Roman Near East: 31 BC - AD
337, p. 289, who claimed this process began in AD 59/60.

148

cf. Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage II, p. 98.

149

cf. Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage II, p. 98; Reinach, T., Jewish Coins, Chicago: Argonaut
Inc., 1966, p. 21; Josephus War 2:592 where a preference by the Jewish population for high
quality silver over the Roman issues is illustrated; M. Bek 7:7 Neusner 806.

150

cf. Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage II, p. 8.
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Jerusalem. The poor quality of the impression is explained by the fact that the symbols
were not Jewish and of relative unimportance compared to the purity of the silver.151
Immediately prior to the reign of Herod the Great (37 - 4 BC), Antigonus was ruler and
high priest (40 - 37 BC). He struck coins in Jerusalem during his brief reign and Herod
the Great, after being declared "King of Judea" by the Roman Senate in 40 BC, struck
coins in Samaria (Sebaste), no doubt as much an act of defiance against Antigonus as an
indication of his regal status. The coins minted after Herod's victory are of inferior
quality and unlike those prior to 37 BC, are undated. In addition, a different style of
letters were used. 152 What seems to point clearly to a Jerusalem provenance for these
inferior undated coins is that in a hoard of Herodian coins found in Jerusalem only 2%
were dated, whereas in a hoard of Herodian coins discovered in Samaria, 23% were
dated. 153
Herod Archelaus (4 BC - AD 6), a son of Herod the Great, who ruled Judea after his
father, struck coins in his father's mint.154
The prefects who followed Archelaus, were careful to try and avoid antagonising the
population of Judea and so designed their coinage with great care. Even Pontius Pilate
(AD 26 - 36) followed this policy, although some of his designs did manage to irritate the
Jews.1 55 The prefects struck their coins probably either in Caesarea where they normally
resided, or in J erusalem.156

151
152

153
154

155
156

cf. Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage II, p. 9.
cf. Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage II, p. 12: "This palaeographical shift is also reflected in the
coins struck later by Agrippa I. His coins struck in Caesarea have a different style of letters than
those minted in Jerusalem."
cf. Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage II, p. 12.
cf. Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage II, p. 31; Burnett, A., Amandry, M., and Ripolles, P.P.,
Roman Provincial Coinage: Volume I: Part I, London: British Museum Press, Paris: Bibliotheque
Nationale, 1992, p. 679a.
cf. Burnett, Amandry, and Ripolles, Roman Provincial Coinage: Volume I: Part I, p. 180;
Bammel, E., Judaica: Kleine Schriften I, Ttibingen: J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 1986, pp. 47-50.
Of the thirteen prefects and procurators who ruled Judea between AD 6 and AD 66, apparently just
six issued coins, cf. Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage II, p. 174; Coogan, M.D., "Money", in:
Metzger, B.M., and Coogan, M.D., (eds.), The Oxford Companion to the Bible, New York,
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993, p. 523b.
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The most likely location is Jerusalem.157 As we have seen there was a mint functioning
continuously at least from a time prior to Herod the Great.158 In addition there is the
discovery of an uncirculated "mint piece" from the time of Pontius Pilate found in or very
near Jerusalem. It still has attached to it the end of the strip which joined the flans in the
mould.159
Finally, high silver content sheqels continued to be minted even after the outbreak of the
Jewish War in AD 66.160 As we would expect, the designs changed to those depicting
peculiarly Jewish themes. They were in production in AD 69 when the Jewish rebels
occupied only Jerusalem and Masada. There are even sheqels dated to AD 70 when the
siege of Jerusalem was in full swing. The Jerusalem Talmud described these coins as
"Coins of danger", giving an alternate description of these same coins as "Jerusalemite
coins".161
Thus there seems little doubt that a mint did indeed exist in Jerusalem and that it
functioned c AD 30, during the prefecture of Pontius Pilate. Indeed, Pilate minted his
own coins in the period AD 29 - 31,162 as we have seen most likely in Jerusalem.
The Rabbinic literature speaks of an

o~~ii:J~ (ayopav6µos, aedilis), "market

officer/commissioner" whose primary duty was to test coins in circulation.163 The two
Talmuds each have an interesting but short discussion on the duties of a

o~~ii:J~.

Both debates centred around whether he supervised weights (prices) or measures. In the
157

cf. Richardson, "Why Turn the Tables?", p. 515; Broshi, "The Role of the Temple in the Herodian
Economy", p. 35.

158

In fact, there is evidence of a mint operating in Jerusalem during the Persian Period, from at least
the beginning of the fourth century BC, see: Betlyon, "Coinage", pp. 1083a-b, 1084b; Coogan,
"Money", p. 523.

159

cf. Meshorer, Y., Jewish Coins of the Second Temple Period, Tel-Aviv: A.M. Hassefer, 1967, pp.
173-4 n. 23 lA; Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage II, p. 186.

160

A list of finds of Jewish and Tyrian sheqels of the first century AD can be found in: Kadman, L.,
"The Coins of the Jewish-Roman War", in: Kadman, L., et. al., (eds.), Numismatic Studies and
Researches: Volume II: The Dating and Meaning of Ancient Jewish Coins and Symbols, TelAviv-Jerusalem: Schocken Pub. House, 1958, p. 46; Coins whose origins are most likely Judea
(though not conclusively so), were minted under the Romans in the first few months of the reign
of Vespasian (AD 69-79), cf. Mattingly, H., Coins of the Roman Empire in the British Museum:
Volume II: Vespasian to Domitian, London: Trustees of the British Museum, 1930, repr. 1966,
pp. !xviii, 110; Robertson, A.S., Roman Imperial Coins in the Hunter Coin Cabinet: Volume I:
Augustus to Nerva, London: Oxford University Press, 1962, p. cxxvii; O'Neill, J.P., et. al.,
(eds.), Treasures of the Holy Land: Ancient Art from the Israel Museum, New York: Metropolitan
Museum of Art, 1986, pp. 227-9; Smallwood, The Jews Under Roman Rule, pp. 372-3.

161

cf. Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage II, p. 105.

162

cf. Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage ff, p. 180.

163

cf. Lev R. 1:8 Sonc 4: 12; Num R. 20: 18 Sonc 3:806; b. AZ 58a on 4:8 Sonc 289, b. BQ 98a on
9:2 Sonc 568; Y. Dem 22c on 2:1 I.F Neusner 3:62, Y. BB 15a-b on 5:5 II.E-H Neusner 30:105;
Ben-Dov, Shadow, p. 160; an alternative spelling of the Rabbinic word is: 011S11 'J1ij~.
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Jerusalem Talmud the conclusion was that he supervised measures, i.e. measures of
currency rather than the fixing of prices.1 64 A similar but more significant argument is
recorded in the Babylonian Talmud. In this case it was acknowledged that originally the
custom was that the O..,~ i i :i ~ should only supervise measures, but that because of
corruption, they were later (in Talmudic times) authorised to police prices as well.165
This O..,~,,::i~ was no doubt employed by the mint to ensure that coins were not being
debased or otherwise interfered with. This function of testing coins coincided with that of
the Roman "nummularius".166 A tantalising fact is that the Vulgate translated the Greek
words for money changer in the Gospel accounts with the word "nummularius" whose
other function was to put into circulation newly minted coins.167
It would not be unreasonable therefore to posit that one man could be described as both a
.., '.J n ? i ill (Ko AAv (3 l o T fl s, KE p µ a T t o T fl s, n umm ul ari us) and a O '"' ~ i 1 :i ~

(ayo pa v6µos, aedilis). Except for the period following 25 Adar, their duties were
carried out in the same place, namely primarily market-places.168
If the above was the case, the conclusion is that an individual '"':JM?itv was either a
I

private and independent money changer, or as seems quite possible, a mint employee.

3.6.4 The Money Changers of the Gospels
In the Gospel accounts of the Cleansing of the Temple, two words are used for the
occupation of money changer, neither Of which is TpOTIESiTTlS,

164

cf. Y. BB 15a-b on 5:5 II E-H Neusner 30:105.

165

cf. b. BB 89a on 5:10-11 Sonc 365-6.

166

Could it be that the tJ.,C11:l~ was none other than the Jewish counterpart to a "spectator" or
"probator"? (See footnote in Section 3.2.3) We should not forget that money changers were
undoubtedly engaged in assaying coins given to them for exchange - if they didn't they were liable
for a loss, see e.g. Daniel-Rops, Daily Life in the Time of Jesus, p. 193; Jones, A Dictionary of
Ancient Roman Coins, p. 202. A person employed in actually producing the coins was called a
"monetarius".

167

See Section 3.2.2.

168

cf. Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage II, p. 116.
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KEpµaTtOTllS, according to well known dictionaries of ancient Greek,169 is found only
in Jn 2: 14 and nowhere else in ancient literature, except in literature dependent on Jn
2: 14.170 It is similar to other Greek words that mean one who changes larger coins into
smaller coins (a Kipµa), i.e. larger denominations into smaller. It is derived from the late
Greek verb KEpµaTil;w "to cut into pieces, chop up".171

KoAAv[:>toTnS, had a much wider usage and can be found in many extant sources other
than the Gospels (Mt 21:12, Mk 11:15, Jn 2:15).172 It is derived from the word

KoAAv[:>os, 173 a small coin, in a similar way to the above. The corresponding Latin word
"collybus" appears to mean both a small coin174 and the rate or cost of exchange.175

KoAAv[:>os entered the Hebrew language as

1i'J,ii'

and is frequently translated as

"surcharge", i.e the amount money changers charged for their services.176
We can draw the following conclusions from this apparent paucity of evidence.
First, there appears to be no discernible difference in meaning between the two words.
Since the two words have identical meaning, it is likely then that the author of the fourth
Gospel used the "Synoptic" word for money changers to avoid repetition of

KEpµaTtOTllS of verse 14. The use of synonyms, interchangeable words in the same
context, is a characteristic of John's style (cf. Section 7.2.3).177
169

cf. Liddell, H.G., and Scott, R., A Greek-English Lexicon, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1940 ninth
edition with supplement 1968, p. 943b; Moulton and Milligan, The Vocabulary of the Greek New
Testament Illustrated from the Papyri and Other Non-Literary Sources, p. 342a; Bauer, W., Alan~
K., and Aland, B., Griechisch-deutsches Worterbuch, Berlin, New York: Walter de Gruyter, 6th. ed.
1988, p. 873.

170

cf. Hoskyns, The Fourth Gospel, p. 193.

171

cf. Barrett, Gospel of John, p. 197.

172

cf. Phrynichus 404 (where he condemned its use as a vulgarism: ovK 6p8vJ~); Pollux 7: 170.

173

cf. Lachs, S.T., A Rabbinic Commentary on the New Testament, Hoboken, New Jersey: KTA V
Pub. House, 1987, p. 347; For use of this word in ancient literature see for example: Aristophanes
1200; Pollux 3:84, 7: 170, 9:72.

174

e.g. Suetonius, Augustus, 4.2.

175
176

177

11i

e.g. Cicero, Against Verres, II.3.77.181, Atticus, XII.6; Compare this with the phrase "propter
aerariam rationem" in: Cicero, Pro Publio Quinctio, IV.17.
cf. M. Sheq 1:6,7 Neusner 252-3 etc; T. Sheq 1:8 Neusner 2:168-9; b. BM 108a on 9:8 Sonc 6189; Y. Sheq 46b on 1:4 VIII.A Neusner 15:30; Neusner, A History of the Mishnaic Law of
Appointed Times: Part Three, pp. 13-14.
Thus, for example:
ayanavJ
apt Va
<llTOOT£/\AvJ
f36oKvJ
YlVWOKvJ
f6vo~
lpxo11a1

q>l/\(c,.)
npof3aTlO
lT£UlTvJ
notµaivvJ
oToa
Aa6~
,,

T)Ku)

Jn 11:4-5, 21:15-17;
Jn 21:15-16;
Jn 5:36-37, 7:28-29, 20:21;
Jn 21:15,16,17;
Jn 14:7;
Jn 11:50-51;
Jn 4:46-47;
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Second, we can confidently identify these money changers of the Gospels with the

tJ"lji1?iW of Rabbinic literature because they both had the same function of
exchange. Wherever there was a market ordinary tJ .,jT1?iW could be found. An added
ordinary

indication that this is probably the case is the fact that the Gospels use the word

TpanEsa in connection with the money changers of the story (Mt 21: 12, Mk 11: 15, Jn
2: 15).
Third, as much as scholars have identified these money changers with those specially
commissioned

tJ.,jT1?itv whose primary duty was to exchange coins for the sheqel of

the Temple tax, there is no evidence that the two can be equated. There certainly was no
market in the tvij?~ - the only place for which there is extant literary evidence regarding
the presence of money changers on the Temple Mount. The money changers of the
Gospels simply therefore could not have been the specially commissioned tl.,ji1?itv in
the tvij?~.

3.7 WHEN DID THE MONEY CHANGERS LEA VE THE TEMPLE?
As noted in Section 3.6.3 above, the Rabbinic literature is consistent in allowing the

tJ"ljT1?itv into the Wij?~ from 25 Adar. What is not at all clear is how long they were
there for.
Notwithstanding the lack of literary evidence, there is strong ·circumstantial evidence that
points to 1 Nisan as being the first day of their absence from the

Wij?~.

First and most compellingly, the temple tax was due on or before 1 Nisan.178
It may be objected by some that pilgrims were nevertheless permitted to contribute their
tax money after 1 Nisan.179 However in reply, it should be remembered that money
changers were active in the markets of Jerusalem all year round, accessible to any pilgrim

8E(,.) p £(,.)

lxev)
AEY(,.)
,
lTTlY11
TrAOlOV

.
vnayu.)
TTl PE(,.)
,

,

,

op au)
, '
o~aptov
"Aa /\£(,.)
q>pEap
TrAOlaptov
q>VACl00(,.)

tpxoµal

Jn
Jn
Jn
Jn
Jn
Jn
Jn

16: 16;
21:6,8,9,10,11,13;
10:6, 14: 10, 16: 18;
4:6;
21:6,8;
17:12;
21:3.

178

See Section 3.5.

179

cf. M. Sheq 6:5C,F Neusner 261; T. Sheq 3:IB Neusner 2:177.
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who needed to contribute after 1 Nisan. In any case, for all voluntary donations to the
Temple (and personal deposits for that matter), any coin was acceptable.180
Second, given this cut-off date for the temple tax, most pilgrims would have endeavoured
to pay it before 25 Adar in the country and 1 Nisan in Jerusalem. After 1 Nisan the
numbers of pilgrims requiring the specialised service of a money changer would have
been considerably less. Thus the money changers were in the Wij?~ as a concession to
the increased numbers of "tax payers".
Indeed, there is a charming Haggadah in the Mishnah, 181 in which we are informed that
the men of Rabban Gamaliel's family, 18 2 in order to ensure that their donations would be
on top of the pile and so used for the intended public sacrifices and not counted as surplus
and so used for less holy activities, would throw their money into the chests just as they
were being emptied. Such a story indicates that faithful pilgrims (and those who paid the
temple tax deserve no less an epithet) were concerned to pay their Temple dues before the
1 Nisan if at all possible.
A rather interesting Halakah in the Gemara of the Babylonian Talmud also pertains to this
discussion. Unfortunately, its historical worth is doubtful since it purports to be a
discussion between two Rabbis, both of whom flourished in the middle of the third
century AD. However, it is of value here nonetheless, because it touches on the very
topic under discussion and seems not to have been noticed by English speaking scholars.
If it contains a kernel of historical accuracy, it would put paid to such comments of V.
Eppstein (1964) who claimed that "no mention is made of the date when the tables were
taken down" (presumably he meant in the extant literature).183 It is quoted here in full in
the Soncino English translation:
"It was stated: 'If the new moon of Adar falls on Friday, Rab says that [the
portion of Shekalim] is read on the Sabbath before, while Samuel says that it
is read on the Sabbath after'. Rab says it is read before, because otherwise
there will be a shortage in the days of the tables. Samuel says it is read after,
because after all the fifteenth day [from the new moon] falls on a Friday, and

180

cf. M. Sheq 6:5 Neusner 261, where of the thirteen shofar chests in the Temple, only two were
labelled with the word "sheqels", the other eleven were labelled with the purpose of the donation,
not with the type of coin to be deposited therein; cf. also Mk 12:42, Lk 21 :2; See footnote in
Section 3.4; Manson, T.W., "The Cleansing of the Temple", in: BJRL 33(1951), pp. 256-7,
believed that all temple contributions had to be paid in Tyrian currency. This was plainly not so.

181

cf. M. Sheq 3:3A-B Neusner 255.

182

Gamaliel I was a leading Rabbi of the School of Hillel, who flourished in the period AD 20-50.
According to Acts 22:3, Paul was a student under Gamaliel I.

183

cf. Eppstein, "Historicity", p. 45.
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the tables will not be taken out till the Sunday; therefore we delay the reading
[of the portion of Shekalim]." 184

The centre of the immediate discussion was concerned with what to do with the Torah
reading if 1 Adar fell in the middle of the previous week. A side issue that arises was how
to get round the shortage of not having two full weeks between the proclamation of
Shekalim on 1 Adar and the setting of the tables on 15 Adar, if 1 Adar fell on a Friday.

If indeed 1 Adar and 15 Adar fell on a Friday (seventh day), then 1 Nisan would fall on a
Sabbath if the month of Adar had 29 days that year. Thus the question arises whether the
tables should be removed on the Sabbath or whether they should not be removed from the
Wij?C until the day following (Sunday).
If the portion highlighted in italics does indeed refer to the removal of the money
changers' tables, 185 then they were removed from the tvij?C on 2 Nisan (a Sunday that
year).186 The fact that it discusses a special case suggests that normally the tables were
thought to have been removed on 1 Nisan.
On these grounds then, it is highly probable that the tables were removed on or about 1
Nisan and so were only authorised to be in the tvij?C for about five days18 7 - plenty of
time in which to cater for the pilgrims in and around Jerusalem.

3.8 CONCLUSION

At the end of this long discussion on money changers, we may draw the following
conclusions.
First, the n~Jn?itv of Rabbinic literature, were quite possibly mint officials who plied
their trade largely in the markets of Jerusalem. Presumably if there was a market in the
Outer Court then they would have been working there too. Conversely, if there was no

184

b. Meg. 30a on 3:4 Sonc 183; the portion in italics is my emphasis.

185

According to footnote (2) of the English translation of b. Meg 30a on 3:4 Sonc 183, "the tables"
are the money changers' tables.

186

Curiously, if the crucifixion of Jesus occurred according to Johannine chronology on a Friday (day
before a Sabbath) then 1 Nisan that year also fell on a Sabbath! See Section 4.5.3.2.

187

A conclusion also reached (though not argued) by such scholars as: Abrahams, Pharisaism, p. 86;
Lane, The Gospel of Mark, p. 405; Johnson, S.E., A Commentary on the Gospel According to
Saint Mark, London: Adam and Charles Black, 2nd. ed. 1972, p. 190; Burkill, T.A., "Strain on
the Secret: An Examination of Mark 11:1-13(37)", in: z.NW 51(1960), p. 39 n. 23; Manson, "The
Cleansing of the Temple", p. 256.
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market in the Outer Court, there would be no reason for them to be there normally. As
will be demonstrated in Chapter 5, no such market existed on the Temple Mount.
Second, these same money changers or other individuals commissioned for the purpose
were invited into the W1j?~ from 25 Adar to 1 Nisan for the exclusive function of
exchanging money for the Tyrian sheqel required for the temple tax.
Third, there is no evidence to assume that the KEpUaTtoTa{ and KoAAv[3toTa( of the
Gospels were these same especially commissioned 0-,:Jn?itu changing coins for the
Tyrian sheqel. Even if there was a market in the Outer Court - the alleged site of the
Cleansing - they were simply not there.
However, if we continue to assume along with most scholars that these money changers
were in the Outer Court either instead of or in addition to the W1j?~ and that they were
the ones referred to in the Gospels, then the implication is that Jesus must have Cleansed
the temple sometime between 25 Adar and 1 Nisan.
Given that the dating of the incident is by itself a major historical problem associated with
the Cleansing, we turn to this in the next Chapter.

4 DA TING THE INCIDENT
"He changes times and seasons, deposes kings and sets up kings; he gives
wisdom to the wise and knowledge to those who have understanding."
Daniel 2:21, NRSV

4.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter seeks to answer the following question: when would have been the most
likely time that the Cleansing of the temple could have taken place? The necessity for the
question arises initially because the Synoptic Gospels record Jesus cleansing the temple
fm

within the last week before his crucifixion, whereas in the fourth Gospel, the action takes
place some two or three years before the crucifixion.
Scholars have focused therefore their debates around two central issues: whether there
were two Cleansings, one early in Jesus' ministry as recorded in St John's Gospel and
the other near the end as in the Synoptics; and, assuming only one cleansing, whether it
occurred early or late in his ministry.

In the last Chapter it was shown that money changers were present on the Temple Mount
for at most only one week per year, namely in the third week before Passover (i.e. in the
week prior to 1 Nisan). If it can be shown from the available evidence that the Cleansing
could not have taken place in that week, then the likelihood of the presence of money
changers (who feature in the accounts of Matthew, Mark and John) when the incident
occurred is either reduced considerably or another explanation is warranted.
Consequently, this chapter will attempt a survey and assessment of the major arguments
proposed by scholars for and against each of the questions as outlined above, together
with a third: did Jesus arrive before or after 1 Nisan?
Apparently this has been attempted only once before. G. Selong's (1971) unpublished
dissertation attempted to give a "complete survey"l of the question of the dependence or
otherwise of the Fourth Gospel on the Synoptics. In the course of this, he marshalled a
considerable number of authors who tackled the questions raised above. Selong' s
treaunent fails to satisfy for four reasons.

1

Selong, "Cleansing", p. v.
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First, in marshalling his authors, Selong did not attempt to assess the reliability of the
arguments raised from the point of view of history, but rather from the point of view of
ascertaining literary dependence of John on the Synoptics.2
Second, his neglect of some scholars who have contributed to the debate is surprising and
needs to be supplemented.
Third, Selong' s dissertation was submitted in 1971, some twenty-six years prior to this
contribution, i.e. the debate continues and demands acknowledgement and its results
taken into account.
Fourth, because of the first, he did not consider at all the question of whether Jesus
carried out the incident before or after 1 Nisan.3 Apart from V. Eppstein in 1964 (who in
any case treats it of no great consequence), it would appear that no author has asked this
question, nor just as importantly included it in the general debate on the issues above. To
be fair however, some have assumed it, such as E.P. Sanders (1993). 4
At this point, it is well to recall a simple but often neglected fact in historical research.
I
I

Historicity is not the same as chronological order. 5 Although, as we shall see, most

l

,, i

scholars do make a judgement as to which Gospel is to be preferred in its placement of the
incident, that is not the same as saying that the other (Synoptic or Johannine) is
unhistorical. 6 This judgement seems to be especially made when a Synoptic chronology is

2

If a theory of literary dependence of the Fourth Gospel upon one or more of the Synoptics is
preferred (e.g. Selong), then the historical question of chronology within the ministry of Jesus is
still unanswered. The Synoptic position of the incident may itself be independent of the preMarkan tradition. Such a story may have originally circulated without a definite chronological
location, only to be given the Synoptic location by the writer of Mark (see Section 4.2). If a
theory of literary independence is adopted, then this scenario is more likely (cf. Campbell,
"Evidence", p. 110; Evans, C.A., "Jesus' Action in the Temple: Cleansing or Portent of
Destruction?", in: CBQ 51(1989), pp. 242, 242 n. 15); Brown, John I-XII, pp. 118-20, represents
a third possibility, that John was not dependent on the Synoptics, but shared some common
traditions concerning Jesus, the Cleansing being one. For a survey of older works on this question,
see: Kiimmel, W.G., Introduction to the New Testament, London: S.C.M. Press, ET 1966, pp.
142-54.

3

In Mark, the Cleansing falls on the second day of Jesus' visit to Jerusalem. In Matthew and Luke
the Cleansing occurs on the same day as the entry. It is beyond the necessary scope of this thesis
to delve into the relative merits of the Markan or Matthew/Luke chronology. For the purpose of
this section, the point is that the Synoptics agree in placing the Cleansing well after 1st Nisan.

4

cf. Sanders, E.P., The Historical Figure of Jesus, London: Allen Lane, The Penguin Press, 1993,
pp. 250-1.

5

cf. Campbell, "Evidence", p. 104.

6

cf. Witherington, B., The Christology of Jesus, Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1990, p. 111: "Most
. scholars are convinced that the Johannine placement of the story is likely to be secondary, but this
does not settle the question of which account is closer in substance to the original events".
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preferred over the Johannine. C.K. Barrett (1978) tended in this direction, giving
historical veracity to the Synoptics more than John.7
Therefore, even though a final judgement as to which chronology is to be preferred will
be given, the historical worth of the other account(s) will not thereby be lessened. Indeed,
to exclude any account from contributing to the question at hand would, in the words of
C.H. Dodd (1953), lead to an "impoverished" and "one-sided" view.8

4.2 NEAR PASSOVER
Despite both the Synoptics and John placing the incident in the days leading up to the
Passover (71 tJ !J "Pesach", naoxa, phase, pascha), some scholars place the actual
incident in a chronological position other than near Passover.

J.N. Sanders and B.A. Mastin (1968) and others for example, argued that because the
accounts in John and Mark of the Cleansing incident have a large number of similarities, it
is likely that they both derive from a common source.9

.i
I

Tatian 's (c 160 AD) Diatessaron placed the Cleansing of the Temple and the story of
Nicodemus after Jn 7 :31, 10 thus timing the Cleansing during the feast of tabernacles. The
"premier witness to the text of the Diatessaron",11 Ephrem Syrus' (fourth century AD)
commentary on the Diatessaron placed the Cleansing after Mk 10:52 and before Mk 11:12
(the fig tree incident). Significantly the question of authority, 12 so often associated with
the Cleansing, is placed after Nicodemus.13

7

cf. Barrett, Gospel of John, pp. 195-6.

8

Dodd, Interpretation, p. 446.

9

cf. Sanders, J.N., and Mastin, B.A., The Gospel According to St John, London: A & C Black,
1968, repr. 1985, p. 121; Goguel, M., The Life of Jesus, London: Macmillan, 1933, pp. 412-19;
Mann, C.S., Mark, Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1986, p. 448; Buse, I., "The Cleansing
of the Temple in the Synoptics and in John", in: ExposT 70(1958), p. 22; Marsh, J., The Gospel
of St John, Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1968, repr. 1972, p. 163; Schmid, J.,
The Gospel According to Mark, New York: Alba House, ET 1968, p. 208; This avenue has not
been pursued further here since the primary concern is not so much with the place of the story in
the oral tradition as with where it stood in the life of Jesus, given the evidence available.

10

cf. Bammel, E., "Ex Illa It Aque Die Consilium Fecerunt ... ", in: Bammel, E., (ed.), The Trial of
Jesus, Naperville, Illinois: Alec R. Allenson Inc., 1970, p. 17; Walker, W.L., "The Cleansing of
the Temple in John ii. 13-22", in: ExposT 14,6(1903), p. 287b.

11

Petersen, W.L., Tatian' s Diatessaron: Its Creation, Dissemination, Significance and History in
Scholarship, Leiden, New York, Kl>ln: E.J. Brill, 1994, p. 116.

12
13

cf. Mt 21 :25-6, Mk 11 :27-8, Lk 20: 1-2, Jn 10:38.
cf. Ephrem Syrus, Saint Ephrem's Commentary on Tatian' s Diatessaron, McCarthy, C., (tr.),
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1993, pp. 242, 248-50, 251.
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Thus, it is possible that the story had no fixed place in the oral tradition and that both
Mark and John located it where it best suited their purposes.
So, an assessment of non-Passover placements will need to be made.

4.2.1 Near the Feast of Tabernacles ?

11,,

Most commentators who shy away from a Passover setting opt for a time approaching the
feast of Tabernacles (I1i:,tJ pl., OKrJVTl, tabemaculum). 14 Among those who have done
so are the fallowing:
T.W. Manson (1951),15 C.W.F. Smith (1960, 1963),1 6 B.A. Mastin (1969),17 E.E.
Ellis (1974),1 8 B.D. Chilton (1991),19 M.A. Matson (1992).20
Their main reasons for suggesting a day close to 15 Tishri can be summarised as follows:
First, the assumption is made that the so-called triumphal entry by Jesus into Jerusalem
preceded the Cleansing. The accounts of the entry have similarities with the celebration of

r,1:,0. Both the Synoptic and Johannine accounts use Ps 118:26-7, a psalm used at the
festival. Further, the Johannine narrative records the use of palm branches (12: 13).21
These were also used at the feast of r,,:,tJ .22

14

For more on the ceremonies surrounding r,1:,0 see: Sanders, Judaism, p. 139; Kraus, H.-J.,
Worship In Israel: A Cu/tic History of the Old Testament, Oxford: Basil Blackwell, ET 1966, pp.
61-6; Smith, C.W.F., "No Time for Figs", in: JBL 79(1960), p. 319.

15.

cf. Manson, "The Cleansing of the Temple", pp. 258-9.

16

cf. Smith, "No Time for Figs", pp. 315-27; Smith, C.W.F., "Tabernacles in the Fourth Gospel
and Mark", in: NTS 9(1963), p. 143.

17

cf. Mastin, B.A., "The Date of the Triumphal Entry", in: NTS 16(1969), pp. 76-82. Mastin, it
would appear changed his mind from his position in 1968, see: Sanders and Mastin, The Gospel
According to St John, p. 255.

18

cf. Ellis, E.E., The Gospel of Luke, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1974,
repr. 1991, p. 228.

19

cf. Chilton, "q>paytAAtov", p. 338.

20

cf. Matson, M.A., "The Contribution to the Temple Cleansing by the Fourth Gospel", in:
Lovering, E.H., (ed.), Society of Biblical Literature Seminar Papers 1992, Atlanta, Georgia:
Scholars Press, 1992, p. 504.

21

cf. Farmer, W.R., "The Palm Branches in John 12,13", in: JTS 3(1952), pp. 62-6.

22

cf. Lev 23:40(adP); Matson, "The Contribution to the Temple Cleansing by the Fourth Gospel",
p. 504; Chilton, "q>paytAAtov", p. 338; Smith, "No Time for Figs", pp. 318-20; For further
articles on the Triumphal Entry see: Mastin, "The Date of the Triumphal Entry", pp. 76-82;
Kinman, B., "Jesus' 'Triumphal Entry' in the Light of Pilate's", in: NTS 40(1994), pp. 442-8;
Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, pp. 306-8.
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Second, in the earliest extant account, that of Mark, the Cleansing is attached to the story
of the fig-tree and the only pilgrimage feast during which fig trees may be expected to
have fruit is the Feast of I1i:JO .23
Third, since Mark and the Synoptics must place everything Jesus did in Jerusalem in the
days prior to the crucifixion, an original I1i:JO date for the Cleansing would be more
reasonable. 24
However, the placement of the Cleansing around the Feast of I1i:JO cannot be taken
seriously because:
Despite their differences in chronology, both the Synoptics and John place it near
Passover, indicating that such a placement is independent of theological considerations.
Second, there is no reason, apart from the Synoptic one visit to Jerusalem by Jesus, to
connect the triumphal entry with the Cleansing.25 R.E. Brown's (1966) comment that the
"theory that Jesus entered Jerusalem at I1i:JO rather than at Passover is interesting, but
beyond the possibility of proof', applies equally well here.26
Third, Ps 118 was also used at Passover.27
Fourth, it must also be observed that John is the only Gospel to mention the use of palm
branches and that Luke makes no mention of the waving of branches at all. Indeed, the
use of palms is a symbol of divine kingship. 28

23

cf. Manson, "The Cleansing of the Temple,,, pp. 258-9; Smith, "No Time for Figs,,, p. 318.

24

cf. Ellis, The Gospel of Luke, p. 228.

25

cf. Losie, "Background,,, p. 219: "[T]here is no form-critical reason for asserting that the cleansing
of the temple naturally follows the triumphal entry. The position of the two pericopes in Mark,
which has influenced their position in the other Synoptic Gospels, is the result of Mark's purpose
in presenting Jesus, messianic work as one of judgement leading to his condemnation and death,,;
See also Section 4.4.2.4.

26

Brown, John I-XII, p. 457. Aristeas 12 claimed that palm trees grew around Jerusalem, but a letter
of Simon Bar-Kochba ordered palms from En Gedi, cf. Yadin, Y., "More Letters of Bar Kochba,,,
in: BA 24,3(1961), p. 90.

27

cf. Sanders and Mastin, The Gospel According to St John, p. 287.

28

cf. Rev 7:9; Hoskyns, The Fourth Gospel, p. 421; Palms were used by Rome on coins to signify
their victory over the Jews in the First (AD 66-70) and Second (AD 138) Revolts and by the Jews
· as a symbol of their rejection of Roman rule, see: Hart, H.StJ., "Judea and Rome the Official
Commentary,,, in: JTS 3,2(1952), pp. 172-94, esp. p. 185 n. 2.
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Fifth, if the Transfiguration occurred near the Feast of tr1':JO as is possible, 29 it would
make a r,i:,c, date for the Cleansing much less likely.

4.2.2 Near the Feast of Dedication ?
11

Having similarities in observance with the Feast of ni:,o ,30 the Feast of Dedication

(i1:,1n, e:yKa iv1a, dedicatio) celebrated the rededication of the Temple under Judas
Maccabeus after its desecration by Antioch us IV Epiphanes in 165 BC. It was in Jesus'
time and continues today to be observed on 25 Chislev.31
Among those who consider a time near the Feast of Dediciation may be counted the
following: F.C. Burkitt (1916),32 D.E. Nineham (1963),33 J.N. Sanders and B.A.
Mastin (1968),34 and C.S. Mann (1986).35
First, palms and Ps 118 were also used in the celebration of this festivaI.36
Second, a setting at a celebration of rededication would correspond to a similar
interpretation of the action of Jesus.37
l,,f
j

Third, the question of authority put to Jesus as a response to his action in the Synoptic
Gospels38 is echoed in John at 10:24 which has the setting of the feast of n:,1n in

29

cf. Mt 17: 1-8, Mk 9:2-8, Lk 9:28-36; Burrows, E., The Labyrinth: Further Studies in the Relation
between Myth and Ritual in the Ancient World, London: S.P.C.K., 1935, p. 59; Harrington, "The
Gospel According to Mark", p. 615b.

30

cf. 2 Mace 1:9, 10:6-7.

31

cf. 1 Mace 4:52-59, 2 Mace 10:5; Ant 12:319,324-5; Kraus, Worship in Israel, pp. 88-90.

32

cf. Burkitt, F.C., "W and 8: Studies in the Western Text of St Mark (continued)", in: JTS
17(1916), p. 143; Burkitt, F.C., "The Cleansing of the Temple", in: JTS 25(1924), pp. 389-90,
where he appeared to take for granted that the Cleansing took place in "Holy Week", i.e. the last
week of Jesus' life.

33

cf. Nineham, D.E., The Gospel of Saint Mark, Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1963
repr. w. revisions 1969, p. 293, who summarised F.C. Burkitt's (1916) argument.

34

cf. Sanders and Mastin, The Gospel According to St John, p. 255.

35

cf. Mann, Mark, p. 448.

36

cf. 2 Mace 10:7.

37

cf. Burkitt, "Wand 8: Studies in the Western Text of St Mark (continued)", p. 143.

38

cf. Mt 21:23, Mk 11:28, Lk 20:2.
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Jerusalem.39 In a similar way, John 10:40 "may represent a time of withdrawal from
Jerusalem after the Cleansing of the temple".40
However, an original setting at ii:J'Jn is unlikely because:
First, the arguments against a Ili:JO setting hold also for those against a ii:J'Jn setting.
Second, the use of "Hosanna" in Matthew 21: 15 together with the admission that it was
11,

unusual points to a time other than when this cry would be used, i.e. a time other than
Ili:JO or ii:J:Jn.
Third, palm branches were used for celebrations other than l1i:JO or ii~'Jn. They were
used in the celebrations marking political independence under Simon in 141 BC; on coins
struck by the Jews during the First and Second Revolts against Rome (AD 66-70 and AD
132-5); and on coins struck by the Romans in celebration of their victory in these
revolts.41

4.2.3 Conclusion
There is therefore no good reason to conclude that Jesus undertook his Cleansing act at a
time other than near Passover. Given the literary independence of John from the
Synoptics, we have then two independent witnesses to the effect that it took place near
Passover, despite other chronological differences.

4.3 .TWO CLEANSINGS OR ONE
As is clearly evident from a casual reading of the four Gospels, the Synoptics place the
incident during the last week of Jesus' life whereas John placed it at the very beginning.
Many commentators resolve this by positing for various reasons either two Cleansings or

>
~!

I

39

cf. Burkitt, "Wand 8: Studies in the Western Text of St Mark (continued)", pp. 143-4.

40

cf. Mann, Mark, p. 448.

41

cf. Broce, F.F., The Gospel of John: Introduction, Exposition and Notes, Grand Rapids, Michigan:
Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1983, p. 259.
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one in the ministry of Jesus. Many prefer to pass over this problem in silence,42 while a
few dismiss it as one that cannot now be resolved.43

~

4.3.1 Arguments for Two Cleansings
It is no exaggeration to say that the vast majority of scholars assume that there was only
one act of Cleansing.44 Of those who fall into this category, a number are content not to
engage in debate but merely to discount the possibility of two Cleansings as "unlikely".45
However, that is not to say that there has been no supporters of the two Cleansings
hypothesis, nor that proponents cannot be found in recent years.
The following scholars are representative of those who favour two Cleansings:

42

Scholars who are silent on the historical issues of two or one, early or late include: Patte, D., The
Gospel According to Matthew, Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1987, pp. 287-9; Smith, R.H.,
Matthew, Minneapolis: Augsburg Pub. House, 1989, pp. 245-7; Barclay, W., The Gospel of
Matthew, Edinburgh: Saint Andrew Press, rev. ed. 1975, pp. 243-6; Fenton, J.C., Saint Matthew,
Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1963, pp. 332-3; Meier, J.P., Matthew, Dublin:
Verita Pub., 1980, p. 235; Montague, G.T., Companion God: a Cross-cultural Commentary on
the Gospel of Matthew, New York and New Jersey: Paulist, 1989, pp. 226-9; Juel, D., Mark,
Minneapolis: Augsburg Pub. House, 1990, pp. 154-61; Harrington, W., Mark, Dublin: Veritas,
1979, pp. 179-182; Lane, The Gospel of Mark, pp. 402-8; Williamson, L., Mark, Louisville,
Kentucky: John Knox Press, 1983, pp. 205-10; Danker, F.W., Jesus and the New Age: a
Commentary on St Luke's Gospel, Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988, p. 315; Craddock, F.B.,
Luke, Louisville, Kentucky: John Knox Press, 1990, pp. 229-30; Goodling, D., According to
Luke, Leicester: Inter-Varsity Press, 1987, pp. 314-15; Marshall, I.H., Commentary on Luke,
Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1978, pp. 719-21; Tiede, D.L., Luke,
Minneapolis: Augsburg Pub. House, 1988, pp. 333-5; Caird, G.B., The Gospel of St Luke,
Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1963, repr. 1974, p. 217; Johnson, L.T., The Gospel
of Luke, Collegeville: Liturgical Press, 1991, pp. 295-302; Schweizer, E., The Good News
According to Luke, London: S.P.C.K., 1984, pp. 301-2.

43

Scholars who cannot decide on the issues include: Jones, A., The Gospel According to St
Matthew, London: Geoffrey Chapman, 1965, p. 233.

44

This comment has also been made by: Campbell, "Evidence", p. 114; Robinson, "Witness" p.
457; and earlier by: Buse, "Cleansing of the Temple", p. 22.

45

cf. Cranfield, C.E.B., The Gospel According to Saint Mark, Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1959, repr. 1966, p. 360; Barrett, Gospel of John, p. 195; Sanders and Mastin, The Gospel
According to St John, p. 121; Marsh, The Gospel of St John, p. 163; Fredriksen, P., From Jesus
to Christ: The Origins of the New Testament Images of Jesus, New Haven and London: Yale
University Press, 1988, p. 111; Fredriksen, P., "Jesus and the Temple: Mark and the War", in:
Lull, D., (ed.), Society of Biblical Literature Seminar Papers 1990, Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars
Press, 1990, p. 297; It is to be noted that "cnd6avo~" was used by Origen in his commentary on
St John (X.143) when he described the historical likelihood of the Cleansing event itself.
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John Chrysostom (c 347 - 407),46 Theophylact (eleventh century),47 John Calvin (150964),48 F. Schleiermacher (1832),49 A. Plummer (1881),50 A. Edersheim (1883),51 B.F.
Westcott (1903),52 C.J. Callan (1917),53 A. Caldecott (1923),54 L. Morris (1971),55 N.
Geldenhuys (1988),56 D.A. Carson (1991).57

4.3.1.1 Differences between the Synoptic and Johannine accounts
Perhaps the most obvious reason for arguing for two (apart from the fact that the Gospels
themselves, at least on a first reading suggest this) is the observation that there are many
differences between the Synoptic and Johannine accounts apart from the central act and
that these differences naturally indicate two different episcxies in the life of Jesus.58
Against this however, as D.A. Carson (1991) himself pointed out, "distinctiveness in
detail and in vocabulary is so typical of John's handling of any event reported by the

46

cf. Chrysostom, Homilies, 23, 67.

47

cf. Aquinas, T., Commentary on the Four Gospels, Volume III, Part II, Oxford: John Henry
Parker, ET 1843, p. 648, who quoted Theophylact in his commentary on St Luke: "The same
thing our Lord did also at the beginning of His preaching, as John relates: and now He did it a
second time, because the crime of the Jews was much increased by their not having been chastened
by the fonner warning".

48

cf. Parker, T.H.L., (tr.), Calvin's Commentaries: the Gospel According to Saint John 1-10,
London: Oliver & Boyd, 1959, p. 52: "At the second cleansing of the Temple the other
Evangelists mention His harsher and severer language ... "; Morrison, A.W., (tr.), Calvin's
Commentaries: A Harmony of the Gospels: Matthew, Mark and Luke: Volume III, Edinburgh:
Saint Andrew Press, 1972, p. 3.

49
50

cf. Schleiennacher, F., The Lzfe of Jesus, Philadelphia: Fortress Press, ET 1975 (Gennan 1832),
p. 364.
cf. Plummer, A., The Gospel According to St John, London: Cambridge University Press, 1881,
p. 89.

51

cf. Edersheim, Life, pp. 258, 734.

52

cf. Westcott, B.F., The Gospel According to Saint John, London: John Murray, 1903, p. 44.

53

Callan, CJ., The Four Gospels, New York: Joseph F. Wagner, 1917, p. 135, in the Commentary
on St Matthew: "Our Lord now cast out these profaners of the Temple, as He had done once before
at the beginning of His ministry"; and p. 422 in the Commentary on St John: "This ejection of
the traffickers from the Temple took place at the beginning of our Lord's public ministry. A
similar one occurred nearly three years later."

54

cf. Caldecott, A., "The Significance of the 'Cleansing of the Temple"', in: JTS 24(1923), p. 385.

55

cf. Morris, The Gospel According to John, pp. 189-91.

56
57
58

cf. Geldenhuys, N., The Gospel of Luke, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co.,
1988, p. 490.
cf. Carson, The Gospel According to John, p. 177.
For lists of these differences, see: Morris, The Gospel According to John, pp. 188-9; Campbell,
"Evidence", p. 111.
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Synoptics and John",59 that these differences cannot be used on their own to prove that
we are dealing with two events. If there were two Cleansings, why were not two
recorded in at least one Gospel?

4.3.1.2 Johannine narrative embedded within non-Synoptic material
What swayed Carson in favour of two was L. Morris' (1971) unique observation that:
"The Johannine narrative is finnly imbeded in a great block of non-Synoptic material".60
Apart from the Cleansing and the work of John the Baptist (which in any case is different
from anything in the Synoptics) the first pericope that shares a common event with the
Synoptics is "The Feeding of the Five Thousand" at the beginning of chapter six.61 If
there were two this would be perfectly consistent with the fourth Gospel's treatment of
material in the first five chapters.
Several observations can be made in reply to this argument.
As L. Morris (1971) himself was aware, it was not impossible for the author(s) of the
fourth Gospel to insert a common episode into otherwise pure Johannine material. But
more important is the fact that the opposite so often occurs in the fourth Gospel, i.e.
distinctive Johannine material (e.g. the discourses of Jesus) are embedded in shared
events. In other words, the material in chapters 1-5 can be seen in the same light with
respect to the Cleansing. In any case, the fourth Gospel's use of the chronology of Jesus'
ministry is somewhat different to the Synoptics.

4.3.l.3 Perceived popularity of Jesus
A third argument in favour of two has to do with the perceived popularity of Jesus both at
the beginning and at the end of his ministry. The argument can be summarised as follows:
One can safely assume that Jesus was relatively unknown at the outset of his ministry, but
certainly better known near the end of his ministry. Consequently, we might expect little
opposition from the powers that be early on since they had little with which to be fearful,
but near the end, any overt attack on them by Jesus would be dealt with relatively swiftly.

59

Carson, The Gospel According to John, p. 177; Fortna, R.T., The Gospel of Signs: A
Reconstruction of the Narrative Source Underlying the Fourth Gospel, Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1970, p. 145.

60

Morris, The Gospel According lo John, p. 190.

61

cf. Mt 14:13-21, Mk 6:30-44, Lk 9:10-17, Jn 6:1-15.
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L. Morris ( 1971 )62 claimed that this was in fact what happened as recorded in the
Johannine and Synoptic accounts. Apart from a questioning of authority, no real reaction
is recorded in the fourth Gospel account. In the Synoptic Gospels, Jesus is opposed as a
result by the high-priestly party.
To add weight to this hypothesis, Morris suggested that the "brigands cave" (OlTll Aa tov
AlJOTwv) reference to the Temple made by Jesus in the Synoptic accounts may well be a

reference to the resolution of the Temple authorities to execute Jesus. It does not appear in
the fourth Gospel pericope simply because there was no such resolution. In addition, "the
evil in question was one which was likely to recur after a check. Jesus' action, though
salutary, is not likely to have put a permanent end to the practice."63
D.A. Carson (1991) curiously drew the same conclusion by suggesting an opposite
scenario. Jesus was able to get away with it twice because the authorities could not
reasonably be expected to keep up their guard against him indefinitely. If he was not
arrested the first time, that could be because public feeling was behind him, as hinted by
Jn 2:23.64
However, R.J. Campbell (1982) noted that: "it is unlikely such a serious censure of the
priesthood in the Temple itself would be permitted twice".65 Campbell's comment of
course, presupposes a particular motive on the part of Jesus for the action as described in
the Gospels, something that is discussed in greater depth in Appendix V (cf. Section 7.4).
Nevertheless, it is indeed difficult to envisage Jesus doing it twice and escaping the
consequences.
Further, the growth in popularity of Jesus does not of itself imply two, although it may
provide a good sociological background to the Temple authorities' growing anxiety and
desire to see him out of the way.66

62

cf. Morris, The Gospel According to John, pp. 190-1.

63

Morris, The Gospel According to John, p. 191.

64

65
66

cf. Carson, The Gospel According to John, p. 177. This seems highly unlikely. In the fourth
Gospel Jesus entered the Temple on subsequent occasions, (e.g. Jn 5: 14, 7: 14, 10:23 etc) without
being prevented from doing so. The signs that Jesus is reported by the fourth Gospel as doing
while in Jerusalem at the Passover, did not include the Cleansing, since the Cleansing is never
referred to in the Gospel as a "sign". In any case that amount of "public feeling" in favour of Jesus
early on would surely mitigate against Morris' argument.
Campbell, "Evidence", p. 114.
cf. Mt 26:1-5, Mk 14:1-2, Lk 22:1-2, Jn 11:45-53; Watty, W., "Jesus and the Temple - Cleansing
or Cursing?", in: ExposT 93(1982), p. 236a.
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4.3.1.4 Fourth Gospel often records unique material
The arguments in favour of two consistently fail to answer two simple and obvious
questions: why do it twice? and if it were performed twice, why were not the two
incidents recorded in a single Gospel?
One explanation that has been used is to claim that John, assuming he had knowledge of
the earlier Gospels, chose to record those incidents which they had no occasion to
relate. 67
However, this explanation is hardly likely. The Fourth Gospel records a number of
similar events to the Synoptics, the crucifixion and the feeding of the five thousand being
two obvious examples. What is different in the Fourth Gospel is the timing or dating of
these events. So it is with the Cleansing.

/,.,

E. B. Redlich (1943), made the observation that in Jn 3:1-21, Nicodemus, a Pharisaic

leader, came to see Jesus at night which suggested that it was at "a period of the ministry
when secrecy was advisable and when it was expedient that a timid ruler of the Jews
should visit Jesus not openly but under cover of darkness."68 Yet, if we follow D.A.
Carson's (1991) theory secrecy would only be advisable towards the end of Jesus'
ministry.

4.3.2 Arguments for One Cleansing
As it has been previously stated, the vast majority of scholars simply assume one act of
Cleansing and so it is unnecessary to list them here. 69 From those who give some
justification for their position, the following arguments can be deduced, in addition to the
counter arguments given for two Cleansings.

,,n:

67

cf. Selong, "Cleansing", Part II, p. 39.

68

cf. Redlich, E.B., "S John 1-3: A Study in Dislocations", in: ExposT 55(1943-4), p. 90; There is
no need to suggest that Carson's basic theory, namely that Jesus became a rising threat, is wrong,
only that it is inadequate to carry the implication of two Cleansings. Red.lich mentioned
Nicodemus in order to prove his hypothesis that the Nicodemus story and for that matter the
Cleansing occurred at the end of Jesus' ministry and were "dislocated" to 2:12 by the editor or
copyist. The proper position for Jn 2: 13-3:21 is after 12:36 according to Redlich. For a rebuttal of
some of the conclusions of Redlich, see Ogg, G., "The Jerusalem Visit of John 2:13-3:21", in:
ExposT 56(1944-5), pp. 70-2.

69

Those of particular note who held to one Cleansing include: Luther, M., Luther's Works: Volume
22: Sermons on the Gospel of St John Chs 1-4, Pelikan, J., (tr.), St Louis: Concordia Pub.
Hou~e, 1957, p. 219, Sermon of 23 January 1538: "I hold that this event occurred only once."
Although the next sentence reads: "But even if it happened three times, that would not be heresy".
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Firstly,. it is basically the same event that is described in each case. The similarities point
to the same event being described. 7 Certainly as D.A. Carson (1991) pointed out, it

°

would indeed be difficult to write of two without some similarities, however by the same
token John frequently used distinctive detail and vocabulary in narrating events reported
by the Synoptics. 71
Similarities can readily be seen in the following statistics. Of the 139 different words used
in the accounts of the four Gospels,72 30.2% or 42 are verbs. If we limit the accounts
specifically to the action, 73 of the 61 common words 34.4% or 21 are verbs. More
interestingly, of the 5 verbs that occur in all three of the Synoptic Gospel accounts, only 1
does not also occur in the fourth Gospel.74 Of the 11 verbs occurring in John's version,
only 4 do not occur in the Synoptics.75

4.3.3 Conclusion
Apart from the raw fact that the Synoptics and John give two different times for the
Cleansing of the temple, there is no compelling evidence to make one even suspect that
there might be two in the ministry of Jesus. While not inherently impossible for there to
have been two,76 in this matter there seems to be but two choices: either there was just
one Cleansing or there was none at all.
Leaving aside the question of the basic historicity of the incident until Section 7 .3, we are
now faced with the choice of adopting either the Synoptic (late) or Johannine (early)
chronology for this particular incident.
The question whether the Cleansing took place early or late in the ministry of Jesus is
important for two reasons.
70

cf. Brown, John I-XII, p. 117; Losie, "Background", p. 230; Moore, WE., "Sir, We Wish to see
Jesus: Was This an Occasion of Temptation?", in: ScotJTh 20(1967), p. 84; Taylor, The Gospel
According to St Mark, p. 461; Albright, W.F., and Mann, C.S., Matthew, Garden City, New
York: Doubleday, 1971, p. 256; Branscomb, The Gospel of Mark, p. 202; Walker, "The Cleansing
of the Temple in John ii. 13-22", p. 286b; Buse, "Cleansing of the Temple", p. 22; Fitzmyer,
J.A., The Gospel According to Luke (X-XXIV), New York: Doubleday, 1985, p. 1264.

71

cf. Carson, The Gospel According to John, p. 177; Campbell, "Evidence", p. 110.

72

cf. Mt 21:12-17, Mk 11:15-19, Lk 19:45-48, Jn 2:13-22.

73

i.e. Mt 21:12-13, Mk 11:15-17, Lk 19:45-46, Jn 2:14-16.

74

The verbs are: ypaq>(A). eloipxoµa1 (not in John). hf,aAAC.V, lTOl£C.V, lTC.VAEC.V.

75

The four verbs peculiar to the Johannine account are: aipc.v. avaTptlTC.V, £1<)(£C.V, Kcr6nµa1.

76

cf. Jc;mes, The Gospel According to St Matthew, p. 233, claimed that the need for a second
cleansing would recur, though he gave no reason why.
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If it took place late, implying that the Synoptic chronology was the more historical on this
issue, then that would lend strong support to the conclusion that they were also right in
placing the Cleansing after the 1 Nisan. 77
If it took place early in the ministry, as depicted in John, then ascertaining beyond
reasonable doubt whether the incident occurred before or after the 1 Nisan would be more
difficult, since John is not as precise as the Synoptics in dating the incident, giving us no
more clues than that it was "EY)'VS

To

naoxa". More difficult but not impossible,

because there are other clues to the timing of Jesus' arrival in Jerusalem which will be
discussed in Section 4.5.

4.4 EARLY OR LATE IN THE MINISTRY OF JESUS
If it is accepted that John represents an independent literary tradition and that the
chronology of the Synoptics no less than that of John were also governed by theological
intentions, then the problem of an early or late relative dating for the incident must first be
approached with the possibility that the placement of the story in the Synoptics and John
may well be equally reliable.78 This is not to say that there were in fact two, merely that
the two traditions should be given equal weight, until proven otherwise.

77
78

See Section 4 .5.

· cf. Losie, "Background", p. 230; Marsh, The Gospel of St John, p. 163; Smalley, S., John:
Evangelist and Interpreter, Exeter: The Paternoster Press, 1978, repr. 1988, p. 24.

r·'

11,;
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4.4.1 Arguments for an EARLY (Johannine) dating
Scholars who opt for the Johannine position include:
Jerome,79 W. Sanday (1905),8° P.M.-J. Lagrange (1938),81 A.H. McNeile (1915),82 V.
Taylor (1952),83 J.A.T. Robinson (1957, 1984),84 R.A. Martin (1966),85 R.J.
Campbell (1982),86 J.A. Fitzmyer (1985).87
While not claiming that the following is a complete smvey of arguments put forward for
the Johannine position, below represents the main ones offered by the above.

4.4.1.1 Incident not mentioned at trial
First is the fact that the incident does not figure in any of the extant proceedings of Jesus'
trial. 88 An original position removed from the trial and crucifixion by several years would
explain the possibility that the incident was either forgotten or had faded into the
background. As if to indicate the feasibility of this hypothesis, the promised action of the
priests in Mk 11:18 did not eventuate for some time - not until Mk 14:I.89
The delay between Jesus' action and arrest can however, be explained in other ways.
S.G.F. Brandon (1967) saw in the delay an indication that Jesus had help and the fact that
79

cf. Jerome, Homilies, 83; Ewald, M.L., (tr.), The Homilies of St Jerome: Volume 2 (Homilies
60-96), Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University of America, 1966, p. 179: "In St John's
Gospel, we read this same historical account, and we find there a clearer record of the time when the
event took place".

80

cf. Sanday, W., The Criticism of the Fourth Gospel, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1905, pp. 149-50.

81

cf. Lagrange, P.M.-J ., The Gospel of Jesus Christ: Volume /, Westminster, Maryland: The
Newman Press, 1938, repr. 1951, p. 98.

82

McNeile, A.H., The Gospel According to Saint Matthew, London: Macmillan & Co., 1915, repr.
1928, p. 300.

83

cf. Taylor, The Gospel According to St Mark, pp. 461-2.

84

cf. Robinson, J.A.T., "Elijah, John and Jesus: An Essay in Detection", in: NTS 4(1957-8), pp.
272-3, reprinted in: Robinson, J.A.T., Twelve New Testament Studies, London: S.C.M. Press,
1962, pp. 40-1; Robinson, J.A.T., "'His witness is true': A test of the Johannine claim", in:
Bammel, E., and Moule, C.F.D., (eds.), Jesus and the Politics of His Day, Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1984, pp. 457-60.

85

cf. Martin, R. A., "The Date of the Cleansing of the Temple in John 2:13-22", in: IJT 15(1966),
pp. 52-6.

86

cf. Campbell, "Evidence", p. 117.

87

cf. Fitzmyer, The Gospel According to Luke (X-XXIV), p. 1265.

88

cf. Cooke, F.A., ''The Cleansing of the Temple", in: ExposT 63(1952), p. 321a-b.

89

cf. Taylor, The Gospel According to St Mark, p. 461.
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Mark 15:7 and Luke 23: 19,25 both mention that there was an insurrection in the city
about the same time.90
R.E. Brown ( 1966) and others saw such a connection between the Cleansing and the
arrest that he considered the delay of years between the two in John to be unhistorical.91
In Section 7 .5 it will be submitted that the lack of reference to the Cleansing in the trial
can be best explained by the thesis that the Cleansing took place outside the Temple
Mount and therefore was not a threat to the sanctity of the Temple. In other words, the
authorities were much more interested in Jesus' sayings regarding the temple and his
healings on the Temple Mount. Forgetfulness is too much an argument from silence.
Brandon's theory too suffers from not only a lack of evidence but also faulty logic, a fault
that was encountered earlier. Brandon seems to have concocted a motive first and only
then placed the incident in chronological context. Surely, it would be better to place the
incident in context first, without presuming motive and then look for a reason for the
action. Appendix V (cf. Section 7.4) represents an attempt to do just that
The last word on this issue should go to R. Eisler (1931). He regarded John's placement
as a deliberate reworking in the final redaction of the actual sequence of events so that it
would be obvious that "neither the Jews nor the Romans had ever regarded these
measures of Jesus as an occasion for any judicial procedure".92

90

cf. Brandon, Jesus and the 'Zealots, p. 334.

91

cf. Brown, John I-XII, p 117: "[The] serious affront to Temple worship would have forced the
priests to take quick action against Jesus. In the Synoptic chronology they quickly put him to
death, but in John he is allowed to function for at least two years after the event and to visit the
Temple on several subsequent occasions."; Cullmann, 0., "A New Approach to the Interpretation
of the Fourth Gospel (continued)", in: ExposT 71(1959), p. 42a; Buse, "The Cleansing of the
Temple", p. 22a; Lightfoot, R.H., "Unsolved New Testament Problems: The Cleansing of the
Temple in St John's Gospel", in: ExposT 60(1948), p. 67b; Anderson, H., The Gospel of Mark,
Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1976, repr. 1987, p. 265; Evans, Luke, p.
296; Schnackenburg, John I, p. 355: "the cleansing of the temple rather belongs to a period when
the tension between Jesus and the Sanhedrin has reached its height and the conflict was coming to a
head".

92

cf. Eisler, Messiah Jesus, p. 504.
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4.4.1.2· Teaching on Temple recalled with difficulty
Jesus' teaching on the Temple is recalled at his trial with difficulty by the "false"
witnesses93 and is given a suitable setting in John, i.e. immediately after the Cleansing94
- another indication that it occurred at some time removed from his trial and crucifixion.
However, could it be though, that what we have here is not evidence of failing memory,
but evidence that the evangelists and the early Church simply found it difficult to come to
terms with its meaning?95 In any case, as has been pointed out, it is far from agreed that
the sayings regarding the Temple in Jn 2: 19, to say nothing of the Synoptics, have
anything to do with the action of the Cleansing and as R. Schnackenburg (1990)
commented, his sayings clearly had more importance than his action.96

4.4.1.3 Links between story and John the Baptist
Third, the links between the story and John the Baptist are more likely if the original
setting was early in Jesus' ministry. J.A.T. Robinson (1962, 1984),97 acknowledged that
lf"i

the Synoptics recorded that Jesus' authority for "TavTa TTOlEtS",98 prompted a response
by Jesus in which he referred to the "To BaTTT101.1a To ,lc.uavvov".99 The implication,
accepted by R.J. Campbell (1982),100 is that if the Cleansing had taken place at the end of
Jesus' ministry, that is, some two or more years after John the Baptist, then such a
reference to him would be less likely from the lips of Jesus. I 01 In other words, it
indicates that John the Baptist is part of recent memory.102

However, such an argument is based on the presumption that the memory of John the
Baptist would fade in the mind of Jesus (and others) in the space of the length of Jesus'
93

cf. Brown, John 1-XJJ, p. 117; Robinson, "Witness", p. 457; Schnackenburg, John I, pp. 354-5,
Taylor, Mark, p. 461; Campbell, "Evidence", p. 116.

94

cf. Schnackenburg, John I, pp. 354-5.

95

cf. Losie, "Background", p. 231.

96

cf. Schnackenburg, John I, p. 355. The sayings are taken up at his trial, at the foot of the cross,
and by Stephen's accusers.

97

cf. Robinson, Twelve New Testament Studies, pp. 40-1; Robinson, "Witness", p. 458; Brown,
John I-XII, p. 117.

98

cf. Mt 21:23, Mk 11:28, Lk 20:2, cf Jn 2: 18.

99

cf. Mt 21:25, Mk 11:30, Lk 20:4.

100

cf. Campbell, "Evidence", p. 116.

101

cf Taylor, Mark, p. 461.

102

cf. Brown, John I-XII, p 117.
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ministry (by the most liberal reckoning no more than three or four years). Such a
possibility ought to be treated with suspicion, especially since Acts 19: 1-7 records that
Paul came across disciples of John the Baptist at Ephesus.

l

4.4.1.4 The "forty-six years" of John 2:20
Fourth, many commentators have seized on Jn 2:20 as providing an opportunity for
dating the Cleansing in an absolute sense and therefore by implication placing it early in
Jesus' ministry:
"This temple (vaos, templum) was built (olK080µ11811, aedificatum) fortysix years (TEooapaKOVTa Ka\ i~ £TEOlV, Quadraginta et sex annis) and
you will raise it up (EyEpEiS, excitabis) in three days (iv Tpto\v rJUEpats, in
tribus diebus)?"103
Before we look at its use as an avenue for dating, it will be worthwhile listing the
interpretations that have been placed on this verse. Generally speaking there seems to
have been four.
First, as an example of a literary device known as "misunderstanding" .104
Second, as having some "mystical" meaning.105

r
103

A deliberately literal translation.

104

cf. favoured by such authors as: C.H. Dodd (1953), R. Bultmann (1971), G. Selong (1971), D.A.
Carson (1991), R.A. Culpepper (1983), L.A. Losie (1984); G.R. Beasley-Murray (1987), K.A.
Mathews (1988); According to these authors John regularly used misunderstanding in order to
further the purpose of the conversation, e.g. Jn 2:19-21, 3:3-5, 4:10-15, 4:31-34, 6:32-35, 6:5153, 7:33-36, 8:21-22, 8:31-35, 8:51-53, 8:56-58, 11: 11-15, 11:23-25, 12:32-34, 13:36-38, 14:46, 14:7-9, 16:16-19; Dodd, Interpretation, p. 301; Bultmann, R., The Gospel of John: a
Commentary, Philadelphia: Westminster Press, ET 1971, p. 127 n. 1; Selong, "Cleansing", Part
III, p. 248; Carson, John, p. 182; Culpepper, R., Anatomy of the Fourth Gospel, Philadelphia:
Fortress, 1983, pp. 152-65; Losie, "Background", p. 227; Beasley-Murray, G.R., John, Waco,
Texas: Word Books, 1987, p. 41; Mathews, K.A., "John, Jesus and the Essenes: Trouble at the
Temple", in: CriswellThR 3,1(1988), p. 118.

105

Origen, John 1-X, 10:262; Heine, Commentary on the Gospel According to John: Books 1-10, p.
313: "But see if it is possible to understand forty with reference to the four elements of the world
which are introduced in the things set apart for the temple, and the six with reference to the fact
that man came to be on the sixth day."; Origen also referred to another opinion which he
dismissed, cf. Book 10 p. 312 para. 257: "Unless, perhaps, someone shall strive to prove in a way
that does violence to the text that the forty-six years are fulfilled in relation to the time from which
David, deliberating about the construction of the temple, says to Nathan the prophet, "Behold, I
dwell in a house of cedar, and the ark of God sits in the midst of a tent". For although as a man of
blood, he was prevented from constructing it, he seems, at least, to have been occupied concerning
the gathering of the material of the temple".
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Third, as a reference to the age of Jesus at the time of the Cleansing.106
Fourth, as a chronological reference to the temple as reconstructed by Herod.107

!

The first two possibilities need not concern us here as they have no bearing on the issue at
hand.
Augustine, among others, who preferred the third interpretation, claimed that the number
referred to Jesus as the new Adam (a

= 1, 8 = 4, a = 1, u = 40). If Jesus was forty-six

years old at the beginning of his ministry and if it consisted of four Passovers (Jn 2: 13,
5: 1, 6:4, 11 :55), then he would have been in his fiftieth year at the crucifixion (cf. John
8:57).108
This possibility can be dismissed on purely historical grounds. If we take the extreme
dates that have been ascertained for Jesus' birth (6 BC) ·and crucifixion (AD 33), it far
more likely that the writer of Luke 3:23 was nearer the mark - Jesus was much closer to
30 than 50.
Of those who favour Jn 2:20 as being a reference to the Herodian reconstruction, there
have been two further differences.
Those who see the verb "olKo8ouri8n" best translated as something like: "This temple
has been (in the process of being) built for forty-six years (and it is not yet completed)
... ", 109 count the forty-six years from the time when Herod began the work, 20-19 BC.

106

cf. Augustine, Tractates on the Gospel of John 1-10, Rettig, J., (tr.), Washington, D.C.: Catholic
University of America, ET 1988, 10:12:1-3, p. 223; Augustine, Christian Instruction, Gavigan,
J.J., (tr.), Washington, D.C.: Catholic University of America, ET 2nd. ed. 1950, repr. 1966,
28:42, pp. 98-9; Augustine, The Trinity, McKenna, S., (tr.), Washington, D.C.: Catholic
University of America, ET 1963, repr. 1970, 4:5:9, pp. 141-2.

107

cf. A. Plummer (1881), J.H. Bernard (1928), G. Ogg (1940), E.C. Hoskyns (1947), C.K. Barrett
(1978), B.F. Westcott (1908), J. Finegan (1964 and 1992), A.M. Hunter (1965), R.E. Brown
(1966), L. Morris (1971); Plummer, The Gospel According to St John, p. 90; Bernard, J.H., A
Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Gospel According to St John: Volume I, London: T.
& T. Clark, 1928, p. 96; Ogg, G., The Chronology of the Public Ministry of Jesus, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1940, pp. 154, 162; Hoskyns, The Fourth Gospel, p. 196; Barret~
Gospel of John, p. 200; \Vestcott, The Gospel According to Saint John, p. 43a; Finegan, J.,
Handbook of Biblical Chronology, Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1964, pp.
276, 279-80; Finegan, Archaeology, p. 193a; Hunter, A.M., The Gospel According to John,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1965, p. 34; Brown, John I-XII, pp. 115-6; Morris, The
Gospel According to John, p. 200.

108

cf. Hoskyns, The Fourth Gospel, p. 196.

109

cf. Martin, "The Date of the Cleansing of the Temple in John 2:13-22", p. 53.

I~.
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Forty-six years later would then be AD 27-28,110 counting inclusively, indicating the
Cleansing took place just prior to the Passover of AD 28.
Those who opt for this first interpretation frequently cite as corroborating evidence firstly
Ezra (LXX 2 Esdras) 5: 16:111
"Then this Sheshbazzar came and laid the foundations of the house of God in
Jerusalem; and from that time until now it has been under construction

(~'J:JI1~,112 't)KOOOµT)0fl, aedificatur) and it is not yet finished."113
Secondly, Josephus recorded that the temple (1Ep6v) was not completed until AD 63
under the procurator Albinus (AD 62-64),114 lending more weight to this
interpretation. 115
Some see the verb "oiKo8oµn0n" which is an aorist indicative passive, best translated as
"has been built", implying that the building of it had been completed long before, fortysix years before. Since the word "vaos" is used here rather than "1Ep6v", it could be
referring to the Temple proper, which as we have seen according to Josephus, was begun
in 20-19 BC and completed around July 18 BC. This would give us a date for the
Cleansing of some 18 months after the above, possibly the Passover of AD 30. 11 6
A number of scholars, while admitting this interpretation, nevertheless make the mistake
of counting the forty-six years from the date of commencement of construction, thus
concluding with a date c AD 28.117

110

Which also happens to be the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberias (AD 14-37) if counted from the
beginning of his joint reign with Augustus (27 BC - AD 14), cf. Lk 3: 1.

1 11

cf. Martin, "The Date of the Cleansing of the Temple in John 2:13-22", pp. 53, 55; Bernard,
Commentary on John I, p. 95.

112

cf. The Aramaic lemma is: ~J'J (Hebrew equivalent is nJ'J), the stem -ric indicates that it is a
perfect passive participle.

113

RSV.

114

cf. Ant 20:219.

115

See Section 2.5.

116

Finegan, Chronology, pp. 279-80; For yet more theories, see: Finegan, Archaeology, pp. 193b 194a, and Ogg, The Chronology of the Public Ministry of Jesus, pp. 153-167. Ogg gave a highly
detailed account of this problem, his last sentence on page 167 reads: "We consider that the first
Passover of Jesus' public ministry was that of AD. 30. But we are not convinced that that can be
inferred from J n. ii, 20".

11;

117

e.g. Westcott, The Gospel According to Saint John, p. 43a.
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It would be true to say that nearly all scholars favour either the Passover of AD 30 or 33
for the crucifixion, the majority opting for AD 30.118 Thus a strict interpretation of Jn

2:20 would ironically favour the Synoptic placement of the Cleansing, while the first
chronological interpretation would favour the Johannine placement. As we have seen this
first interpretation is less likely.
Whatever the interpretation of Jn 2:20, all of the above assumes that it is correctly placed
in relation to the Cleansing, i.e. as part of the original scene. Scholars are far from

~

unanimous on this point.119

4.4.1.5 Jesus only visited Jerusalem once in Synoptics
Another frequent argument for a Johannine dating is the conclusion that the Synoptists
had no choice in placing the story other than in its present location. In the Synoptic
Gospels, only one visit to Jerusalem by Jesus is recorded, whereas in John there are three
(Jn 2: 13, 6:4, 11 :55, or four if 5: 1 is counted). Thus, in order to locate the incident in the
temple, the Synoptic writers, following Mark, had to place it in the last week of Jesus'
ministry, i.e. his first and only trip to Jerusalem.120
E. Haenchen ( 1980) claimed that the pilgrimage feasts to Jerusalem, were, according to

the Fourth Gospel, occasions when Jesus could offer his own proclamation. As a result,
the Cleansing occurs at the first Passover in John because "Jesus could not have waited
until the end of his ministry to effect his protest in word and deed against this kind of
worship". 121

118

Scholars who favour Friday 7 April AD 30 include: Finegan, Chronology, pp. 299-300; Bruce,
F.F., New Testament History, New York: Doubleday, 1969, repr. 1980, p. 188; Schnackenburg,
John I, p. 351; Smallwood, The Jews Under Roman Rule, p. 168 n. 82. Scholars who favour
Friday 3 April AD 33 include: Power, E., "John 2:20 and the date of the crucifixion", in: Biblica
9(1928), pp. 257-88; Finegan, Archaeology, p. 193b; Hoehner, H.W., "Chronology", in: Green,
J.B., McNight, S., and Marshall, I.H., (eds.), Dictionary of Jesus and the Gospels, Downers
Grove, Illinois: Inter-Varsity Press, 1992, pp. 120-2. A comprehensive analysis of this problem
can be found in Brown, R.E., The Death of the Messiah: from Gethsemane to the Grave: A
Commentary on the Passion Narratives in the Four Gospels: Volume 2, New York: Doubleday,
1994, pp. 1350-78. Brown could not decide between the two dates, but acknowledged the preference
of most for AD 30. Another who could not decide between the two was J. Jeremias, see: Jeremias,
J, The Eucharistic Words of Jesus, London: S.C.M. Press, ET 1966, p. 41.
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See Section 4.4.1.2.

120

cf. Buse, "Cleansing of the Temple", p. 22a; Bernard, Commentary on John I, p. 88; Brown, John
I-XII, p. 117; Jones, The Gospel According to St Matthew, p. 233; Fitzmyer, The Gospel
According to Luke (X-XXIV), p. 1265, cf. Evans, C.A., Luke, Peabody, Massachusetts:
Hendrickson Publishers, 1990, p. 296.

121

· cf. Haenchen, E., John 1: A Commentary on the Gospel of John Chapters 1-6, Philadelphia:

!,,

Fortress Press, ET 1984 (Gennan 1980), p. 182a.
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However, L.A. Losie's (1984) comments serve as a timely reminder not to rely without
question on one framework for Jesus' ministry over another:
"The number of visits Jesus made to Jerusalem is a moot question and, while
the synoptic tradition perhaps has oversimplified the pattern of Jesus'
ministry, this does not mean that the many visits recorded in John are any
more accurate, especially in light of his interest in presenting Jesus as the
fulfilment of each of the major Jewish festivals. "122
A curious mistake is made here by R.J. Campbell (1982) in an otherwise impressive
article. Noting that Lk 4:44 tells us that Jesus preached in the synagogues of Judea,
Campbell suspected that the Synoptic Luke may well have betrayed a visit to Jerusalem
prior to his last week, thus lending weight to his belief in an early dating of the Cleansing.
In support of this, he noted that other, albeit less reliable manuscripts support "Galilee"
instead of "Judea" - implying that the author of Luke intended to portray Jesus as
preaching in particular in the area around Jerusalem.
However, as G.B. Caird (1963) explained:
"The reading 'Galilee' is a correction by a scribe who did not realise that Luke
regularly used 'Judea' for Palestine (cf. 1:5, 6:17, 7:17, 23:1, Acts
10: 37). "l23

4.4.1.6 Synoptic Sequence of events in last week inaccurate
A sixth reason often proposed for an early relative dating of the Cleansing is the assertion
that the Markan dating of events (and therefore also of Matthew and Luke), especially in ·
the ~cial last week, was not always accurate.
All four Gospels agree that Jesus was crucified on the day before a Sabbath (a Friday in
our terminology), 124 though they differ as to whether this was the day of the offering of
the Passover lambs or not.125 John alone opposes the Synoptics in assigning the
crucifixion to the day of the Passover lambs.126 Also, in the opinion of some, the events
assigned by Mark to the last week of Jesus' ministry require a longer period than one

ilt

122

cf. Losie, "Background", p. 231.

123

cf. Caird, The Gospel of St Luke, p. 90.

124

cf. The following day is a Sabbath, according to: Mt 28: 1, Mk 15:42, Lk 23:56, Jn 19:31. The
day after the following day is the first day of the week (our Sunday), according to: Mt 28:1, Mk
16:2, Lk 24: 1, Jn 20: 1; cf. Finegan, Chronology, p. 286.

125

cf. Finegan, Chronology, pp. 287-9; See chart in Section 4.5.3.2.

126 ·cf. Jn 18:28, 19:14,31, 1 Cor 5:7; Finegan, Chronology, pp. 287-8; Bernard, Commentary on
John I, p. 88; Taylor, Mark, p. 461; Schnackenburg, John I, pp. 354-5.
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week, 127 whereas John allows Jesus far more time in Jerusalem to accomplish all that he
has to do.128
If one opts for the Johannine chronology over against the Synoptic, especially in regard to

the three visits of Jesus to Jerusalem, then the challenge is immediately evident: wouldn't
Jesus have done his deed the first time he was confronted with whatever he objected to,
just as John would have us understand it?
R.J. Campbell's (1982) justification for this possibility simply doesn't add weight to the
Johannine position. He claimed that Jesus had a "zeal for outward and ceremonial purity"
and that "his action would have been more likely to succeed when the hostility of the
authorities was not yet focused on him".129 The first reason is dependent upon a
particular motive which may or may not be the case. The second seems to be highly
suspect. If Jesus carried out a cleansing as described in the Gospels, then it would have
taken everybody by surprise. Thus it would have made no difference when it occurred.

4.4.1. 7 Mark an literary ploy

i

Finally, Mark's placement may be a deliberate literary ploy to explain the interval of time
between Mk 11:15 and 19 - the two parts of the Fig Tree story.130 Similar examples in
the Gospel of Mark can be found in 3:22-6 (Beelzebub) and 6:14-29 (the account of the
death of John the Baptist).
However, if the question of authority is associated with the incident, the Synoptic
placement of it in Jesus' last days and the Johannine placement immediately after the
Cleansing suggest that the event occurred at the end of Jesus' ministry.131

127

cf. Manson, ''The Cleansing of the Temple", pp. 271-82; Buse, "Cleansing of the Temple", p.
22a; Taylor, Mark, p. 462; Nineham, The Gospel of Saint Mark, p. 293; Mann, Mark, p. 447;
Ellis, The Gospel of Luke, p. 228; Smith, "No Time for Figs", pp. 315-16; Branscomb, The
Gospel of Mark, p. 204, although his position depended on Jesus cleansing the temple between 25
Adar - 1 Nisan when he thought the money changers were in the Outer Court; Schmid, The Gospel
According to Mark, p. 208.

128

cf. Campbell, "Evidence", p. 116.

129

cf. Campbell, "Evidence", p. 117.

130

cf. .Mk 11: 12-14, 20-25.

131

cf. Schnackenburg, John I, pp. 354-5.
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4.4.2 Arguments for a LATE (Synoptic) dating
It is hardly an exaggeration to say that of those scholars who admit to one Cleansing, the
overwhelming majority prefer the late relative dating, namely in the last days before the
crucifixion.132 However, we cannot simply assume that John is wrong chronologically
on this point. If the Johannine tradition is indeed independent of the Synoptics, then we
cannot conclude on that basis alone that John is inevitably secondary and unhistorical.133
V. Taylor (1952) also made a sobering warning with the simple question that if Jesus did
make such a protest (if that is what it was) and if he did visit Jerusalem more than once
during his ministry, why did he then delay his action until near the end? 134
A representative sample of those who concede that the Cleansing took place at the end of
Jesus' ministry would include:
M. Luther (1538),135 J.H. Bernard (1928),136 C.R. Bowen (1930),137 E.C. Hoskyns
(1947),138 R.H. Lightfoot (1950, 1956),139 A. Richardson (1959),1 40 R.E. Brown
( 1966), 141 S.G.F. Brandon (1967), 142 E. Schweizer (1970), 143 E. Bammel (1970), 144

132

The observation of: Campbell, "Evidence", p. 115; Witherington, The Christology of Jesus, p.
,111; Herzog, W.R., "Temple Cleansing", in: Green, J.B., McNight, S., and Marshall, I.H., (eds.),
Dictionary of Jesus and the Gospels, Downers Grove, Illinois: Inter-Varsity Press, 1992, p. 820a;
Evans, Luke, p. 295.

133

cf. Smalley, John: Evangelist and Interpreter, p. 24.

134

cf. Taylor, The Gospel According to St Mark, p. 461; Haenchen, John 1, p. 182.

135

cf. Luther, Luther's Works: Volume 22: Sermons on the Gospel of St John Chs 1-4, p. 219.

136

cf. Bernard, Commentary on John I, p. 88.

13 7 ·· cf. Bowen, C.R., "The Fourth Gospel as Dramatic Material", in: JBL 49(1930), p. 303.

138

cf. Hoskyns, The Fourth Gospel, p. 198.

139

cf. Lightfoot, R.H., The Gospel Message of Saint Mark, London: Oxford University Press, 1950,
repr. 1962, p. 77; Lightfoot, R.H., St. John's Gospel: A Commentary, London, Oxford, New
York: Oxford University Press, 1956, repr. 1972, p. 112.

140

cf. Richardson, A., The Gospel According to Saint John, London: S.C.M. Press, 1959, repr.
1976, p. 64.

141

cf. Brown, John I-XII, pp. 117-20; Brown, in coming to dismiss theories of displacement, gave a
fuller treatment of the whole field, pp.xxvi-xxviii, and also treated the issues of multiple sources
pp. xxviii-xxxii and multiple editions, xxxii-xxxiv. See also Selong, "Cleansing", Part II, pp.
103-122, who approached these issues on a scholar by scholar basis. Curiously, Selong did not
once refer to R.E. Brown.

142

cf. Brandon, Jesus and the Zealots, p. 335, where Brandon claimed that the incident led to Jesus'
arrest by the Jewish authorities.

143

cf. Schweizer, E., The Good News According to Mark, London: S.P.C.K., ET 1970, p. 232.

144

cf. Bammel, "Ex Illa", p. 17.
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B. Lindars (1972),145 D. Hill (1972),146 S.E. Johnson (1972),14 7 H. Anderson
(1976),148 J.D.M. Derrett (1977),149 C.K. Barrett (1978),150 L.A. Losie (1984),151

M.J. Borg (1987),152 R.T. Fortna (1988),153 C.A. Evans (1990),154 B.D. Chilton
(1991),155 R.H. Gundry (1993),156 M. Casey (1996).157

If one is to favour the Synoptic position, then the Johannine position must be adequately

explained. Since the seminal commentary on John by J. H. Bernard (1928),158
commentators and scholars who favour the Markan location explain the Johannine
position as the result of considerations other than strict historical chronology .159
Many of the arguments that have been mustered above against an early dating of the
incident are so many in favour of a late Synoptic dating and will not be repeated here. Of
others that have been proposed, the following may be considered among the more
important.

145

cf. Lindars, The Gospel of John, pp. 135-6.

146

cf. Hill, D., The Gospel of Matthew, London: Oliphants, 1972, p. 293.

147

cf. Johnson, A Commentary on the Gospel According to Saint Mark, p. 189.

148

cf. Anderson, H., The Gospel of Mark, Greenwood, S.C.: The Attic Press, Inc., 1976, p. 265.

149

cf. Derrett, "Zeal", p. 94.

150

cf. Barrett, Gospel of John, p. 195.

151 - cf. Los1e,
· "B ack groun d" , p. 233 .

il,

152

cf. Borg, MJ., Jesus: A New Vision, San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1987, p. 187 n. 15.

153

cf. Fortna, R.T., The Fourth Gospel and its Predecessor, Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988, pp.
120, 126.

154

cf. Evans, Luke, p. 296.

155

cf. Chilton, "q>payiAAtov", p. 331.

156

cf. Gundry, Apology, p. 642.

_1_57

cf. Casey, M., Is John's Gospel True?, London and New York: Routledge, 1996, pp. 8-14. Casey,
despite his thorough scepticism of the Fourth Gospel nevertheless maintained the historical reality
of the Cleansing incident itself.

158

cf. Bernard, Commentary on John /, p. 88: "Our conclusion accordingly is that there is some
mistake (which cannot now be explained) in that account of the Cleansing of the Temple which
places it immediately after the miracle of Cana, as the traditional text of Jn. places it."; cf. Buse,
"Cleansing of the Temple", p. 22a.

159

cf. Morris, The Gospel According to John, pp. 189-90, reasoned that if one event is adopted, then a
· theological/literary reason is the proper explanation (as opposed to charging John with a disregard
of the facts); cf. Mathews, "Trouble", p. 119 n. 50; Evans, Luke, p. 296.
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4.4.2.1 Jesus relatively well known only later
In order to get away with such a violent activity within the sacred precincts of the temple

and without suffering immediate retaliation, Jesus must have been reasonably well known
"as a prophet" and had a numerous following, especially considering the reports of his
final entry into Jerusalem. Such a status would better fit the Synoptic placement rather
than the Johannine where Jesus is just beginning his public ministry.160
This use of Jesus' perceived popularity, it may be recalled, has been used as an argument
in favour of two.161 There his relative obscurity early in his ministry counted in favour of
his success in carrying out the incident. Because such a suggestion can be used in support
of various contrary positions, it cannot be used here.

4.4.2.2 Textual displacement
Although not the first, 162 E. B. Redlich ( 1944) constructed a rather elaborate theory of
dislocation. The Cleansing story, together with the story of Nicodemus originally formed
four leaves of a codex which are best placed immediately after John 12:36, namely after
the triumphal entry and the meeting with the Greeks.163 It apparently was dislocated by
the copyist or editor for theological reasons.164 Unfortunately, Redlich' s imaginative
theory has been successfully challenged by G. Ogg (1945).165 Not least is the fact that
(apart from insignificant details) the Johannine account does not vary in the textual
tradition, traceable to an early perioo.166
Of more promise is the suggestion of R.T. Fortna (1970). He saw the account of the
Cleansing of the temple as part of a large interpolation which was inserted between the

160

161
162

163
164

cf. Brown, John I-XII, pp. 117-8; Bernard, Commentary on John I, p. 88; Barrett, Gospel of John,
p. 195: "An act of overt rebellion against the authorities of the nation is more readily
understandable at the climax than at the beginning of the ministry".
cf. See Section 4.3.1.3.
e.g. Walker, "The Cleansing of the Temple in John ii. 13-22", p. 287b, who postulated that at
least one leaf of the original manuscript of John " had become transposed", in order to explain the
different order of events in Tatian' s Diatessaron, see Section 4.2.
As contrasted with that of Bernard and Moore above.

cf. Redlich, E.B., "S. John 1-3: A Study in Dislocations", pp. 89-92; Morris, The Gospel
According to John, p. 189 n. 46; Bammel, "Ex Illa", p. 17; Redlich 's theory is mentioned by
Selong, "Cleansing", Part II, p. 101, but he apparently was unaware of Ogg's reply.

165

cf. Ogg, "The Jerusalem Visit of John 2: 13 - 3:21 ", pp. 70-2; Jeremias, Eucharistic, p. 94 n. 1.

166

cf. Dodd, Interpretation, p. 290.
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miracle at Cana (John 2:1-12) and the story of the healing of the official's son on his way
from Cana to Capemaum (John 4:46-54).167
L.A. Losie ( 1984) also countenanced this possibility:
"Besides the fact that the miracle at Cana is called the 'beginning of the signs'
(apxnv TWV Of)µEtWV, 2:11) and the healing of the official's son the
'second sign' (bEvTEpov of)µEiov, 4:54), there is the redundant mention of a
pointless trip from Cana to Capemaum in 2:12 which is recapitulated in 4:66 a sure sign that an interpolation has been made. If the cleansing of the temple
is part of this interpolated material (2: 13 ·- 4:42), it means that this event was
not originally tied to its setting in the Fourth Gospel. "168
·
Losie also noted that the interpretation of the incident given in John 2: 17 was not only a
citation of Ps 68: 10 (LXX), but that this psalm was used in the passion account, 169 and
its "connection with the Cleansing may be a vestige of the original setting of that
pericope" _17o

4.4.~.3 Incident displaced by Lazarus
F.A. Cooke (1952), noted that in the Johannine Gospel the event that provoked Jesus'
arrest and execution was not the Cleansing but the raising of Lazarus.171 The Cleansing
could not be inserted in its rightful place without destroying or at least detracting from this
connection. A redactor placed it in its final position.172
This "Lazarus theory" is often (but wrongly, in the light of F.A. Cooke) attributed to
R.E. Brown (1966). However, Brown did suggest an alternative explanation for the
placement in John. In an earlier edition of the fourth Gospel, the Cleansing incident was
where the Synoptic writers located it, but that subsequent editing of the Gospel "led to the
transposition of the scene from the original sequence which related it to the last days
before Jesus' arrest". Brown argued that the reason for this transposition was that the
insertion of the story of Lazarus (which he claimed thereby displaced all other factors that
167
-168

cf. Robinson, J.M., "The Johannine Trajectory", in: Robinson, J.M., and Koester, H., Trajectories
through Early Christianity, Philadelphia: Fortress Press, pb. ed. 1979, pp. 242-4.
Losie, "Background", p. 232.

169

cf. Ps 68:5 and John 15:25, Ps 68:22 and John 19:29; Ps 68:lOb and Rom 15:3.

170

Losie, "Background", p. 233.

171

172

There is a problem here, leaving aside the debate on the historicity of the raising of Lazarus. The
Synoptic Gospels have similar stories of Jesus raising the dead, e.g. the son of the widow of Nain
(Lk 7: 11-17), Jairus' daughter, (Mk 5:22-24,35-43, Lk 8:41-42,49-56) neither of which provoked
an official response.
cf. Cooke, "The Cleansing of the Temple", pp. 321b-22a.
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contributed to Jesus' arrest and crucifixion), meant that it had to go somewhere else.
"What more natural than to join it to an anti-Temple statement that was found in the
beginning of the Johannine narrative?"l 73
In reply to Brown's explanation, R.J. Campbell (1982), who argued for an early
chronology, claimed that the Johannine tradition might be more primitive because "there is
a close connection between the action in the Temple and the challenge of the Jewish
leaders" . 174
Even though an action-reaction connection might be expected and despite the fact that
John links the two immediately and the Synoptics do not, 175 that does not imply an early
chronology. Is not Campbell here falling into the trap he was apparently so aware of,
namely confusing chronology with historicity?l 76 In any case the Synoptics are not
without a record of immediate reaction, although their questioning was of Jesus' teaching,
not of his action of Cleansing.177

4.4.2.4 The Link between the Cleansing and the 'Triumphal' Entry
I
1

1, ·1

.,

I

While a sequential link between the "triumphal" entry of Jesus into Jerusalem and the
Cleansing need not be assumed,178 W.E. Moore (1967) believed that the twin admission
that the disciples were not able to understand either Jesus' saying following the Cleansing
(Jn 2:22) nor the manner of his entry (Jn 12:16) until after his "glorification", may
suggest a link at least in the mind of the author(s) of the fourth Gospel.179
173

Brown, John I-XII, p 118; cf. Fortna, The Gospel of Signs, pp. 145, 147; Glusman, E.F., "The
__ Cleansing of the Temple and the Anointing at Bethany: the Order of Events in Mark 11 / John 1112", in: Achtemeler, P J. (ed.), Society of Biblical Literature Seminar Papers: Volume 1,
Missoula, Montana: Scholars Press, 1979, p. 116; cf. Bultmann, The Gospel of John: a
Commentary, p. 122, also assumed an original separation of the two. For a good alternative
summary of Brown's position, see Losie, "Background", pp. 232-3; Evans, Luke, pp. 295-6;
Lindars, The Gospel of John, p. 136, seemed to echo Brown without acknowledgment

174

Campbell, "Evidence", p. 112.

175

cf. Campbell, "Evidence", p. 118; Schnackenburg, John/, pp. 344-5. Both acknowledge that the
action and reaction fonn an "admirable unity".

176

cf. Campbell, "Evidence", p. 104.

Y77

cf. Mk 11:18, Lk 19:47. For further critique of this "Lazarus theory" see: Moore, "Sir, We Wish
to see Jesus", p. 85; Campbell, "Evidence", p. 118 who pointed out that there is no manuscript
justification for the division of Jn 2: 13-22. It is worth noting too that the Gospel writers were not
always concerned with sequence, e.g. in Mt 8:26 lack of faith was rebuked before the storm was
stopped, whereas in Mk 4:39-40, Lk 8:24-5 it is the reverse. Either the Synoptics or John (or
both?) could have done something similar here with the Cleansing for reasons other than those of
strict chronology.

178

cf. Fortna, The Gospel of Signs, p. 147.

179

cf. Moore, "Sir, We Wish to see Jesus", pp. 84-5.
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A rather intriguing addition worth mentioning here is the suggestion by J.H. Bernard
( 1928) and echoed without acknowledgment by F.F. Bruce (1969), that the ""EAAflVES"
of John 12:20 who wanted to see Jesus were prompted to do so by Jesus' action in
Cleansing the temple.180 This suggestion \vas picked up by Moore, who observed that
the Synoptics put the Cleansing immediately after the entry into Jerusalem, which John
also has in chapter 12, just before the request of the Greeks.

4.4.2.S John wanted a Summary of his Gospel at the Beginning
A number of scholars saw in the Johannine placement a clever device to enhance the
dramatic effect of the Gospel, each seemingly for their own reasons.
E. Hoskyns (1930) saw in the incident "the key to the proper understanding both of the
quite fundamental controversy of Jesus with the Jews and of the implications of
discipleship". 181 In other words, the incident was used by the author(s) of the fourth
Gospel as a suitable introduction, a rather good story, which encapsulated what was to
follow.

0. Cullmann (1959), apparently was able to articulate what Hoskyns was perhaps hinting
at: "[T]he Fourth Gospel puts this event at the beginning of the ministry of Jesus .... in
order to underline the importance which the idea of worship receives in this Gospel". 182
For W.E. Moore (1967), the Cleansing is seen as one of the major events in the life of
Jesus, presented early on so that the remainder of the Gospel can be an explanation of the
event. 183

180

cf. Bernard, Commentary on John II, p. 430; Bruce, New Testament History, p. 190.

181

Hoskyns, The Fourth Gospel, p. 198, a position considerably expanded by R.H. Lightfoot in:
"Unsolved New Testament Problems: The Cleansing of the Temple in St John's Gospel".

182

Cullmann, "A New Approach to the Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel (continued)", p. 42a-b. He
continued: "That which the whole life of Jesus is meant to illustrate, that from now on worship is
no longer limited to the temple, but to the Person of Christ, is manifested in a particularly visible
manner in this act of the cleansing of the temple. In driving out the dove sellers and the moneychangers, Jesus really attacked the whole system of temple worship. For these sellers and changers
were necessary for the correct functioning of the cult."; cf. Mathews, "John, Jesus and the Essenes:
Trouble at the Temple", p. 120; Haenchen, John 1, pp. 187-9.

183

cf. Moore, "Sir, We Wish to see Jesus", pp. 85-6.
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R.A. Culpepper ( 1983 ), even more preoccupied with plot, saw in the Cleansing a
foreshadowing of Jesus' death (o6~a), the story summarising the end and meaning of the
Gospel. 184
F.F. Bruce (1983) stated simply that the move from Holy Week to its present location
was for "programmatic intent". "If his readers understand the significance of this incident,
they will know what the ministry was all about".185
G.R. Beasley-Murray (1987), thought that its placement deliberately highlighted its
"significance for understanding the course of the ministry".186 He gave another example
of dislocation for a similar purpose: Luke 4: 16-30.
Finally, M. Casey ( 1996) saw the displacement as due to the theological concern of John
to portray Jesus as the replacement of the Temple. It is Jesus as the Lamb of God that
now takes away sins through his death and resurrection.187

4.4.2.5 To emphasise a theological concern present in the entire Gospel
For other scholars John's placement enabled the reader to see an overriding theme played
out again and again in the Gospel, namely: the replacement of Judaism with
Christianity 188 and/or with worship in the Jerusalem Temple with worship "in Christ".189
Its location next to the narrative of the changing of water (Torah) into wine (Gospel) and
the account of the Samaritan woman drives home this connection.190

I

L

184

cf. Culpepper, Anatomy of the Fourth Gospel, p. 97, who saw the Johannine plot encapsulated not
in Jn 20:31 as might be expected but in Jn 1: 14; Beasley-Murray, John, pp. 38-9; Schnackenburg,
John/, p. 353; Bammel, "Ex Illa", p. 17; Dodd, C.H., Historical Tradition in the Fourth Gospel,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1963, p. 161.

185

Bruce, The Gospel of John, p. 77; Bruce, New Testament History, p. 190.

'f86

Beasley-Murray, John, pp. 38-9.

187

cf. Casey, Is John's Gospel True?, p. 10.

188

cf. Schweizer, The Good News According to Mark, p. 232; Anderson, The Gospel of Mark, p.
265.

189

cf. Hill, The Gospel of Matthew, p. 293.

190

cf. Lightfoot, "Unsolved New Testament Problems: The Cleansing of the Temple in St John's
·Gospel", p. 65; Dodd, Interpretation, p. 300; Mathews, ''Trouble", p. 119; Sanders and Mastin,
The Gospel According to St John, p. 120; Losie, "Background", pp. 316-22.
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4.4.3 Conclusion
The veracity of the Synoptic chronology as against the Johannine in the particular example
of the Cleansing stands. The possibility of a causal link between the Cleansing and the
visit of the Greeks is particularly appealing. However, the "Lazarus theory" is the most
convincing explanation of the dislocation. Perhaps the writer of the Fourth Gospel, aware
of the Synoptic (historical?) position and yet aware also that the Cleansing action was not
admitted as evidence at Jesus' trial and wanting to use the Lazarus story as the catalyst for
the arrest, placed the story in its extant location because of one or more considerations
discussed above.
Schnackenburg summed up the position that is to be adopted by this thesis rather neatly
and deserves to be quoted at length:
"It is not easy to decide between the Synoptics and John on historical
grounds. Each of the narrators, including the synoptic authors, follows his
own line; only the fact itself, like the entry into Jerusalem, is not open to
question.191 Forced to choose between the alternative dates (there is no third
solution), we must allow for the basic attitudes of the observers, more
historical in one case, more theological in the other. The Johannine narrative
does not become worthless if one does not follow it for the dating of the
cleansing of the temple. The profound insights which it communicates allow
us to recognise the secret forces at work in unbelief, to see the gulf between
Jesus and official Judaism and to sense the coming catastrophe from the very
start." 192

4.5 BEFORE OR AFTER 1 NISAN
As stated in Section 4.1, in the previous chapter it was demonstrated that money changers
were present on the Temple Mount for at most only one week per year, in the third week
before Passover (i.e. in the week prior to 1 Nisan). If it can be shown from the available
evidence that the Cleansing could not have taken place in that week, then the likelihood of
the presence of money changers (that is, those who feature in the accounts of Matthew,
Mark and John) when the incident occurred is either reduced considerably or another
explanation is warranted.

191
192

On the contrary, all the stories of the Gospels ought to be open to historical as much as
theological inquiry; See Section 1.8.2.
Schnackenburg, John I, p. 355.
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4.5.1 Arguments in I Favour of Prior to 1 Nisan
As might be expected, the only argument that has been put forward for a pre 1 Nisan
absolute dating of the Cleansing is the knowledge of the presence of the money changers
on the Temple Mount at no other time than in the week prior to 1 Nisan. Since three of the
four Gospel writers (Luke being the exception) record that money changers' tables were
present, then, so the argument goes, the Cleansing clearly must have occurred before the
1 Nisan. 19 3
There are three possible explanations for this. One: the Gospel writers got it wrong in
involving money changers in the incident. Two: Jesus Cleansed the temple sometime
during the week they were there. Three: Jesus' act took place somewhere else where
money changers were and where the designation "To 1Ep6v" still applied.
The first possibility is not likely for the simple reason that two independent witnesses (the
Synoptics and John) testify to the involvement of money changers.
The second possibility is answered by the discussion below in Sections 4.5.2 and 4.5.3.
The third possibility will be answered by this thesis.

4.5.2 Arguments in Favour of 1 Nisan
In Ezek 45:18-19, a ritual cleansing was to be carried out in the Temple on the first day of

the first month. In consequence, R.A. Martin (1966) made the suggestion that Jesus may
very well have chosen this day (1 Nisan) as the day to do his own "Cleansing". Indeed
claimed Martin, the Synagogue reading on the Sabbath before this included none other
than Ezek 45: 18-46.194
However, there are basic problems with this neat theory.
Ezekiel presents us not simply with an ideal of the new Temple, but with his vision of
h'ow it should be. The purification of Ezekiel is unknown in the P tradition of the
Pentateuch. There the purification of the temple is to take place on the tenth day of the
seventh month, i.e. 10 Tishri, the Day of Atonement (Yorn Kippur). 195

1,,

193

cf. Branscomb, The Gospel of Mark, p. 204; Eppstein, "Historicity", p. 56.

194

cf. Martin, "The Date of the Cleansing of the Temple in John 2:13-22", pp. 55-6.

195

cf. Lev 16: 15-21,29ff(adP), 23:26ff(adP), Num 29:7-1 l(adP), Ex 30: lO(P).
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The atonement rubrics in Ezekiel are less complete than in the P tradition and the final
redaction of the P tradition was well after Ezekiel. These two facts would indicate that
Leviticus represents a later development closer to the time under discussion. In any case,
the Mishnah devotes an entire tractate, Yoma, to the Day of Atonement (10 Tishri) and the
ten days prior.
However, the most compelling factor against Martin's hypothesis is the fact that it
depends on seeing the action of Jesus as itself a Cleansing. This is by no means certain,
as is demonstrated in Appendix V (cf. Section 7 .4). In any case, have we not got here
another case of interpretation first and then attempting a historical / chronological fit?
If, as most commentators admit, the Johannine chronology is to be preferred with regard
to the crucifixion, namely that 14 Nisan fell that year on the day before a Sabbath, then 1
of Nisan that year also fell on a Sabbath.
It is not likely that Jesus would have Cleansed the temple on a Sabbath. Bethany, where
he stayed at night in the days leading to his crucifixion, is more than a Sabbath day's
journey from the temple. According to a map by J. Finegan (1992),196 Bethany, present
day el-' Azariyeh, lies approximately 2.3km from the Holy of Holies. Jn 11: 18 places
l

·•'

Bethany fifteen stadia ("about two miles" RSV) from Jerusalem, which according to
Finegan, equals about 2.7km.197 A Sabbath day's journey was 2,000 cubits.198 No
matter whether a cubit is measured at 0.445m the Roman cubit,199 or 0.525m the
Philetarian cubit,200 Bethany still remains well beyond double the limit allowed on a
Sabbath.
Even less is it likely that the vendors of animals and money changers would have been
working on a Sabbath.201

196

cf. Finegan, Archaeology, p. 154.

197

cf. Finegan, Archaeology, p. cc: 1 stadium =

198

11;

(i()()

English feet= 0.183 km.

cf. M. Erub 4:3,5,7 Neusner 214-5, M. Erub 5:1,7,9 Neusner 216-8, M. Sot 5:3 Neusner 455; Y.
Ber on 5:1 XIII.A Neusner 1:199, Y. Mak 32a on 2:7 II.A-D Neusner 31:437; based on Ex
16:29(]) and Num 35:5(adP); cf. Acts 1:12 which states that the Mt of Olives, which is closer to
Jerusalem than Bethany, was a Sabbath day's journey from Jerusalem; Bruce, New Testament
History, p. 79; Barrett, The Acts of the Apostles: Volume I, pp. 85-6; Daniel-Rops, Daily Life in
the Time of Jesus, p. 190; Sevenster, J.N., Do You Know Greek?, Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1968, p.
121.

199

cf. Finegan, Archaeology, p. cc.

200

cf. Jeremias, Jerusalem, p. 12 n. 20.

201

cf. Ex 20: lO(E), Deut 5: 14(D), etc.
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4.5.3 Arguments in , Favour of Post 1 Nisan
Having dismissed he possibility that Jesus arrived in Jerusalem before the Cleansing
either prior to or on 1 Nisan, what can be said in favour of him arriving some time after 1
Nisan?

4.5.3.1 Jesus did not need to be in Jerusalem prior to 1 Nisan
As we have seen 1 Nisan marked the cut-off date for payment of the temple tax.

In Section 3.5, it was noted that in Jesus' time male Jews over twenty were bound to pay
the annual Temple Tax prior to 1 Nisan. To fulfil the requirements of the oral law Jesus
too would have had to pay the tax prior to 1 Nisan. But he had a choice as to where it
might be paid. It could be paid either "in the provinces" i.e. outside Jerusalem,202 or in
the ill1j?~ itself. If it was to be paid "in the provinces" it had to be done before 25 Adar,
i.e. the date the money changers set up on the Temple Mount Clearly, if a believer paid in
the country there was no need for him to also pay directly at the Temple and so no need
for him to present himself in Jerusalem prior to 1 Nisan.
As it happens, there is an account in Matthew (17:24-27) not only of Jesus paying the
temple tax in the country on that particular occasion but a presumption that he usually paid
it. Because Matthew has only one visit by Jesus to Jerusalem during his ministry, namely
the one that brings him there for the Cleansing and crucifixion, the natural inference is that
Jesus paid the tax in Capemaum (Galilee) sometime between 15 and 25 Adar, the month
before Nisan.
Note that the question here is not whether Jesus understood himself as being obliged to
pay the temple tax, nor indeed whether Peter actually found a OTOTTJP in a fish's
mouth. 203 Further, the story cannot be easily dismissed as a fabrication of the early post
AD 70 Christian community written to justify continued payment of the tax to the temple
of Jupiter Capitolinus in Rome. More likely it was preserved as a justification for Jewish
Christians to continue to pay the temple tax on the basis of social harmony rather than

202

M. Sheq 1:3A Neusner 252.

203

The story is not a miracle story because there is no record of the coin being found in the fish's
mouth; Harrington, DJ., The Gospel of Matthew, Collegeville, Minnesota: The Liturgical Press,
1991, p. 261: "By reason of its content it most likely originated while the Temple was still
standing, that is, before AD. 70."; Even Matthew is silent on whether the "miracle" actually
occurred!; cf. Bauckham, R., "The Coin in the Fish's Mouth", in: France, R.T, and Wenham, D.,
(eds.), Gospel Perspectives: Volume VI: Studies of History and Tradition in the Four Gospels,
Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1980, pp. 219-52.
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obligation.204 However, Jesus was under no such tension. There is no reason to suppose
that Jesus did not pay the tax and every reason to conclude that he did and that he did so
"in the provinces". 205
Further, the vast majority of Jews would have paid the temple tax outside of Jerusalem.
This can be said with some confidence because not only did the "provinces" have access
to the money-changers for twice as long,206 those who were not going up to Jerusalem
and who intended to pay would clearly have paid where they were. The extra time given
for the provinces presumably was because more people were expected to pay then. In
addition of course it would be safer to pay at home. There was a concern that travellers
were liable to robbery. The less one carried on a journey, the less chance there was of
losing one's savings. 207
More compelling still is that it would seem decidedly odd for Jesus not to pay the temple
tax and yet go to the Temple on at least one pilgrim festival. 208

204

cf. War 7:218; Viviano, "The Gospel According to Matthew", p. 661a.

205

For details on the Temple Tax, see Sections 3.5 and 6.4.5; There is an extensive literature, not
simply on the temple tax, but whether and why Jesus would have paid it. Although they disagree
on why Jesus paid, none suggest that he did not pay. Most talce as their point of departure the
pericope Mt 17:24-27. Many of course, deny the strict historicity of the fish incident, but firmly
support the historicity of Jesus having paid the half-sheqel. Readers are referred to the
commentaries on Mt 27:24-27, and also: Montefiore, H., "Jesus and the Temple Tax", in: NTS
11(1964), pp. 60-71, esp. p. 65; Derrett, Law in the New Testament, pp. 247-65, esp. pp. 257,
263; McEleney, "Temple Tax", pp. 178-92, esp. pp. 182, 192, who despite having claimed that it
is largely the work of the evangelist, nevertheless concluded that Jesus did pay the tax; Horbury,
''The Temple Tax", pp. 265-86, esp. p. 285; Daube, Appeasement or Resistance: and other Essays
on New Testament Judaism, pp. 39-58, esp. pp. 39-40, reprinted as: Daube, "Temple Tax", pp.
121-34; Sanders, E.P., Jewish Law from Jesus to the Mishnah, London: S.C.M. Press, 1990, pp.
49-51, esp. p. 51, although Sanders doubted the historicity of the whole incident; Schmidt, T.E.,
''Taxes", in: Green, J.B., McNight, S., and Marshall, I.H., (eds.), Dictionary of Jesus and the
Gospels, Downers Grove, Illinois: Inter-Varsity Press, 1992, p. 806b; Sanders, The Historical
Figure of Jesus, p. 256; Vennes, The Religion of Jesus the Jew, p. 16; Garland, "Matthew's
Understanding of the Temple Tax (Matt 17:24-27)", p. 194.

206

Money changers were set up in the provinces from 15 to 25 Adar, i.e. ten days, whereas in the
temple it was from 25 Adar to 1 Nisan, a period of only five or at most six days. (Adar had 29 or
30 days, depending on whether the year was a lunar leap year or not (these occurred 7 times every
19 years). cf. Jeremias, Eucharistic, p. 37; See Section 3.6.3.

207

M. Ber l:3G Neusner 4; M. Shab 2:5A Neusner 182; M. Sheq 2:lC Neusner 253; M. RH 1:9B
Neusner 301; M. BQ 6:lK Neusner 515; M. San I0:5B Neusner 606; Lk 10:30-37; War 17:26;
Jeremias, Jerusalem, pp. 32, 52; Klausner, J ., ''The Economy of Judea in the Period of the Second
Temple", p. 200.

208

cf. Klausner, Jesus of Nazareth, p. 311: "This was certainly not his first visit to Jerusalem.
Although the religious duty, "three times a year shall every male appear [in Jerusalem]" (Ex
23: l 7(E); Deut 16: I6(D), cf. M. Hag 1: 1 [Neusner 328]), was not scrupulously observed, it is
difficult to suppose that so orthodox a Galilean as Jesus had not once fulfilled the duty before he
was thirty years of age."
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In an opposing example, both Josephus and Philo claimed that the Essenes did not offer
sacrifices at the Jerusalem Temple,209 a practice confirmed by the Qumran texts which
suggest that the community separated themselves from the Temple, though not necessarily
from the cult.210 The Qumran Community211 apparently gave offerings (temple-tax? 212)
to the Temple but did not personally sacrifice there.
If the Essenes and/or Qumran Community members sent donations to the Temple but did

not personally sacrifice there, how much less would Jesus not pay the Temple tax and yet
personally visit the Temple Mount?

4.5.3.2 Jesus arrived in Jerusalem after 1 Nisan
Both the pilgrims and the half sheqel tax, at least those coming from the provinces and the
diaspora, travelled in caravans and quite likely together.213 Recalling that the money
changers outside Jerusalem finished collecting on 25 Adar, they had at the most five days
in order to present the tax at the temple on time. If the 1 Nisan was on a Sabbath, the time

would have been one day less.
The journey was made by foot,21 4 unless a pilgrim was wealthy enough for an animal.
Reckoning at 25km a day for a caravan, it is conceivable that most caravans originating
from Palestine itself might reach Jerusalem in time, but only just.215
As with the Temple tax, there is every reason to suppose that Jesus travelled with such a
caravan on his way to Jerusalem. Indeed, all four Gospels indicate that he was in the

209

cf. Ant 18: 19; Philo, Quod Omn. Prob., 75.

210

cf. lQS VIII Vermes 73; CD VI Vermes 87; Gaston, No Stone, pp. 120-1 for further discussion
on this complex issue.

211

See Section 2.6.2.

212

cf 4Ql59:2 Vennes 297: "Concerning ... the money of valuation that a man gives as ransom for
his life, it shall be half [a shekel ... ] He shall give it only once in his life."; cf. also Derrett, Law
in the New Testament, pp. 250, 252; McEleney, "Temple Tax", pp. 181, 185.

213

cf. Pss 42-3, 84, 122, 134-5, Isa 30:29, M. Bik 3:2-3 Neusner 172-3, Lam R. 1:52 Sonc 4:140;
Ant 14:215, 16: 163ff, Cicero, Pro Fiacco, XXVIII:67; Safrai, "The Temple", p. 329; Broshi, "The
Role of the Temple in the Herodian Economy", p. 34.

214

cf. M. Hag 1: lF Neusner 328, as like today, pilgrimage on foot was considered meritorious.

215

cf. Jeremias, Jerusalem, p. 60, in interpreting M. Ta 1:3 Neusner 307-8, claimed it gave a distance
of 25 miles a day, commenting that this was too much for a caravan; Sanders, The Historical
Figure of Jesus, p. 250; According to Josephus, Life, 269 (cf. War, 2:232) the shortest distance
between Galilee and Jerusalem was through Samaria and it took three days, cf. Jn 4.
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company of a large crowd as he passed through Jericho (which is east of Bethany) on his
way to Jerusalem.216

·

In addition, John's use of the word "ava(3aivw"

(,1,1', ascendo) in 2:13 to describe

Jesus as "going up" to Jerusalem is significant. "Going up" to Jerusalem or the Temple is
a phrase often used in the New Testament (and elsewhere), especially in John, to denote
pilgrimage to the Holy City or the Temple Mount.217 Perhaps we have here a hint that
Jesus went up to Jerusalem in pilgrimage with others.21s
All pilgrims were barred from the

tvip~

unless they were ritually pure.219 Ritual

impurity that prevented entry until it was removed was contracted by four events:
childbirth (for the new mother); leprosy; bodily emissions; and contact or near contact
with a human corpse. 220 People who were ritually unclean as a result of these were not
thereby prevented from normal daily activity, nor were they to be shunned by other Jews.
They were simply prevented from entering the Temple.
What was required for the removal of the ritual impurity varied in each case, although by
the first century, the three-fold common pattern of the passage of time, bathing and sunset
was a common thread. 221

In the course of a year, corpse impurity affected virtually everyone. It could be contracted
by merely attending a funeral, by being in the same room as a corpse, or indeed by
walking over a grave, even by accident ("overshadowing"). 222
The ritual for purification from corpse impurity required: seven days from the date of
contamination; the sprinkling on the person of the ashes of a red heifer (i11 !J,

oaµa Al),

216

cf. Mt 20:29, Mk 10:46, Lk 18:36, cf. Jn 11:55.

217

cf. To Jerusalem: Mt 20:17,18, Mk 10:32,33, Lk 2:42, 18:31, 19:28, Jn 2:13, 11:55, Ac 11:2,
18:22, 25:1,9, Gal 2:1; To the Temple: Lk 18:10, Jn 7:14, Ac 3:1; To a Feast: Jn 5:1, 7:8,10,
12:20; Brown, John I-XII, p. 115; Barrett, Gospel of John, p. 197; Lindars, The Gospel of John,
p. 138; Schneider, J., "ava~a ivw", in: Kittel, G., (ed.), Theological Dictionary of the New
Testament: Volume I, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1964, repr. 1991,
pp. 519-22.

2,18

cf. Ac 15:2, 21:12, 25:9, Gal 1:17; Examples of the use ofi1?Y in a similar manner include: 1
Kings 12:27, 2 Kings 23:2, 2 Chr 34:30, Ezra 1:3,5, 7:7, Isa 2:3, Mic 4:2, Zech 14:16-9, M. Pes
8:3A Neusner 245, M. Hag l:lF Neusner 328; b. Hag 4a on 1:1-2 Sonc 14, b. Yorn 21a on 1:8
Sonc 90, b. Pes 8b on 1:1 Sonc 36.

219

cf. Lev 15:3 l(adP), Num 19: 13(adP).

220

For a more detailed analysis see Section 6.4.6.

221

cf. Sanders, Judaism, pp. 72, 219, 220.

222

cf. Mt 23:27; Apion 2:198; Sanders, Judaism, pp. 71-2; Section 2.6.4.
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vacca) on the third and seventh days; immersion and washing of clothes; and sunset. 223
Unlike the other impurities, corpse impurity therefore required something that was
generally unavailable outside Jerusalem, namely the ashes of a ritually slain and burnt red
heifer.
We can be justified in assuming three points here. Firstly, that most people would have
been ritually impure most of the time, more particularly of corpse impurity. 224 Secondly,
that most pilgrims underwent ritual purification in Jerusalem, since despite the probability
that the ashes were available outside Jerusalem,225 there was a real chance that they could
become ritually impure on the journey to Jerusalem.226 Thirdly, that the ritual laws of
purity were adhered to by most people, at least when it came to the Temple.227
Now, it is clear from the chart below that in order for a pilgrim to enter the W1PC on 14
Nisan to offer and collect his Passover sacrifice,228 he would have to begin his seven day
purification on 7 Nisan, because only at sunset at the end of the seventh day (i.e. the end
of 13 Nisan) would the ritual be complete.229 This calculation is independent of the
Synoptic and Johannine reckoning.

I
·1,

223

cf. Num 19:12,19(adP), 31:19,24(adP); Philo, Sp Laws, 1:261; Ant 4:78-81; Wright, Disposal,
pp. 196-8, 215-17.

224

cf. Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, p. 182.

225

cf. T. Par 3:14D-E Neusner 6:179, T. Par 5:6 Neusner 6:183, T. Par 7:3,5 Neusner 6:189-90, T.
Par 10:2B Neusner 6:195; Milgrom, J., Numbers: The Traditional Hebrew Text with the New JPS
Translation, Philadelphia, New York: The Jewish Publication Society, 1990, p. 161.

226

cf. War 1:229; Mt 23:27.

227

There is no need to decide whether Jesus himself would have undergone ritual purification for
corpse impurity, though he probably did. cf. Sanders, The Historical Figure of Jesus, pp. 251-2.
Acts 21:23-27 indicates either that Paul still observed this ritual law, or that the assumption of the
author was that he did. For a thorough discussion of the extent that Jesus would have observed "the
Law" see Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, pp. 245-269. Sanders conclusion, p. 269: "We find no
criticism of the law which would allow us to speak of his [Jesus] opposing or rejecting it".
Sanders goes too far in picturing Jesus as not objecting to any part of the Law, nevertheless there
appears to be no evidence that Jesus ever flouted the Law with respect to the Temple. Mk 11:16 if
authentic shows that Jesus had great concern not just for the Temple proper, but for the whole
temple complex. In two healings of lepers Lk 5:12-16, 17:11-19, Jesus was at pains to ensure that
the cured lepers show themselves to the priests, which was one of the requirements in such a case
prior to entry to the Temple (Lev 13:3,10,13,49, 14:2-4, (all adP) etc.).

228

cf. Section 2.5.1.3.

229

Not every pilgrim had to do this of course. But those who desired to share in the Passover Seder
were required to be pure (Num 9:2-1 l(P), Ezra 6:20). So their purification could begin no later than '
8 Nisan. Further, if a pilgrim contracted corpse impurity which prevented him from celebrating
Passover, he could do so the following month. cf. Num 9:6-ll(P), 2 Chr 30:1-27, M. Pes 7:6
Neusner 242-3, 9:1 Neusner 246; Neusner, J., The Idea of Purity in Ancient Judaism, Leiden: EJ.
Brill, 1973, p. 23.
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Days of
Purification

Date in Nisan

1

7
8
9
10

2
3 (sprinkling)

4
5
6

11
12

7 (sprinkling)
13
14 (Passover lamb)
8

15

Synoptic
reckoning230
Thursday
Friday
SABBATH
Sunday (Entry)233
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday (Crucifixion)

135

Johannine
reckoning231
Friday
SABBAIB
Sunday (Entry) 232
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday (Crucifixion)
SABBAIB

E.P. Sanders (1992, 1993) referred to both Philo and Josephus to conclude that pilgrims
began their purification on 8 Nisan and were ready to enter the Temple proper on 14
Nisan.234 However, this neglects the Biblical injunction that sunset must occur ·after
immersion before the impurity is removed,235 and relies on a poor translation of
Josephus.236
Pilgrims would not want to arrive earlier than necessary (due to the extra expense of
board and lodging etc., to the requirement that they stay in Jerusalem for eight days from
Passover and the desire that they be away from their livelihood for as little time as
possible). It is therefore more than likely that they arrived in Jerusalem on or around 7
Nisan, i.e. a week after 1 Nisan.

230

cf. Finegan, Chronology, pp. 286-8, but see pp. 290-1.

231

cf. Finegan, Chronology, pp. 286-8. Finegan, is correct when he opted for the Johannine date for
the crucifixion of Friday, 14 Nisan, see pp. 290-1.

232

cf. Jn 12: 1 and 12. It is worth mentioning here that according to T. BM 3:20D Neusner 4:91
market days were Fridays. If the Johannine chronology is the more reliable, Jesus came to
Jerusalem on a market day. It is just possible that the "Triumphal Entry" occurred on the first day
of Jesus' last days in the vicinity of Jerusalem, and that the crowds were due as much to pilgrimage
as to the necessities of market day.

233

cf. Mt 21:1-9; MJc 11:1-10; Lk 19:28-44.

234

cf. Philo, Sp Laws, 1:261; War 6:290 (Josephus apparently equated the Macedonian month of
Xanthicus with Nisan); Sanders, Judaism, p. 135; Sanders, The Historical Figure of Jesus, p. 250;
Fredriksen, P., "What You See Is What You Get Context and Content in Current Research on the
Historical Jesus", in: 7T 52,1(1995), p. 90.

235

236

cf. Num 19:19(adP). This "sunset clause" with regard to the elimination of corpse impurity is
explicitly mentioned in the Qumran texts: 11QT49-50 Vennes 145-6. Sanders, Judaism, p. 359,
seems not to have known these. Wright, D.P., "Heifer, Red" in: Freedman, D.N., et. al., (eds.),
The Anchor Bible Dictionary: Volume 3, New York: Doubleday, 1992, p. 115b, also interpreted
the Halakah as implying purity at sunset, citing Num 19: 19(adP).
cf. War 6:290; Sanders, Judaism, p. 134-5, took this passage to mean that pilgrims arrived on the
eighth day, instead of the crowds having assembled before the eighth day, and the ensuing vision
itself occurring on the eighth day.
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4.6 CONCLUSION
In the previous chapter it was revealed that money changers were present on the Temple
Mount for only one week per year, from 25 Adar to 1 Nisan. In this chapter it has been
concluded that the overwhelming probability is that Jesus created his disturbance once, at
the end of his ministry and approximately one week after 1 Nisan. Thus contrary to B.H.
Branscomb (1937) and those who follow him, 237 the cleansing could not have taken
place sometime between 25 Adar and 1 Nisan.
Even presuming for a moment that Jesus carried out the incident sometime between 25
Adar and I Nisan, the money changers in the Gospels could not have been the ones
present on the Temple Mount between these dates. As discovered in the last chapter, they
were somewhere in the Wij?C, presumably in the "Court of Women", i.e. not in the
Outer Court.
This would seem to leave just two possibilities: either they did not figure in the actual
event (and this has been discounted on the grounds that there are independent witnesses to
their presence); or that Jesus did his deed in a place still designated as "To 1Ep6v" but
nevertheless not on the Temple Mount.
It is to this second possibility that we shall turn in Chapter 6. Before that, we need to
consider whether, despite the non-existence of money changers, there was a market on
the Temple Mount when Jesus was in Jerusalem in the week before Passover.

237

cf. Branscomb, The Gospel of Mark, p. 204; Eppstein, "Historicity", p. 56.

5 MARKET ON TEMPLE MOUNT ?
"Who shall ascend the hill of the Lord? And who shall stand in his holy
place?
Those who have clean hands and pure hearts, ..."
Ps 24:3-4a, NRSV

5.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter is concerned with reassessing the evidence that some scholars have put
forward as indicating the existence of a market in the Outer Court of the Hercxiian Temple
contemporaneously with the "Cleansing" incident.
The contemporary evidence for activity other than a market will first be gathered and
assessed. This will be done not simply for the sake of completeness, but because it will
be shown that not only is such evidence stronger than that for a market, but that such

activity is incompatible with the existence of a market
Next a detailed examination of the evidence that has been presented for a market in the
Outer Court will be undertaken, both in general and for each of the individual animals
mentioned in the Gospels. Finally, a scenario of the likely way a pilgrim would have
purchased and approached the sacrifice will be presented based on the results of the
investigation so far.

-

5.2 USE OF OUTER COURT OTHER THAN FOR A MARKET
Such a large open area lent itself for activities other than for a market, and it was put to
good community and non-cultic purposes.

5.2.1 New Testament
The New Testament affords more data on the uses of the Outer Court than can be
ascertained from other Biblical and inter-testamental literature.
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The Gospels record Jesus as having: listened to and asked questions of "the teachers";!
walked;2 healed;3 and most of all, taught in the 1Ep6v.4
In Acts, the picture is similar. It is the site for: a gathering of the early Christians;5 and
the apostles teaching in the temple. 6

5.2.2 Rabbinic
This picture given by the New Testament is thoroughly consistent with that presented by
Rabbinic literature in regard to the Outer Court being a place for teaching.
In the Mishnah, Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel (d. AD 70), who taught slightly later than
Jesus, is recorded as having given a Halakah in this outer court.7 The Outer Court also
served as a meeting place for the crowds who took part in ritual worship, especially at
Passover time.8 According to the Tosefta and Talmuds, it also contained a house of study
(CV11~i1 Il"'l'J) used by the members of the Sanhedrin on Sabbaths and festivals.9
Finally, according to the Mishnah, the Sanhedrin itself sat here,10 though as we shall see
in Section 5.3.3.3, this is likely to be an idealisation rather than an historically accurate
record.

1

cf. Lk 2:46; Ritmeyer, Alec Garrard's Model of the Second Temple, p. 16b, placed Jesus' and
Sanhedrin members' teaching on the ?"In (Rampart), which was inside the ::l11D (Balustrade),
without offering reasons.

2

cf. :Mk. 11:27; Jn 10:23.

3

cf. Mt 21: 14.

4

cf. Mt 21:23, 26:55, Mk 12:35, 14:49, Lk 19:47, 20:1, 21:37,38, Jn 7:14,28, 8:2,20, 18:20. In
every case lep6v is used. For the significance of this use in comparison with va6~ see Sections
7 .2.1 and 7 .2.2.

5

cf. Acts 5: 12.

6

cf. Acts 5:21,25,42.

7

cf. M. Ker l:7K-Q Neusner 838; for a discussion of this Halakah see: Chilton, Temple of Jesus,
pp. 102-3.

8~

9

10

cf. M. Pes 5:lOB Neusner 239.
cf. T. San 7:lM Neusner 4:217, T. Hag 2:9L Neusner 2:315; Y. San 19c on 1:4 II.D Neusner
31:57; b. Pes 26a on 2:1 Sonc 117; Comfeld, The Historical Jesus, p. 112; Safrai, Temple and
Service, p. 865. According to Safrai, Temple and Service, p. 866 n. 1, there was a synagogue in
the Outer Court. He based this observation on M. Yorn 7:7B,8G Neusner 458-9 and M. Yorn
7:lD Neusner 276. These appear to be parallel passages. If they are then M. Yorn 7:lA Neusner
276 gives the location of the action: in the Court of Women.
cf. M. San 1 l:2D Neusner 607; T. Sheq 3:27B Neusner 2:183; b. San 88b on 11:2 (M. 10:2)
Sonc 585.
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5.2.3 Josephus
Apart from noting that pilgrims used the Outer Court as a thoroughfare to get from the
city to the Temple proper,11 Josephus recorded that the Outer Court was used to display
the spoils of war dedicated to the temple by Hero<f .12

5.3 EVIDENCE FOR A MARKET IN THE OUTER COURT
It is beyond dispute that the Gospel writers all place the buying and selling, i.e. a market,

EV

T~

lEpc:°;).13 Countless commentators, scholars and translators have interpreted this as

meaning "in the temple", and more specifically "in the Outer Court". Some, notably B.
Mazar (1975, 1984),1 4 and those dependent on hlm,15 place it in the Royal Stoa.
What evidence has been presented by modem scholars for the presence of a market in the
Outer Court?

I
'

5.3.1 New Testament

i

·•'

L. Morris (1971) saw in the present active participle TIGJAovvTas of Jn 2:1416 an
indication that the Gospel accounts assumed that the market was a normal event and not
some special concession.17 However, given that the story turns not simply on the
existence of a market but on the existence of trading at the time of Jesus' visit, no other
tense would have been suitable.18
The command of Jesus as recorded in Mk 11: 16 is thought by some to presume a market
in the Outer Court.

11

cf. War 5:193; See Section 2.6.3 for Rabbinic prohibitions against using the Temple Mount as a
short cut to go from one part of the city to another.

12

cf. Ant 15:402; See Section 2.6.4.

r3

Mt 21: 12, Mk 11: 15, Jn 2: 14, cf. Lk 19:45.

14

cf. Mazar, Mountain, p. 126; Mazar, "The Royal Stoa in the Southern Part of the Temple
Mount", p. 145.

15

e.g. Ritmeyer, K., "A Pilgrim's Journey", in: BAR 15(1989), p. 44; Sanders, Judaism, p. 113.

16

cf. Mt 21: 12, Mk 11: 15, Lk 19:45.

17

cf. Morris, The Gospel According to John, p. 193 n. 58.

18

John used another word for selling, in Jn 12:5, namely ntnpaoKw.
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"and he [Jesus] would not allow anyone to carry anything (oKEvos, vas)
through (8ta, per) the temple (1Ep6v, templum)."19
R. Eisler (1931) maintained that because of the presence of Roman soldiers Jesus would
not have been able to issue such an order.20 Yet, given that line of reasoning, the
Cleansing act itself would seem to be less likely.21
L. Gaston (1970) also questioned the historicity of Mk 11:16 (i.e. whether Jesus gave
this command or not), on the grounds that the Hebrew equivalent of oKEvos (vas), ~,~,
is not included in the Rabbinic literature considered to be closely paralleled in this saying
of Jesus.22
Conversely, J.M. Ford (1976) suggested, on the basis of: the Rabbinic parallels; the
existence of the temple treasury on the Temple Mount; and according to her the presence
of money changers, that the OKEvos prohibited by Jesus was in fact a receptacle for
money. 23 This despite noting the fact that there were two other words used in the
Gospels that could refer to portable containers for money, namely
(3aAaVTlOV
sacculus).24

ca..,:,,,.,,~,

nn pa (pera) and

·1

I/
I

Ford's thesis stands even if no money changers (and therefore no market) were present
when Jesus uttered his demand, since money must have been carried into the Court of
Women for donation. 25
LKEvos in Mk 11:16 probably referred therefore to any object that was carried through

the Outer Court as a short-cut to going somewhere else other than the Wij?~ .26 Two19

NRSV; See Section 2.6.3.

20

e.g. Eisler, Messiah Jesus, p. 488.

21

See Section 7.3.2.

22

cf. Gaston, No Stone, p. 85; For the Rabbinic Literature, see Section 2.6.3.

23

cf. Ford, "Money 'bags' in the Temple (Mk 11:16)", pp. 249-53; Harrington, "The Gospel
According to Mark", p. 620a.

24

cf. Ford, "Money 'bags' in the Temple (Mk 11:16)", p. 252; A fourth word yAc....>oooKoµov
(111~, loculus) used in Jn 12:6 and 13:29 to refer to the "common purse" (RSV) that Judas held
on behalf of the disciples of Jesus can be dismissed, since it really refers to a more solid moneychest or box. A yAc....>oo6Koµov may have been carried into the Outer Court by the money
changers, or perhaps by the temple treasurers only if they went on buying trips for the Temple;
K1f3c....>T6S' (111~, arcam) is used in the New Testament only of Noah's ark (Mt 24:38, Lk 17:27,
Heb 11:7, 1 Pet 3:20), and the ark of the Covenant (Heb 9:4, Rev 11:19), although it is used once
in LXX 2 Kings 12:9 to refer to the temple money-chest The parallel verses in 2 Chronicles use
yAwoo6Koµov (111~, arcam) (2 Chr 24:8,10,11).

25

See Section 3.4.

26

·cf. Gundry, Apology, pp. 642-3; Watty, "Jesus and the Temple - Cleansing or Cursing?", p. 239a;
Chilton, "q>payiAAtov", p. 342 n. 42, and Chilton, Galilean Rabbi, pp. 17-8. Chilton claimed
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thirds of the occurrences of OKEvos in the LXX are non-cultic,27 and the saying need not
have its setting on the Temple Mount.
Further the preposition "through" (8ta, per) would be better used outside the Temple
Mount. The preposition "across" (1rlpav, trans) would suit much better a locaton of the
command in the Outer Court.28 The fact that 1Ep6v (templum) can be used of the entire
Temple Mount adds weight to the possibility that this saying, if historical, is better
located immediately outside the Temple Mount.
Rather, Mk 11: 16, if historical (and there is no immediate reason for doubting it), betrays
a respect for the sanctity of the Temple Mount on the part of Jesus himself,29 quite
consistent with other instances as recorded in the Gospels. 30
It is worth noting that early Christians, according to Acts, still worshipped at the Temple,
or at least frequented the Temple.31 Even if this is considered unhistorical, it nevertheless
betrays a favourable attitude towards the temple by the early Church. Such an attitude
would in fact be easier to explain had the Cleansing incident occurred outside the Temple
Mount, rather than on it. Could it be too that the incident was not so much a statement
against the Temple itself or its necessary institutions, but a statement about the
trafficking? This question will be discussed in Appendix V (cf. Section 7.4).

that the vessels may have been those used to carry the blood of sacrificed animals, though this is
inconsistent with the levitical requirement that the blood be thrown directly onto the altar, Lev
1:5,11,15, 3:2,8,13, 4:7,18,25,30,34, 5:9, 7:2 (all adP).
27

cf. Gundry, Apology, p. 643.

28

rr £pa V most often translates the Hebrew i J y

which has the connotation of a region removed
from or beyond the present one, much like the Greek phrase ,rlpav TOO ,lopoavov. Again
making Mk 11:16 better suited to a location outside the Temple Mount.

29

cf. Roth, ''The Cleansing of the Temple and Zechariah xiv 21", p. 177; McKelvey, R.J., The New
Temple: The Church in the New Testament, London: Oxford University Press, 1969, p. 66;
Taylor, The Gospel According to St Mark, p. 463a; Lindars, The Gospel of John, p. 138;
Nineham, The Gospel of Saint Mark, p. 300.

30

cf. Mt 23:16-17,21, Lk 2:49; Jn 2:16.

31

cf. Acts 21:26, although one has to contend with the incident in Acts 21:29.
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5.3.2 Rabbinic: Baba ben Buta
The Jerusalem32 and Babylonian33 Talmuds and the Tosefta,34 (notably not the Mishnah)
record the Haggadah of an incident concerning the Rabbi Baba ben Buta, who, according
to Rabbinic tradition was the one to give the advice to Herod to rebuild the Temple.35
According to these sources the Rabbi found the Temple without animals because it was a
holy day (Pentecost) and the ruling priests refused to allow private offerings on holy
days. In protest, Baba b. Buta actually brought three thousand sheep into the Outer Court
so that people might have animals for use. The dispute was between the rival Rabbinic
Schools of Hillel and Shammai.36 Baba b. Buta, although a member of the latter, chose
in this instance to follow the opinion of the former.37
Whatever Baba b. Buta's motive may have been,38 this incident has been used by
scholars39 as an example of the fact that a large number of unblemished animals could
indeed be driven into the Outer Court, and that therefore a market could well have existed
there.
According to the Jerusalem Talmud which records the incident in the most detail, the
Rabbi brought the sheep to the same location where the offerers laid hands on the sheep
before leading them to sacrifice. 40 Unfortunately for the theory, this ritual occured in
Herodian times either in the Court of Priests or in the Court of the Israelites - that is, not
in the Outer Court. 4 1 Moreover, the incident is not mentioned in the Mishnah, a
document that pre-dates the others.

32

cf. Y. Hag 78a on 2:3 V.F Neusner 20:63; Y. Bes 61b on 2:4 IV.H Neusner 18:64.

33

cf. b. Bes. 20a-b on 2:4 Sonc 104.

34

T. Hag 2: 11 Neusner 2:317.

35

cf. b. B.B. 3b - 4a on 1: 1-2 Sonc 10-12; See Section 2.5.

36

cf. M. Hag 2:3 Neusner 331.

37

cf. Abrahams, Pharisaism, p. 87.

38

cf. Edersheim, Life, p. 256, claimed that Baba b. Buta's motive was rather a similar one to the
Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel who in protest at the high prices charged for doves for sacrifice,
reduced the number required and so caused the price to plummet due to the resultant over-supply,
see: M. Ker l:7K-Q Neusner 838, Section 5.5.3.1. However, in Baba B. Buta's case the sources
do not indicate that this was the motive.

39

cf. ; Jeremias, Jerusalem, p. 49, merely listed the incident without comment in support of trade in
the "Court of the Gentiles"; Derrett, "Zeal", pp. 83-4, though without acknowledgment to earlier
scholars.

40

cf. Lev 4:33(adP); Philo, Sp Laws, 1:202; b. Pes 66b on 6:1-2 Sonc 336.

41

See Section IV .1.1 of Appendix IV.
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Nor should we necessarily imagine that Baba b. Buta's sheep were driven into the
completed Herodian Outer Court. Baba b. Buta was known to have functioned as a Rabbi
c 20 BC.42 Herod did not begin his enlargement of the Outer Court until 18 BC, and it
took eight years to complete. 43 Is it not more likely that animal trade was carried on in
these busy construction years outside the Temple Mount away from construction teams
and equipment?
Yet supposing the incident to be historical, and that the three thousand sheep were driven
into the Outer Court, it is just as plausible to picture trade outside the Temple Mount as
having been suspended for the holy day, and in order to make his point more
dramatically, Baba b. Buta drove his sheep into the Outer Court. In other words the
Rabbi's action says nothing about a regular market in the Outer Court.
Clearly Baba b. Buta's action was unusual enough to warrant recording. Nevertheless,
his action says nothing about a regular market in the Outer Court.

5.3.3 Rabbinic: Movement of the Sanhedrin
A number of scholars, chief among them being B. Mazar (1975, 1984),44 possibly
following A. Edersheim (1883),45 have placed the "shops" (l1i'JM sing., l1i.,'JM pl.,
TrWAflTTl ptov, tabema) in the Outer Court of the Temple Mount, or more particularly in

the Royal Stoa.
Their reasons for doing so are dependent on a complicated amalgam of several factors:
that the Rabbinic material listed below be taken as historically accurate; that by
harmonising this material, the l1i.,'JM can be located "at the door of the Temple Court";
I

an assumption that the eastern end of the Royal Stoa was closed off by an apse; and that a
single piece of archaeological evidence points to the Sanhedrin having met in this apse.46
This probably constitutes the best argument in favour of a market in the Outer Court, so
the implications will be analysed in detail, and the Rabbinic passages displayed in full.

111,

42

cf. Jeremias, Jerusalem, p. 379.

43

See Section 2.5.

44

cf. Mazar, Mountain, p. 126; Mazar, "The Royal Stoa in the Southern Part of the Temple
Mount", pp. 145-6; Comfeld, The Historical Jesus, p. 149.

45

cf. Edersheim, Life, p. 81.

46

For the archaeological evidence see Section 5.5.3.2.
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Quote 1: "One was in session at the gate of the Temple Mount, one was in
session at the gate of the courtyard, and one was in session in the hewn-stone
chamber." 47
Quote 2: "An elder is not seated in the Hewn-Stone Chamber unless he has
been made a judge in his home-town [first]. Once he has been made a judge
in his own home-town, they bring him up and seat him on the Temple
Mount. From there they bring him up and seat him on the Rampart. From
there they bring him up and seat him in the Hewn-Stone Chamber." 48
Quote 3: "It has been taught: R. Jose said; Originally there were not many
disputes in Israel, but one Beth din of seventy-one members sat in the Hall of
Hewn Stones, and two courts of twenty-three sat, one at the entrance of the
Temple Mount and one at the door of the [Temple] Court, ..." 49

I

"·

Quote 4: "'Correspondingly the Sanhedrin wandered to ten places of
banishment, as we know from tradition', namely, from the Chamber of
Hewn stone to Hanuth, and from Hanuth to Jerusalem, ... " 50

,,

Quote 5: "Forty years before the Temple was destroyed did the Sanhedrin
abandon [the Temple] and held its sittings in Hanuth." 51
The significance of this material lies in the locations it gives for the meetings of the
Sanhedrin. For the sake of clarity, they may be represented thus:

Mishnah
Quote 1

1
2

3

Tosefta
Quote 2

the gate of the Temple Mount
Temple Mount
the gate of the Rampart
courtyard
hewn-stone
chamber

Hewn-Stone
Chamber

B. San
Quote 3
entrance of the
Temple Mount
door of the
[Temple]
Court
Hall of Hewn
Stone

b. RH, AZ,
etc.
Quotes 4, 5
Jerusalem
Hanuth
Chamber of
Hewn stone

Usual
Harmonised
Location
outside Hulda
Gates
In Outer Court
In theWij?C

In order to harmonise the material, each row should represent the same location.
This is not difficult to see in the case of the first. It clearly points to a Council Chamber in
Jerusalem but near the main entrance to the Temple Mount. This Chamber has been
identified from archaeological remains outside the Hulda Gates to the South of the
Temple Mount as being between the two main entrances.52
1...

47

M. San 11:2D Neusner 607.

48

T. Sheq 3:27 A-D Neusner 2: 182-3.

49

b. San 88b on 10:2 (M. San 11 :2) Sonc 585.

50

b. RH 31a on 4:4 Sonc 149.

51

b. AZ 8b on 1:3 Sonc 40; cf. b. Shab 15a on 1:4 Sonc 63; b. San 41a on 5:1-5 Sonc 267.

52

See Section 2.5.1.2.
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The third is more problematical. In all such matters regarding the Temple Mount, the
Rabbinic literature consistently paints a picture of increasing sanctity as one moves
towards the Holy of Holies. If it is the same in this case we should expect the "chamber
of hewn stone" to be in an area of the Temple Mount whose ritual status is greater than
the first two. Thus it should be then somewhere in the tvip~. As will be shown below
in Section 5.3.3.2, this is most likely an idealistic picture.
The second location is the one that inclines scholars to suggest that the Sanhedrin met, at
least on occasion, somewhere between the first and third locations. In other words
somewhere in the Outer Court, perhaps at the eastern end of the Royal Stoa. If this turns
out to be historically reliable then it would constitute the best evidence available for a
'<

!IiiI

'·•1

market in the Outer Court.

5.3.3.1 The "forty years"
Much of the value of the above material hinges on the accuracy of the "forty years" in the
Babylonian Talmud. It is particularly interesting because, if accurate, would place the
movement of the Sanhedrin more or less in the very year that Jesus cleansed the
temple.53
Indeed, V. Eppstein (1964)54 based his whole thesis on this possibility. According to
him, after Caiaphas (AD cl8-37),55 who was High Priest at the time, expelled the
Sanhedrin, he invited merchants into the Outer Court. This innovation, which occurred
for the first time in AD 30 ("forty years" before the destruction of the Temple), would not
have been seen before by Jesus, hence, he argued, the Cleansing incident.
Eppstein has won only a few supporters for his conjecture.56 Further, C.A. Evans
(1989) successfully undermined Eppstein's theory. Even if, Evans argued, "forty" is the
number (and not a corruption of "four" as some have argued57), we cannot be sure that it
53

It may be worthwhile pointing out that this incident does not feature in Josephus, nor in the work
of McLaren, Power and Politics in Palestine: the Jews and the Governing of their Land 100 BC AD 70.

(j•.

54

cf. Eppstein, "Historicity", pp. 42-58, esp. p. 55.

55

cf. Ant 18:35,95.

56

cf. Lane, The Gospel of Mark, pp. 403-4; Brown, John I-XII, p. 119; Cornfeld, The Historical
Jesus, p. 147; Morris, The Gospel According to John, p. 193 n. 57; Chilton, A Feast of
Meanings, p. 61; Witherington, The Christology of Jesus, p. 110.

57

cf. Hoenig, S.B., The Great Sanhedrin, New York: Bloch Pub. Co., 1953, pp. 111-12; Mantel,
H., Studies in the History of the Sanhedrin, Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press,
1901, pp. 291-4 ; V. Eppstein's rejoiner is on p. 56 of "Historicity".
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is not an idealised number, echoing well-known biblical precedent.58 In addition, the
connection between the expulsion of the Sanhedrin and the introduction of a market is
"sheer speculation".59 E. Schurer (1979) added another point. The movement of the
Sanhedrin is not recorded in the Mishnah, rather it presupposes that the Sanhedrin met in
the "chamber of hewn stone" right up to the destruction of the Temple. 60
What this means for the historical veracity of the Rabbinic accounts is that we must
consider them as possible idealised accounts. Nevertheless they are worth analysing
further for any possible clues, for a possible historical core.

5.3.3.2 The Chamber of Hewn Stone
Another possibility is that the Il1'""'JM were none other than the shops along the West
Wall street. Il1'J n also means a "cell" or "vaulted room", a fitting description of the
shops in these areas.61
Josephus located a ~voT6S (xystus). 62 which translates into Hebrew as ri""i:J63 outside
the western wall, on the west side of the street, near the southern side of "Wilson's
Arch". 64
Because of the close similarity of names, some scholars have been quick to associate this
site with the Rabbinic Chamber of Hewn Stone (ri'""i:Ji1 ri:Jtti?),65 despite the fact that
the Rabbinic literature is unanimous in locating it in the ttJij?~. 66
58
59
60

e.g. Gen 7:4(]), Exod 16:35a(P), Num 14:33(P), 1 Kings 19:8, cf. Mk 1: 13; cf. Mazar,
Mountain, p. 126.
Evans, "Jesus' Action", p. 267; Losie, "Background", p. 257, said that Eppstein's theory "is based
on a string of conjectures".
cf. Schurer, Age II, p. 225; see also Haenchen, John 1, p. 183a, who regarded Eppstein 's theory as
"dubious".

61

See Section 6.2.5.

62

cf. War 2:344, 4:581 , 5:144, 6:191, 325, 327; Ant 20:189.

63
64

65

66

cf. 1 Chr 22:2, Am 5:11; also in LXX 1 Esdras 6:9, Sir 22:17, 1 Mace 13:27.
cf. Finegan, Archaeology, p. 212b; Ben-Dov, Shadow, pp. 178-80.
e.g. Schurer, Age II, p. 224; Bahat and Rubinstein, The Illustrated Atlas of Jerusalem, p. 36;
Geva, "Jerusalem", p. 742a; Twelftree, G.H., "Sanhedrin", in: Green, J.B., and McKnight, S.,
(eds.), Dictionary of Jesus and the Gospels, Downers Grove, Illinois, Leicester, England: Inter Varsity Press, 1992, p. 731b; Wilkinson, J., Jerusalem as Jesus Knew it: Archaeology as
Evidence, London: Thames and Hudson, 1978, pp. 86-7.
e.g. M. Mid 5:4F Neusner 883; b. Yorn 25a on 2:1-2 Sonc 114-5; T. Sheq 3:27D Neusner 2:183;
Edersheim, A., The Temple: its Ministry and Services, Peabody, Massachusetts: Hendrickson
Publishers, Updated Edition 1994, p. 29; Jeremias, Jerusalem, p. 214; Safrai, "The Temple
Service", p. 288, follow the Rabbinic literature.

,. ,
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There is much to recommend this location. The whole Rabbinic notion of three meeting
chambers whose ritual gradation increases seems idealistic,6 7 and therefore historically
suspicious. Josephus claimed that the f?>ovAT), his term for the Sanhedrin, met in this
area. 68 E. Schilrer (1979) claimed that it is "unlikely that a chamber in the inner forecourt
should have been used for anything but ritual purposes".69
Given then that the Chamber of Hewn Stone, so-called, was in all probability not in the

tv1Pi.J, but near the Xystus, it would tend to support the observation that the Rabbinic
three-fold location of the Sanhedrin is idealistic and not based on a model of increasing
sanctity. If this is correct then the location of number two (and so the shops) need not be
on the Temple Mount.

5.3.3.3 The Shops on the Temple Mount
Referring again to the chart of Rabbinic locations for the Sanhedrin in Section 5.3.3, an
initial harmonisation of the second location would place a market and a meeting place for
the Sanhedrin somewhere in the Outer Court of the Temple Mount. The connection
between this second possible meeting place of the Sanhedrin and the location of shops is
so important that a demonstration of the non-existence of one would show the absence of
the other.
In locating shops on the Temple Mount, specifically in the Royal Stoa, B. Mazar (1975,
1984) 70 constructed an elaborate argument that may be summarised thus. The Rabbinic
literature indicates that the Sanhedrin met in a semi-circle71 near where there were shops.
There was an apse at the eastern end of the Royal Stoa, and the presence of shops is

67

cf. Wise, M.O., "Temple", in: Green, J.B., and McKnight, S., (eds.), Dictionary of Jesus and the
Gospels, Downers Grove, Illinois, Leicester, England: Inter - Varsity Press, 1992, p. 812a, who
described as "perhaps idealising at points" the description of M. Mid.

68

cf. War 5:144, 6:354. There is no need to enter the debate about the existence or otherwise of a
Sanhedrin. Whether it existed or not is of secondary consequence for the present discussion. What
is of primary importance is the location, if any, of the r, 1"'1J i1 mentioned in the sources. For a
modem discussion on the existence and status of the Sanhedrin, see: Sanders, Judaism, pp. 472-90.

.-.:._

69

cf. Schurer, Age II, p. 224.

70

See Section 5.3.3.

71

e.g. M. San 4:3A Neusner 590; It should be noted that Rabbinic literature indicated that the socalled "Chamber of Hewn Stone" in which the Sanhedrin met, had an apse at one end, e.g. b. Yorn
25a on 2:1-2 Sonc 114-5, T. Yorn 1:lOB Neusner 2:188, T. Suk 4:16B Neusner 2:226, T. Hag
2:9L Neusner 2:315; cf. Gordon, H.L., "The Basilica and the Stoa in Early Rabbinical Literature",
in: The Art Bulletin 13,3(1931), pp. 358-9.
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indicated by a find of a fragment of a stone vessel which was clearly used to contain birds
destined for sacrifice. 72
Unfortunately for Mazar's theory, any group of people can gather in a semi-circle without
an apse, nor is there any evidence that the Royal Stoa terminated in an apse at its eastern
end. An indication of the disagreement among scholars on this point is illustrated by the
reconstructed plans (both by the same architect!) that have been made of the Royal Stoa
both with and without an apse (FIGS. 19 and 20).
Further, the stone fragment was found outside the Temple Mount. While Mazar
suggested that it was thrown down there during the destruction of the Temple by the
Romans, he did so in order to prove that there was a market of sacrificial animals in the
Outer Court (Royal Stoa). The stone fragment was not where he wanted it to be so he
invented a theory.73
Thus the Rabbinic passages that have been put forward by modem scholars as indicating
shops on the Temple Mount have been shown to be at best idealisations and so give such
indications. They do however beg the question as to where else one can look for this
combination of Sanhedrin meeting place and market.

5.3.4 Rabbinic: The Shops on the Mount of Olives
Quote 4 in Section 5.3.3, namely that from b. RH 31a on 4:4 Sonc 149, may imply that
the Il1"'1j,1 where the Sanhedrin met were outside the walls of Jerusalem.
Lamentations Rabbah testify to four Ilj"'lj,1 selling ritually pure animals for sacrifice,
including in particular doves or pigeons, on the slopes of the Mount of Olives to the east
of Jerusalem, and the Jerusalem Talmud to pigeons for sacrifice having been bred
there. 74 Josephus may allude to the same market in War 5:505, locating a "dovecote"

(1:JiW,

TTEplOTEpEwv,

columbarium) there.

Rabbinic literature also testifies to the existence of Ili"'lj,1 in "Beth Rini" ("'1:J"'li1 Il"'l'J),75
the location of which is not clear, but according to some, most likely to be "Bethany"
72

See Section 5.5.3.2.

73

See Section 5.5.3.2.

74

cf. Lam R. 2:4 Sonc 4: 162; Y. Ta 69a on 4:5 XIII.A-B Neusner 18:279; cf. Lev 12:8(adP),
14:30(adP); See Section 5.5.3.1

75

cf. Y. Pe 9b on 1:5 (M. Pe 1:6) II.B Neusner 2:100; b. BM 88a on 7:2 Sonc 508-9, b. Pes 53a on
4:1-2 Sonc 257, the footnote to which reads "Bethania, near Jerusalemtt; "Beth Hini" is also
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(i1""j1' I1"":J 8118avia, Bethania), modern day "el Aziriyeh", which itself is on the
eastern slope of the Mount of Olives. 76 Certainly it is near Jerusalem.77
There was also a small collection of shops known as the "shops of the sons of Hanan"
(ljM ""j:J I1i""jT1).78 Like the shops of ""j""il I1"":J, they were apparently destroyed three
years before the destruction of Jerusalem, a similarity which has led many, including J.
Jeremias (1969) to conclude that the shops of ""j"",1 I1"":J and of 1jT1 "'j:J were one and
the same.79 Such an identification seems quite reasonable.
What is also possible is that the I1i ""j r, mentioned in the Rabbinic Literature in
connection with the movement of the Sanhedrin, can be identified either with the Mount
of Olives shops or the ""j""il I1"":J / ljM "'j:J shops.
V. Eppstein (1964) made such an equation with the Mount of Olives shops, though

unfortunately the references he gave don't support him. 80 However it doesn't seem
unreasonable to make this identification if only because of the similarity in names.
If the shops of "Beth Hini" and the shops of the "sons of Hanan" can be equated and
identified with the shops on the Mount of Olives mentioned in Lamentations Rabbah, as
did Eppstein, then it may be a possible site for Jesus' cleansing act.

mentioned in b. Hui 53a Sonc 289, but the footnote says that it was located "East of Caesarea". It
was not uncommon for several towns to have had the same name.
76

A few would further identify this place with n~JJY of Neh 11:32, on the basis that it could have
also been called n~JJY ri~J. See e.g. Brown, R.E., "Biblical Geography", in: Brown, R.E.,
Fitzmyer, J.A., Murphy, R.E., (eds.), The New Jerome Biblical Commentary, London: Geoffrey
Chapman, 1991, p. 1192a; Finegan, Archaeology, p. 155b.

77

cf. footnote 175 to Y. Pe 9b on 1:5 (M. Pe 1:6) II.B Neusner 2: 100; footnote to b. BM 88a on
7:2 Sonc 508-9.

78

cf. Sifre to Deut 105:2:3:A-B on 14:22 Neusner 1:269; Ant 20:204-14; Campbell, "Evidence", p.
107; Westcott, The Gospel According to Saint John, p. 41a, and Swete, H.B., The Gospel
According to St Mark, London: Macmillian and Co., 1898, p. 240a, placed these shops in the
Outer Court without providing justification; "The sons of Hanan" are mentioned in Jer 35:4 and
were a powerful priestly family.

79
80

cf. Jeremias, Jerusalem, pp. 20, 49, who also said that they may be identified with the Mount of
Olives shops; the footnote 8 to b. BM 88a on 7:2 Sonc 508.
cf. Eppstein, "Historicity", pp. 48-9; Chilton, "q>payiAAtov", p. 335.
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5.3.5 Conclusion to the Rabbinic Evidence
Given the level of sanctity invested in the Outer Court by all writers, it is difficult to
imagine that a market would be allowed to flourish in its precincts. 8 l The Rabbinic
evidence "excludes any idea that the Pharisees permitted any trafficking in animals ... in
the Temple or even in the outer courts". 82 Can we imagine such a market without spitting
for example?
Further, the Rabbinic evidence for a market in the Outer Court or Royal Stoa to date
remains unconvincing and on closer inspection found to be wanting.
The shops on the Mount of Olives would suit many of the requirements for the Cleansing
story because of the existence of markets there and because the eastern slope of the
Mount of Olives was considered a part of the temple precincts. 83 But it is too far away
from the temple and in any case seems only to have had doves for sale.
The third meeting place of the Sanhedrin, the Chamber of Hewn Stone, if our conclusion
is correct, was located near a market and was also near the temple. However its
associated market, as will be shown in Section 6.2.5, was not outside any main entrance
to the Temple such that a pilgrim was obliged to pass through it on their way to the
Temple Mount. Such a location would be more difficult to site Mk 11:16.
As it happens, the first meeting place of the Sanhedrin, immediately outside the Temple
Mount (cf. Section 5.3.3), may well afford the best location for the market. This will be
shown in the next chapter.

5.4 OTHER ARGUMENTS FOR A MARKET IN THE OUTER COURT
Two further arguments that have been proposed in favour of a Market in the Outer Court
need to be addressed.

I',,

81

See Section 2.6.4.

82

Klausner, Jesus of Nazareth, p. 314.

83

See Section 6.4.1.
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5.4.1 Convenience ,
The first is the argument of convenience followed by such scholars as: A. Edersheim
(1883),8 4 H.B. Swete (1898),85 I. Abrahams (1917),86 J.H. Bernard (1928),87 R.H.

Strachan (1941),88 S.G.F. Brandon (1967),89 R.J. McKelvey (1969),90 C.K. Barrett
(1978),91 R.J. Campbell (1982),92 F.F. Bruce (1983),93 M.J. Borg (1987),9 4 E.P.

Sanders (1992),95 and B. Chilton (1992).96
This argument has two related points. Because sacrificial animals were worthy offerings
only if they were "unblemished",97 pilgrims would be better off not bringing their
animals to Jerusalem, but buying them when they reached the Temple, thus minimising
possible damage. Secondly, the closer the animals were to the point of sacrifice the less
likely they were of becoming blemished after purchase, and the Outer Court provided an
ideal large open space. 98
The question here comes down to the simple one of which would be more important,
maintaining the ritual purity of the Outer Court or slightly inconveniencing the pilgrims?
As was demonstrated in Section 2.6, the ritual status of the Outer Court was closely
guarded and probably incompatible with the presence of an animal market. As for the
convenience of the pilgrims, that would have been adequately served by a market
fl.

84

cf. Edersheim, Life, p. 256.

85

cf. Swete, The Gospel According to St Mark, p. 240a.

86

cf. Abrahams, Pharisaism, p. 85.

87

cf. Bernard, Commentary on John I, p. 90.

88

cf. Strachan, R.H., The Fourth Gospel: Its Significance and Environment, London: S.C.M. Press,
3rd. ed. 1941, p. 126.

89

cf. Brandon, Zealots, p. 332.

90

cf. McKelvey, New Temple, p. 64.

91

cf. Barrett, Gospel of John, p. 197.

92

cf. Campbell, "Evidence", p. 106.

93

cf. Bruce, The Gospel of John, p. 74.

94

cf. Borg, Jesus: a New Vision, p. 175.

95

cf. Sanders, Judaism, p. 86; note Sanders' earlier book, Jesus and Judaism, p. 64, where he was
more cautious and merely said that pilgrims, for convenience, bought their offerings in Jerusalem.

96

cf. Chilton, Temple of Jesus, p. 109.

97

cf. Lev 22: 17-25(adP); Philo, Sp Laws, 1: 166; Ant 3:228; M. Sheq 4:9G Neusner 258, M. Ker
6:8J-K Neusner 850; b. Gitt 56a on 5:6 Sonc 255; Chi~ton, "q>paytAAtov", p. 338.

98

Note that the location of the inspection of the animals by a Temple official does not have a direct
bearing on the location of their prior sale. For a discussion of this see Sanders, Judaism, p. 86,
and Section IV .1.3 of Appendix IV.
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immediately outside the Temple Mount. This will be discussed in detail in Sections 6.2.5
and 6.2.6.

5.4.2 Short Duration
The second argument is the curious suggestion that such a market was unusual and that it
did not last long, but that Jesus Cleansed the temple when it was there.
V. Epp stein ( 1964) and those who follow him99 find the need, because of their
underlying assumption that the Outer Court was indeed the location of the incident, to
invent reasons for placing a market there. They may be included as examples of this
second argument.
D. Flusser (1968) 100 claimed that it was not until after Jesus' death that the trade was
banished from the Outer Court. He gave no support for this claim.
B. Chilton (1991) agreed with Flusser that the trade was in the Outer Court but that it
"did not last". 101 He seems to have done this on the basis ofV. Eppstein's suggestion
that the animals were allowed into the Outer Court because of an innovation by Caiaphas.
This has been demonstrated by C.A. Evans and others to be "speculation".102

5.5 THE ITEMS FOR SALE
The animals mentioned in the Gospel accounts of the Cleansing of the Temple were of
course destined for sacrifice. Indeed, the individual sacrifices of the pilgrims as well as
the daily sacrifices formed the "heart and centre"103 of the worship of the Temple, so
much so that the daily sacrifice was still offered during the siege of Jerusalem in AD 70
and at the height of famine. It was considered a great calamity when it had to cease.104

99

See Section 5.3.3.1.

100

cf. Russer, D., Jesus, New York: Herder and Herder, ET 1969 (Gennan original 1968), pp. 108-9.

101

Chilton, "q>payiAA1ov", pp. 335-7.

102

See Section 5.3.3.1.

103

Schurer, Age II, p. 300.

104

cf. War 6:94 and M. Ta 4:6B Neusner 315, which both agree that this took place on 17 Tammuz;
cf. under Antiochus IV Epiphanes (175-164 BC) Dan 8: 11-13, 11:31, 12:11, Ant 12:251; Schilrer,
Age If, p. 300; Smith, Topography, Economics and History II, p. 523.
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5.5.1 Cattle
Cattle (1j?~, (3ovs, bos) are mentioned in the Gospel account only in John. Why this
should be so need not concern us here. I 05
A number of scholars admit that there is little evidence that cattle or sheep were sold in the
Outer Court.1° 6 Their reasons can be summarised as follows.
According to Jewish law, a young bull (1~ or 1j?~i11~, µooxos, juvencus) was
required to be offered only by the high priest107 or on behalf of the whole nation 108 for
inadvertent sins. On the Day of Atonement one was offered, and on the Feast of Booths a
large number. Two young bulls were offered as community sacrifices on Passover
morning.109 These last two were also on behalf of the community, and were purchased
from Temple funds. In other words there would have been no need, no market, for such
animals within the Outer Court.110
With a similar conclusion, cattle, according to E. Haenchen (1984), were too expensive
for the ordinary pilgrim to use as a private offering.111
The passages from the Mishnah often quoted in support of cattle in the Outer Court, do
not in fact provide any convincing evidence for such a trade.11 2
M. Sheq 5:3 Neusner 259 refers merely to seals and not to any actual presence of
animals.113
M. Sheq 7:2 Neusner 262, in the Neusner translation certainly may appear to support the
presence of cattle dealers on the Temple Mount. However as G. Selong (1971) has
pointed out, in the Hebrew no connection can be made between the cattle dealers and the
Temple Mount. Referring to the H. Danby (1933) translation, one may see more clearly
105

It is worth pointing out that the order of animals in John 2: 14 is that of Lev 1:3,10,14(ad.P).

106

e.g. Bauckham, R., "Jesus' Demonstration in the Temple", in: Lindars, B., (ed.), Law and
Religion, Cambridge: James Clarke & Co., 1988, p. 78; Derrett, ''Zeal", p. 83; Sanders, Judaism,
p. 88; Haenchen, John 1, p. 182b; Selong, "Cleansing", Pt III, p. 93.

-107

cf. Lev 4:3(P); M. Hor 2: lA-B Neusner 692.

108

cf. Lev 4:14(ad.P); M. Hor l:4H-I etc. Neusner 691-2.

109

cf. Lev 1:1-17(ad.P); Ant 3:226; Philo, Sp Laws, 1:163.

110

cf. Sanders, Judaism, p. 88.

111

cf. Haenchen, John 1, p. 182b.

112

cf. Selong, "Cleansing", Pt III, p. 93.

113

For more on Seals see Section IV .1.2 of Appendix IV.
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that the Halakah referred only to money in general and not specifically to money found
before cattle-dealers.11 4 The version in T. Sheq 3:9A Neusner 2: 179 supports this
interpretation.
M. Sheq 7:3 Neusner 262 deals with "meat" and not with living animals.
M. Sheq 7 :4 Neusner 263, although referring to living animals, refers only to cattle
"found between Jerusalem and Migdal Eder - and in an equivalent range on all sides of
the city".
Thus, it is not possible from the literary sources to recover the location of a cattle market
in or near Jerusalem.
A. Edersheim (1883) 11 5 claimed that M. Erub 10:9 Neusner 228 spoke of a cattle market,
but it only refers to a poultry and wool market. Even M. Men. 13:7-9 Neusner 764 is of
no use for it merely recounts the procedure to be followed when bringing an ox or young
bullock for sacrifice. We may, however, draw the reasonable assumption that such a
I,·,

market existed in or near Jerusalem, if on1y to furnish the provisions of the sacrifices that
needed cattle. The Rabbinic sources mention a butchers market, 116 and although this
would have been strictly for the preparation of meat as food, nevertheless provides us
with a convenient example. The ability to purchase in Jerusalem "a domesticated animal
for a peace offering", 11 7 also is indicative of the necessary market.
Unfortunately, other ancient literature is of little help here.
The Bible speaks only of choice cattle as coming from Bashan (cf. Ps 22: 12).
Eupolemus, writing soon after 150 BC, indicated that cattle were imported from

'Apaf3ia, i.e. east of the Jordan, which c AD 30 was colonised in part by Jews.118
Aristeas 113 gave rather an exaggerated claim that cattle "of all varieties" were raised

114

cf. Danby, H., (tr.), The Mishnah, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1933, p. 160, M. Sheq 7:2 reads: "If
money was found before cattle-dealers, it must be deemed to be [Second] Tithe [money]; if [it was
found] in the Temple Mount it may it may be deemed to be common money; if in Jerusalem,
during a Feast it must be deemed [Second] Tithe [money], and at all other times of the year
common money." See also the comment of Comfeld, The Historical Jesus, p. 154.

115

cf. Edersheim, Life, p. 83.

116

T. Nid 6: l 7D Neusner 6:224.

117

M. MS 1:3-4 Neusner 132; According to Lev l:14(adP), 3:l,7,12(adP), birds, cattle, sheep or
goats were required for a peace offering; cf. M. Ker 3:7 A Neusner 842, for mention of a meat
market in Emmaus.

118

cf. Jeremias, Jerusalem, p. 38; Smith, Topography, Economics and History I, p. 315, which also
has the Greek original.
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around Jerusalem. Rabbinic literature gives us yet another origin, "Sharon",119 the costal
plain between Joppa and the base of Mount Carmel.120
None of these provide any clues as to the location of the Jerusalem cattle market. We
should not be surprised at this when it is remembered that few private individuals could
have afforded to purchase one for food, much less an unblemished one for sacrifice.
Nevertheless it would not be unreasonable to suppose that such a cattle market be located,
especially around pilgrimage time when presumably the number of wealthy worshippers
would increase, as near as possible to the Temple Mount. The Temple officials
responsible for purchasing cattle, as well as rich individual pilgrims could then buy
unclean animals for food and/or clean cattle for sacrifice.

5.5.2 Sheep
The sheep (1~~, np6f3aTov, ovis) of John's account present a slightly more promising
prospect for relocation.
Sheep were one of the main animals used for sacrifice in the Jerusalem Temple.121
In pre-exilic times they came from Bashan and Moab.122 In post-exilic times they came
from Kedar.123 Rabbinic material mentioned Moab124 and Kedar.125 As a territory,
Kedar was located east of the Transjordan, but in the Bible it was a clan of
Ishmaelites, 126 wandering traders who brought sheep from as far as Tyre for sale.127

119

cf. T. Men 9: 13A Neusner 5: 142; b. Men. 87a on 8:6 Sonc 527; Safrai, "Temple and Service", p.
321.

120

cf. Jeremias, Jerusalem, p. 47; Reed, W.L., "Sharon", in: Buttrick, G.A., et. al. (eds.), The
Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible: Volume 4, Nashville: Abingdon, 1962, p. 308b.

121

cf. Ex 20:24(E), Num 22:40(1), Lev 1: IO(ad.P), 4:32(ad.P), 5:15(ad.P), 22:2l(ad.P)~ Philo, Sp Laws,
1:169.

122

cf. Deut 32: 14(special tradition), 2 Kings 3:4.

123

cf. Isa 60: 7.

124

cf. T. Men 9:13A Neusner 5:142; b. Men 87a on 8:6 Sonc 527; cf. Safrai, "Temple and Service",
p. 321.

125

cf. The discussion on Baba b. Buta in Section 5.3.2 who obtained his flock from Kedar.

126

cf. Jer 49:29,32.

127

cf. Ezek 27:21.
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Exactly where sheep were sold either for normal consumption or for sacrifice in
Jerusalem cannot be ascertained with any certainty. However, in trying to paint a
consistent picture with what little evidence there is, we are presented with two
possibilities, one of which is to the south of the Temple Mount.
Neh 3:1,32, 12:39 attests to the construction of a 1~Sit

11'W

(n nvA11 nnpof3aTll<Tl,

porta Gregarius) by priests, which according to Neh 12:27ff was a gate in the wall of the
city of Jerusalem north of the Temple Mount, to the north of its north-east comer. It may
have been called the "Benjamin Gate" before the exile.128
Because of the recurrence of the word npof3aTlKr} in Jn 5:2, and despite the absence of
1TVA11, many scholars translate Jn 5:2 something like the NRSV and Vulgate:

"Now in Jerusalem by the Sheep Gate (npof3aTlKfl, Probaticus) there is a
pool (K0Av1-1f3n8pa, piscina), called in Hebrew Bethzatha (B118sa8a,
Bethsaida), ... "
Some translations including the King James Version, render it as "sheep market" rather

~ti

than "gate", a not unreasonable assumption, considering that such markets were often
near city gates, and the holding of a sheep market near a gate would naturally lead to the
gate being called the Sheep Gate. Other translations (such as the New English Bible)
render npof3aTtKr} "sheep pool", but nevertheless locate it in roughly the same area.129
In addition, the documentary sources tell of a wool market in "Bethzetha"

(~n""i n""~,

B118sa8a), i.e. a rise north of the Temple.130 Josephus wrote of a wool market,131 and

the Rabbinic testimony of wool dealers.132 There is also mention of weavers in the
Mishnah. Presumably they worked with wool, but their area was near the "dung gate" at
the southern end of Jerusalem.133

128

Jer 20:2, 37:13, 38:7, Zech 14:10; Smith, Topography, Economics and History I, p. 201.

129

cf. Wieand, DJ., "John V.2 and the Pool of Bethesda", in: NTS 12(1966), pp. 392-404, for a
discussion of textual problems.

130

See Section 6.2.3.

131

cf. War 5:331,337; Josephus in War 5:151 translated "f3e~e8a" as "Katvii n6Ats". Whatever
"Bezetha" may mean it does not mean "New City" (The Aramaic means "house of olives''), cf.
War 2:530. New Testament scholars have been quick to identify Josephus' "f3e~e8a" with John's
Bn6£:a6a of Jn 5:2. For a thorough discussion of this name see: Barrett, Gospel of John, pp.
251-3; Smith, Topography, Economics and History I, p. 244.

132

cf. M. Erub 10:9E Neusner 228; b. Erub 101b on 10:9 Sane 702; although Lam R. 2:19 Sane
4: 182 indicates the presence of a wool market

133

cf. M. Ed 1:3E Neusner 640; Neh 2:13, 3:13,14, 12:31.
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Whatever may be the true picture, the very least we can say is that the area north of the
Temple Mount had for a number of centuries been associated with sheep. Whether it was
a market for sheep destined for sacrifice is another matter.134

!

Eusebius seems to have been the first person to suggest that, given his preference for the
rendering "Sheep Pool", the sheep were washed in a pool before being led into the
Temple.135 This is unlikely given the weight of evidence in favour of a sheep
gate/market.
The so-called "Pool of Israel" (?~1W-, i1~1~), located outside the eastern end of the
outer north wall of the Temple Mount, is frequently assumed to be the sight of the
washing of the sacrificial animals before they were led into the Temple Mount for
sacrifice, that is of the Sheep PooI.136 This is unlikely, for several reasons.
If the animals were washed here, and there is no direct evidence for this, then it would
make more sense for them to have been washed here prior to sale. If washed here after
sale and before sacrifice, they would have been taken from the market to the ,~, tt,-i

it ~ 1 ~, and then (back ?) into the Temple Mount. Further, washing after sale could
possibly expose blemishes, or indeed create them, which otherwise would go unnoticed.
Surely, much more likely, if indeed it was used for washing sacrificial animals, is the
possibility that they were washed here prior to sale, and then led to the market.
The Mishnah speaks of only one gate on the north of the Temple Mount, the so-called
Tadi Gate, which it described as "serving no purpose at all".13 7 That probably meant that
it had been blocked up for some time.138 Herod's filling up operation to level the

northern section of the Outer Court, meant that this gate was apparently buried
completely.139 Josephus too mentioned a northern gate of the temple,140 and although
134

cf. Brockington, L.H., Ezra, Nehemiah and Esther, Greenwood, S.C.: Attic Press, 1969, p. 134,
in discussing the situation in Nehemiah's time, could not draw a conclusion as to whether the
market was for sacrificial animals or not; Batten, L.W., The Books of Ezra and Nehemiah,
Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1913, repr. 1972, p. 208; Blenkinsopp, J., Ezra-Nehemiah, London:
S.C.M. Press, 1989, p. 233.

135

"Bn~aea KOAuµf3n8pa tv · 1epouoaAT)µ, TlTlS' £0TlV Tl npof3aTlKT}. TO TrOAOlOV £ OTOCIS'
txouo a.", Eusebius, Das Onomastikon der Biblischen Ortsnamen, Klostermann, E., (ed.),
Hildesheim: Georg Olms Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1966, p. 58 nn. 21-2; cf. Finegan, Archaeology,
p. 228b.

136

e.g. Ritmeyer, L. and Ritmeyer, K., The Archaeology of Herod's Temple Mount, Harrogate,
England: Ritmeyer Archaeological Design, 1996, p. 22a.

137

M. Mid 1:3D Neusner 873; cf. M. Mid 1:9K Neusner 875.

138

cf. Ben-Dov, Shadow, pp. 143-4.

139

cf. Ritmeyer, "Architectural Development", p. 218.

140

cf. War 2:537, 6:222.
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some regard this as a gate in the northern wall of the Temple Mount,141 judging from the
context, it is more likely to be a northern gate of the W1j?~ .
Unfortunately, archaeology is of no use here. The northern wall of the Temple Mount
was apparently completely destroyed by the Roman anny in AD 70,142 and so there is no
surviving remains of the wall or of a gate (cf. FIGS. 18, 20 and 29).
Some scholars have drawn a probable equation between the Tadi Gate and the Sheep
Gate (cf. FIG. 14).143 However, again this is unlikely because: the sheep gate was
clearly a city gate and not a temple gate; and because archaeological work has failed to
find any remains of a gate on the northern boundary of the Herodian Temple Mount144
This second reason is significant because if there was a market or entrance for the
sacrificial animals to the north of the Temple Mount, they would have to travel right
round the Temple Mount to one of the other entrances on the west or south.145
Further, the same Rabbinic tradition that claimed that rams were brought from Moab also
stated that lambs came from Hebron, which is to the south of Jerusalem. Lambs were
particularly necessary for the Passover. Would it not make more sense to have the lamb
and sheep market in the southern part of Jerusalem, close to the place they were needed
and close to their entrance into Jerusalem?
Far more likely then is the scenario that the sheep market to the north of the Temple
Mount was for normal f ocxi consumption and other needs, 146 and that the sheep required
for sacrifice were put on sale outside the main entrances to the Temple Mount, namely the
Double and Triple Gates. In Section 6.2.6 the existence of such a site will be established.

141

cf. Ritmeyer, "Architectural Development", p. 20 1.

1~42

cf. Ritmeyer, "Architectural Development", p. 200.

143

e.g. Finegan, Archaeology, p. 214b; Neh 3:1,32, 12:32.

144

cf. Finegan, Archaeology, p 214a; Margalit, "Jerusalem of the Second Temple Period", p. 46.

145

An entrance in the eastern wall is also problematical. In any case if one did exist it led straight

into the Kidron valley, and had no known association with sheep.

146

cf. Finegan, Archaeology, p. 214b, who noted that the Jerusalem sheep market is still held at the
northeastern comer of the Old City. Perhaps if it was originally only for sacrificial animals then it
would have ceased with the destruction of the Temple.
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5.5.3 Doves
With pigeons (il~i\ nEptoTEpa, columba) and turtledoves

(1Il, Tpvywv, turtur), we

tread on surer ground, for not only is there more mention of them in the literature, but
there is also archaeological evidence that points to the sale of doves immediately outside
the Temple Mount.
Doves (a term which is loosely applied to both pigeons and turtledoves) were used in the
following cases.
"In three cases of obligatory offerings - for the cleansing of a man (Lev
15: 14) or a woman (15:29) who had suffered from a discharge, and for the
cleansing of a Nazarite (Num 6:10) - doves were the prescribed offering for
everybody. But in all other cases they were an alternative offering for those
who could not afford the more expensive sacrificial animals [cf. M. Ker.
6:8F, Lk 2:24]. This was true of three types of obligatory offerings - for the
purification of women after childbirth (Lev 12:6-8), for the cleansing of a
leper (Lev 14:22), and as guilt offerings (Lev 5:7) - as well as of voluntary
offerings - freewill and votive offerings (cf. Lev 1:14). A poor person would
probably sacrifice an animal other than a dove only very rarely, but would
quite frequently sacrifice doves." 147

5.5.3.1 Doves: Rabbinic Halakot
The Jerusalem Talmud records the tradition that pigeons for sacrifice were bred on the
Mount of Olives.148 Lamentations Rabbah went a step further and taught that doves for
sacrifice were sold there as well:
"There were two cedars on the Mount of Olives, beneath one of which were
four stalls of sellers of birds for ritual purification. "149
Josephus may very well have alluded to the same market in War 5:505, locating a

lTEptoTEpwv (columbarium, dovecote) there.

f47

Bauckham, "Demonstration", p. 76; cf. Lev 14:30(ad.P); Ant 3:230; Philo, Sp Laws, 1:162.

148

cf. Y. Ta 69a on 4:5 XIII.A-B Neusner 18:279; See Section 5.3.4.

149

Lam R. 2:2 Sonc 4: 162. Note that Jeremias, Jerusalem, p. 48, incorrectly translated this passage,
implying that lambs, sheep, flour, oil and wine were also sold here for sacrifice. On the following
page (Sonc 4: 163) there is: "R. Huna said: There were three hundred stalls of sellers of birds for
ritual purification in Magdaia of the Dyers". The footnote explained that Magdaia of the Dyers is a
town near Tiberias, although Jeremias thought this uncertain. Lam R. 3:3 Sonc 4:192 suggested a
round trip to Jerusalem from Magdaia could be done in a day, although the context does not allow
us to draw any parallels. The earliest R. Huna flourished 254-294.
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It has been suggested that "the Royal Mountain" is the preferred reading for "the Mount
of Olives" in the quote from Lamentations Rabbah.150 The same tradition that placed the
breeding of rams in Moab, lambs in Hebron and calves in Sharon that we saw in the last
two sections, placed the raising of doves on "the Royal Mountain".
Frequently, in discussions of the doves, scholars also mention the Halakah regarding R.
Simeon b. Gamaliel:151
"A pair of birds in Jerusalem went up in price to a golden denar. Said Rabban
Simeon b. Gamaliel,152 "By this sanctuary! I shall not rest tonight until they
shall be at [silver] denars." He entered the court and taught [the following
law]: "The woman who is subject to five miscarriages [or] five confirmed
fluxes brings a single offering. And she eats animal sacrifices. And the rest
[of the offerings] do not remain as an obligation for her". And pairs of birds
stood on that very day at a quarter-denar each [one one-hundredth of the
former price]." 153
The significance of this Halakah for the present discussion is that scholars such as R.
Bauckham (1988) suggest that the price of pigeons was initially high because the temple
authorities had a monopoly on them.154 One implication of this assumption is that their
sale must have been in an area where they had control, namely the Outer Court.
It is difficult to see why Bauckham is right. The Halakah implies that normally doves

were for sale "in Jerusalem" not on the Temple Mount. Certainly the temple authorities
,1 1

had the final say whether a particular bird was fit for sacrifice,155 but that is not the same
as saying that they had a monopoly on their production or sale. Indeed, E.P. Sanders
(1992) claimed that the story merely indicated that the sale of doves was subject to the
law of supply and demand and therefore not monopolistic.156
Another Rabbinic tradition indicated that in the Court of Women there were two "shofar"
chests labelled "bird offerings" (for turtledoves) and "young birds for a burnt offering"
(for pigeons).157
150

cf. Footnote n. 1 to Lam. R. 2:2 Sonc 162.

151

cf. Abrahams, Pharisaism , p. 87; Jeremias, Jerusalem , pp. 33-4; Eppstein, "Historicity", p. 55;
Chilton, Temple of Jesus , pp. 102-3, repeated in Chilton, A Feast of Meanings, pp. 58-9.

1_;; 2

Rabban Simeon b. Gamaliel I flourished well after the time of Jesus, although it was before the
destruction of the Temple. He was an influential member of the Sanhedrin, cf. Josephus, Life,
189ff.

153

M. Ker 1:7K-Q Neusner 838.

154

cf. Bauckham, "Demonstration", p. 77.

155

cf. M. Sheq 5: 1A(4) Neusner 258.

156

cf. Sanders, Judaism, p. 89.

157

cf. M. Sheq 6:5D,G,H Neusner 261; T. Sheq 3: lA Neusner 2:177; See also Section 3.4.
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"Bird offerings: He who says, "Lo, I pledge myself to give a bird offering",
brings the money for his bird offering and puts it into the shofar-chest. ...
Priests empty them [in the normal way] and buy with them bird-offerings and
offer half of them up as sin-offerings and half of them as burnt-offerings."158
This procedure which has no mentioned Rabbinic authority, opens the possibility that
pilgrims in fact had a choice of method in purchasing doves. They could either purchase
doves personally or deposit the equivalent amount in one of the shofar chests in the Court
of Women. In Appendix IV, Section IV.1.2, a third choice is presented.
The second method (as does the third) indirectly attests against a dove market in the Outer
Court. It would simply have been unnecessary and more cumbersome.

5.5.3.2 Doves: Archaeology
Archaeological evidence for the sale of doves to the south of the Temple Mount was
unearthed in the excavations of B. Mazar in 1968. Found at the Herodian street level in a
shaft dug against the outside of the south Temple Mount wall 159 was part of the stone160
leg of a vessel. On the side was carved the Hebrew word 1'.:J1P, meaning "sacrifice".161
Below the inscription two upside down figures of doves were scratched (FIG. 30).162
Mazar later interpreted this find as proof of the existence of a market for doves not simply
in the Outer Court but in the Royal Stoa.163 E.P. Sanders (1992), 164 among others, has
followed his lead. The existence of the stone-leg on the Herodian street rather than on the

158

T. Sheq 3:2A,E Neusner 2:177; cf. M. Sheq 6:5J Neusner 261. Note the Gemara b. Men. 107b on
13:6 Sonc 662, which portrayed a Rabbinic discussion on the meaning and use of the six shofar
chests for freewill offerings, and suggested that four of them were used for offerings in lieu of "a
bull, a calf, a ram, a lamb". However, from the context and the ensuing discussion this need not
be incorporated into the present analysis.

159

Other authors who subsequently wrote of this find place its discovery under or very near
Robinson's Arch. Why they should do this is uncertain. They are obviously referring to the same
find. For example, Shanks, Jerusalem: An Archaeological Biography, p. 152.

160

See Section 6.2.5 for the significance of stone.

-f"-

161

cf. M. MS 4:lOA Neusner 142; Smallwood, The Jews Under Roman Rule, p. 162 n. 65.

162

cf. Mazar, First Preliminary Report, p. 15; Mazar, Mountain, p. 108; Mazar, "Excavations", pp.
58-9; Ritmeyer and Ritmeyer, "Reconstructing", pp. 159-60; Shanks, Jerusalem: An
Archaeological Biography, p. 156; Magen, Y., "Jerusalem as a Center of the Stone Vessel
Industry during the Second Temple Period", in: Geva, H., (ed.), Ancient Jerusalem Revealed,
Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society, 1994, p. 254; Ben-Dov, Shadow, p. 160.

163

See Section 5.3.3.

164

cf. Sanders, Judaism, p. 113; Ritmeyer, "A Pilgrim's Journey", p. 44.
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Temple Mount Mazar attributed to the destruction of the Temple by the Romans, during
which debris from the Royal Stoa was thrown down.165
However, the simplest explanation is the best here. Mazar' s theory of a thriving market in
the Royal Stoa, based on a reading of the Rabbinic literature regarding the meeting place
of the Sanhedrin, has been discounted. 16 6 The remains of the stone vessel were found on
the Herodian street because that is where it came from. No similar vessel has been found
elsewhere. Although an argument from silence it suggests the possibility that such
vessels did not have a wide circulation, that is they were confined to the Temple Mount
and surrounding areas. Further, it is not unreasonable to suppose that such vessels were
hired out so that pilgrims could transport their doves to the Wij?t.J, and return them for
reuse.

5.5.4 Flour, oil and wine
Num 15: 1-10(adP) stipulated that whenever cattle, sheep or doves were offered, they

ii

were to be offered along with flour and oil (the cereal offering) and wine (the drink
offering).167
For a young ram (W:fJ,

aµvos,

agnus): one-tenth of an ephah (2.2 litres) of (wheat)

flour mixed with one-fourth of a hin (0.9 litres) of (olive) oil, and one-fourth of a hin of
wine.

,,

For a ram(?""~, Kpt6s, aries): two-tenths of an ephah of flour mixed with one-third of a
hin of oil and one-third of a hin of wine.
For a young bull C,!J or 1j?:Ji1 1:J, µ6oxos-, juvencus): three-tenths of an ephah of
flour mixed with half a hin of oil, and half a hin of wine.
Olive oil

c1cw' £Aa lOV, oleum) could also be offered independently.168

165

Mazar, "The Royal Stoa in the Southern Part of the Temple Mount", p. 147.

166

See Section 5.3.3.

167

See Section IV .1 of Appendix IV.

168

e.g. Oil: Lev 14:10-ll(adP); cf. Gen 28:18(E), 35:14(E), Mic 6:7.
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We can be reasonably confident that this practice continued down to AD 70 since
Josephus mentioned exactly the same amounts for each animal, 169 and the Mishnah
tractate Menahot goes into characteristic detaiJ.170
It is curious then that the Gospel accounts of the Cleansing do not mention the sale of
flour, oil or wine. There may be two reasons for this. Cereal and drink offerings were
not needed for the Passover sacrifice, and so simply may not have been sold in the
market when Jesus Cleansed. 171 It is also likely that despite the Passover season, many
pilgrims would have taken advantage of their presence in Jerusalem to offer additional
sacrifices for which the additional offerings would have been needed. In that case it is
quite possible that these items were sold separately in their respective markets.172 Given
the right container, there was much less chance of them being contaminated between
purchase and sacrifice. In other words, there would have been no urgent need for them to
be sold immediately near the Temple Mount along with the animals.

5.6 SOLOMON'S ST ABLES

'
I.I'i
I

I

L'

One final possibility for a location of the market on the Temple Mount needs to be
assessed.
Following an arson attack on the Al-Aqsa Mosque in 1969, wholesale repairs were
undertaken, which necessitated clearing underground rubble down to bedrock. An
underground passage was discovered, abutting the inner side of the Southern Wall of the
Temple Mount. It runs from the eastern side of the vestibule of the Double Hulda Gate,
through the vestibule of the Triple Gate and into Solomon's Stables (FIGS. 21 and
22).173

'"'
..•.

169
170
~-

I~!

cf. Ant 3:233-4; e.g Taylor, The Gospel According to St Mark, p. 462a .
e.g. M. Men 4:2 Neusner 740, 7:4 Neusner 747, 9:3H Neusner 751; M. Men 8:1-6 Neusner 748750, gives lists of places from which the flour, oil and wine were obtained; Safrai, "The Temple
and Service", p. 321.

171

See Section IV.1.2 of Appendix IV.

172

e.g. A flour market is specifically mentioned in: M. Men 10:5A Neusner 755.

173

cf. Cornfeld, The Historical Jesus, pp. 120-3, 144-53, 155; Ritmeyer and Ritmeyer,
"Reconstructing", pp. 38-9; Maier, P.L., In the Fullness of Time, San Francisco: Harper, 1991,
p. 120; Charlesworth, J.H., Jesus within Judaism: New Light from Exciting Archaeological
Discoveries, New York: Doubleday, 1988, p. 117; Witherington, The Christo logy of Jesus, p.
113 n. 307.
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5.6.1 Solomon's Stables as a Market Place
G. Cornfeld (1982) proposed that the site of the sacrificial animal market was the socalled Solomon's Stables, 174 and that the animals were purchased in Solomon's Stables
and removed by the pilgrim along the passage to the Hulda Gates and thence to the
Temple Mount.
This scenario is impractical because it would mean that there were two markets almost
side by side, one on the Southern Plaza, 175 and one in Solomon's Stables. It would also
mean that once having bought the animal, a pilgrim would have taken it up the Triple
Gate ramp, across the Outer Court, and into the Temple proper. An activity which is
unlikely, given the high probability of animal droppings and associated problems.176

5.6.2 Solomon's Stables as a place of Storage
Nevertheless Solomon's Stables as a place for the storage of sacrificial animals after
purchase and prior to sacrifice is a distinct possibility.
Such storage places existed on the Temple Mount. In the Mishnah as part of its
~i

I

description of the daily morning sacrifices, we learn that a lamb chamber existed in the
Wij?i.), on the north-west comer. It housed the lambs that were to be sacrificed as part
of the daily morning and evening sacrifices.177
Mention should be made too of Jn 13:29, since A. Edersheim (1883) suggested that it
referred to Judas buying (among other things) the Passover lamb the evening before the
slaughtering of the Passover lambs.178
If Edersheim was right, then of course, the obvious question, where did Judas pen the
lamb, would be raised. However, the issue raises more problems than it solves. The
Johannine chronology placed the "Last Supper" - or at least the fourth Gospel's substitute
for it in chapters 13 to 17 - the evening before the sacrifice of the Passover lamb. If this

174

cf. Cornfeld, The Historical Jesus, pp. 151, 155; See Section 2.6.5.

175

See Section 6.2.6.

'17 6

See Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.3.

177
178

cf. M. Tam 3:3 Neusner 865; M. Ar 2:5A Neusner 812, M. Mid 1:6F Neusner 874; b. Yorn 15b
on 1:2 Sonc 70; Schilrer, Age II, p. 304.
cf. Edersheim, Life, p. 810.
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was so, then the "Last Supper" could not have been a Passover meal (in John, it should
be noted, it is not portrayed as such).179
J. Jeremias (1964) asked the obvious question here. Why go and buy the necessities at
night when Judas presumably had all the following day? His solution was that the event
occurred not in the evening of the beginning of 14 Nisan but with the Synoptics on the
next evening - the very time that the Passover Seder was to be eaten.180 This proposal
though a neat one, fails to take into account Jn 13:1 and the fact that by then all the
Passover lambs would have been offered.181 Moreover, "the festival" of Jn 13:29 cannot
refer to the feast of Unleavened bread as some suppose, 182 given the earlier indication in
Jn 13: 1 that the festival of Passover is meant
In Chapter 2 it was shown that the Herodian Temple not only shared many architectural
features with that of other Temples in the ancient world, but also it shared many customs
and ritual practices. Especially it was noted that animals were generally forbidden to enter
the TeµEvos unless they were being led from purpose-built grazing pens outside the
Temple complex altogether to sacrifice. "Solomon's Stables" may well have been in effect
this second TE µEvos.

5.7 A POSSIBLE SCENARIO
The possibility that Solomon's Stables was used as a temporary storage area for animals
destined for sacrifice along with the likelihood that no market existed on the Temple
Mount begs the question as to how animals were led to sacrifice.

If a viable method can be proposed for the procedure that removes the need for a market
on the Temple Mount, then that not only adds weight to the thesis that no market existed
on the Temple Mount, it provides an impetus to look for an alternative site for that
market. That task will be attempted in the next chapter.
Such a scenario is constructed in the Appendix: "A Possible Scenario", since its details
are not germane to the central thesis of this work. In summary however, the following
procedure seems possible.

t

179

See Section 4.5.3.2; Brown, John XII-XX!, p. 576.

180

cf. Jeremias, Eucharistic, p. 55; Carson, John, p. 475.

181

A Passover lamb could not be bought after it had been sacrificed. Ownership had to be secured
prior to sacrifice. See Section IV.1.1 of Appendix IV.

182

cf. Carson, John, p. 475.
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A pilgrim, in addition ·to purchasing a quadruped for sacrifice at a nearby market also
purchased the necessary cereal and drink offering (except at Passover). The pilgrim then
proceeded with his offerings into the vestibule of either the Double or Triple Hulda Gates
to the entrance of the passageway along the inside of the southern wall, or went round the
south-east comer of the Temple Mount and into Solomon's Stables (cf. FIG. 23 item
20).

He handed these over to an official (most likely a priest), who in return gave him (or her)
the appropriate seal(s) after checking the offerings for ritual cleanness. The items were
then stored in Solomon's Stables. The pilgrim then walked onto the Temple Mount, into
the wipe and into the Court of Israel (or of Women). There a levite would take the
seals and arrange the sacrifice indicated. In the case of a man, the quadruped would be
led over to the pilgrim in order for him to lay on hands (except at Passover) and slit the
throat of the victim.

5.8 OTHER ARGUMENTS AGAINST AN OUTER COURT MARKET
Four other reasons have been proposed from time to time as indicating that a market in
the Outer Court was not likely. It should be noted however that in each case, those who
acknowledged these reasons did not thereby deny the existence of a market in the Outer
Court, especially when Jesus was there.

5.8.1 Supply of Fodder too much Bother
E.P. Sanders (1992) in arguing that the Johannine account, with its unique addition of
sheep and cattle, is unhistorical, gave as one reason the fact that far too much fodder
would have been necessary to sustain these animals. In addition, the owners would have
had to drive these animals in and out of the Temple Mount each day, and at the end of
each day clean out the mess created.183
We should not overestimate the numbers of animals involved. Admittedly, Josephus
gives some rather large figures, e.g. 256,500 in War 6:424, but we can safely disregard
1,

I.•

these as an exaggeration.184

183

cf. Sanders, Judaism, p. 87.

184

cf. Jeremias, Jerusalem, p. 78.
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Given the likelihood that at Passover, one lamb sufficed for on average ten pilgrims, 185
and that the total number of pilgrims and inhabitants in Jerusalem at the time was
approximately 100,000, we arrive at a rough figure of some 10,000 lambs slaughtered at
Passover. It would be unlikely to be an order of magnitude higher or lower.
If pilgrims started arriving in Jerusalem about a week before Passover,186 that leaves at
most seven days in which to buy a lamb, or about 1,500 lambs per day for sale. The
entire Temple Mount, not excluding the Wip~ was some 144,000 sq. m. in area, which
would have allowed plenty of room for pilgrims, animals, and fodder.
Such a situation is not a priori unreasonable, especially at a high pilgrimage festival such
as Passover. However, the other factors discussed above preclude animals on the Temple
Mount.

5.8.2 Too Noisy for Sanctity
An interesting reason for suspecting that there were no animals under normal
circumstances being sold on the Temple Mount is the question of noise. That is, that such
a collection of animals, owners, buyers and so on would of necessity create noise, and
that this would not only distract worshippers, but detract from the inherent sanctity of the
outer and inner courts of the Temple.187
Some have even suggested that the noise prevented Gentiles from worshipping and
praying in the Court, and that this was .one reason Jesus "Cleansed" the Temple, given
the addition to the words of Jesus in Mk 11: 17 .188
Certainly Philo described the Temple as "holy and austere", 189 but he specifically
referred only to the lack of decorations, a comment quite in keeping with the Jewish
prohibition on idols, for example, and not to any noisy activities that might or might not
have been going on.

i~;

1"'85

cf. War 6:423; b. Pes. 64b on 5:5-10 Sonc 326; Lam R. 1:2 Sonc 4:70-1.

186

See Section 4.5.3.1.

187

cf. Sanders, Judaism, p. 87.

I88

e.g. Filson, F.V., A New Testament History, London: S.C.M. Press, 1965 4th. impr. 1975, p.
129; Gaston, No Stone, p. 87, described this idea as an "absurdity". For a discussion of prayer in
the temple see: Knohl, I., "Between Voice and Silence: the Relationship between Prayer and
Temple Cult", in JBL 115,1(1996), pp. 17-30; See Section V.1.2. in Appendix V.

189

cf. Philo, Sp Laws, 1:74.
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5.8.3 Escaped Animals may enter Temple
The possibility that escaped animals from a supposed market in the Outer Court would
wander into the W1j?~ and thus cause a sacrilege is a real one and realised by V.
Epp stein ( 1964) in connection with his hypothesis of the innovation of a market by
Caiaphas. l 90
Unfortunately, Eppstein's references which he used to support this possibility,191 do not
in fact support him. However, it is not an unreasonable assumption, and adds further
weight to the conclusion that no animal market existed on the Temple Mount

5.8.4 Too Noisy for Sanhedrin
Much more likely is the possibility that such a market would have been too noisy for any
meeting of the Sanhedrin, assuming of course that they did indeed meet in the Outer
Court or in the Royal Stoa.192 More to the point, it would have been too noisy for any
teaching activity to have taken place there.193 Since teaching in the Outer Court is well
attested, this is another reasonable argument against a market in the Outer Court.

5.9 CONCLUSION
In this chapter we have looked in detail not only at the possibility of a market having been

in the Outer Court, but also at the possibility of individual groups of animals and their
associated food offerings being for sale on the Temple Mount.
m··

II

Again, there is no evidence for any of these.194 Such evidence that has been put forward
in the past has either been based merely on the weight of numbers as regards scholarly
opinion or on uncritical assumptions stemming from small pieces of documentation.

190

cf. Eppstein, "Historicity", p. 55; Beare, The Gospel According to Matthew, p. 416, who thought
of these wandering animals but not of them entering the Wij?~. Had he done so it would have
strengthened his argument against the historicity of the incident, See Section 7.3.1.

191

They are M. Qin 1:2ff Neusner 883ffand b. Me 19a on 5:1 Sonc 71 -3.

I
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I

J

192

cf. Rousseau and Arav, Jesus and His World: An Archaeological and Cultural Dictionary, p. 290;
See Section 5.3.3.

193

cf. Chilton, Temple of Jesus, p. 109; Edersheim , The Temple, p. 22.

194

Also the opinion of: Lane, The Gospel According to Mark, p. 403.
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If no evidence can be found for a market on the Temple Mount at any time prior to AD
70, and especially at the time Jesus was there (c AD 30), then where could the market
have been?
What evidence there is suggests the possibility that such a market was outside the Temple
Mount. But did such a market exist and could it be the location of the Cleansing? These
questions will be answered in the next chapter.

6 THE MARKET NEAR THE
TEMPLE MOUNT
"Of the ten measures of beauty that were bestowed on the world, Jerusalem
took nine."
b. Qid 49b on 2:2 Sonc 248
cf. b. Suk 51b on 5:1-4 Sonc 244

6.1 INTRODUCTION
From the previous chapters two conclusions are relevant for this chapter: there were no
money changers on the Temple Mount when Jesus Cleansed the temple and there was no
market on the Temple Mount.
In reaching these conclusions, it was observed that all the items necessary for the
/Iii
1.,
j

Cleansing act may well have been present outside the Temple Mount in one of the many
markets of the city of Jerusalem.
This chapter will first establish the existence of such a market, not simply in Jerusalem
but specifically immediately outside the Temple Mount.
Next, an explanation for the placement of the story by the Gospels

tv Ti;)

lEpi;) will be

sought in the ritual and social regard contemporary Jews had for Jerusalem itself and for
the area immediately surrounding the Temple Mount in which the markets were located.
It will be shown that these markets were considered the "Temple markets" of the day and
that therefore they are the most likely site of the Cleansing.

6.2 JERUSALEM MARKETS
Following S. Margalit (1987), I and others, Jerusalem of the late Second Temple Period
(FIG. 29) can be conveniently divided into four districts; each either had markets
associated with it or the possibility of such markets is indicated by at least one source. It

1

cf. Margalit, "Jerusalem of the Second Temple Period", pp. 44-65.
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was typical of many ancient cities in that shop keepers and tradesmen of particular types
tended to group together. 2

6.2.1 The Lower City
According to Josephus, the Lower City occupied that area south of the Temple Mount
(Ophel) 3 from the southern wall to the Pool of Siloam. It extended to the west across the
Tyroponean Valley (rupo1rotwv cpapa~)4 and at least part way up the eastern slope of
the western hill. The Lower City sat on a spur which extended south from the Temple.
The contour of the city wall to the east followed the shape of the west bank of the Kidron
Valley.
This district of Jerusalem was the site of the original "City of David" (2 Sam 5:9).5
Archaeological evidence strongly suggests that the residents largely consisted of Temple
officials, artisans and merchants. 6 In other words, it was not the district of the poor, as
previously thought. At the same time, it contained the f3ovAEVTf}ptov7 and possibly the
palace of Helena the Queen of Adiabene in Jesus' time. 8
The shops of the Lower City were in the market immediately south of the Temple Mount
and in the street which followed the Tyroponean Valley. Because of their importance, the
shops immediately south of the Temple Mount will be discussed further in Section 6.2.6.

6.2.2 The Upper City
The Upper City was to the west of the Lower City, and extended to the western wall and
down to the southern wall, both of which paralleled the Valley of Hinnom. It lay in effect
on what was known as the "Southwest hill".9 Its northern boundary was what is known
2

cf. Thompson and Wycherley, Athenian Agora XIV, p. 171.

3

"The Ophel ... began at the bottom of the monumental stairs at the foot of the southern wall
where the Hulda Gates were located", in: Rousseau and Arav, Jesus and His World: An
Archaeological and Cultural Dictionary, pp. I46b-7a.

4

cf. War 5:140.

5

cf. Lk 2:4,11, where Bethlehem is designated the "City of David".

6

cf. Rousseau and Arav, Jesus and His World: An Archaeological and Cultural Dictionary, p. 144a-

b.
7

See Sections 2.5.1.2 and 5.3.3.

8

Margalit, "Jerusalem of the Second Temple Period", p. 54.

9

cf. War 5:136; Smith, Topography, Economics and History II, pp. 448,485.
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as the northern first wall. It ran from the Hippicus Tower on the west Uust north of
Herod's palace / Praetorium) east to the Temple. Near the temple, the wall had a slowly
graded approach to a bridge which lifted the street to a gate in the temple wa11.10 It
extended over a street running parallel to the west temple wall. The arch so constructed is
known as "Wilson's Arch", and the bridge the "High Priest's Bridge".11
Here could be found the wealthier inhabitants of Jerusalem.12 Here could be found the
Palace of Herod the Great,13 later to be used by the procurators and prefects of Judea
whenever they were in Jerusalem. The Hasmonean Palace was also there, as well as the
House of Caiaphas. The ~voT6S was also in the Upper City.14
Josephus sometimes identified the Upper City (avw 1r6Ats") as the "Upper Market"
(avw ayopa).15 If there was a market place there, an ayopa, its mostly likely location
/:111

would have been immediately east of the Pretorium, i.e. opposite Herod's Palace.16 The
fourth Gospel identified a At86oTpWTOS (~r1~:l, Lithostrotos) immediately outside the
palace (Jn 19:13).

6.2.3 The Market
This was the district of the city west of the Temple Mount and encompased by the
northern first wall and the second wall. According to Josephus, 17 this was the
commercial centre of Jerusalem. Here one could find shops for wool, l8 metal-workers 19
and clothes. 20

10

cf. Ant 14:58, War 2:344.

11

Ben-Dov, Shadow, p. 124.

12

cf. Avigad, N., "Jerusalem Opposite the Temple Mount", in: Biran, A., (ed.), Temples and High
Places in Biblical Times, Jerusalem: The Nelson Glueck School of Biblical Archaeology of
Hebrew Union College - Jewish Institute of Religion, 1981, p. 152.

13

cf. War 5:245.

14

See Section 5.3.3.2.

l._5

cf. War 2:305,315, 5:137; cf. M. Sheq 8:lB Neusner 263; b. San 89a on 10:5-6 (M. 11:5-6) Sonc
593.

16

cf. Avi-Yonah, "Jerusalem in the Hellenistic and Roman Periods", p. 236.

17

cf. War 5:331.

18

•

cf. M. Erub 10:9E Neusner 228; Lam R. 2:19 Sonc 4:182; For a butcher's market see e.g. b. Erub
101b on 10:9 Sonc 702.

19

cf. Jer 6:29, 10:9,14, 24:1.

20

cf. Lam R. 1: 1 Sonc 2:69; Y. Ta 69a on 4:5 XIII.S Neusner 18:280.
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r,-.:J, 8El;e8a)

This was an area outside the (Second) wall of Jerusalem to the north of the Temple
Mount. Because this area was exposed, Herod Agrippa I (AD 37-44) decided to enclose it
by a (Third) wall. It was completed by the 2.ealots in the course of the First Revolt in AD
66.21 Consequently, at the time of Jesus this (third) wall did not exist.
According to literary sources, here could be found the timber market,22 and sheep and
wool markets. 23

6.2.4 The Tyropoeon Valley Street
Bisecting Jerusalem was the Tyropoeon Valley. Along the bed of this valley ran a street.
Beginning at the south near the Pool of Siloam (cf. Jn 9:7,11), at the so-called "Dung
Gate", it followed the valley and met the Southwest corner of the temple Mount.
Continuing northwards under "Robinson's Arch",24 it forked between Robinson's and
Wilson's Arches. One branch continued north parallel to the outer western wall of the
Temple Mount up to the Antonia Fortress. The other veared northwest, through the
Market district of the city and out to BEi;E8a through a gate in the second wall now
known as the Damascus Gate.
This street was a major traffic artery for the city. It was 10 m. wide, paved with stone
slabs, and bordered on both sides by high curbstones. Beneath the street was an aqueduct
which ran the whole length of the city.25
As in other cities of the period, and indeed today, stores were located along this main
street.26

21

cf. War 2:218, 5:148-155; See Section 6.3.1.1.

22

cf. War 2:530.

23

cf. Jn 5:2; Section 5.5.2.

2-4

25

26

See Section 2.5.1.1.
cf. Mazar, Second Preliminary Report, p. 16; Rousseau and Arav, Jesus and His World: An
Archaeological and Cultural Dictionary, p. 163a-b; Geva, "Jerusalem", p. 741a; Mazar, "Herodian
Jerusalem", p. 234; Kenyon, Digging up Jerusalem, p. 218.
cf. Safrai, The Economy of Roman Palestine, p. 37. He made the additional observation that
archaeological evidence for these stores in Herodian Jerusalem is as yet (1994) "unpublished in
scholarly literature". However, if one can include the shops of the Tyroponean Valley street that
were along the West Wall of the Temple, then there is some published material (though
disappointingly little); See Section 6.2.5.
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6.2.S The Outer West Wall of the Temple Mount
In modern times, this area and the area south of the southern wall was extensively
excavated by C. Warren (1867-9) and B. Mazar (1968-78). Warren was able to make
~·

preliminary excavations and reach some of the substructures of the walls by shafts and
tunnels,27 particularly in the south, and Mazar conducted major excavations with M. BenDov as field director and L. Ritmeyer as architect. Together, they excavated much of the
site down to the Herodian level. 28
Archaeology has established that there was a thriving market along the outer west wall of
the Temple Mount (i.e. along Tyropoeon Valley Street) at least during the later Second
Temple period. This can be stated with some degree of certainty for three reasons.
Firstly, remains of shops were found running against the western wall. A number of
walls built perpendicular to the western wall were found, including a flight of steps at the
southern end near the southwest comer. This flight of steps apparently led up to a narrow
street 3 m. wide that ran over the roofs of these shops. The perpendicular walls thus
formed a series of vaults which supported this narrow street.29 The cavities thus formed
were used as shops.
Significantly, on the opposite side of the street from the Temple Mount and very close to
Wilson's Arch stood the ~voT6S which may have been the Rabbinic "Chamber of Hewn
Stone".30
Secondly, four similarly constructed cells were found on the western side of the street
facing east, forming the base of Robinson's Arch.31
Thirdly, excavations in these cells beneath Robinson's Arch revealed weights, pottery,
coins and more importantly stone vessels. Stone vessels were particularly useful for ritual

I[Jf:

activities because unlike vessels made from other materials, these could not be made

27

rr
~ •.

28

cf. Finegan, Archaeology, p. 194b.

29

cf. Ritmeyer and Ritmeyer, "Reconstructing", p. 29a; Geva, "Jerusalem", p. 742a.

30 '

See Section 5.3.3.2.

31

cf. Ant 15:410; Mazar, Second Preliminary Report, p. 16a; Ritmeyer and Ritmeyer,
"Reconstructing", p. 29b; Murphy-O'Connor, The Holy Land: an Archaeological Guide from
Earliest Times to 1700, p. 106; Kenyon, Digging Up Jerusalem, p. 217; Ben-Dov, Shadow, p.
128.

I

\Ii

A drawing showing Warren's shaft against the southern part of the West wall can be viewed in:
Kenyon, Digging up Jerusalem, p. 212.
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ritually unclean. A pottery vessel that had been defiled had to be broken. 32 Thus many
archaeologists surmise that these shops were used especially by pilgrims to the Temple. 33

~·

6.2.6 The Shopping Plaza
This is by far the most interesting and important of locations around the outside of the
Temple Mount.
In a similar fashion to the western wall, a narrow street, some 6.6 m. wide,34 ran along
the length of the southern wall and descended from the Triple Gate down to the southeastern corner of the Temple Mount.35 Its western end consisted of steps which led down ·
to the Tyropoean Street.36 Its supports consisted of arches similar to those along the west
wall street.37 The imprint of arches burnt into the stones of the Southern wall can be seen
to this day, a remnant of the fiery destruction of the temple by the invading Roman army
of AD 7Q.38
South of these constructions the partial remains of a wide plaza which ran virtually the
entire length of the south wall39 were uncovered by Mazar during the 1968-9 season of
excavations (FIG. 23).

~'
I[;

32

cf. Jn 2:2-6; M. Bes 2:3 Neusner 293, Kel 5: 1 lA,E Neusner 902-3, Kel 10: 1 Neusner 911, Oh
5:5A Neusner 957, Nid 9:3 Neusner 1090; Ben-Dov, Shadow, p. 159; Avigad, N., Discovering
Jerusalem, Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1983, p. 183. Avigad described the number of stone vessels
discovered in Jerusalem generally as astonishing. His explanation for the large quantity was the
"Jewish laws of ritual purity"; Magen, "Jerusalem as a Center of the Stone Vessel Industry during
the Second Temple Period", pp. 252-4; See Section 5.5.3.2.

33

cf. Mazar, "Herodian Jerusalem", p. 234; Mazar, Second Prelimi.nary Report, p. 16a; Ritmeyer and
Ritmeyer, "Reconstructing", p. 29a; Ben-Dov, Shadow, p. 129.

1:-

34

i

cf. Mazar, Second Prelimi.nary Report,, p. 8a; Geva, "Jerusalem", p. 739b; Ben-Dov, Shadow, p.
108, 7 m.; Margalit, "Jerusalem of the Second Temple Period", p. 47, 6.4 m.

I· .

35

cf. Kenyon, Digging Up Jerusalem, p. 218; Mazar, Mountain, p. 148.

!11'

36

cf. Mazar, First Prelimi.nary Report, p. 12; On the paving just near the south-west comer was
found an important inscription, see: Mazar, "Herodian Jerusalem", p. 234; Mazar, Mountain, p.
138; Geva, "Jerusalem", p. 740a; M. Suk 5:5 Neusner 289-90; War 4:582.

I I

p
I

I·

I.
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I

I
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37

See Section 6.2.5.

38

cf. War 6:281; Ritmeyer and Ritmeyer, "Reconstructing", p. 40a; Geva, "Jerusalem", p. 739b.

39

cf. Others who mention this plaza include: Safrai, "Temple and Service", p. 286.
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"A pavement of large, smooth flagstones was found to spread from east to
west, bordered on the north by the wall of the Herodian street and the row of
subterrannean chambers ... It was some 13.80 m. wide.40 On the south side
the fill beneath the plaza was supported by a solid wall some 3 m. thick." 41
Comparable to similar plazas in the ancient world,42 both B. Mazar (1975, 1978),43 and
M. Ben-Dov (1985),44 maintained that this plaza was used as a gathering point for
pilgrims prior to entering and after leaving the Temple Mount. One scholar even hinted
that the animals for sacrifice were sold here as well as the necessary money changing, but
nevertheless maintained that there was also a market in the Outer Court!45
Archaeological evidence points to such a market on the plaza. A large quantity of coins,
lamps, sherds and fragments of stoneware were found on the pavement,46 indicative of
"'1

commercial activity. Secondly, the cavities formed by the arches or vaults which
supported the narrow street, have been interpreted in a similar fashion to those found
along the west wall, namely that they were originally shops which opened out onto the
plaza. In addition to coins from the period c AD 30, similar items to those on the
pavement were unearthed in these shops.47
Two observations can be made of this evidence. First, .no personal or household effects
were recorded as having been found in this area, indicating that what was found does
indeed relate to commercial activity. Second, the large number of fragments of stoneware

11 I

would seem to point to activity connected with Jewish religious ritual.
However, we should not readily picture this large stone plaza as existing in the time of
Jesus. Mazar was reluctant to date it any earlier than the reign of Agrippa I (AD 37-44),
because no coins earlier than that period were found on the plaza in the excavations. Its

40

II"'

41

Mazar, Second Preliminary Report, p. 12b; Mazar, "Herodian Jerusalem", p. 234.

4=~

cf. Ritmeyer and Ritmeyer, "Reconstructing", p. 37a.

r

43

I.:

44

I

45

,I

I

I:

cf. Scholars seem to disagree on the width of this plaza. This may be due to excavations carried out
after the 1969-70 Season, e.g. Margalit, "Jerusalem of the Second Temple Period", p. 47, 23 m.;
Foerster, "Art and Architecture in Palestine", p. 983, 23 m.; Meyers, E.M., and Strange, J.F.,
Archaeology, the Rabbis and Early Christianity, London: S.C.M. Press, 1981, p. 54, 13 m.;
Geva, "Jerusalem", p. 739b, 11 m.

46

47

cf. Mazar, "Herodian Jerusalem", pp. 234, 237; Mazar, B., "The Archaeological Excavations near
the Temple Mount", in: Yadin, Y. (ed.), Jerusalem Revealed, Jerusalem: Israel Exploration
Society, 1975, repr. 1976, p. 30.
>

cf. Ben-Dov, Shadow, p. 108.
cf. Safrai, "Temple and Service", p. 866.
cf. Mazar, First Preliminary Report, p. 16; Maz.ar, Second Preliminary Report, p. 13a.

Mazar, First Preliminary Report, p. 13.
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use, he was more certain, ceased at the time of the destruction of the Second Temple. 48 If
the stone plaza was not built before or during the time of Jesus, we need not dismiss the
probability that some sort of open space was there during his time. As we have seen,
there is every indication to suppose that the narrow street, the shops underneath it,
together with the wide stairways were there in Jesus' time.49 Mazar added that below the
level of the plaza, "no coins later than Pilate were found".50 It would seem strange indeed
if the steps led to nowhere in particular, and that the shops opened onto nothing!51 In
short, the description "plaza market" still accurately describes this southern market.

6.2.7 Conclusion: the Jerusalem Markets
Jerusalem had numerous markets scattered throughout the city. Of special interest are the
two markets immediately outside the Temple Mount. In particular, there was a market
immediately outside the main entrance (the Hulda Gates) to the Temple Mount. Most
pilgrims would have passed through it on their way to the Temple.

From Chapters 3 and 5 it was concluded that all the items that were incorporated into the
Gospel accounts of the Cleansing were likely to have been found in a market very near the
Temple Mount, including the money changers.
The plaza market not only had the location and the space required for such a market, its
ritual status would be quite consistent with such an enterprise. It is to be noted that stone
vessels indicative of a sacrificial market were in particular abundance there.
The question therefore must be asked whether in fact the Cleansing by Jesus orginally
occured not on the Temple Mount but in this market. If it did, can the Gospel record as it
has been received be accounted for?

j···
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48

cf. Mazar, Second Preliminary Report, p. 13a.

49

See Section 2.5.1.2.

50
51

I

Mazar, Second Preliminary Report, p. 13a.
cf. Isaac, B, "A Donation for Herod's Temple in Jerusalem", in: /El 33(1983), p. 89; Geva,
"Jerusalem", p. 740b. An inscription was found some 70 m. south of the Plaza, dated to 18/17 BC
indicating a donation for a pavement. If Mazar' s dating of the plaza is correct this inscription
cannot be for the Plaza.
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6.3 PHYSICAL BOUNDARIES TO JERUSALEM AND TEMPLE MOUNT
If the Cleansing act of Jesus did take place in one of the two markets immediately outside
the Temple Mount, this at once both solves the major problem surrounding the story
(namely the lack of evidence for a market on the Temple Mount) and creates another
dilemma.
The new problem is this. We are faced with explaining the Gospels' insistence that the
event took place EV T~ iEpc:';:>.
The possibility that will be considered here is that in the first century the plaza market
(and for that matter probably also the west wall market) was considered to be associated
more with the Temple Mount than with the city itself and that therefore we may term it the
"Temple market".
This pre-empted conclusion will be approached from two angles.
First, by considering the way the city and Temple Mount boundaries were in fact
undefined to the extent that both had a boundary proper and a further area whose
boundaries were ill-defined but extended beyond their normally considered confines.
Looked at from both physical and ritual aspects, the Temple market will be shown to be
incorporated as it were into the "greater" Temple Mount.
Second, an understanding will be sought as to why this might have been so. It will be
shown that these physical and ritual boundaries conincided with a development in the
understanding of i1ii1..,'s earthly dwelling place.

In the following chapter, with the results of these investigations in view, a more direct
reevaluation of the Gospel accounts will be undertaken. 52

6.3.1 tl OAlS Boundaries
.tXt first glance, cities of the ancient world had clear and definite boundaries. These were
the walls, used for protection. However, as the population expanded either new walls
were built to enclose the new section of city or residents were left to their own devices,
but'still considered themselves and their property part of the city. Rome for example, by

52

See Section 7 .2.
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the Augustan period had grown so much that Roman laws regularly included "the city and
the mile outside" with the urban jurisdiction.53

6.3.1.1 Greater Jerusalem
Jerusalem was a typical temple city of the ancient near east. Not only did it have walls,54
it also had what we would call today "urban sprawl" beyond these defined limits.
That there was a "greater Jerusalem", i.e. urban sprawl beyond the walls, may be
presumed, but can also be shown from literary sources.
According to the Mishnah, olive presses that had their entrance within Jerusalem but their
work presses outside were deemed to be part of the city. J. Jeremias (1969) pointed out
that it is somewhat unlikely that olive presses were built into the wall of the city, so
therefore an area of "greater Jerusalem" is inferred.55 "Gethsemane" (rE8ariµavfi,
Gethsemani) comes from a Hebrew or a similar Aramaic term ti ~jCW I1:l meaning "a
press of (olive) oils" and was located on the western slopes of the Mount of Olives,
outside the walls of Jerusalem.56
Pilgrims to Jerusalem for Passover were required to stay within Jerusalem, in order to
fulfil the requirements of observance. 57 Many of them rented accommodation in
Jerusalem, for which payment was to be in kind rather than in money,58 but because of
the numbers most stayed outside the walls of Jerusalem in tents.59 In fact, a number

53
54

Stambaugh, J.E., The Ancient Roman City, Baltimore and London: John Hopkins University
Press, 1988, p. 191.
Curiously, b. Pes 85b on 7:12 Sonc 451, in recording the fact that lepers were not allowed to enter
Jerusalem, located them begging under the gates in the city walls. Presumably, this meant that the
walls themselves were not part of Jerusalem. cf. Jeremias, Jerusalem, p. 117. However, see M.
MS 3:7C Neusner 138 which defined the centre of the wall as the city boundary. See also M. Pes
7: 12 Neusner 244.

55

cf. Jeremias, Jerusalem, p. 117.

56

cf. Taylor, J.E., "The Garden of Gethsemane not the Place of Jesus' Arrest", in: BAR 21,4(1995),
pp. 26-35, 62.

57

cf. Ex 12:22(J).

58

cf. T. MS l:12A-13C Neusner 1:296.

59 ') cf. Deut 17:7(D); Ant 17:213,217, War 2: 10-12; Jeremias, Jerusalem, p. 61; Sanders, Judaism, p.
129; Sanders, The Historical Figure of Jesus, p. 249; Safrai, "Temple and Service", p. 330;
Dillon, M., "'The House of the Thebans' (FD iii.I 357-358) and Accommodation for Greek
Pilgrims", in: ZPE 83(1990), pp. 64-88, esp. pp. 77-8, 80. Dillon noted that pilgrims to the
Olympic games and to Delphi, especially during major festivals, either generally stayed with
relatives or friends (rare) or more frequently in tents (0K11vn).
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stayed in nearby villages such as Bethany and Bethphage. 60 Jesus himself stayed in
Bethany, although he celebrated the Passover meal within the walls of Jerusalem.61
There was also of course BE~E8a to the north of the walled city. Not until Herod Agrippa

(AD 37-44) was it enclosed by a wall. Until then it was considered very much a part of
Jerusalem. 62

6.3.1.2 Extension of Jerusalem Boundaries
Because of the gradual physical growth of Jerusalem, its ritual boundaries were also
enlarged. 63
An excellent example of the extension of the physical (and ritual) boundaries of the city
can be given with respect to the mitigation of the distance of the Sabbath journey.
The J tradition required the faithful Jew to stay home all day on the Sabbath,64 yet by the
time of the additions to the P tradition, this was mitigated to allow a journey of 2,000
cubits from one's home. 65 Rab ban Gamaliel I is attributed with a further enlargement of
the Sabbath boundary. He allowed a journey of 2,000 cubits beyond one's city limits.66
Even more interesting is the strong and explicit Rabbinic evidence that the Sanhedrin had
the authority to enlarge the boundaries of both Jerusalem and the Temple.

60

cf. M. Men 11:2E Neusner 756, where Bethphage is mentioned. According to M. Sheq 7:4
Neusner 263, all cattle found within a radius of the distance of Migdal-Eder from Jerusalem were
destined for sacrifice. cf. Jeremias, Jerusalem, p. 57. If this was the Migdal-Eder of Gen 35:21(1),
it was a place between Bethlehem and Hebron. In Mic 4:8 it designated Mount Zion. For use of
the term "greater Jerusalem" and acceptance of its existence see, b. Ar 32b on 9:6 Sonc 193.

61

cf. Mt 21: 17, Mk 11: 11-12.

62

See Sections 5.5.3 and 6.2.3.

-6,3

64
65 ')

66

cf. Safrai, "Temple and Service", p. 289. Safrai argued that the sanctity of Jerusalem only applied
to the older sections. In some cases, e.g. lepers, this was true, but the example he gave is refuted
by other evidence. See Section 6.4.6.
cf. Ex 16:29(J).
cf. Num 35:5(adP); Ac 1:12, M. Erub 4:4 - 5:4 Neusner 2:87-91.
cf. M. RH 2:5E-G Neusner 301-2, M. Erub 4:1 Neusner 214; Hoenig, Sanhedrin, p. 89; In a wider
context, there were both exceptions and extensions of other Sabbath laws, e.g. M. Men 11 :2C
Neusner 756, b. Yeb 6b on 1:1 Sonc 24; see Section 4.5.2 for the Sabbath limit in general.
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The Sanhedrin was charged with the authority and responsibility of maintaining and
interpreting the Torah, and were the final court of appeal. 67 This included regulating
requirements both on and off the Temple Mount. For example, it changed the law to
allow defensive war on the Sabbath, 68 and according to the Mishnah promulgated an
ordinance that allowed the lulab ceremony to be performed by everyone in their own
home and not exclusively on the Temple Mount. 69 The Sanhedrin also regulated the laws
governing the Temple Mount. 70 According to H. Mantel (1961), the Sanhedrin had
committees to take charge of various responsibilities. 71
It should come as no surprise then to learn that in the Rabbinic literature at least, the
Sanhedrin had the authority to enlarge the boundaries of Jerusalem and the Temple. 72 One
may assume that because they possessed such authority, they exercised it from time to
time. In Section 6.4 it will be shown that ritual boundaries were indeed enlarged over time
(though not necessarily by the Sanhedrin). Indeed the Babylonian Talmud claimed that the
Sanhedrin was able to meet as far out as Bethphage,73 indicating that for ritual purposes
Bethphage was the limit of the city of Jerusalem.7 4
111:

67

cf. Y. San 20c on 2:6 III.C Neusner 31:91; Hoenig, Sanhedrin, p. 90; M. Pe 2:6 Neusner 17; M.
San 11:2 Neusner 607-8; M. Ed 7:4 Neusner 657; Ant 4:218; Deut 17:8(D).

68

cf. The situation before: Ant 12:4, 1 Mace 2:35-8, and after: 1 Mace 2:41, 9:43-4, War 1:146,
2:517-8; Hoenig, Sanhedrin, p. 93.

69

cf. M. Suk 4:4 Neusner 287.

70

e.g. Ceremonies governing the Red Heifer: T. San 3:4A Neusner 4:201; Hoenig, Sanhedrin, p.
102, pronouncing on the suitability of priests for Temple service, M. Mid 5:4 Neusner 883, T.
Hag 2:9 Neusner 1:314-6; Jeremias, Jerusalem, p. 133; Hoenig, Sanhedrin, p. 103. The Sanhedrin
also had the responsibility of determining the beginning of the year and month, e.g. T. San 2: 1213 Neusner 4: 199-200.

71

e.g. Mantel, History of the Sanhedrin, p. 19, where he stated that a committee was in charge of the
observance of the Sabbath "in the Temple and the environs of Jerusalem".

~-

72

cf. M San 1:5C Neusner 584, M Shabu 2:2 Neusner 622-3; T San 3:4C-G Neusner 4:201; b. Sot
45a on 9:1 Sonc 228, b. Sheb 15a-16a on 2 Sonc 73-9, b. San 14b on 1:1-6 Sonc 100;
Maimonides, Temple Service, 8:1:6:10-16, p. 27; Hoenig, Sanhedrin, p. 102; Schilrer, Age II, p.
, 219.

73

cf. b. Sot 45a on 9: 1 Sonc 227-8; See Section 6.3.1.1.

74

cf. Also M. Men 11:2E Neusner 756, where shewbread is valid if made as far as Bethphage; b. Pes
63b on 5:4 Sonc 319; b. Pes 91a on 8:6 Sonc 485, where a prisoner within the limit of Bethphage
could eat the Passover. See also M. Pes 8:6B Neusner 245.
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The method for enlarging was a simple one, and summarised by Maimonides. 75 It
involved the consumption by the Sanhedrin of a thank offering at the new city boundary,
and the consumption of a cereal offering at the new temple boundary.76

6.3.2 Jerusalem Market Boundaries
The boundary of the Athenian Agora was clearly marked by boundary stones (opes) and
by lustral basins (TIEplppaVTflpla). Both these were also used to mark the boundaries
of T EµEVT'J. Indeed the Athenian Agora was regarded as sanctified ground

(11

1Epa

ayopa), a type of TEµEvos, due to the proximity of the deities and the temples actually

located in the , A yo pa. Remains of shops and other places of trade have been found
outside the boundary markers, indicating the existence of a "greater agora".77
Such was the prestige of the ,Ayo pa proper, that certain people, such as those accused
of homicide, military desertion or treason were prohibited from entering it.78
However, the markets of Jerusalem were a different matter. No boundary markers or
lustral basins have been found marking their physical limits nor would one expect any.

75

76
77

78

cf. Maimonides, Temple Service, 8:1:6:12-3, p. 27. This is based on the Rabbinic references in
footnote 72 above. Maimonides, following the Babylonian Talmud, went on to state that such
extensions did not occur after the time of Solomon because they required the decision of a king, a
prophet, the Urim and Thummim as well as the Sanhedrin (cf. M. Ed 8:6 Neusner 659). However,
the Sanhedrin did not exist in the time of Solomon. In any case the Mishnah on which the
ceremony is based, M. Shabu 2:2B-F Neusner 623 and M. San 1:5C Neusner 584, merely state
that for validity of the ceremony, all the elements of the ceremony itself must be present. In crrer
to cope with the "urban sprawr' and influx of pilgrims some such arrangement must have been
available prior to AD 70. Re-sanctifications and re-dedications of the Temple are recorded in the Old
Testament as having taken place without a king, nor indeed the Urim and Thummim. It is possible
to interpret the provisions as requiring either the decision of the King or prophet or Urim and
Thummim to vindicate the decision of the Sanhedrin. It would not be unreasonable then to suppose
that the High Priest took the place of the King.

cf. Neh 12:27-43; See Section IV.I of Appendix IV.
cf. Thompson and Wycherley, Athenian Agora XIV, pp. 117-18; de Ste. Croix, G.E.M., The
Origins of the Peloponnesian War, London: Duckworth, 1972, pp. 253, 398; Parker, Miasma, p.
19; Malkin, Religion, p. 144.
' cf. Pericles' "Megarian Decree" (c 432 BC) which prohibited entry by the Megarians into the
Agoras and harbours of the Athenian empire: Salmon, J.B., "Megara", in: Hornblower, S., and
Spawforth, A., (eds.), The Oxford Classical Dictionary, Oxford and New York: Oxford University
Press, 3rd. ed. 1996, p. 951a; de Ste. Croix, The Origins of the Peloponnesian War, pp. 253, 3978; Thompson and Wycherley, Athenian Agora XIV, pp. 117-18. These last two works provide
ample references to primary sources.
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Jerusalem, a typical ancient Near Eastern city, had no Agoras as such. The markets
consisted of shops and stalls lining haphazardly constructed streets. The shops lining the
outer southern wall (and western wall) of the Temple Mount which opened onto a plaza
were a notable exception. In the case of the southern plaza, its boundaries were clearly
marked by the Temple Mount wall to the north and its southern end. The Mishnah and
related literature made no distinction between the markets of Jerusalem and the city
itself,79 simply because the markets were so much part of any ancient Near Eastern city.

6.3.3 The Ezekiel and Qumran Outer Temple Boundary
That would be all that could be said of the matter of market boundaries were it not for two
obscure passages, one in the Old Testament book of Ezekiel, the other in the Temple
Scroll from Qumran. Each mention a strip of land surrounding their temples which
happens to cover the very ground of the "Temple markets".

Ezekiel 45:2 (cf. FIG 15)
11QT46:5-9 Vermes 144 (cf. FIG 24)
"(A] square plot of five hundred by five
hundred cubits shall be for the sanctuary
(tvip, ay,ao µa, sanctificium),
"And you shall make a terrace (i :l i 1)
around, outside the outer court (i !tr,
fir,), fourteen cubits wide, according to
the entrances of all the gates. And you
shall make twelve steps to it, for the
children of Israel to ascend to it to enter
into my temple (Wipe).
with fifty cubits for an open space And you shall make a fosse (t'"'IM) around
(Wi:Jl:J, 8taOTTH..ta, suburbanum) around the temple (tt}ij?C ), one hundred cubits
it. "80
wide, which will separate the holy temple
(Wij?C) from the city (1"'11'),
so that they may not come suddenly into
my temple (Wij?l:J) and desecrate it. They
shall consecrate my temple (Wij.'C) and
fear my temple (W i PC), for I dwell
(1:, i W) among them. "81

--

\

79

cf. M. Kel 1:8 Neusner 894.

80

NRSV.

81

Yadin, Temple Scroll 11, pp. 197-8.
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This apparently is the first time these two passages have been considered together. 82
Clearly they refer to a similar strip of land around the Temple Mount
In the Temple Scroll passage, it is possible that the terrace may only be a landing in front

of each of the gates, 83 since their width corresponds to the width of the gates. Y. Yadin
(1983) preferred the alternative of a landing of 14 cubits surrounding the entire Outer
Court. 84 As pointed out earlier, recent discoveries have highlighted the existence both of
a street and steps similar to the Qumran ideal. 85
Of more interest however, is the
Mishnah's

?-,r,

?-,n, reminiscent

of (though not identical to) the

between the :l1i0 and the W1j:'~,86 this time clearly surrounding the

entire Outer Court. Its purpose was to provide as it were a buffer zone between the
Temple and the City so that a pilgrim to the Temple may not treat it nor approach it
casually. Such a concern is reminiscent of the Mishnaic desire to limit the behaviour of
pilgrims on the Temple Mount. 87

In,

A comparison of the measurements from Ezekiel, Qumran and those gained from
archaeological excavations around the outer west and southern sides of the Herodian
Temple Mount reveal little more than that both the Ezekiel and Qumran idealisations were
never fully realised:
unit of
length

?-,r, rampart (fosse)

1~i1 terrace
Ezekiel

Qumran

Herodian

Ezekiel

Qumran

Hercxlian

100

West: 19.1
South: 26.3

52.5

West: 10
South: 13.8

(narrow
street)

cubits

14

metres

7.4

(1 cubit=
0.525 m)

82
"'

West: 5.7 50
South
12.6
West: 3
26.3
South: 6.6

cf. Yadin, Temple Scroll II, p. 273: "This terrace ... is not mentioned in the sources"; Yadin, Y.,
Temple Scroll: The Hidden Law of the Dead Sea Sect, London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1985, p.
161.

83

cf. Maier, J., The Temple Scroll, Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1985, p. 117.

84

cf. Yadin, Temple Scroll I, p. 273; Yadin, Hidden Law, p. 161.

85

See Sections 6.2.5 and 6.2.6.

86

There is no mention of a terrace or a fosse beyond the Temple Mount in the Mishnah, although
there is mention of a stairway at the top of which Rabbis taught, Section 2.5.1.2.

87

cf. M. Ber 9:5 Neusner 14, etc.: See Section 2.2.1.3 and Xenophon's comments.
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The Ezekiel passage parallels a similar strip of open land around the city of 250 cubits
(Ezek 48: 17). 88 Because it is not mentioned in Ezek 42:20, and because Ezek 45:2 breaks
the continuity between verses 1 and 3, many scholars consider verse 2 to be a later
addition. 89 It is to be noted, however, that it is preserved in the Targum Jonathan
translation. 90
At the very least then we can make the following conclusions. Both the Ezekiel and
Temple Scroll passages, while referring to a similarly placed strip of land, both also
consider it to be part of the environs of the Temple rather than of the city. As such we can
assume that the authors (and the Qumran community) regarded such land as being

I

different from the city and somehow "under the shadow" of the Temple. In addition, both
sources envisage that the strip of land be open, i.e. uncultivated with no buildings on it. It
is now not possible to detect whether the Essenes regarded the actual parallel area around
the Hercxiian Temple Mount in such a way, although no doubt the Temple scroll passage
was in their minds and influenced their attitude towards the Herodian Temple, as it did in
other areas. Certainly the Rabbinic sources do not echo Ezekiel's passage.

6.3.4 Conclusion to Physical Boundaries
The area occupied by the west wall and southern plaza markets consituted an area that
may be termed the "greater Temple Mount". In other words it is likely that they were
considered more a part of the Temple Mount than the city.91 Can anything be said
regarding this from the point of view of ritual status?

88

cf. Lev 25:34(adP), Num 35:2-7(adP); Wevers, J.W., Ezekiel, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B.
Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1982, p. 233.

89

cf. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, pp. 466, 535.

90

cf. Targ Jonathan Ezek 45:2 also has the 50 cubit strip around the outer court

91
_,,_

If indeed the market areas around the base of the Temple Mount constituted some type of minor
TEµevo), then it would be possible that they were owned by the Temple, or at least controlled by
the Temple authorities (cf. Malkin, Religion, p. 140, where it is noted that the revenues of Greek
secondary Teµtvn were applied to the Temple. Although this seems to have applied only to
cultivated (farmed) land, it is not unreasonable to conjecture that the retail use of land, would have
constituted a similar use). If this is the case, the term "temple markets" would be an even more apt
) description, thus lending weight to the thesis at hand. S. Safrai's (1975) passing comment that:
"Nowhere do we find, in fact, that the Temple owned land or immovable property after the manner
of other temples in the ancient world", may be a reflection of the Rabbinic ideal, and need not
necessarily reflect the situation before AD 70, cf. Safrai, "Temple and Service", p. 317;
Blenkinsopp, "Temple and Society in Achaemenid Judah", pp. 49-50, considered a possibility that
Lev 27: 14-29(P) reflected the existence of temple lands during the time of Ezra-Nehemiah.
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6.4 RITUAL BOUNDARIES
In Section 6.3.1.2 above, it was noted that the Sanhedrin had the authority to enlarge the

boundaries of the Temple, and presumably therefore were occasionally called upon to do
so.
There is numerous evidence to point to the conclusion that from the time of the Temple of
Solomon to the destruction of the Herodian Temple various activities that were once only
permitted to be carried out within certain courts of the Temple slowly over time were
permitted to be exercised now in the Outer Court now in Jerusalem itself. This movement
or enlargement of ritual boundaries associated with the Temple can be paralleled and even
be explained by a shift in the location of the "Shekinah" (il'J..,:JW) from the Holy of
Holies to Jerusalem itself.
In the Sections that follow an attempt shall be made to establish this connection and
illustrate this enlargement of boundaries as being another factor that allows us to consider
the markets around the outside of the Herodian Temple Mount to be in some way part of
the Mount. Such a confusion or blending of boundaries may then be considered a
commonplace of the period.

6.4.1 Mount of Olives part of Temple
Firstly, we may say that the Mt of Olives was considered to be under the jurisdiction of
the Sanhedrin92 and treated in many respects as part of the temple precincts.9 3 The
Mishnah and Babylonian Talmud point to the reason for this: standing on its western
slopes one could see the entrance to the Temple house.94

6.4.2 Place of Consuming Lesser Holy Things
More instructive however, is the documentation of a gradual relaxation or enlarging of the
area where pilgrims consumed what the Rabbinic literature calls the "Lesser Holy Things"
and the "Second Tithe", and the complementary relaxation of purity requirements for
entry into the various Courts of the temple complex.

92

cf. M. Par 3:7f Neusner 1016-7; Eppstein, "Historicity", p. 49.

93

cf. M. Par 3:1 lH Neusner 1018; b. Shabu 16a on 2:2 Sonc 79; Chilton, Temple of Jesus, p. 107
n. 48.

94

cf. M. Ber 9:5 Neusner 14; b. Ber 61b on 9:5 Sonc 387.
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The "Lesser Holy Things" (tJ~tv1j? i.J~?j?) were the portions of the Peace offering and
Passover which the individual lay pilgrim consumed as part of the ritual of sacrifice.95
The Rabbinic "Most Holy Things" (tr'tv1j?it W1j?) were the portions of the Cereal,
Sin and Guilt Offerings that were consumed by the priests alone. 96
Ezekiel, in his formulations for the hoped for reconstituted Temple, required the tl"'1Wip

i.J~?p

to be eaten in the Outer Court,9 7 according to D.P. Wright (1987), in the thirty

chambers which surrounded the inside of the outer wall of the Outer Court.98
It is clear from the P tradition that what the Rabbinic literature called the tl ~wip ~ ~,p
were to be consumed by the lay pilgrim in any "clean place" (1iitCJ tlij?~,

T61TOS"

Ka8ap6s, locus mundus).99 In other words in a place not necessarily part of the temple

complex.100 Yet in D (and in the Temple Scroll), they were to be eaten "in the presence of
the LORD".101 Given other indications, this would have been within the tent and
probably the Priestly "entrance of the tent of meeting". 102 This apparent contradiction,
although not noted by D.P. Wright (1987) may be explained by his conclusion that
"laypersons would consume their sacrificial portions at the sanctuary. But ... [were] not
/'.'.:

obligated to eat their portions in the sanctuary".103

95

cf. M. Zeb 5:4-8 Neusner 708-9; Maimonides, Temple Service, 8:5:1:17, pp. 166-7; Wright,
Disposal, p. 235 n. 5; See Section IV. I of Appendix IV.

96

cf. Num 18:lO(P), Ezekiel 42:13, and specifically: Cereal: Lev 6:16(adP), 10:12-13(P); Sin: Lev
6:26(adP), 10: l 7(P); and Guilt: Lev 7:6(adP). Note that the Cereal (or meal) offering was that used
when ritually enlarging a Temple Court, see above; M. Zeb 5:1B,4A Neusner 707-8; See Section
2.4 .1 and Section IV .1 of the Appendix IV.

97

cf. Ezek 46:21-4. Ezekiel mentioned the Passover once, in Ezek 45:21 where he was concerned
purely with the day of its celebration; See Section 2.4.2.

98

cf. Ezek 40: 17; Wright, Disposal, pp. 241-2.

99

cf. Lev 4:12(adP), 6: 1 l(adP), 10: 14(P), Num 19:9(adP).

100

Terminology also varied over time for the various courts. What is referred to as the "Outer Court"
(following Josephus) was known as the "Camp of the Levites", Num 2:17(P), 1 Chr 9:18 (cf. T
Kel BM 1: 12C Neusner 6:4; b. Zeb 116b on 14: I-end Sonc 577); what is referred to as the "Court
of Men" or "Israelites" and the "Court of Women" was known as "the holy place" (cf. Wright,
Disposal, p. 234) or the "sanctuary" (W1i'C) Num 3:38(P) or "Camp of the Shekinah" (T Kel
BM l:12D Neusner 6:4; b. Zeb 116b on 14:1-end Sonc 577, Num R. 7:8 Sonc 3:193); what is
referred to as the "Court of Priests" was known as the "most holy" (place). For justification in
drawing these equivalents, see: Maimonides, Temple Service, 8:1:7:11, p. 31; Fisch, S., "The
Book of Numbers", in: Cohen, A., (ed.), The Soncino Chumash, London: The Soncino Press,
1947, 9th. impr. 1970, p. 817; Hertz, J.H., (ed.), The Pentateuch and Haftorahs, London: The
Soncino Press, 2nd. ed. 1970, p. 588.

101

cf. Deut 12:7(D); See Section 6.4.4.

102

cf. Deut 16:2,6,7(D); 1 Sam 9:22; 11QT52:13-21 Vermes 148; Wright, Disposal, p. 242 n. 31;
see also 4Q394:3-7 in: Qimron, E., and Strugnell, J., "For This You Waited 35 Years", in: BAR
20,6(1994), p. 56; Milgrom, "The Temple Scroll", pp. 107, 111; See Section 2.4.1.

103

Wright, Disposal, p. 238.
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When it comes to the Rabbinic witness the location is very different. There, a pilgrim may
eat his portion anywhere within the walls (boundaries?) of Jerusalem.104 We can safely
assume that this is an accurate reflection of pre AD 70 practice, since Josephus records
similar customs. 105

6.4.3 Place of Consuming the Passover
Mention may be made specifically of the Passover offering, for although it is strictly a
tvip ~ -i?p, 106 it is particularly germane to the context of the present study.
In the account of the institution of the Passover, placed in Egypt and prior to any tent or
tabernacle, the Passover offering was to be eaten, naturally enough, in the home.107
According to the D tradition, the Passover was to be cooked and eaten in the same place it
was to be sacrificed. I 08 Pilgrims were to spend the night there before returning to their
tents (?it~) in the morning, 109 implying that the entire procedure was to take place
within the temple precincts. The Chronicler, writing of the reforms of Hezekiah (715687 /6), called pilgrims to offer the Passover in "the house (I1-,'J) of itiit-,". 11 0 His
account of the Passover under Josiah (640-609) is less clear as to the location of
eating. 111
The P tradition material on Passover is contained in: Ex 12: 1-20,40-51, Lev 23:5-8, Num
9: 1-14, 28: 16-25. 112 None of these passages indicate the place where the Passover was

to be consumed, and it would be unwise to argue a particular position from this silence.
Jubilees (161-140 BC) devoted chapter 49 to the celebration of the Passover. The
Passover was to be cooked and eaten:

104-

cf. M. Pes 3:8 Neusner 234, Meg 1:llA Neusner 318, Zeb 5:6-8 Neusner 708-9, Kel 1:8A-B
Neusner 894, Mak 3:3A-B Neusner 617 ; It is to be recalled (See Section 6.3.1.2) that the
Sanhedrin enlarged the boundaries of Jerusalem and the temple by consuming offerings.

105

cf. Ant 4:205.

H)6

cf. M Zeb 5:8A Neusner 709; Jeremias, Eucharistic, p. 43.

107

cf. Ex 12:22(J). ·

108

cf. Deut 16:6-7(D).

109

See Section 6.3.1.1.

110

2 Chr 30:1.

111

cf. 2 Chr 35: 13.

112

cf. de Vaux, Ancient Israel, p. 485.
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"facing the sanctuary of the LORD", "in the sanctuary of your God before the
LORD", "in the sanctuary of the LORD", "in the midst of the tabernacle of
the LORD", "within the court of the house which is sanctified in the name of
the LORD", "before the tabernacle of the LORD or before his house in which
his name dwells".113
Recalling the phrasing of Deuteronomy with its "name" theology, 114 the Jubilee passages
would seem to indicate a place in the court immediately surrounding the 1'1"'1':J.
The Temple Scroll of Qumran requires future pilgrims to eat the Passover "in the courts
of [the] holy (place)" (Wiij?it ri,,~rr::1).115 Y. Yadin (1983) believed that this law
was similar to the second last one quoted above from Jubilees, and similar to that in Deut
16:7(D).116 The use of the term "holy (place)" would seem to point to the middle of the
three courts of the Qumran temple.
When it comes to the Rabbinic literature, there is clear and unequivocal permission to
cook and eat the Passover "anywhere in the city".117 This is a reflection of the practice
that was current during the time of Jesus. Passover was a pilgrim festival, requiring travel
to Jerusalem. Josephus recorded that vast numbers of pilgrims would arrive in the city
each year.118 Jesus and his disciples were anxious to procure a room within Jerusalem,
to "beat the crowds" and to fulfil the requirements of the law.119

6.4.4 Place of Consuming the Second Tithes

A similar phenomenon occurred with the consumption of "Second Tithes". As noted
above, this is a Rabbinic title and naturally implies the existence of other tithes. "First
Tithes" were those given to the priests (and levites). Second tithes were those eaten by the
owner from the remainder after the priests had taken their share. "Third tithes" was a

\1,

113

Jubilees 49: 16-21.

114

cf. Wright, Disposal, p. 242 n. 31; See Section 6.5.2.

115

11QT17:9 Vermes 132, 11QT21:3 Vermes 134, 11QT22:11-14 Vennes 135; Yadin, Temple
Scroll II, p. 74, cf. Isa 62:9.

116

cf. Yadin, Temple Scroll I, p. 98. He also noted that the Karaites also required the Passover to be
eaten only in the Temple.

117

cf. M. Zeb 5:8F Neusner 709, Pes 5:lOC Neusner 239, to be read in conjunction with Pes
7:9A,12 Neusner 243-4; b. Pes 91a on 8:6 Sonc 485 where a prisoner within the limit of
Bethphage could eat the Passover; Sifre to Deut 134:I:2B Neusner 1:324; Maimonides, The Code
of Maimonides: Book Nine: The Book of Offerings, Danby, H., (tr.), New Haven and London:
Yale University Press, 1950 3rd. impr. 1963, 9:1:1:17, p. 11, 9:1:4:3, p. 21, 9:1:9:2, p. 39;
Davies, Land, pp. 135, 152.

118

cf. War 2:280, 6:420.

119

cf. Mk 14:15.

,-
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charity tithe, supposedly given every third year to the poor.120 The book of Tobit121
provides a valuable indication that this distinction was recognised, and at least in some
cases exercised, 122 at the time it was written in the early second century BC.
Because First and Third tithes were not eaten by the original owner, the location of their
consumption need not concern us here, other than to note that the First (Levitical) Tithe
according to the P tradition can be eaten by the priests and levites and their families in any
"clean place" (1iiitj lJij?~),123 whereas Jubilees required them to be eaten by the
priests "before God" "in the sanctuary" .124
As for Second tithes, the Deuteronomic tradition was clear in its location of their
consumption: "before the LORD your God, in the place he will choose".125 Where
exactly the writer had in mind can be ascertained from a few verses on, i.e. where his
name shall dwelI.126 If the writer is consistent, then the Second tithe was to be eaten in
the same place as that where the Passover offering was sacrificed, cooked and eaten.127
Again, Jubilees reflects the picture presented in the Deuteronomic tradition.128
It is not until the Temple Scroll of Qumran that we hear again of an explicit mention of a
locale for the consumption of Second tithes. There, it is the outermost of the three courts,
the Outer Court, 129 that is the site of consumption.
Interestingly, the major jump in relaxation of the law again comes with the Rabbinic
literature, and again supported by Josephus. For them, in the period of the late second
temple (Herodian), pilgrims were allowed to eat their second tithes anywhere in
Jerusalem.

120

cf. Deut 14:28-9(D), 26:12-15(D); see further: Ant 4:240; M. Pe 8:2-9 Neusner 33-6, Dem 4:3-4
Neusner 40-1, MS 5:6,9-10 Neusner 144-6, Yad 4:3 Neusner 1128-9; Targ Onqe/os Deut 14:28-9
(to the Levite only), 26: 12.

12L

cf. Tob 1:7b,7c,8; 2 Chr 31 :6.

122

cf. Mal 3:8 where i1li1.., complained that he was being robbed of his "i1CliI'1i11 iWYCi1" (tithes
and offerings).

123

Lev 10: 14(P); cf. Num 18:3 l(P), Deut 18: 1-5(D), Num 18:21-30(P).

124

Jubilees 13:26, 32:2,8,15; see further: Heb 7:5; Ant 20: 181,206; M. Bek 9: 1-8 Neusner 807-10.

125

cf. Deut 12:7(D), 14:23(D); Lev 27:30-2(P); Neh 10:39, 13: 12.

126

cf. Deut 12:5,11)1, 14:23, 16:2,6,11, 26:2 (all D).
I

127

cf. Deut 16:5-7(D).

128

cf. Jubilees 32:11,14.

111

129

cf. 11QT43 Vermes 142; Milgrom, "Temple Scroll", p. 111; Wright, Disposal, p. 242 n. 29.
Chambers c,gn) are provided as presumably in Ezek 40:17; See Section 6.4.2.
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6.4.5 Use of the Half-sheqel Tax
According to the P tradition (Ex 30: 1 l-16(P) ), the temple tax was for "the service of the
tent of meeting" (RSV).130 In a similar vein, 2 Chr 24:4-14 (a re-working of 2 Kings
11:21 - 12:16), an episode in the reign of Joash (837-800 BC), indicated that the tax was
to be used to repair the temple and to make the utensils necessary for the performance of
the cult. 131
After the exile, the people pledged themselves to a yearly tax of a third of a sheqel ''for the
service of the house of our God" .132 This time it was not only for "all the work of the
house of our God" but also for the actual sacrificial offerings.133
Rabbinic literature not only linked the annual half-sheqel tax to that of Exodus, 134 and
thereby for the general upkeep of the temple and its sacrifices, it recorded an important
expansion of its use, namely that of supplying the needs of the entire city ofJerusalem.135
According to Josephus, Pontius Pilate (AD 26-36) caused an uproar among the Jews
when he appropriated funds from the Temple treasury in order to build an aqueduct for
Jerusalem.136 If this was money raised through the temple tax, the revolt was probably
more due to Pilate's interference with Temple money than with the use to which that
money was put. 137

130

See Section 3.5 for more on the Temple Tax.

131

cf. Liver, "Half-shekel", p. 179, who denied a link between Ex 30:ll-16(P) and 2 Chr 24:4-14 and
related the Chronicles passage to the tax offering of Ex 25:1-9(P). However, McEleney, Temple
Tax, p. 179, maintained what seems to be an obvious connection. See also 2 Chr 34:8-13 which
records a similar collection during the reign of Josiah (640-609) which went to the repair of the
temple.

132

Neh 10:32-33 (NRSV).

133

cf. M. Sheq 4: 1-4 Neusner 256-7.

134

cf. Y. Sheq 46a on 1:3 III.B Neusner 15:19; b. Meg 29b on 3:4 Sonc 179; Liver, "Half-shekel", p.
184.

135

cf. M. Sheq 4:2B Neusner 256; T. Sheq lP:6 Neusner 2:168; Edersheim, The Temple, p. 49;
Safrai, "Temple and Service", p. 317; Davies, Land, p. 153.

136

cf. Ant 18:60-2, War 2:175-7; See Section 2.6.1.

137

cf. Safrai, "Temple and Service", p. 317. Pilate frequently showed contempt for Jerusalem (Ant
18:55-9, War 2: 169-74; Philo, Embassy, 299-306); Smallwood, The Jews Under Roman Rule, p.
162.
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6.4.6 Negative (exclusion) Laws Relaxed
Quite apart from the enlargement of the boundaries within which various sacrificial items
may have been eaten, there was also the phenomenon of a gradual relaxation of exclusion
laws.138 One notable exception was the leper. Persons with leprosy both in Biblical and
post-Biblical literature were excluded from Jerusalem, indeed every town.1 39 However,
with other impurities changes can be detected.140
Persons who were ritually impure (~~Cj, aKa6a pTOS, immundus) as a result of contact
or near contact with a corpse, were restricted from Jerusalem altogether in the P
tradition, 141 and in the Qumran Temple scroll, 142 but the Rabbis merely excluded
pilgrims with corpse impurity from proceeding beyond the :l1 itJ .143
Normal genital discharge (an emission of semen for a man and menstruation for a
woman) or contact with one still ritually impure from that, resulted in exclusion from the
?ii~ in the P tradition144 (equivalent to within the :l1itJ in Rabbinic literature), from
Jerusalem altogether in the Temple scroll,145 and from the Temple Mount in Rabbinic
literature for women.1 46 Of special note is the fact that Josephus recorded that the
Essenes living in Jerusalem practised celibacy, indicating that they took these laws and

138

Only a representative sample of references which refer directly to exclusion are dealt with here.
Generally, anything that rendered a person unclean such as touching an unclean animal, Lev
11:24(adP), also rendered that person unable to enter beyond the ::J11tJ, without first completing
the purification rites necessary for that impurity and waiting until sunset, e.g. M. Kel 1:8H
Neusner 894, Maimonides, Temple Service, 8:1:7:17, p. 33. For classical exclusion laws see
Sections 2.2.1.1 and 2.2.1.4.

139

cf. Lev 13:46(adP), Num 5:2(adP), 11QT45:16-18 Vermes 144, 48:14-17 Vermes 145, Yadin,
Temple Scroll II, pp. 200, 209-10; M. Kel 1:7B Neusner 894; b. Pes 85b on 7:12 Sonc 451;
Maimonides, Temple Service, 8:3:3:2, p. 92; cf. Jeremias, Jerusalem, p. 117; Ant 3:261,264.

140

The following presentation is only a brief summary of the main categories. What is of interest
here is the presentation of the trend of relaxation of exclusion laws.

141

cf. Num 5:2(adP), 19:13,20(adP), 31:19(adP); note also: Deut 21:1-9(D), Lev 22:4(adP), Num 9:6lO(P), Ezek 44:25-7, Heb 9:13.

142

cf. 1QM14 Vermes 119, 121.

143

cf. M. Kel 1:8F Neusner 894; Maimonides, Temple Service, 8:1:7:16, p. 33, 8:3:3:5, p. 93.

~~

144

cf. Lev 15:16,24,31(adP), 18:19(adP).

145

cf. 11QT45: 16-7 Vermes 143-4, Yadin, Temple Scroll II, p. 194; 11QT46: 16-8 Vermes 144,
Yadin, Temple Scroll II, p. 200; CD12 Vennes 96; Milgrom, "Temple Scroll", pp. 111, 113.

146

cf. M. Kel 1:8D Neusner 894; T. Kel BM 1: 14G Neusner 6:5; Maimonides, Temple Service,
8:3:3:3, p. 93; Ant 3:261; See Section 2.2.1.4.
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their strict interpretation of them seriously.147 However, sexual intercourse for the
Essene was ritually and not morally defiling as Josephus would have it.148
Abnormal genital discharge (gonorrhoea) resulted in exclusion from Jerusalem in the P
tradition 149 and in the Temple Scroll, 150 but only from the Temple Mount in Rabbinic
literature.151
Finally, a woman who had recently given birth was excluded from: the 1~W~ in the P
I

!Iii

!

source, 152 Jerusalem in the Temple Scroll, 153 and the Temple Mount in Rabbinic
literature.154

6.4. 7 Conclusion to Ritual Boundaries
It has been observed that many of the ritual boundaries associated with Jerusalem and the
Temple Mount were enlarged over time such that those pertaining only to the Temple
Mount in one era applied in a later period to the whole of Jerusalem.
These shifts in the ritual boundaries can be explained in part by the suggestion that the
authorities wanted to allow for the convenience of the increasingly large numbers of
pilgrims.155
They also provide an explanation for the purity laws that were exclusive to Jerusalem
herself. We have already noted some of the laws of the Essenes regarding behaviour
within Jerusalem, but the Rabbis have also left a record of Halakot peculiar to
Jerusalem.156
147

cf. Ant 18:21, War 2:160-1; Beall, T.S., Josephus' Description of the Essenes Illustrated by the
Dead Sea Scrolls, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988, pp. 38-42, who detected two
"orders" of Essenes, one that married and one that did not.

148

cf. Milgrom, "Temple Scroll", p. 115a, who incidentally gave incorrect references for Josephus.

149

cf. Num 5:2(ad.P).

150
151

cf. l 1QT45:16-7 Vermes 143, Yadin, Temple Scroll II, p. 194; 11QT46:16-8 Vennes 144, Yadin,
Temple Scroll II, p. 200.
cf. M. Kel l:8D Neusner 894; T. Kel BM 1:140 Neusner 6:5; Maimonides, Temple Service,
8: 1:7: 15, p. 33; Ant 3:262-3.

152

cf. Lev 12:4(adP).

153

cf. 11QT48: 16 Vermes 145; Yadin, Temple Scroll II, p. 210.

154

cf. M. Kel 1:8D Neusner 894; T. Kel BM 1:140 Neusner 5; Ant 3:269.

155

e.g. Wright, Disposal, p. 239.

156

cf. T. Neg 6:2 Neusner 6:156; b. BK 82b on 7:7 Sonc 468; Safrai, ''Temple and Service", p. 290;
Davies, Land, p. 136.
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The Letter of Aristeas provides a clue as to a practical reason for such laws: to reduce to a
minimum the chance of impurity for any pilgrim wishing to enter the Temple.157
Whatever the literary history of the Rabbinic tradition, some such regard for Jerusalem
operated before AD 70. Antiochus III (223 - 187 BC) forbade the introduction of unclean
dead animals into the city.158 Hyrcanus II (63 - 40 BC) the high priest asked Herod not
to bring alien soldiers into the city because people were undergoing ritual purification for
a festivaI.159 Pontius Pilate (26 - 36) stirred up the Jewish population by allowing the
Jerusalem garrison to enter Jerusalem carrying standards bearing the image of the
Emperor. 160
However the reason behind the notion of a gradual expansion of these boundaries may be
explained by the observation of a parallel shift in the understanding of the whereabouts of
the dwelling place of i1 i i1 "\ An appreciation of the notion and location of the Divine
dwelling place will lead to an explanation as to why the "temple markets" were considered
more under the "shadow" of the Temple Mount than a part of the city.

6.5 THE EARTHLY DWELLING PLACE OF GOD
Whenever a new Greek city was founded, one of the first acts was to mark off the
TEU£Vfl, by the creation of boundaries. 161 The sacred site would then be consecrated by a
ceremony. The relationship between city and temple was for mutual benefit. The temple
provided a place for worship of the god, and in return it was hoped that the god would
protect the community. However, in the cities of mainland Greece, the distinction
between sacred and profane areas of the city was not so clear.162
Cities of the ancient Near East such as Nineveh and Babylon had a unique relationship
with their T£µEvos. Both were "sacred spaces in a profane world",163 simply because
the city was regarded in some measure as an extension of the temple.164 If this is also
157

cf. Aristeas 106; M. Sheq 8:1-2 Neusner 263-4; Y. Sheq 51a on 8:1 II.A-III.D Neusner 15:158-9.

158

cf. Ant 12: 146.

-

159

cf. Ant 14:285, War 1:229. The festival was probably that of Pentecost.

160

cf. Ant 18:55-9, War 2: 169-74; Losie, "Background", p. 121.

161

See Section 2.2.1.

162

cf. Malkin, Religion, pp. 138-9, 144.

163
164

Scully, S., Homer: the Sacred City, Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1990, pp. 1412.
cf. Davies, Land, p. 152; Scully, Homer, pp. 141-2; Safrai, ''Temple and Service", p. 289.
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true of Jerusalem then it must be more so for the area of the city immediately surrounding
the Temple Mount.

6.5.1 Where did God Dwell ?
Two important distinctions should be made at the outset
The first is that, as will be shown, there is a clear difference between iliil.,'s (Kvptos,
Dominus) permanent abode in Heaven (t:l.,~W, ovpav6s, caelum), and the place of his
earthly sojourn, a temporary one. All Old Testament traditions testify to the belief that
iliil.,'s true permanent home is t:l.,~w .165
Second, G. von Rad's (1957) distinction between the place of iliil.,'s manifestation and
the place of this earthly dwelling will be adopted for the sake of convenience.166 Such a
distinction is a valuable one in this instance, and has the added advantage of conveniently
limiting the amount of material that needs to be assessed here.16 7 After all, it is the
location of this earthly dwelling place that is of prime interest here.

6.5.2 The Dwelling Place of God in the Pentateuch
The location of the earthly home of Israel's God changed over the centuries. Perhaps we
should rather say that the perception of the location of his earthly home changed with time
along with a change in terminology which reflected in part such a change.168

165

The P tradition further distinguished these two by using two different verbs: 1:, W
(KOTOOKflVOW, habito) which refers to il1il..,'s dwelling on earth; and
(KaTOlKEW, habito)
a more common word used of il1il.., only in regard to his dwelling in trCW. Both words mean "to
dwell". The former is the word from which 1:,wa "tabernacle" or sometimes "[a] dwelling", and
ultimately ilJ..,JW ("Shekinah") are derived; cf. Cross, ''The Tabernacle", pp. 66-7; Cross, "The
Priestly Tabernacle", pp. 62-4; Klein, R.W., "Back to the Future: The Tabernacle in the Book of
Exodus", in: Int 50,3(1996), p. 271; Levenson, J.D., Sinai and Zion: An Entry into the Jewish
Bible, Minneapolis, Chicago, New York: Winston Press, 1985, p. 140; Haran, M., "The Ark and
the Cherubim: Their Symbolic Significance in Biblical Ritual - Part 2", in: /El 9,2(1959), p. 91.

::nv..,

166

cf. von Rad, Theology/, pp. 237,239,239 n. 116.

167

cf. de Vaux, R., The Bible and the Ancient Near East, London: Darton, Longman and Todd, ET
1972, pp. 136-51, which contains contrary views on some of what is written here. Nevertheless it
does not change the central point that the space occupied by the earthly residence of il1il.., enlarged
over the centuries.

168

For the attitude adopted towards the so-called Pentateuchal traditions of J, E, D and P, see "Notes"
at the beginning of this work.
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The earliest tradition, represented in the J tradition, located the earthly presence of iiiii"'I
with the "Ark" (1i1~, Klf)C.UT6S, arcam).169 It was used as a sort of "good luck charm"
guaranteeing the aid and presence of iiiii"'I in battle.170 Nowhere does J mention that the

1i1~ was housed in a tent, though this can safely be supposed,171 as can its normal
location in the midst of the camp.172
The E tradition introduced another institution, that of the "Tent of Meeting" (i1'i~ '?ii~,

11

OKTJVfl µa pTvp(ov, tabernaculum testimonii), located outside the pre-settlement

Israelite camp. It was not, however, the location of the 1i1~ nor.therefore where "God"

(tf''ii'?~, 8E6S, Deus) dwelt on earth.173 It was the place where Moses went to meet
with t)"'lii'?~ who appeared veiled in a pillar of "Cloud" (1:11', VE<p£All, nubis).174
tJ..,ii?~ himself however dwelt in t)..,~tv .175
The D tradition however, represents a major departure from these relatively simple
models. Curiously, G. von Rad (1953) compared D with the place the Gospel of John
has in the New Testament,176 and (1957) labelled it as a "demythologisation".177
Nevertheless there is in D a desire to get away from language that may seem to imply
169

cf. Num 10:35-6(]); Ps 132:8; von Rad, G., Studies in Deuteronomy, London: S.C.M. Press,
1963, p. 39; 1 Sam 4:21, Ps 78:61, where "glory" is associated with the Ark, see: Terrien, S.,
The Elusive Presence: Toward a New Biblical Theology, San Francisco: Harper & Row,
Publishers, 1978, p. 172; This Section should be read with Section 2.4.1 in mind.

170

cf. Num 14:44(]); Josh 6:1-14; 1 Sam 4:1-11; despite these references, Terrien, Elusive Presence,
p. 164, maintained that the Ark "was not conceived in the desert days as a permanent container or
shelter of the divine presence. It was rather a sort of pedestal or stool from which Yahweh, so it
was believed, ascended before a battle or to which he descended after a victory".

171

cf. 2 Sam 7:6; Haran, "Nature", p. 51.

172

cf. Num 14:44(1); Haran, "Nature", p. 54; although see: de Vaux, The Bible, p. 142. While
marching, the 111~ travelled in front of the Israelites, Num 10:33(1).

173

cf. von Rad, Theology I, p. 236; Terrien, Elusive Presence, p. 176, on p. 182 the tent of meeting
"belongs to the prophetic theology of the word".

174

cf. Ex 33:7-11 (E), Num 11: 16-29(E), 12:4-lO(E), Deut 31: 14f(E). Note that Noth assigns the first
two to J and the last to a late insertion by a Deuteronomistic hand: Noth, M., A History of
Pentateuchal Traditions, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc., ET 1972, pp. 261-76
(A translation of the 1948 Gennan). Many scholars however assign them to E because they refer to
prophets, and E is the only Pentateuchal source that mentions prophets. See e.g.: Koch, K., "?i1~
ohel; ?i1~ ahal", in: Botterweck, G.J., and Ringgren, H., (eds.), Theological Dictionary of the
Old Testament: Volume 1, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1974, p. 125;
Haran, "Nature", pp. 52, 58; von Rad, Theology I, p. 235; Klein, "Back to the Future: The
Tabernacle in the Book of Exodus", pp. 267, 271-2.

-

175

cf. Gen 21: 17(E).

176

cf. von Rad, Studies, p. 37.

177

cf. von Rad, Theology I, p. 237. The original German edition was published in 1957; For more on
"Demythologisation" in Deuteronomy, see: Weinfeld, M., Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic
School, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972, pp. 190-209; Milgrom, J., "The Alleged
'Demythologization and Secularization' in Deuteronomy", in: !El 23(1973), pp. 156-61, and the
response in: Weinfeld, M., "On 'Demythologization and Secularization' in Deuteronomy", in: /El
23(1973), pp. 230-3.
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divine presence in a specific earthly location. The l i1 ~ for example is merely the
container of the tablets of the decalogue, and accordingly referred to as the "Ark of the
Covenant" cri..,1:Ji1 ,,,~, T) Kl(3GJTOS TfiS 8ta8riK11S, arcam foederis).178 Here, it is
supremely the "Name" (tJW, ovoµa, nomen) of i1ii1.., that is present.179 By means of
his tJW, i1ii1.., made himself present to his people without leaving tJ..,~W .180 Moreover,
the tJW is present wherever iliil.., chooses to make it dwell

c1:,w' KOTOOKT]V6GJ,

habito ), 181 combating "the ancient popular belief that the Deity actually dwelled within the
sanctuary" .182 As we might expect, the place of the t:l W is never mentioned in
Deuteronomy, though other interpreters, especially under the reforms of Josiah, took it to
mean Jerusalem. 18 3
The P tradition, while post-exilic in its final redaction, 184 nevertheless contains traditions
that go back to a period before the monarchy. Like the other traditions, it is likely to
preserve genuine reminiscences of the period in the wilderness. However, it developed
these in the light of the centralisation of the i1ii1.., cult in the one temple in Jerusalem.
Here we note several highly significant changes.
First, despite the etymology of the word, the tabernacle

c,:,w~) was not the dwelling

place of i1ii1.., nor of his name, but was the place where his "Glory" (1i:J:,, 86~a,

u!

'

178

cf. Deut 10:8(D), Ex 25: 16(P); but much more common in the Deuteronomistic history;
Clements, R.E., God and Temple, Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1965, p. 96; von Rad, Theology/, p.
238; Preuss, H.D., Old Testament Theology: Volume 1, Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster, John
Knox Press, 1995, p. 170, pointed out that i1J:J also does not occur in D, underscoring the
point. However, it does occur in Deut 5:24(D); Haran, "The Ark and the Cherubim: Their
Symbolic Significance in Biblical Ritual - Part 2", pp. 89-90, gave a reason for the storing of the
tablets in the Ark: as a testimony before God, cf. Deut 31:26(D).

17 9 - cf. Clements, God and Temple, p. 85; Baltzer, K., "The Meaning of the Temple in the Lukan
Writings", in: HTR 58(1965), p. 265; Weinfeld, M., "i1J:J kabod", in: Botterweck, GJ., and
Ringgren, H., (eds.), Theological Dictionary of the Old Testament: Volume 7, Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 1995, p. 37.

180

cf. Clements, God and Temple, p. 94; Weinfeld, Deuteronomic School, p. 195; i11i1~'s heavenly
abode e.g.: Deut 4:36, 12:5, 11,21, 26: 15 (all D).

181

cf. Deut 12:5,11,21, 14:23,24, 16:2,11, 26:2 (all D); See Section 6.4.3 for Deuteronomic
parallels with Jubilees.

182

Weinfeld, Deuteronomic School, p. 195.

183

cf. Castelot and Cody, "Religious Institutions of Israel", p. 1266b.

184

Dates for its final redaction vary considerably from 515 BC (e.g. Noth, Pentateuchal Traditions, p.
231), to 450 BC (e.g. Clements, God and Temple, p. 111); Blenkinsopp, "Introduction to the
Pentateuch", p. 316a.
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gloria) dwelt185 (a development from Ezekiel),186 though traces of an older belief in the
presence of iii ii.., himself can still be found in P _187
Second, P combined the elements of the E "tent of meeting" (i1'iC ?ii~) and the J
l i 1 ~ into its l :Jill C .1 88 So for example, the l :Jill C stands in the middle of the
camp,189 and the "Cloud" (l'J1' VEq>EAfl, nubis) is ever present in the tJ""Wij?il Wij?
with the "Ark of the Testimony" (I1i1'ii li1~,

n Kl(3WTOS

Tfi µapTvp{ov, arcam

testimonii) _190 The "entrance/door of the tent of meeting"l 91 was where one met
i1 iii..,, 192 who spoke from his place between the cherubim above the 1i 1 ~, 193
enthroned on the "Mercy Seat" (ri1!J:J, lAaOTllPlOV, propitiatorium).194
Third, there is nothing in P that indicated that the 1'J ID C was a place of meeting
iiiii..,_195
Fourth, and most importantly, iiiii.., ii:J:J was associated with the whole ?il~ itself
and not specifically with the li1~ or the l'JIDC.196 That is, iliil""'s dwelling place had
enlarged with a commensurate change in the corresponding ritual boundaries.

185
ill:

cf. Ex 24: 15b-17(P), 40:34-5(P); Clements, God and Temple, pp. 114, 120; Haran, "Nature", p.
61. For a good discussion of the meaning and derivation of iJJ, see: von Rad, Theology:/, p.
239; Preuss, Theology I, pp. 157, 255; Weinfeld, "i1JJ kabod", pp. 22-38; For a discussion on
66~a see e.g.: Brockington, L.H., "The Septuagintal Background to the New Testament use of
'10IA", in: Nineham, D.E., (ed.), Studies in the Gospels, Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1957, pp. 18. Brockington noted a basic difference between the Masoretic i1JJ and the Septuagintal 66~a:
i1JJ expressed the fact and apprehension of God's presence, but
the effect

o~a

\Ii

186

See Section 6.5.4.

187

e.g. Ex 25:8(P), 29:45(P), Num 16:3(P); cf. von Rad, Studies, p. 40; Weinfeld, "i1JJ kabod",
p. 34.

188

i Yi~ ? i1 N and 1J W ~ occur together in the following verses: Ex 39:32,40,
40:2,6,22,24,29,34,35, Lev 17:4(adP), Num 3:7,8,25,38, 4:25,31, 1 Chr 6:32. All except the last
belong to P. For a fuller discussion of the various terms used by P, see: von Rad, Theology/, p.
235. For the view that P combines?i1N and 11iN, see e.g.: von Rad, Theology/, p. 238; de
Vaux, The Bible, p. 137; Preuss, Theology/, p. 256; See Section 2.4.1.

189

Although again see: de Vaux, The Bible, p. 142.

190

cf. Haran, "Nature", p. 61. For r,iyn 1iiN see: Ex 25:22, 26:33,34, 30:6,26, 31:7, 39:45,
40:3,5,21, Num 4:5, 7:89 (all P).

r91

See Section 2.4.1.

192

cf. Ex 29:42(P).

193

cf. Ex 25:22(P); Lev 16:2(P); Num 7:89(P).

194

cf. Ex 30:6(P); Lev 16:2,13(P), Num 7:89(P); Haran, M., "The Ark and the Cherubim: Their
Significance in Biblical Ritual - Part 1", in: !El 9,1(1959), p. 31.

195

cf. Koch, ''?i1N ohel; ?i1N ahal", p. 129.

196

cf. Ex 29:43(P); Num 14:lO(P), 16:19,42(P), 20:6(P); Weinfeld, "i1JJ kabod", p. 32.
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The reasons for this last observation are significant. By the time P was finally redacted,
the li1~ was lost. It had not been restored to the Second Temple, but probably taken
and melted down by the Babylonians. It was necessary therefore for the 1i'J:J of iii it""
to be independent of the l i 1 ~.
II

6.5.3 The Divine Dwelling Place of the Deuteronomistic History
Leaving aside the debates about the date of composition of the Deuteronomistic History
(Josh - 2 Kings), most modem scholars assign it to the period before the exile, perhaps
during the reign of Josiah (639-609), with a final redaction during the exile.197 The
history preserves a number of elements found in the Pentateuchal sources, but more
importantly links a number of these elements together.
Not only is the "Ark of the Covenant" (I1""1'Jit li1~)198 the place of itiit""'s
enthronement,199 it is also equated with his 1i:J:J,200 and his t:H!J.201 itiit"" lives in

tJ ""C tv, 202 but his tJ tv 203 and his 1 i :i :J 204 dwell in the r, "":i of the temple of
Solomon.205 We may note here a beginning of the separation of iiiit""'s 1i'J:J from the
li1~, a separation that will become necessarily complete in post-exilic literature such as
p_206

197

cf. Walsh, J.T., "1-2 Kings", in: Brown, R.E., Fitzmyer, J.A., and Murphy, R.E., (eds.) The New
Jerome Biblical Commentary, London: Geoffrey Chapman, 1991, p. 160b.

198

cf. Deut 31:9,25,26(Dtr), Josh 3, 1 Sam 4:3-5, 2 Sam 15:24, 1 Kings 3:15, 6:19, 8:1,6.

199

cf. 1 Sam 4:4, 2 Sam 6:2, 2 Kings 19:15; It is noteworthy that the 111~ is never called the
"Throne" of il1il"'I in the Old Testament, only the verb ::JtD"'I (KOTOlKEW, habito) is used; see: von
Rad, Theology I, p. 237 n. 110.

200

cf. 1 Sam 4:21-2.

201

cf. 2 Sam 6:2; they appear in parallel in: Ps 102:15, 113:3-4, Isa 42:8, 43:7, 48:9, Jer 14:21;
Weinfeld, "i1J:J kabod", pp. 36-7.

202

cf. 1 Kings 8:27,30,39,43,49; Clements, God and Temple, p. 91; Preuss, Theology I, p. 171.

203

cf. 2 Sam 7:13, 1 Kings 8:20,29.

204

cf. 1 Kings 8:11,13, 2 Kings 19:14; Terrien, Elusive Presence, p. 195.

205
11:

206

Whereas as we have seen, D makes no mention of Jerusalem, in the Deuteronomistic history it is
the intended site of the sanctuary, e.g. 1 Kings 8: 15ff,29, 11:36, 14:21, 2 Kings 21 :4,7.
cf. However 1 Sam 4:21 which speaks of the departure of the iJ:J from Israel after the capture of
the l 11~ by the Philistines.
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6.5.4 The Divine Dwelling Place for the Chronicler
The work of the Chronicler (1 Chron - Nehemiah) is even more difficult to date
satisfactorily. A final date around 400 BC may be assumed, though this is by no means
uncontested. 207 The author was probably a Levite, by that period a class separate from
priests, but nevertheless a learned functionary of the Second Temple.208 Not noticeably
different from the Deuteronomist, i1 i i1.., lives in 1J ..,~ tv, 20 9 has the 1i 1 ~ for his
footstoo1,210 and his ii~~ 2 11 dwells in the

r,..,~.

6.5.5 The Prophets
As observed in Section 2.4.3.2, the prophets, with the obvious exception of Ezekiel the
priest, wrote little of the temple. Despite their overriding concern regarding sacrifice and
the status of the temple functionaries, they do cast cast yet another light on the
phenomenon of the changing understanding of the location of the earthly abode of i1ii1..,.

6.5.5.1 The Pre-exilic and Exilic Prophets
The book of early Isaiah, while still acknowledging that the temple was i1ii1.., r,..,~,212
looked forward to the day when the whole earth would be full of the ii~~ of i1ii1.., .213
Jerusalem however, is afforded a special privilege: i1 ii1.., will guarantee her divine
protection.2 14 Unfortunately the well known vision of Isaiah in Isa 6:1-13 affords us no
real information. It is little more than a unique encounter with God in the Temple.

207

208

For a brief outline of one proposed chronology, see: Anderson, B.W., The Living World of the Old
Testament, Essex: Longman, 4th ed. 1988, p. 511.
cf. North, R., "The Chronicler: 1-2 Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah", in: Brown, R.E., Fitzmyer,
J.A., Murphy, R.E., (eds.), The New Jerome Biblical Commentary, London: Geoffrey Chapman,
1991, p. 364.

209

cf. 2 Chr 6:21,30,33,39.

210

cf. 1 Chr 28:2; cf. Ps 99:5, 132:7, Lam 2: l; An interesting discussion on other ancient Near
Eastern parallels regarding footstool of deities is in: de Vaux, The Bible, pp. 147-8.

211
212

213
214

cf. 2 Chr 5: 14, 7: 1-3.
cf. Isa 2:2,3, 37:1,14, 38:20,22; For other pre-exilic prophets see, e.g. Hos 8:1, 9:4, Mic 4:1,2,
Hab 2:20.
cf. Isa 6:1,3; cf. Num 14:21(1), Pss 57:5,11, 72:19, 108:5; Hab 2:14, Isa 60:1-3; cf. War 5:458;
Weinfeld, "i1J:J kabod", p. 356.
cf. Isa 31:4-5; Clements, God and Temple, p. 83.
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The great prophet Jeremiah acknowledged that iiiii-,'s OW dwelt in the n-,:J or Temple
of Jerusalem215 and that it \Vas his house,2 16 but he also looked forward to the day after
the return of the exiles when Jerusalem herself will be the throne of ii iii-, .211 In as many
words he stated that the li1~ will play no part in this.218
Writing in exile, Ezekiel had much to say, preempting in many ways the work of P.219
Ezekiel's vision was of God's ii:J:,, whose resting place was on the cherubim of the
li1~.220 The ii:J:, left the n-,:J at the exile,221 but will one day return and resume its
place in the n-,:J.222 The n"':J will be iiiii-,'s throne.223 Because God's ii:J:, is no
longer in the n...,:J, it visited Ezekiel while he was in exile in Babylon. But like Jeremiah
before him, Ezekiel saw Jerusalem as one day having a special relationship with iiiii-,
himself, so that one day she would be the place where ii iii"' would be.224

6.5.5.2 The Post-exilic Prophets
The exile was a significant event in the Jewish understanding of their God. Faced not
only with the loss of Solomon's temple and the 1i1~, iiiii-,'s transcendence became
much more a prominent feature of post-exilic theology - iiiii-,'s true permanent home
was even more clearly in tJ"'Oill .225 And yet, his immanence, for so long an inescapable
part of Jewish belief was not lost either.

215

cf. Jer 7:11,14; Isa 66:1 (cf. Ac 7:49-50) where it is the earth; Levenson, Sinai and Zion, pp. 145,
167.

216

cf. Jer 17:26, 20:1,2, 26:2,7,9,10, 27:18,21, 28:1,5,6, 29:26, 33:11, 35:2,4, 36:5,10,
52:13,17,20, Lam 2:7; God was also in heaven, Lam 2:1, 3:41.

217

cf. Jer 3:17; cf. Amos 1:2; Davies, Land, p. 133; Clements, God and Temple, p. 102. Clements'
failed to distinguish adequately between i11i1~'s presence in Jerusalem and in the Temple. Davies'
treatment in Land is closer to the mark, but is necessarily piecemeal, since it is not central to his
discussion.

218

cf. Jer 3:16; For a tantalising story of the fate of the 11i~ see 2 Mace 2:4-8; Isaac, E., "Is the
Ark of the Covenant in Ethiopia?", in: BAR 19,4(1993), pp. 60-3?; Porten, "Did the Ark Stop at
Elephantine?", pp. 54-67, 76-7.

219

For the temple as i11i1~'s house see: Ezek 8:14,16, 10:19, 11:1.

220

cf. Ezek 9:3.

221

cf. Ezek 10:4,18-19, 11:22-3.

222

cf. Ezek 43:2-5, 44:4; Clements, God and Temple, pp. 106-7; Baltzer, "Meaning", pp, 266-7;
Terrien, Elusive Presence, p. 211; cf. Ezek 37:26-8 where the i:J:J is restored to the Wij:'C.

223

cf. Ezek 43:7.

224

cf. Ezek 48:35; compare this with Ezek 36:27.

225

cf. Ezra 1:2, Neh 1:4,5, 9:12,13,27,28, Dan 2:11,18,19,28,37,44, 4:13,23,31,37, 5:23, Jonah
1:9, Isa 63:15, 66:1, Clements, God and Temple, p. 131.

-._
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The post-exilic prophets expanded considerably the notion of the place where they hoped
i1,i1.., would dwell on earth. For them it was Jerusalem herself. The temple is still to be
the Il..,'J of i1ii1..,'s ii'J'J,22 6 or simply his house,227 but it is Jerusalem herself that
will be regarded principally as i1,i1.., 's earthly home.228 There is also the notion that
individuals will become abodes of i1,i1..,'s ii'J'J ,229 a concept that will see fruition in
!<

the teachings of Jesus and Paul.
Apocryphal and Pseudepigraphal literature paint a similar picture to the prophets. The
temple was the focus of the earthly presence of i1,i1..,,230 but it was also Jerusalem that
was considered to be the abode of i1,i1.., .231 Indeed, in 1 Enoch, "the house" would
seem to refer to Jerusalem,232 and in 2 Baruch and the Testament of Levi the
identification of the city and the Temple is complete. 233

6.5.6 Jerusalem as Zion
Another tradition that should be mentioned in this connection is the use of the epithet
"Zion" <1 i.., ~, L twv, Sion) as a poetic synonym for Jerusalem.234 This use is
particularly noteworthy in the Psalms, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Micah and Zechariah.2351j..,g

226

cf. Hag 1:8; Clements, God and Temple. pp. 124-6; In Isa 42:8, 48: 11, Ps 102:5 i11i1..,'s tJW and
his 1:J'J are equated.

227

cf. Joel 1:9 ,13, 14, 3: 18, Zech 1: 16, 7:3,8:9, 9:8, 11: 13, 14:20,21, Mal 3: 10.

228

cf. Zech 2:5, 8:3; Zeph 2: 12, 8:3; cf. Davies, Land, p. 133 n. 140: "In this connection it is
important to remember that Jerusalem had not become Yahweh's dwelling place because the
temple was there. Rather the temple had been built in Jerusalem because Yahweh had chosen it as
his abode." Note also that the "mountain of the house of
in Isa 2:2 becomes simply "the
holy mountain" in Isa 27: 13 and 66:20 indicating another shift from the temple to Jerusalem; cf.
Davies, Land. p. 133.

n,n..,,,

...I

229

cf. Isa 60: 1-2.

230

cf. Tob 1:4; Sir 36: 14; 3 Mace 2:9; 1 Enoch 89:50: Jubilees 1:4.

231

cf. 4 Ezra 10:48; Davies, Land, p. 147.

232

cf. 1 Enoch 89:66, 90:26; Davies, Land, p. 144 n. 156; Baltzer, "Meaning", p. 269.

233

cf. 2 Baruch 4: 1-7; Test Levi 10:5 ; Davies, Land, p. 145.

234

cf. von Rad, Theology II, p. 175: Freyne, S., Galilee, Jesus and the Gospels: Literary Approaches
and Historical Investigations, Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988, p. 180; Levenson, Sinai and
Zion, p. 136; Levenson, Sinai and Zion, pp. 91-2 noted the tradition that transferred the divine
earthly dwelling place from Sinai to Zion. What is discussed here is the use of "Zion" for
Jerusalem and what that tells us of the Divine Presence in that city. Perhaps this change in the
meaning of Zion can be attributed to the changing perception of the Divine earthly dwelling place.
The epithet ''Zion" for Jerusalem is to be carefully distinguished from that of "Mount Zion" for the
Temple Mount. See Section 2.4.2.

235

cf. 2 Kings, 2 Chr 5:2, Ps 51: 18, 102:21, 128:5, 135:21, 14 7: 12, Isa 2:3, 4:3,4, 30: 19, 33:20,
37:22, 40:9, 41:27, 52:1,2, 64:10, Jer 26:18, 51:35, Lam 1:17, 2:10,13, Mic 3:10,12, Zeph
3: 14,16, Zech 1: 14, 17, 8:3, 9:9 .
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was the place where itiit"' dwelt,236 dispensed blessings237 and was where he was
worshipped and praised.238 Reminiscent of Deuteronomy,

1i ..,~

was such a place

because it iit.., chose it.239 An interesting connection occurs in Ps 48:2 where Mount

1i"'~ is identified with Mt Zaphon. Mt Zaphon was the home of the Canaanite god Baal
and located several kilometres north of U garit. 240 R.E. Clements ( 1965) claimed that
along with other instances such as David acquiring the threshing floor of a non-Israelite
previous inhabitant of Jerusalem which could have already been a sacred site, and the fact
that Solomon used Phoenician architects in the design and construction of his Temple,
this identity is another example of borrowing from Canaanite practices.241 it i it""
acquired Mount 1i"'~ as his abode.242

6.5.7 City as Temple
The special use of two words at times may also point to Jerusalem as the dwelling place
of God.

6.5.7.1 1 ""~
Mention should also be made of the Old Testament use of the word 1 ""1'. Its usual
meaning is that of "city" (n6AtS, urbs).243 However, it can also be clearly identified as
meaning "temple

quarter". 244

•

Indeed in Isa 66:6 it occurs in parallel with ?'J""i1, possibly

indicating an identity between the two terms (though admittedly it need not). L.R. Fisher
(1963) drew a reasonable conclusion from this observation and a consideration of other
data, that:

23-6

cf. Ps 9:11, 99:2, 102:16, 132:13, 135:21; Isa 4:5, 8:18, 24:23, 31:4, 31:9, 52:8; Jer 8:19, 31:6;
Joel 3:17,21; Zech 2:10, 8:3; Davies, Land, p. 140.

237

cf. Ps 110:2, 128:5, 133:3, 134:3; Isa 2:3.

238

cf. Ps 102:21, 147:12; Isa 35:10, 51:11; Joel 3:16; Amos 1:2; Micah 4:2, 4:7.

239

cf. Isa 14:32, 60:14; Zech 1:17.

240

cf. Levenson, Sinai and Zion, p. 146.

241

cf. Clements, God and Temple, pp. 3-5, 61-2.

242
243
244

cf. Levenson, Sinai and Zion, pp. 94-5; Terrien, Elusive Presence, p. 189. The site was chosen in
part because of the visionary experiences of Abraham and David; See Section 2.4.2.
e.g. Gen 23: lO(P), 34:24(1), 36:35,39(adP); Josh 19:29; 2 Sam 12:26,27; Isa 66:6.
e.g. 2 Kings 10:25, which refers to part of the temple of Baal.
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"in most places it is the entire city of Jerusalem that is thought of as the
temple quarter" .... ideally, YHWH does not have a temple quarter within a
city but the city is his temple quarter ... "245

6.5. 7 .2 God's House
T. Eskenazi (1988)246 put forward the hypothesis that at least in Ezra-Nehemiah one
must distinguish between the "n"":J" (oiKos. aedis) and the "?:J""i1" (va6s, Sanctuarium)
of God. She maintained that: "n"":J" may be used in Ezra-Nehemiah to describe both the

"?:J""i1" and the city of Jerusalem;247 the process of building the "n"":J" of God may
refer to the process of building the community; to rebuild the city wall is to rebuild the
temple; the rededicated city as holy place is equated with the "n"":J" of God. 248
It is difficult to see how Eskenazi's judgements are correct, since all the uses of the
phrase "tJ""i1?~i1 n"":J" in Ezra-Nehemiah clearly refer to the temple,249 as do all the
uses of the phrase "i1ii1"" 11"":J".250
What may be nearer the mark is P. Marinkovic's (1994) observation251 that certain verses
in Zechariah 1-8 support either meaning of "n"":J", namely, Zech 1:16, 3:7, 4:9, 8:9.

"n"":J" can be used not simply for a dwelling but for a community, household, or a
dynasty, among others.252 "The house of David" rarely refers to a palace. The Zechariah
passages all could be taken to imply that Jerusalem is "i1ii1"" 11"":J".253
245

Fisher, L.R., "The Temple Quarter", in: JSS 8(1963), pp. 39-40; cf. Ps 46:4; Davies, Land, p.
151; Levenson, Sinai and Zi.on, p. 152.

246

cf. Petersen, "The Temple in Persian Period Prophetic Texts", p. 132; Marinkovic, "2.echariah 1-8
and the Second Temple", p. 98; The text of Eskenazi's work, Eskenazi, T., In an Age of Prose: A
Literary Approach to Ezra-Nehemiah, Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press, 1988, was unavailable.

247

There are examples of such a naming of cities for other gods, e.g. Beth-el, Beth-peor, Beth-dagon.

248

This list of Eskenazi's main points may be also found in: Petersen, "The Temple in Persian Period
Prophetic Texts", p. 132.

249

cf. Of the 33 verses in which the phrase occurs, 8 explicitly place the "house of God" in
Jerusalem, Ezra 1:4, 3:8, 4:24, 5:2,16, 17, 6:3, 12.

250

cf. Of the 9 occurrences in Ezra-Nehemiah, 3 explicity locate the "house of the Lord" in Jerusalem,
Ezra 1:5, 2:68, 7:27; Neh 2:3 refers to the city of Jerusalem as "the house" but not that of God.
Assuming at most that the early chapters of Ezra are by the same author, surely one verse should
inform another.

251

cf. Marinkovic, "Zechariah 1-8 and the Second Temple", pp. 97-101.

252

cf. Hoffner, H.A., "n ..,J bayith", in: Botterweck, GJ., and Ringgren, H. (eds.), Theological
Dictionary of the Old Testament: Volume 2, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub.
Co.,ETrev.ed.1977,pp.111-16.

253

Other passages sometimes cited in this context include: Jer 12:7, which refers to Israel as God's
house in the sense of his family and chosen people (elsewhere in Jeremiah, e.g. Jer 11:15, 23:11,
"my house" CI'1..,J) is the Temple); Jer 22:5 (cf. Mt 23:38, Lk 13:35), which refers rather to the
palace of the King of Judah; Neh 2:3, which indeed refers to Jerusalem as a "house", but it is the
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6.5.8 The Holy Spirit

In the Old Testament, the "Spirit of God" (tJ"'li1?~i1 i1i1, nvEvµa 8Eov, spiritus Dei)
was a creative force25 4 and an inspiring one, particularly leading to prophecy.255 The
"Spirit of the Lord" (i1ii1"'1 i1i1, nvEvµa KVpiov, spiritus Domini) imparted a desire for
war and leadership among the Judges,256 as it gave inspiration to David, Saul and the
Messianic King.257 It also inspired prophets and prophecy.258
The "Holy Spirit" (Wij?i1 i1i1, nvEvµa aytov, spiritus sanctus) occurs only three
times in the Old Testament.259 In each case the "spirit" is the inspiring one from God.
The phrases "my spirit" ("'li1i1),260 "your spirit" (1i1i1)261 and "his spirit" (ii1i1)262
in the Old Testament refer largely to the spirit of man. In the few cases where they refer to
the Spirit of God they almost always denote God's spirit of inspiration or creation .. In
one case, namely Ps 139:7, it could be viewed as denoting God's presence. There it is
clear that God's spirit or presence is throughout the created universe and not specifically
tied to the Temple.
In intertestamental literature263 as with Rabbinic literature,264 the Wij?i1 i1i1 continued

to be thought of in terms of "divine inspiration". J.R. Levison (1997) pointed out that the
Holy Spirit as divine inspiration in the Apocrypha, Pseudepigrapha and Rabbinic

"place [1'1~J] of my fathers' [Nehemiah's] sepulchres"; Test Levi 10:5 is one of the few passages
which explicitly refers to Jerusalem as being the house of i1ii1~.

254

cf. Gen 1:2(P), Job 33:4.

255

cf. Gen 41:38(E), Ex 31:3(P), 35:3l(P), Num 24:2(]), 1 Sam 10:10, 11:6, 19:20,23, 2 Chr 15:1,
24:20, Job 27:3, Ezek 11:24.

256

cf. Jud 3:10, 6:34, 11:29, 13:25, 14:6,19, 15:14.

257

cf. 1 Sam 6:13,14, 2 Sam 23:2, Isa 11:2, 61:1.

258

cf. 1 Sam 10:6, 1 Kings 18: 12, 22:24, 2 Chr 18:23, 20: 14.

259

cf. Ps 51:11, Isa 63:10,11; also in Wis 1:5, 9:17.

260
261

262

e.g. When referring to God's spirit: Gen 6:3(J), Isa 30:1, 42:1, 44:3, 59:21, Ezek 36:27, 37:14,
39:29, Joel 2:28,29, Hag 2:5, Zech 4:6, 6:8, Prov 1:23.
e.g. When referring to God's spirit Ps 104:30, 139:7, 143:10, Neh 9:20,30.
e.g. When referring to God's spirit: Num 11:29(E), Isa 11:15, 30:28, 34:16, 48:16, Zech 7:12, Ps
147:18, Job 26:13, 34:14.

263

e.g. Sir 48: 12,24, 2 Esd 14:22.

264

cf. For a good summary of the Rabbinic understanding of Wij?i1 ni; see: Unterman, A., "Ru'ah
Ha-Kodesh", in: Roth, C., et. al., (eds.), Encyclopedia Judai.ca: Volume 14, Jerusalem: Keter Pub.
House Ltd., 1971, cols 364-6. Untennan pointed out that the primary Rabbinic notion of the Holy
Spirit is one of "divine inspiration" rather than as an instrument of divine presence although that is
not lacking.
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literature was dependent for its presence in the world on a worthy recipient and not vice
versa.265
Only therefore (apart from Ps 139:7) in Christian literature from the New Testament
onwards is the "Spirit of God",266 the "Spirit of the Lord"267 or the "Holy Spirit"268
thought of as indicating the presence of God (See Section 6.5.10 below).

6.5.9 The Divine Dwelling Place in the Qumran Sect
•

The Qumran documents represent yet another development. In 11QPs22, generally
referred to as the "Apostrophe to Zion", there is the application to 1i""~ of terms usually
applied to i1ii1'"'.269 But the Dead Sea Scrolls lay greater emphasis on the presence of
i1ii1"" in their community.270 Indeed, one could say that it was their community that
became i1ii1~'s "temple",271 "house of God",272 the "sanctuary [Wij?~] of men",273
until the new temple would be constructed.274 In that interim period, not only did the
community replace the temple, but observance of the law replaced sacrificial worship.275

6.5.10 The Temple as the Divine Dwelling Place for Jesus and Paul
The Qumran understanding differed significan tly from that of Jesus and Paul. For
Qumran the temple was to be replaced temporarily because it was defiled and unable to

265

cf. Levison, J.R., "Did the Spirit Withdraw from Israel? An Evaluation of the Earliest Jewish
Data", in: NTS 43,1(1997), pp. 35-57.

266

e.g. Mt 3:16, Rom 8:9, 1 Cor 2:11,14.

267

e.g. Ac 5:9, 8:39, 2 Cor 3:17.

268

e.g. Mt 1: 18.

269

270

271

272

cf. Davies, Land, pp. 141-2; Hebrew text and commentary in: L'Heureux, C.E., "The Biblical
Sources of the ' Apostrophe to Zion '", in: CBQ 29,1(1967), pp. 60-74; compare this with Ps
137:5-6.
cf. Hos 11 :9.
Found especially in lQS; Gfu"tner, B., The Temple and the Community in Qumran and the New
Testament, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1965, pp. 22-30; McKelvey, New Temple,
pp. 47-9.
Found especially in 4Ql 74; Gfu"tner, Temple and Community, p. 30; McKelvey, New Temple,
pp. 50-1.

273

cf. 4Ql 74:6-7; Mathews, ''Trouble", p. 111.

274

cf. Baltzer, "Meaning", p. 269.

275

cf. Gfu"tner, Temple and Community, pp. 16, 18; Weinfeld, "i1JJ kabod", pp. 37-8.
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fulfil the precepts of the law.276 For Jesus and Paul, the temple was to be replaced once
for all primarily by Jesus himself, but also by the new Christian community and
individuals within that community. 277 The instrument of i1ii1"'"s presence was for both
chiefly the "Holy Spirit".278 The "Spirit of God" also indicated God himself,279 capable
of dwelling in a person280 and was also a source of inspiration.281 Likewise the "Spirit
of the Lord" was indicative of God himself282 and a source of inspiration.283
However, the pertinent question here is how did Jesus regard the connection between the
presence of God and the temple and/or Jerusalem?284 On the one hand Jesus shared the
common Jewish belief that the presence of God dwelt in the Temple,285 and that
Jerusalem enjoyed a unique relationship with i1ii1'"'.286 Yet, it has to be admitted, he
spoke of a time when the temple would be destroyed. 287 Again, this transfer was to be in
the future, yet there are hints that it had already begun in his lifetime.288

6.5.11 The Divine Dwelling Place in Rabbinic Tradition
Rabbinic tradition continued with the legacy bequeathed by the post-exilic prophets.
Despite the reconstruction of the Temple, the promise of the presence of God remained
generally in the realm of eschatological hope - its return would be sometime in the future.

276

cf. Gartner, Temple and Community, p. 99.

277

This is a mere mention of a vast subject cf. Ezek 36:27; Gartner, Temple and Community, pp.
49-71, 105-22; Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, pp. 114-18; McKe]vey, New Temple, pp. 58-64, 92107; Terrien, Elusive Presence, pp. 452-64; Tannehill, R.C., Dying and Rising with Christ: A
Study in Pauline Theology, Berlin: Verlag Alfred T()pelmann, 1967, pp. 104-6; For Jesus as new
temple, e.g. Mt 12:6, Jn 1:14, 2:21, Rev 21:22 (Jesus as the heavenly Temple), Phil 2:9. For
Christian community: Mt 18:20, 1 Cor 3:16-7, 2 Cor 6:14 - 7:1, Eph 2:18-22, cf. 1 Tim 3:15;
Meagher, J.C., "John 1: 14 and the New Temple", in: JBL 88(1969), pp. 57-68, mounted a case for
considering the tradition behind Jn 1: 14 to be that of the Christian community as the new temple.

278

e.g. Lk 3:22, 4:1, Jn 20:22, I Cor 6:19, 2 Cor 13:14, Eph 1:13, 1 Thess 4:8, 2 Tim 1:14; cf.
Heb 6:4, 2 Pel 1:21.

279

cf. Mt 3:16, Rom 8:9, 1 Cor 2:11,14.

280

cf. Rom 8:9.

281

cf. Mt 12:28, Rom 8: 14, 1 Cor 7:40, 12:3, 1 Jn 4:2.

282

cf. Ac 5:9, 8:39, 2 Cor 3:17.

283

cf. Lk 4:18.

284

For a discussion of Jesus' attitude to the temple, see esp. Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, pp. 61-76.

285

cf. esp. Mt 23:21 (yet see vs 38, Lk 13:35), Jn 2: 16; Gfutner, Temple and Community, p. 110.

286

cf. Mt 5:35, 23:37, Lk 13:34, 24:47, Jn 4:20-3.

287

cf. Mk 13:1-2.

288

cf. Mt 12:6; also sayings where Jesus possessed the Spirit of God, e.g. Mt 12:18,28,32; G~er,
Temple and Community, pp. 115-17.
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By far the most important Rabbinic device was the "Shekinah" (i1j...,'JttJ). Used to help
express both the transcendence and immanence of God, it served to account for both
God's dwelling in the temple and his presence in the world.289 In the Targums, i1j...,:Jtt)
and 1i~:, are often equated.290 Following Ezekiel, the i1j...,:,trJ left the temple, and
although there was a dispute whether it was present in the second temple,291 its return
was clearly hoped for the future.292
Even if the weight of Rabbinic evidence is for a Divine absence from the post-exilic
temple, 293 we should not thereby assume that the Second Temple was treated as if God
was not there. Whatever the first century notion might have been, the Temple and its
surrounds were regarded as if the i1j...,:Jtt) was present.294

6.5.12 Josephus' Divine Dwelling Place
Josephus anticipated much of the Rabbinic understanding, again an indication that
Rabbinic thought although representing a maturation of tradition, nevertheless passed
through a formative stage in the period in question. Josephus' belief in the sacredness of
the temple appears most clearly in his speech to the rebels still on the Temple Mount just
before the final stage of the Roman attack. There, the temple is repeatedly referred to as
"To aytov", 295 since it is clear that Josephus regarded even his own Temple of Hercxl as
the dwelling place of God.296 From there "To 8{i'ov" fled from the "ayk.0v" because of

289

cf. Dowda, "Synoptic Cleansing", pp. 157-8; Num R . 15:1 0 Sonc 3:651; b. Yorn 10a on 1:1
Sonc 42, b. Yorn 21b on 1:8 Sonc 94; Lam (Proem) R. 25 Sonc 50-1; b. RH 31a on 4:4 Sonc
148-9; Clements, God and Temple , p. 126; Urbach, The Sages: Their Concepts and Beliefs:
Volume /, pp. 40, 43.

290

e.g. Targ 2 Chr 7:1-3, Targ Jonathan Isa 1:15.

291

cf. b. Yoma 9b-10a on 1: 1 Sonc 41-2; Unterman, A., "Shekhinah", in: Roth, C., et. al., (eds.),
Encyclopedia Judaica: Volume 14, Jerusalem: Keter Pub. House Ltd., 1971, cols 1349-52. Note
also the tradition that the Shekinah continued to be everywhere, e.g. b. BB 25a on 2:9-10 Sonc
125, b. Sanh 39a on 4:5 Sonc 249-50, Ex R. 2:5 Sonc 2:53 . It could even rest on one person, M.
Abot 3:6F Neusner 679. For a more detailed exposition of the ilj"'l:Jtz:j in Rabbinic literature, see:
Urbach, The Sages: Their Concepts and Beliefs: Volume I, pp. 37-65.

292

cf. Baltzer, Meaning, p. 270; Dowda, "Synoptic Cleansing", p. 158; Moore, G.F., Judaism in the
First Centuries of the Christian Era: The Age of the Tannaim: Volume I, Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1927, tenth impression 1966, p. 369.

293

cf. Clements, God and Temple, p. 126.

294

In fact, b. Yorn 52b on 5: 1b Sonc 245-6, does just this: ritual was to be performed as if the Ark
(and therefore the Shekinah) were present

295

cf. War 5:377,380,381.

296

e.g. War 5:459.
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the sins of the people and as a result the Roman army was able to destroy it. 297

Ou pa v6s was the place where the souls of the just go after death,298 and the true
dwelling place of God.299

6.5.13 Conclusion: the earthly Dwelling Place of God
With W.D. Davies (1974) therefore the very least we can say after such a brief survey of
the material is that "the city came to be regarded as a veritable extension of the
Temple".300 But we can now venture to say something more. This concept of temple
extension applied more so the nearer an area was to the Temple (Mount), and in particular
to the west wall street and the southern plaza both of which abutted the Temple Mount
wall itself.
The idea of temple extension was based on and paralleled the contemporary
understanding of the earthly dwelling place of of iiiii''\ This is manifest explicitly in the
Old Testament where a gradual enlargement of iiiii""'s earthly (temporary) home is
discemable from the earliest writings such as those of the so-called J tradition which
associate i1ii1~'s earthly dwelling place with the Ark, right through to Rabbinic literature
where the Shekinah (in one tradition) is seen to dwell everywhere on earth.

6.6 CONCLUSION
In this chapter the aim has been to establish the existence of markets immediately outside

the Temple Mount and to discover the relationship if any between these markets and the
Temple Mount.
Chapter 5 determined that there is no evidence for a market on the Temple Mount and that
items necessary for sacrifice were for sale outside the Temple Mount, possibly
immediately outside.

297

cf. War 5:412; Smith, M., "The Occult in Josephus", in Feldman, L.H., and Hata, G., (eds.),
Josephus, Judaism, and Christianity, Detroit: Wayne State University, 1987, pp. 242-3, 255 n.
10, who also noted that "the Place" is also a rabbinic designation for i11i1"", anticipated by Philo,
Som 1.63, Fug, 75. Compare also Ant 8:107,114 which is part of Solomon's prayer at the
dedication of the Temple.

298

cf. War 3:374; War 2:153,155 on the Essenes.

299

e.g. Ant 1:279, 9:73, 11:64,143,162, War 1:630.

300

Davies, Land, p. 152.
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In Section 6.2 the presence of these markets in the time of Jesus was affirmed through
archaeological and documentary evidence. In addition these markets contained all that was
necessary for the carrying out of the act of Cleansing by Jesus as depicted in the Gospels.
In Section 6.3 the physical boundaries of Jerusalem were found to be larger than that
defined by its walls. So too the boundary of the Temple Mount, although marked by
walls, actually incorporated for many the strip of land surrounding it. The markets were
on this strip of land.
In Section 6.4 this enlargement of the boundaries of both Jerusalem and the Temple
ni

Mount extended to many of the ritual laws associated with these two entities. In the
course of the history of the Temple many laws associated with it were either relaxed or
strengthened to include Jerusalem, so that Jerusalem itself became an extension of the
Temple. Thus in particular the "temple markets" were considered to be more a part of the
Temple Mount than the city because of their close proximity to the Mount.
In Section 6.5 this development was explained as being in part due to a developing
understanding of the location ofthe earthly presence of i1iil"\. This presence increased in
intensity as one approached Jerusalem and especially the Temple Mount and the Holy of
Holies. From this perspective the "temple markets" shared in ilii1"\'s presence more than
the rest of the city and were considered therefore by the general population to be the
"temple markets".
Finally then it may be claimed with confidence that the "temple market" on the plaza
immediately outside the southern wall of the Temple Mount was the most likely location
for the Cleansing. For all practical (and Biblical / historical ?) purposes (save for ritual
purity laws) these markets were considered an adjuct to the Temple Mount complex - as
indeed many of the shops physically were.
In the common (KOlVll) speech of the time first century Jews may well have said they
-

were going to the temple or to the "temple markets" to buy something and referring to
these markets rather than to any on the Temple Mount itself.
This conclusion has at least four important consequences which will be explored in the
next chapter.

7 IMPLICATIONS
Jesus said: "[W]hen you are offering your gift at the altar, if you remember
that your brother has something against you, leave your gift there before the
altar and go;first be reconciled to your brother, and then come and offer your
gift."
Mat 5:23-4, RSV, cf. Mk 11:25

7.1 INTRODUCTION
In conducting this survey and analysis of archaeological, Biblical and contemporary
historical data of the elements making up the story of the Cleansing of the Temple in the
Gospels, the conclusion was reached that in all probability it took place immediately
outside the Temple Mount.
As stated in Section 1.2 of this work, this has consequences in several other areas of
research.
The Gospel accounts all place the Cleansing act of Jesus

tv Ti;:> lEpi;:>,

and yet the

conclusion reached here would seem to be in direct contradiction to this. An historical
explanation for this will be proposed in Section 7 .2.
A few scholars discount the story as unhistorical (i.e. it didn't happen), not because they
could find no evidence for a market on the Temple Mount but for other historical
inconsistencies. These will be assessed in Section 7 .3 in the light of the likelihood that the
event occurred near the Temple Mount
Third, contrary to the opinions of L. Gaston (1970), E.P. Sanders (1985) and D. Seeley
(1993), 1 a relocation of the incident does necessitate a recasting of the possible meaning
of the event. An overview of the major proposals for a motive on the part of Jesus will be
found in Appendix V, and a brief summary of this in Section 7.4. A likely motive will
11· ·

also be offered.

I

The opinion that the incident of the Cleansing of the Temple was a contributing factor in
Jesus' arrest, often based on the assumption that he was threatening to destroy the

i:

1:~:

lw

Temple, will be considered briefly in Section 7 .5.

t

1

cf. Gaston, No Stone, p. 87; Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, pp. 68, 368 n. 54; Seeley, "Temple
Act", p. 270; See Section 1.4.
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7.2 THE IMPORT OF WORDS WITH MORE THAN ONE MEANING

We now tum our attention to the Gospel accounts of the Cleansing. How can they be
reconciled historically with the thesis that the incident occurred outside the Temple
Mount? One of the great strengths of the New Testament is that it was written in the
language of common everyday Greek. It reflects in large measure common everyday
concerns and idioms. In other words the mistake has been made of reading their accounts
too literally or rigidly.
The narratives of the Cleansing, no less than other similar pericopes contains homonyms,
i.e. words with identical spelling but different meanings. There are four words in the
Gospel accounts that merit attention and need to be reassessed in the light of the outcome
of this thesis.

7.2.1 lep6v (= templum)
The word 1Ep6v is the most common New Testament designation for the temple, with
some 71 occurrences as compared with 43 for va 6s.2 This contrasts markedly with the
LXX where it does not occur at all. 3 In 1 Esdras and the four books of the Maccabees, it
is always a comprehensive term for the whole temple complex.4
The corresponding adjective 1Ep6s, occurs just three times in the New Testament, yet
frequently in 1 Esdras and 2 Maccabees. 5 The reticence of the New Testament to use the
adjectival form is explained by G. Schrenk (ET 1965) as being due to: its associations
with Greek mythology; its connotations of deity and nature; and the reminder it supplies
of idolatrous practices that must be rejected by Christians. 6
Except for 1 Cor 9: 13, the noun occurs in the New Testament only in the Gospels and
Acts. There it has the following meanings:

2

cf. Moulton, W.F., Geden, A.S., and Moulton, H.K., A Concordance to the Greek Testament,
Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 5th. ed. 1978, pp. 472, 661.

3

cf. Bickennan, "The Warning Inscriptions of Herod's Temple", p. 211.

4

cf. Schrenk, "iep6v", p. 233.

5

cf. Hatch, E., and Redpath, H.A., A Concordance to the Septuagint: Volume I, Graz-Austria:
Akademische Druck- u. Verlagsanstal 4 1954.

6

cf. Schrenk, "iep6v", p. 229.
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a) the entire temple complex,? or a context where the exact location is unclear, 8
b) the Outer Court, court of the Gentiles;9 the place where Jesus and the Apostles
taught, 10 though this is most probably somewhere in the Outer Court;
c) Court of Women; 11
d) referring to some part of the temple complex used for prayer.12
As we have seen in Section 2.2.1, the classical word T £µEvos- can designate both
meaning a) and b) and can thus be considered as a synonym for the New Testament's

1Ep6v. However, one should note that T£µEvos- does not occur in the New Testament.13
Josephus used 1Ep6v virtually as a synonym for avAn. Thus, as noted in Section 2.5.1,
the various courts of the temple complex were distinguished by adjectives together with

iEp6v. Thus, the Outer Court is: l~w8Ev lEp6v, npwTov lEp6v, KaTw lEp6v, and To
vna 18pov Tov iEpov. Within the Outer Court, corresponding to these designations there
is: Etaw iEp6v and OEvTEpov iEp6v, which clearly refer to the area within the :liitJ. At
War 5:207, To ayiov iEp6v refers to the oTKos-. Actually, Josephus preferred

nEpi{3oAos- to avAn, at least in regard to the Temple Mount,14 and often used 1Ep6v as a
general term for the entire temple complex.15
Josephus' use is collaborated by the famous warning inscription placed on the :l ii tJ
(Tpvq:>aKTOS"). 16 There too iEp6v refers to everything within the :liitJ (excluding the

?"'In), i.e. equivalent to the Hebrew ill1j?~.
Thus 1Ep6v in the Cleansing accounts (Mt 21:12, Mk 11;15,16, Lk 19:45, Jn 2:14,15)
can possibly refer either to the Outer Court or the entire temple complex. The second
possibility is the one being suggested here.

7

e.g. Mt 4:5, Nfk 13:1,3, Lk 4:9, 21:5, Ac 3:1,2,10.

8

e.g. Mt 12:5,6, Lk 22: 15, Jn 5: 14, Ac 24:6, 25:8, 1 Cor 9: 13.

9

e.g. Mt 21:14,15; It is worth noting that Calvin understood this sense, see: Calvin, Calvin's
Commentaries: A Harmony of the Gospels: Matthew, Mark and Luke: Volume III, p. 4.

10
11

e.g. Mt 26:55, Mk 14:49, Lk 19:47, 21:37, 22:53, Jn 7:14,28, 8:2,20, 18:20, Ac 5:20; cf. Lk
2:46.
e.g. Lk 2:24,37, Ac 3:2,7; Schrenk, "iEp6v", pp. 232-5, gave some references that are actually for
I

vaos.
12

e.g. Lk 18: 10, 24:53.

13

It does occur in the LXX at: 2 Kings 21:6 (for Ji~), Hos 8:14 (for?~~il), Ezek 6:4,6 (for1f:j'r1).
It also occurs in: 1 Mace 1:47, 5:43,44, 2 Mace 1:15, 10:2, 11:3, 3 Mace 1:7,13.

14

See Section 2.5.1.

15

e.g. War 6:294, Ant 10:149, 11:128, 12:142.

16

cf. Bickerman, "Warning", pp. 210-1; Schrenk, "iEp6v", p. 234; Gaston, No Stone, p. 87 n. 2.
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7.2.2 va6s (= ?:J""i1, templum)
Na 6s is derived from the verb va iw, "to dwell", "inhabit". It is frequent in the LXX,
almost always translating ?:J.,i1.17
The New Testament uses it in the following contexts where it refers directly to the
Jerusalem temple:
a) as a synonym for the oTKos;18 that is used in the sense of ?:J.,i1;
b) referring to the entire temple complex,19 especially in the accusation against

Jesus at his trial, claiming that Jesus had threatened to destroy the va6s ;20
c) Judas throwing his silver pieces down in the va6s;21
d) the heavenly temple;22
e) for places and things other than the Jerusalem temple.23
So although the New Testament uses va6s largely for the ?:J.,i1 or oTKos of the temple,
it is by no means confined to that.
Many scholars24 follow G. Dalman (1924) and maintain a clear and rigid distinction and
definition of both 1Ep6v and vaos. Thus for them 1Ep6v is at best the Outer Court or the
entire temple complex, and va os is confined to the actual temple, i.e. the oTKOS .25
Because of b), it ought to be evident that such a distinction cannot be supported.
17

In a few instances va6~ translates tJ?1~: 1 Chr 28:11, 2 Chr 8:12, 15:8, 29:7,17. It should not
be forgotten that ?:J~i1 itself has two meanings: it can refer to the central structure of the temple
complex, i.e. the r, ~J, with or without the tJ?1~, or it can refer to a more restricted portion, the
Wij?, the chamber before the tJ~Wij?i1 Wij? or ,~Ji; See: Kaufman, A.S ., "A Note on
Artistic Representations of the Second Temple in Jerusalem", in: BA 47,4(1984), p. 253b;
Aharoni, "The Solomonic Temple, the Tabernacle and the A.rad Sanctuary", p. 7.

18

cf. Mt 23:35, 27:51, Mk 15:38, Lk 1:9,21,22, 23:45, 2 Thess 2:4.

19

cf. Jn 2:19-20.

20

cf. Mt 26:61, 27:40, Mk 14:58, 15:29; Jn 2:19.

21

cf. Mt 27:5.

22

cf. Rev 3:12, 7:15, 11:1,2,19, 14:15,17, 15:5,6,8, 16:1 ,17, 21:22.

23

Other uses of va6~ include: Jesus' body, Jn 2:21; individual Christians, 1 Cor 3:16,17, 6:19, 2
Cor 6:16; the Church, Eph 2:21; and pagan shrines, Ac 17:24, 19:24; See also: Westcott, John, p.
41a; Philo also used the metaphor of the soul as God's abode, e.g. Som, 1:149, Sob, 62-3, Cher,
98, 106.

24

e.g. Beasley-Murray, John, p. 37 n. b; Finegan, Chronology, p. 279 n. 433.

25

cf. Michel, 0., "va6~", in: Kittel, G., (ed.), Theological Dictionary of the New Testament:
Volume IV, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., ET 1967, p. 882 n. 8; Davies,
Land, p. 350 n. 46, both of whom provide an English translation of the relevant passage from G.
Dalman. See also: Fry, E., ''The Temple in the Gospels and Acts", in: BT 38(1987), pp. 213-21 ,
who tackled the problem of translation on a practical level.
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Judas had no access to the oTKOS because he was not a priest yet he is said to have cast
his money there, and so we can assume that an area larger than the oTKOS is meant. Also
in Jn 2:20 va 6s is best taken to mean the entire temple complex, since the va 6s proper
was completed in eighteen months. 26
Josephus used vaos in several senses:
a) as equivalent to the oTKos27 - the vast majority of instances;
b) denoting the entire temple complex;28
c) in a similar fashion to 1Ep6v as denoting a court or precinct;29
d) pagan temples.30
So Josephus used vaos with a similar variety of meanings as did the New Testament.

7.2.3 els and £ v
Els is used as a preposition in the Synoptic Cleansing accounts (Mt 21: 12, Mk 11: 15, Lk
19:45) to determine the locaton of Jesus' action "Els To lEpov".
The common meaning of the preposition Els in the New Testament is "to" or "into".
Limiting the discussion to spatial instances, it also has other meanings of which there are
examples in the New Testament:
a) as a synonym for .rpos, "to" or "towards",31 especially when indicating
motion to or towards Jerusalem,32 or after verbs of seeing,33 or speak:ing;34
b) "near", "before",35 and occasionally with tyyi~Ll.36

I"'

26

cf. Ant 15:421, War 1:401.

27

e.g. War 5:201,207,209,211, Ant 15:391,401, Ap 2: 119; Ant 15:402 (vtw~).

28_

e.g. Ant 8:62, 15:396.

29

e.g. War 6:293: "Tov £(,.)OOTtpC,.) vaov".

30

e.g. Ant 12:257, 13:256 (the Samaritan Temple on Mt Gerizim, See Section 2.3.3), 13:99,
14:145,219,222, 18:74,79, Apion 2:131.

31

32

e.g. Mk 7:31, Jn 20:3.

e.g. Mt 20:17,18, 21:1, Mk 11:1, Lk 2:22, 9:51, 18:31, 19:28, Jn 2:13, 5:1, 11:55, Ac 11:2,
13:31, 15:2, 21:12,15, 24:11, 25:1,9, Gal 1:17,18, 2:1.

33

e.g. Mt 6:26, Mk 6:41, Lk 9:16,62, Jn 13:22.

34

e.g. 1 Thess 2:9.

35

e.g. Mt 17:27, Lk 24:5, J n 20: 1.

36

e.g. Lk 18:35, 19:29, 24:28.
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Josephus used the preposition with the same variety of meanings. Of special interest is
the second use, with the meaning "near" in Life 115. In classical Greek literature there are
a few examples where ELS' (or ES') cannot mean anything other than "near".37
In Hebrew the preposition?~ usually expresses motion to or towards another object. In
the Septuagint there are a few places where it is translated by the Greek Els, where we
might have expected npos-.38 Moreover, in quite a few verses,?~ is added to ~iij? (
EY'{VS', prope) to add emphasis to ~iij? .39

'Ev occurs in the Cleansing accounts (Mt 21:12, Mk 11:15, Jn 2:14) with a similar
function to ELS'.
The preposition EV is commonly adequately translated with "in". Again, confining
discussion to spatial examples, this preposition does carry other meanings in the New
Testament:
a) "on", "at"; 40
b) "before", "by",41 "in the presence of';42
c) "near", "at",43 especially in the phrase EV OE~l~ (Tov 8Eov).44
Again, Josephus occasionally used the preposition in the sense of "near''.45
It should be noted too that in Greek classical literature, EV occasionally carries the
meaning of "near" rather than "in" and in cases where to read "in" would destroy the
sense of the sentence.46

37

e.g. Herodotus, II.169, IV.200; Diodorus Siculus XV.32.2.

38

e.g. Ex 25:20(P), Num 24: l(J), 1 Kings 8:29,30,38.

39

e.g. Gen 45: lO(E), Ex 12:4(P), Lev 10:3(P), 21:2,3(ad.P), 25:25(ad.P), Num 27: l l(ad.P), Deut 4:7,
13:8, 21:3,6, 22:2, 30:14, (all D), Josh 9:16, 2 Sam 9:43, 1 Kings 8:46,59, 21:2, Isa 50:8, 51:5,
Jer 25:26, Ezek 23:5,12, 42: 13, 43: 19.

40

e.g. Mt 5:25, 6:5, Jn 4:20,21, 2 Cor 3:3, Heb 8:5.

41

e.g. 1 Cor 6:2, Jude 1.

42

e.g. Mt 21:42, Lk 4:21, Jn 3:21, 1 Cor 2:6, 14:11, Eph 4:6.

43

e.g. Lk 13:4, Jn 8:20, 13:20; for Jn 8:20, see: Schnackenburg, John JI, p. 196, Section 3.4.

44

cf. Rom 8:34, Eph 1:20, Col 3:1, Heb 1:3, 8:1, 10:12, 12:2, 1 Pet 3:22; 1 Esdras 4:29; The list
in Oepke, A., "kv", in: Kittel, G., (ed.), Theological Dictionary of the New Testament: Volume II,
Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., ET 1967, p. 538 n. 4, are all examples of
the instrumental use of kv.

45

e.g. Life 227.

46

e.g. Thucydides 8.16.3, 8.20.2; Xenophon, Hellenica, 4.2.14, 5.2.25; Demosthenes, De Falsa
Legatione, 19.58, Against Leptines, 20.52; Diogenes Laertius, Thales, 1.34; Gemme, A.W.,
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In Hebrew the preposition or prefix :J can mean "by" in the sense of "near" as well as
"in", and there is at least one place in the Old Testament ( 1 Sam 29: 1) where :J is
translated in the LXX with £V and where it could not mean anything other than "by" or
"near". 47
These prepositions are highlighted here because they feature in the Synoptic and
Johannine accounts of the Cleansing respectively, qualifying 1Ep6v to give the location of
the incident. Without exception they have been understood and translated with the
meaning "in", most probably because without exception commentators and translators
have taken for granted that the markets were on the Temple Mount and that therefore such
a translation was the natural one.
The alternative translation "near" would satisfy the relocation of the incident, and not do
violence to the plain sense of the texts. In particular, both the Synoptic "Els TO 1Ep6v"
and the Johannine "Ev

Te+> lEp4>" can easily

be translated as something like "near the

temple [Mount]" (cf. Appendix I, "Table", where this translation is used in an
exaggerated form to emphasise the point being made).
The Synoptic and Johannine 1Ep6v in the accounts would therefore refer to the entire
temple complex48 and not simply to the Outer Court.49 Similarly the va6s of Jn 2:19-20
would also refer to the entire temple complex, with Jn 2:21 a later theological reflection in
harmony with other later Christian uses of the term. What we see here therefore is another
example of the J ohannine use of synonyms, a point reinforced by the earlier observation
in Section 4.4.1.4 that the statement in Jn 2:20 that the va6s had been under construction
for forty-six years can only be explained historically if va6s is taken to mean the entire
temple complex.
It was noted in Section 3.6.4, that the Johannine author preferred to use different words
when confronted with the choice of using either the same word or a different synonym as
a word recently used in the text. If the above alternative translation is correct, there is
another couplet of synonyms that John uses: iY'(Vs in Jn 2:13 and iv in Jn 2:14. It
should be noted here and below however, that the most natural way of taking iY'(Vs in Jn
2: 13 is 'near' in time, not space.

Andrews, A., and Dover, K.J., A Historical Commentary on Thucydides: Volume V: Book VIII,
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1981, p. 39.
47

cf. Ezek 10: 15,20 also use J with the clear meaning of "by" or "near". However the LXX
translates these with ElTl.

48

e.g. Hoskyns, The Fourth Gospel, p. 193.

49

e.g. Brown, John I-XII, p. 115.
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In addition, the Hebrew preposition :J is adequately translated by either tY'(Vs or EV.
Given John's penchant for such couplets, it is not unreasonable for this to point in the
direction of the proposed translation.
Of further relevance here is the observation that the use of tY'(Vs (:Jiii', prope) is a
particular feature of the fourth Gospel, occurring more often there than in all the Synoptic
Gospels combined. In addition, John uses it three times in connection with the
naoxa,50 a usage unknown to the Synoptics, and that six of the eleven occurrences in
John are of the form tY'(Vs + genitive to indicate proximity in space51 - a construction
that occurs only in John in the New Testament 52 These statistical details indicate that the
author of the fourth Gospel found in EV the synonym for nearness in space that he
required.

7.2.4 Conclusion
Rather than positing, as is common in similar circumstances, that the final redactor of
each of the Gospel accounts did not know that there were no markets on the Temple
Mount and that he interpreted the oral and/or written tradition he received as if Jesus had
Cleansed on the Temple Mount, the following suggestion is made.
It is quite possible that the Gospels preserve the

KOlVll

speech of the day and should be

read in that light, so that the Synoptic "Els To 1Ep6v" and the Synoptic and Johannine "Ev

Ti;:> 1Epi;:>" could be rendered as something like "near the temple [Mount]".

7.3 ANSWERING OBJECTIONS TO HISTORICITY
Few scholars have questioned the basic historicity of the incident beyond doubting some
of the details as recorded in the accounts.

50

cf. Jn 2: 13, 6:4, 11:55, and in 7:2 in connection with the feast of Tabernacles.

51

cf. J n 3:23, 6: 19,23, 11: 18,54, 19:20; Preisker, H., "kyyvs", in: Kittel, G., (ed.), Theological
Dictionary of the New Testament: Volume II, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub.
Co., 1975, p. 332.

52

cf. Selong, "Cleansing", Pt III, p. 16.
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Modern scholars such as R. Schnackenburg (1965)53 and E.P. Sanders (1985),54 are
representative of the vast majority who have simply taken for granted that the incident is
historical. The reasons for this appear to be three-fold:
First there has been a reluctance to question the evidence of the Gospel accounts, at least
in their overall reliability. Secondly, the evidence for the historical veracity of the incident
is convincing. The incident is one of the few attested by all four Gospels, thus fulfilling
the criterion of multiple attestation.55 Thirdly, there is naturally enough the primary
concern to interpret the incident, that is, provide an exegesis, rather than to concentrate on
the historical detail.
Other scholars simply acknowledge that the story contains historical problems and leave it
at that, probably for similar reasons.56
Very few indeed have questioned the historicity of the story. Origen (c185-c254), if not
the first to do so, then most likely the first to commit his doubt to writing, thought that the
incident could not have taken place in a literal sense because Jesus had nothing to
complain about, i.e. the money changers were doing nothing wrong and the animals were
not impure. He stated that the only way one could preserve the historicity of the incident
was to rely on

n 8EtoTipa

Tov 'lnoov 8vva~.HS, "the divine power of Jesus", to deal

with the large crowds - an explanation he clearly found unsatisfying.57 This explanation
has received numerous supporters down the centuries to our own.58

53

cf. Schnackenburg, John I, p. 355: "There need be no hesitation that the tradition is based on fact";
Lindars, The Gospel of John, p. 137; Losie, "Background", p. 250.

54

cf. Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, p. 365 n. 6, while acknowledging that debate exists "about what
took place within the temple precincts and what was relegated to the area outside", nevertheless
claimed that "we may assume that trade was allowed only in the court of the Gentile", and
proceeded on that basis; Chilton, The Temple of Jesus, p. 99.

55

e.g. Gartner, Temple and Community, p. 107 n. 2; Losie, "Background", p. 250; Matson, "The
Contribution to the Temple Cleansing by the Fourth Gospel", p. 494; Borg, Conflict, p. 172;
Witherington, The Christology of Jesus, p. 110; Brown, John I-XII, p. 120; Dodd, Historical
Tradition in the Fourth Gospel, pp. 90-1; Matson made the useful comment that the criterion of
multiple attestation is only valid if the Johannine material is independent

56

cf. Viviano, "The Gospel According to Matthew", p. 664; Harrington, "The Gospel According to
Mark", p. 620.

57

Origen, Commentary on St John, X: 143,148; Haenchen, John 1, p. 190a.

58

cf. Jerome, The Homilies of Saint Jerome: Volume 2 (Homilies 60-96), Homily 83, p. 180;
Dodd, The Founder of Christianity, p. 145; Lohmeyer, E., Lord of the Temple, Edinburgh and
London: Oliver and Boyd, ET 1961, p. 36.
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Despite the fact that R. Bultmann (ET 1963) did not question the historicity of the story,
although he doubted the sayings attached to it,59 European scholarship since Bultmann
largely been sceptical of the historicity of many of the events reported in the Gospels,
including the Cleansing. 60 H.W. Bartsch (1963) suggested that German scholars were
more interested in understanding the tradition from a form-critical perspective and not in
getting closer to the events behind the tradition. 61 ·This scepticism or disinterest has been
reflected in much of modem English Gospel analysis. The Cleansing of the Temple
however had been largely immune from attack in the English speaking world until the
1980's.
The following is a representative summary of those challenges. In each case it will be
shown that the central thesis of this work regarding the location of the incident adequately
accounts for their objections. 62

7.3.1 Too Much for One Man
One of the earliest English scholars to seriously doubt the historicity of the story was
F.W. Beare (1981). For him, the crowds would have been too great for one man to
disturb in the way described, and he could not conceive of animals being left "to wander
out into the alleys and streets around the temple".

63

Beare did not claim that the accounts were merely exaggerated, as will be discussed
below, but that given the other elements of the scene it could not have occurred at all.
Beare' s second objection has already been dealt with in Section 5.8.3. Wandering
animals would be more of a problem in the Outer Court because of the possibility of them
entering the

Wij?~. However, the location of the incident effectively removes any

possibility of this occurring. Untethered animals wandering the streets of Jerusalem
would pose no cultic problems.
59

cf. Bultmann, R., The History of the Synoptic Tradition, Oxford: Basil Blackwell, ET 1963, p.
36; Bultmann, The Gospel of John: A Commentary, p. 122; Witherington, The Christology of
Jesus, p. 110.

60

e.g. Goguel, The Life of Jesus, p. 415, who argued that originally Jesus merely protested against
the presence of the traders in the temple. Later the saying was transformed into an incident. Later
still the story was attached to the sayings which prompted it; Eisler, Messiah Jesus, p. 487.

61

cf. Bartsch, H.W., "Early Christian Eschatology in the Synoptic Gospels", in: NTS 11(1964-5),
p. 388.

62

Due to space considerations and the central concern of this present work, this survey is confined to
the major historical arguments brought forward. There are many others such as literary
explanations. These will be noted in the appropriate places.

63

Beare, The Gospel According to Matthew, pp. 416,418.
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As to the task being too great for one man, S.G.F. Brandon (1967) pointed out that Jesus
was not alone in Jerusalem. If the Synoptic chronology is accepted, it occurred on the
same day or the day after his "triumphal" entry into the city.64 Within the story itself
Mark 11: 15 depicted Jesus as being accompanied by his followers. Thus according to
him, it is most likely that Jesus had help. 65
However, the fact remains that as the story stands in all the Gospels, Jesus did what he
did on his own. 66 Modern readers (and movie makers!) are inclined to exaggerate the
violence of the incident. If Jesus did disrupt the sacrificial programme at all it could only
have been but momentary, since there is no independent extant evidence that it was
disrupted in his time. It may even be that not all the sellers and money changers had their
trade interrupted. M. Hengel (1970),6 7 W.F. Albright and C.S. Mann (1971),68 and
C.K. Barrett (1975)69 represent those scholars who claim that the Gospel accounts are if
anything an exaggeration of what actually happened, because according to the accounts it
did not attract the attention of the authorities.

7.3.2 No Response from Authorities
11·1

Ji

11:

I

It has of course been noticed for some time that the accounts fail to mention any reaction
on the part of authorities to the disturbance, but it was not until the 1980's that it was
considered possible grounds for doubting the historicity of the whole incident. 70
There were two groups who guarded the Temple Mount
Firstly, there was a cohort (Tayµa, cohors) of Roman soldiers stationed in the Antonia
Fortress. 7 1 There had been a fortress on this site or very near to it since the time of
64

See Section 4.5.3.2.

65

cf. Brandon, Zealots, p. 333; Juel, D., Messiah and the Temple, Missoula, Montana: Scholars
Press, 1977, p. 129.

66

cf. Gundry, Apology, p. 646.

67

cf. Hengel, M., Was Jesus a Revolutionist?, Philadelphia: Fortress Press, ET 1971, p. 16.

68

Albright and Mann, Matthew, pp. 254-5.

69

Barrett, C.K., "The House of Prayer and the Den of Thieves", in: Ellis, E.E., and Gr~Ber, E.,
(eds.), Jesus und Paulus, G6ttingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1975, p. 13; others include:
Schweizer, The Good News According to Mark, p. 231.

70

cf. Fitzmyer, The Gospel According to Luke (X-XXIV), p. 1264; Mack, B.L., A Myth of
Innocence, Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1988, p. 292; Seeley, "Temple Act", p. 271;
Witherington, The Christology of Jesus, p. 110.

71

cf. Ant 15:408, 18:93; Smallwood, The Jews Under Roman Rule, p. 147; There was another
garrison of Roman soldiers on the western edge of the city, cf. Ant 15:248. This fortress was the
Praetorium of the Gospels.
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Solomon.72 Herod the Great rebuilt it in great splendour and renamed it 'AvTwvia after
his friend and patron Mark Antony. Josephus also wrote that at the festivals the soldiers
took up positions around the Outer Court in case of trouble.73 No doubt they were there
to guard the temple treasury and Herod's display of war booty.74
Secondly, there was the Temple Guard composed largely of Levites. Their responsibility
was to keep the peace, patrol day and night, stand guard at the entrances through the
:l1i0, and open and close the gates to the Temple Mount. 75 Some of these arrested Jesus
on the Mount of Olives. 76
Now it must be admitted that these two groups were charged with keeping law and order
within the Temple Mount and one would expect them to respond to any incident that
disrupted the normal day to day activity, whether it was large or small. Josephus recorded
a number of incidents in the temple that provoked a response from the authorities,77 as
does the New Testament itself.78 However, in the case of the Cleansing there is no record
of either force intervening.
Consequently, a number of explanations have been proposed among which may be
mentioned: the action was not seen as revolutionary; 79 that it was too small for the
authorities to worry about;80 Jesus had too much support for the soldiers to safely
intervene, 81 either because the common expectation was that he was going to attempt a
political coup82 or because his action was perceived to be an attack on the corrupt priestly

72

cf. Schurer, Age I, pp. 154 n. 39, 305, 305 n. 58.

73

cf. War 2:224, 5:238-47; Ant 20:106-7.

74

See Section 5.2.3.

75

cf. Schurer, Age JI, pp. 277-8, 284-7, who also provided many references to Philo, and the
Mishnah; Eppstein, "Historicity", pp. 46-7.

76

cf. Mt 26:47, Mk 14:43, Lk 22:52, Jn 18:3; also Lk 22:4, Ac 5:26.

77_

cf. War 1:652, 2: 11,12,226, Ant 17: 156,215,217; War 2:226; Catchpole, D.R., "The 'Triumphal'
Entry", in: Bammel, E., and Moule, C.F.D., (eds.), Jesus and the Politics of his Day, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1984, p. 332.

78

cf. Acts 4:1-2, 5: 17-25, 21:31-2.
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cf. Taylor, Mark, p. 463a; Gundry, Apology, p. 646.

80

cf. See above, and also: Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, p. 70; Buchanan, "Symbolic", pp. 281-2;
Gaston, No Stone, p. 85; Burchard, C., "Jesus of Nazareth", in: Becker, J., (ed.), Christian
Beginnings: Word and Community from Jesus to Post-Apostolic Times, Louisville, Kentucky:
Westminster, John Knox Press, 1993, p. 65; Catchpole, "The 'Triumphal' Entry", p. 332;
Hengel, Revolutionist, p. 16; Schweizer, The Good News According to Mark, p. 231.

81

cf. Mk 11:18, 12:12; Eppstein, "Historicity", p. 57; Dodd, Founder, p. 145; Taylor, Mark, p.
464b.

82

As evidenced by the show of popularity in the so-called ''Triumphal Entry".
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rulers of the temple whom everyone disliked;83 the crowd was simply too large for the
soldiers to control; the interruption was temporary and not extensive;84 or finally that
Jesus had armed support and therefore the soldiers either feared an open military
confrontation and instead crucified the leader.85
Against these explanations we have: the witness of the Gospels which indicate that Jesus
continued to teach in the temple after the incident;86 the very real likelihood that the

t
~.,
/n,

pilgrims present would have opposed the even temporary interruption to their
preparations for worship;87 any riot would not only have attracted the guards
immediately, but would be more likely to have been mentioned by Josephus, which it
was not;88 and the logical fallacy involved in supposing that because there was corruption
among the priestly hierarchy then Jesus' act must have been in protest of that. 89

1,1;

Surely this is a situation where the simplest solution is the most likely. No soldiers or
temple guards intervened because it did not occur on the Temple Mount. Granted the
temple guards did arrest Jesus outside the temple, but this occurred on the Mount of
Olives - an area that was considered part of the temple. 90 The Roman soldiers from the
Iii

two garrisons also patrolled the city. But they would have been spread thinly, and
whatever the size of the incident, it must have been temporary and of no lasting
consequence. One can easily imagine too that the Roman soldiers who witnessed it were
not unamused by it.

83

Championed by C.A. Evans, see his: "Jesus' Action in the Temple and Evidence of Corruption in
the First-Century Temple", in: Lull, DJ. (ed.), Society of Biblical Literature: 1989: Seminar
Papers, Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press, 1989, pp. 522-39; "Jesus' Action in the Temple:
Cleansing or Portent of Destruction?", pp. 237-70; Eppstein, "Historicity", p. 57. For a clear
refutation of Evans' view see: Seeley, ''Temple Act", pp. 266-9.

84

cf. Gaston, No Stone, p. 85.
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A hypothetical proposal of G.W. Buchanan in: "Symbolic Money-Changers in the Temple?", p.
282. Two literary explanations that have been put forward are also relevant here: that the author of
Mark wished to demonstrate that Christianity was not a revolutionary movement (cf. Brandon,
Zealots, pp. 221-82; Juel, Messiah, p. 130); second that the story fits in too well with the literary
agenda of Mark (see for example: Mack, Myth, p. 292; Seeley, ''Temple Act", pp. 263ft).

8-6

cf. Mk 11:27-13:37 and parallels, 14:49.

87

After all, the general populace turned quickly against Jesus, Mk 15: 11-14.

88

But see: Horsley, Spiral, p. 298, who pointed out two instances where disturbances in the Temple
do not provoke a response of force from the authorities. He claimed that this pointed to a large
disruption on the part of Jesus. However, this is arguing from silence.

89

See Section V.1.1 of Appendix V.

90

See Section 6.4.1; Any connection between the Cleansing and the arrest is not evident in the
Gospel accounts, see Section 7.5.
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7.3.3 No Clear Motive on the Part of Jesus
The prevailing wisdom of our time is that every criminal act must have a motive at its
basis. If no motive can be found then the suspect is often acquitted. If this belief is
applied to Gospel events, in particular the Cleansing of the Temple, the natural temptation
is to look for a motive on the part of Jesus.
B.L. Mack (1988) could find no anti-temple attitude in Jesus that would provoke him to
I

Ill:

anger against it. He therefore added this ground to his list of reasons for rejecting the
incident as unhistoricaI.9 1 However, in response it should be remembered that Mack
argued that any hostility about any aspect of the temple would have been regarded as
absurd before AD 70. He ignored evidence to the contrary.92
D. Seeley (1993) produced a short but succinct search for a motive on the part of Jesus,
rejecting the proposals of E.P. Sanders (1985) and C.A. Evans (1989). He could find no
motive on the part of Jesus and therefore dismissed the story as an invention of the
author(s) of Mark.93
Since the production of a motive on the part of Jesus has been virtually synonymous with
the search for an accurate interpretation of the incident, this shall be discussed next

:1r

7.4 SEARCHING FOR A MOTIVE BEHIND THE INCIDENT
Having established the likelihood that Jesus' Cleansing act occurred outside the Temple
Mount, the question naturally arises as to the motive for his action. This is all the more
pertinent since most scholars, in attempting to uncover a motive, rely on the incident
having taken place on the Temple Mount and therefore infer that it must have had
something to do with the Temple or its cult.
Because this question is not directly germane to the major conclusion of this thesis, the
analysis of the main proposals that have been suggested as a motive can be found in
Appendix V.

In summary however, three points may be made:
91

92
93

cf. Mack, Myth, p. 292.
e.g. 1 Enoch 89:73, 90:28-9, Mk 14:58; Collins, A.Y., "Review of: A Myth of Innocence: Mark
and Christian Origins, by Burton L. Mack", in: JBL 108(1989), pp. 726-9.
cf. Seeley, "Temple Act", pp. 263-83.
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First, for internal reasons as well as reasons of location, for Jesus, the incident had
nothing to do with the Temple either as an institution or as a centre of cultic worship.
Second, again for internal reasons, all but one of the proposed motives that may be
termed independent of location fail to satisfy on one or more counts.
Third, the motive that best fits the available data and the location outside the Temple
Mount is the one that places Jesus in the line of the Old Testament prophets who
denounced not so much sacrificial worship per se but the hypocrisy of those who follow
the law regarding sacrificial worship but neglect such issues as social justice or works of
mercy. Jesus was protesting against hypocritical worship.

7.5 THE CLEANSING, ARREST, AND CRUCIFIXION
Many scholars,94 as noted above, place the blame for Jesus' arrest on the Cleansing. This
is because they cannot break away from their perceived connection between the event and
Jesus' prediction or threat to destroy the Temple brought forward at his trial.
The relocation of the incident makes it more difficult to sustain the argument that the
incident was an indictment on the Temple or its institutions. Yet reasons(s) for the high
priestly opposition to Jesus do not disappear. Jesus was arrested not for his Cleansing
but for his teaching (in the temple),95 as J.A.T. Robinson (1984) summarises:
"In John the cleansing of the Temple has nothing to do with the challenge that
culminated in the arrest of Jesus. According to Mark (11:18) it served as the
trigger for the final determination of the chief priests and scribes to do away
with Jesus. It is interesting that there is no sign of this link in Matthew, and
in Luke (19:47) it is the teaching of Jesus in the Temple that decides them to
act. Indeed, in all four Gospels it is his teaching that is given as the real
ground of their fear and opposition (Mark 11:18; 12:12 and pars.; 14:64 and
pars.; Luke 19:47; 20:1; John 18:19-21; 19:7). It looks as though we have
here a purely Markan piece of editorial interpretation. For if the cleansing of
the Temple had really provided the occasion of the arrest, it is remarkable that
it should receive no mention at all in the subsequent proceedings. It was the
threat to destroy the Temple that was brought up against Jesus (Mark 14:57f
= Matt. 26:60f; cp. Mark 15:29 = Matt. 27:39f; Luke refers to it only,
indirectly, in Acts 6:14), and this in the synoptists is not associated with the
cleansing of the Temple. ''96
94

l~i

95

. !

96

e.g. Witherington, The Christology of Jesus, p. 118.
cf. b. Sanh 43a on 6:lH-J Sonc 281, which stated that Jesus was executed for "leading the people
astray" into "apostasy" (which probably meant teaching) and for "sorcery" (which suggests miracle
working).
Robinson, '"His witness is true': A test of the Johannine claim", p. 455; cf. Gundry, Apology, p.
646.
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Why was it not brought up at his trial? Several scenarios present themselves: because it
was small and inconsequential;9 7 because it had already come up in debate and Jesus had
embarrassed his challengers; because the charge that he threatened to destroy the Temple
overshadowed it;98 because, not threatening the Temple but merely wishing a prophetic
link between morality and sacrifice, he had done nothing wrong - or at least nothing
deserving death.
C.A. Evans ( 1993) drew a connection between Jesus' Roman crucifixion and the
Messianic indications of the Cleansing account.99 Yet, if there is a Messianic message in
the event it could only be so if it took place on the Temple Mount. Since it did not, any
Messianic pretensions on the part of Jesus must be sought elsewhere.

7.6 CONCLUSION

A relocation of the Cleansing incident to a site outside the main gates of the Temple
Mount has several important consequences.
First it prompts a reanalysis of the Greek text of the Gospels. An alternative explanation
other than positing that the final redactors had all lost sight of the original location, is that
the prepositions (Els and £v) may possibly be translated legitimately as meaning "near" the
Temple Mount.
Second, the relocation answers several otherwise perplexing historical inconsistencies
that have led a number of scholars to deny the basic historicity of the story.
Third, it opens again the whole question as to the motive in the mind of Jesus that
prompted him to carry out such an uncharacteristically violent action. All interpretations
that are based on a Temple Mount location can be dismissed not only on other grounds
but for the reason that it did not in fact occur there. Motives that are independent of
location were similarly evaluated. The one that best fits the evidence presented here is that
of M. Hooker's proposal that it was a moral protest, after the prophets, against the
hypocritical offering of sacrifice.

.,i/
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98
99

See Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 .
These last two are the suggestions of: Gundry, Apology, p. 646; cf. Evans, "Jewish Context", p.
110.
cf. Evans, "Jewish Context", pp. 105-6; War 6:300-9.
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Finally, the relocation enables a clear division between the arrest and subsequent trial and
crucifixion to be maintained, thus explaining among other things why the action was not
mentioned at Jesus' trial.

i

8 CONCLUSION
"Religion tluit is pure and undefiled before God, the Father, is this: to care for
orphans and widows in their distress, and to keep oneself unstained by the
world."
James 1:27, NRSV

8.1 SUMMARY OF SOLUTION PROPOSED
The historical problems directly associated with the Cleansing of the Temple are few but
significant. The lack of evidence of the presence of money changers on the Temple
Mount; the dating of the incident, particularly when seen in the light of the location of
money changers; and the lack of any evidence for a market in the Outer Court of the
Temple Mount.
The major conclusion of this thesis, namely that the so-called Cleansing of the Temple by
Jesus did not occur on the Temple Mount as has been supposed, but in a market very near
the Temple Mount, and probably the one directly in front of the main (Hulda Gates)
entrance, answers all of the above problems.
It also has at least four other important implications: the prepositions Els and EV used in
the Gospel accounts to locate the scene may be interpreted with the sense of "near''; it
answers many of the objections to historicity put forward in modem literature; it points to
a concern for hypocrisy as the chief motive behnd Jesus' action; and it allows a finner
rejection of the incident as a contributing cause to Jesus' arrest and crucifixion.

8.2 BRIEF SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS
The following is a brief summary of the major findings of each chapter that directly bear
on the conclusion above. A more detailed summary of conclusions can be found at the
end of each chapter and at the end of most major sections.

8.2.1 Setting the Scene
Of the ancient temples surveyed, none showed evidence of animals being sold within
their TEµEVfl. Indeed, there is explicit evidence that Greek temples excluded animals from
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their T EµEVfl, and at the Semitic temple of Bel at Palmyra animals for sacrifice were led
from outside the TEµEvos to the altar via a ramp which went underneath the western
portico to the outside.
The Outer Court was the Herodian TiµEvos. Various indicators strongly suggest that the
ritual status of the Outer Court prohibited any animal market from operating there. The
Herodian vaults which supported the enlarged section of the outer court, as well as the
ritual baths are monuments to the care for ritual in the sanctity of the Outer Court and
Temple Mount followed by the general population. Menstruating women and those who
had recently given birth could not enter the Outer Court. Also it could not be used as a
short cut, animal droppings were forbidden on the Temple Mount and only items
necessary for sacrifice could be carried through it. None of these were conducive to an
animal market.

8.2.2 Money Changers
Money changers as temple bankers were a regular sight at all ancient temples. Their duties
included: foreign exchange, loans, and deposits and withdrawals from the Temple bank.
Money changers only operated on the Temple Mount between 25 Adar and 1 Nisan. The
limited evidence we have points to them operating not in the Outer Court during this
period but in the Court of Women and then their only function seems to have been to
change money into the Tyrian sheqel acceptable for payment of the temple tax. At other
times money changers operated in the markets of Jerusalem, conducting the normal range
of business activities associated with money changers.

8.2.3 The Date of the Incident
Tne Cleansing of the temple occurred just once sometime between 8 and 14 Nisan, i.e.
within a week of Jesus' crucifixion. Even if one holds to two Cleansings, there is no
reason to alter the time of their occurrence in the week prior to Passover.
Because the money changers were not operating in the temple after 1 Nisan, they could
not have been present had the incident occurred on the Temple Mount, even if they were
il !.!

in the Outer Court (for which there is no evidence). Their nearest location would have
been near the Hulda Gates in the southern wall markets .
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8.2.4 Market On Temple Mount ?
There was no market in the Outer Court of the Jerusalem Temple. The reasons for this
include: other activities such as teaching were conducted there and a market would have
1,

I

been too disruptive; Josephus mentioned numerous other markets in Jerusalem, but none
on the Temple Mount. Just as significantly, what evidence that has been presented in
favour of such a market was found to be wanting on closer analysis.

8.2.5 Market Near Temple Mount
Like any city, Jerusalem had its share of markets scattered throughout the city. Its Semitic
origins are betrayed by the observation that these markets were not in open agora but
generally along streets, such as along the outer western wall of the Temple Mount. The
one exception is the market immediately south of the Temple Mount. This was an open
plaza.

In many ways the city of Jerusalem was regarded as an extension of the Temple itself. In
particular a strip of land surrounding the Temple Mount, while strictly speaking not
having a level of sanctity different from that of the city nevertheless commanded added
respect because of its nearness to the Mount. Thus, for example, the shops and markets
of the southern plaza and probably also the western wall shops were regarded as the
"Temple Market".
All the items necessary for the Cleansing act, namely the money changers, the animals
and their sellers were present in these markets.
The conclusion that best fits the results of this thesis is that the Cleansing did not occur on
the Temple Mount but in a market very near the Temple Mount, and probably the one
directly in front of the main entrance.

8.2.6 Implications
There are at least four implications that arise out of the major conclusion to this thesis.
The apparent contradiction of the conclusion with the Gospel accounts begs a solution.
Without doing violence to the story as received, one possible explanation is as follows.
Since a number of words associated with the architecture of the temple have more than
one possible interpretation and since the prepositions Els and t:v can also mean "towards"
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or "near", the Gospel accounts should be read as referring to the Cleansing as occurring
"near" the temple (Mount).
A relocation of the incident answers many of the objections to historicity of the story as
depicted in the Gospels. For example, no temple guards intervened because it did not
occur within their orbit of concern.
Further, the relocation limits the number of possible motives Jesus might have had in
carrying out his act. Most interpretations rest on the assumption that it occurred on the
Temple Mount and that therefore Jesus was attacking or making a statement concerning
the Temple or one of its institutions. These for other reasons as well as the actual site of
the Cleansing can be dismissed. His most likely motive was a typical prophetic protest
against the hypocrisy of those who bought and sold, i.e. who demonstrated such concern
for the letter of the sacrificial law but failed to observe its moral precepts.
Finally, it answers those scholars who insist that Jesus was arrested in the first instance
becuause of the Cleansing on the Temple Mount. It breaks the connection utterly between
Jesus' prediction of the destruction of the Temple and his Cleansing act and more
importantly explains why it was not mentioned at his trial.

8.3 AVENUES FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
A number of possibilities appear worthwhile.1
I

II''
8.3.1 Explore the Connection between the Presence of God and Place
Section 6.5 opened the question of the development of the understanding of the
relationship between i1'J..,:JW and tJij?t:) in Old Testament, Christian, and early Rabbinic
-

thought. An exploration of the non-eschatological connection in the perceived
i'"'
1...

understanding of the connection between the earthly dwelling place of God and space one that is independent of any theophany - may prove worthwhile on several fronts.

1..

1

Several works ought to be translated into English from the German to bring their insights to a
wider audience: Busink, Th.A., Der Tempel von Jerusalem: von Salomo bis Herodes, Leiden: EJ.
Brill, 1970, 1980, 2 vols.; Strack, H.L., and Billerbeck, P., Kommentar zum Neuen Testament:
aus Talmud und Midrasch, Milnchen: C.H. Beck'sche Verlagsbuch, 1965, 6 vols. The work of
translation would be worthwhile despite the fact that many of the comments of the first work have
been superseded by recent archaeology and depite the fact that the second work can be justly accused
of attempting to draw too many parallels between Rabbinic literature and the New Testament, see
e.g.: Sandmel, S., "Parallelomania", in: JBL 81(1962), pp. 9-10.
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First it does not appear to have been explored in published literature.
R.J. McKelvey's (1969) book The New Temple, went a little way in addressing the
relationship between i1:J"'1:Jtt) and Oip~, but concentrated too much on explaining the
·~

shift as a "spiritualising" of the concept.
The Elusive Presence by S. Terrien (1978) comes closer to the mark but focused - as the

title suggests - on the perceived presence of God. Consequently he deals more with
ul

I

theophany than with the question of a permanent Divine dwelling place.
E.E. Urbach's (1979)2 masterly chapter on "The Shekhina - The Presence of God in the
World" covers the Rabbinic notion well but necessarily did not fully account for the
Biblical development.
Second, such a developing understanding of the "independent" earthly presence of God
may lead to insights into such Christian doctrines as the Incarnation and the Eucharistic
Real Presence. Further it may provide a fuller appreciation of such Biblical concepts as
Covenant and worship, just as a developing understanding of God's earthly dwelling
place has gone part way to explaining many of the ritual laws associated with the Temple
and its surrounds.

8.3.2 A Comprehensive Survey of the Suggested Motives for the Incident
Due to space constraints Appendix V (cf. Section 7 .4) needed to be succinct. A
comprehensive survey of the motives and interpretations of the incident put forward by
scholars would be a valuable addition to the field. Since the Cleansing forms a central
event in the life of Jesus most scholars in the area of Historical Jesus Research·take it into
account at some stage in their work.
Indeed given the propensity for modern scholars to formulate their own particular
"portrait" of Jesus, the incident frequently is a defining element in that portrait.3 For
r··

example, B. Mack's wandering "Cynic" Jesus, and D. Seeley's "Cynic-Stoic" Jesus
cannot therefore have any place for overt action of the kind required by the Cleansing,
and that is no doubt the real reason why they reject the story as unhistorical.

l

1
II!

2

cf. Urbach, The Sages: Their Concepts and Beliefs: Volume I, pp. 37-65.

3

cf. Borg, "The Historian, the Christian, and Jesus", pp. 8-10, whose portrait of Jesus has "five
strokes"; Fredriksen, "What You See Is What You Get: Context and Content in Current Research
on the Historical Jesus", pp. 75-97, and Boring, M.E., "The 'Third Quest' and the Apostolic
Faith", in: Int 50,4(1996), pp. 341-2. provided a usefully survey of some current portraits as well
as some insightful comments on them.
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Perhaps a better example would be that of P. Fredriksen. Her perception (1988) of Jesus'
motive was similar to that of E.P. Sanders, namely a prophetic symbol of the destruction
of the earthly temple prior to the restoration of one "not made with hands".4 Because her
portrait of Jesus was that of an apocalyptic prophet, the incident fitted well her portrait.
However, in two articles in 1995 she admitted her doubt as to the historicity of the
incident, because Jesus' central message is rather eschatological, that is to do with the
coming kingdom of God and not primarily apocalyptic. Therefore "we do not need the
Temple incident as a device to bring Jesus to the (negative) attention of the priests".5
Other no less contemporary portraits, such as G. Vermes' "Charismatic healer-teacherprophet" or even J.D. Crossan's "Jewish Cynic" find room for the incident and so allow
for and admit its historicity.

8.3.3 A Catena
Finally, a compendium of commentaries on the Cleansing incident compiled from those
written down through the centuries would aid Historical Jesus Research because of the
centrality of the incident. For example, those of the Church Fathers, the Reformation,
Enlightenment, and the mcx:lem period. 6 It would form an excellent mirror through which
to observe the changing perception of this Jesus of Nazareth down through the centuries.

8.4 CONCLUSION
The relocation of the so-called Cleansing of the Temple by Jesus has not only entailed an
exercise in historical analysis of an ancient text but has enabled at least a glimpse into the
motive behind such an uncharacteristic act.
Jesus' act was more in the footsteps of the prophets rather than an attack on the institution
-

of the Temple or an attack on its cultic practices. This is not to say of course that he did

4

cf. Fredriksen, From Jesus to Christ: The Origins of the New Testament Images of Jesus, pp. 11213.

5

Fredriksen, "What You See Is What You Get: Context and Content in Current Research on the
Historical Jesus", p. 94; Fredriksen, "Did Jesus Oppose the Purity Laws?", p. 47 n. 32.

6

A "Catena". Thomas Aquinas produced a such series of commentaries on the Gospels compiled
from the Church Fathers. Something like this, only greatly expanded to include later writers, and
specifically on the Cleansing, is what is intended here.
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not have that desire, although it is not likely that he did. It is simply to say that the
Cleansing incident considered on its own does not enable that conclusion to be drawn.7
Nor indeed, should an eschatological or apocalyptic motive be sought in it. Jesus was
reacting simply to the situation as he found it at that moment.
It also provides an obvious explanation of Mk 11: 11, if it is to be considered historical.
Jesus, having arrived on pilgrimage to Jerusalem, proceeded directly as most pilgrims
would do to the Outer Court of the temple. He did nothing because nothing there was out
of place.
This work then serves as a warning to those who claim to have found the central message
of Jesus or to have given him an all-encompassing description of their own construction.
At the dawn of the third millennium the question posed by Jesus at Caesarea Philippi (Mt
16:15, Mk 8:29, Lk 9:20) continues to demand an answer.

7

cf. Gundry, Apology, p. 642: "On various occasions [Jesus] acts and speaks also as a sage, God's
Son, a healer, an exorcist, an apocalyptic figure. To act and speak as one of these is not to deny
the other roles."
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The Greek original is taken from: Aland, K., et. al., (eds.). The Creek New Teswment, Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibclgesellschaft, United Bible Societies. 4th. rev. ed. 1996.
The English translation is NRSV. The words in italics is that being proposed for change, followed in square bmckets [] by the proposed translation.
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FIG. 6 Photograph of the animal ramp at the temple in Palmyra,6 first century AD

6

cf. Browning, Palmyra, p. 113.
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cf. Hurowitz, .. Inside Solomon's Temple", p. 29.
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cf. Aharoni, "Arad: Its Inscriptions and Temple", p. 23.
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FIG. 9 Plan of the High Place at Dan,9 ninth-eighth century BC
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cf. Mazar, ..Temples of the Middle and Late Bronze Ages and the Iron Age", p. 184b.
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cf. Porten, "Did the Ark Stop at Elephantine?", p. 66.
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FIG. 12 Reconstruction of Solomon's Temple,12 tenth century BC
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cf. Shanks, Jerusalem: An Archaeological Biography, p. 48; Hurowitz, "Inside Solomon's
Temple", pp. 26-27.
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cf. Fritz, "What Can Archaeology Tell Us", p. 41.
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cf. Ritmeyer, "Architectural Development", p. 166.
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cf. Ritmeyer and Ritmeyer, "Reconstructing", p. 25.
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cf. Grant, M., The Routledge Atlas of Classical History, London: Routledge, 5th. ed. 1994, p. 62.
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FIG. 28a The Tyrian Sheqel, 126 - 19 BC (minted in Tyre)28

FIG. 28b The Tyrian Sheqel, 19 BC - AD 66 (minted in Jerusalem) 29

28

cf. Ben-David, A., Jerusalem und Tyros, Ttibingen: J.C.B. Mohr (Paul Siebcck), Basel: KyklosVerlag, 1969, aft.er p. 48.

29

cf. Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage II, p. 8.
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cf. Ben-Dov, Shadow, p. 160.
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xxx111

Vocabulary

The following equivalent Greek and Latin words to the Hebrew are either: those for
which the Greek or Latin words most often translate the Hebrew in the Septuagint and
Vulgate respectively; or in the case of specific verses the words that translate the
particular Hebrew word.
Thus the lists are offered as a guide only. However, they do allow adequate reference and
comparison to be_ made to the more important words used in this work.
Note: Where sources indicate a variety or choice of spelling, what appears to be the most
common spelling is presented. Where a letter is underlined, this thesis has adopted the
convention of distinguishing various uses of the word with a capital or small letter.

2 Setting the Scene - Vocabulary
Hebrew

Greek
~ao1AtKT1

Latin
basilica

not in LXX or NT
G - (cf. G 937)
LS-G 309b
B - (cf. B 136b)

LS-L 223c

~ovAEVT11ptov

cuna

not in LXX or NT
GLS-G 324b
B-

LS-L 501b

lEpov

templum

not in LXX
G 2411
LS-G 822b
B 372a

LS-L 1850c

?il~

OKnvi)

tabernaculum

H 168
BDB 13b
Jas I,20a

G4633
LS-G 1608a
B 754b

LS-L 1831c

tJ?i~

alAaµ

vestibulum (Ezekiel)

H 197
BDB 17b
Jas 1,26a

GLS-G B-

LS-L 1981a

porticus (1 Kings, 2
Chr)
LS-L 1401b

English
basilica

council chamber

tent

porch, vestibule
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= cicatrix

xxx1v

r,i,rJ

ovAi)

ov Ai)

H 934
BDB 97a
Jas I,143a

GLS-G 1270a
B-

LS-L 329c

it1~:J

(:,apt)

castrum

H 1002
BDB 108a
Jas I,165b

GLS-G 307a
B-

LS-L 298c

Bright skin-spot of
the House
(Court of the
Gentiles)
fortified castle,
palace, cit!_del

OlKO)

aedis (temple)

house

03624
LS-G 1204b _
B 560a

LS-L 51c

ri~:J
H 1004
BDB 108b
Jas I,167b

domus (in general)
/,

...

-ii)

excelsa

itD:J

V\Vfl A6v (-6)

H 1116
BDB 119a
Jas I,176a

G 5308
LS-G 1909b
B 849b

LS-L 675c

'?iiJ

µ£ya) -a'Afl - a

grandis

H 1419
BDB 152b
Jas I.21 la

G 3173
LS-G 1088a
B497b

LS-L 823b

ri~iJ

~VOTO)

xystus

H 1496
BDB 159a
Jas I,230b

GLS-G 1193a
B-

LS-L 2017c

Xystus
(Heb: hewn stone)

fimus

dung

-

I

'7'7 J

-

-

,~:Ji

ba(:,lp

oraculum

H 1687
BDB 184a
Jas 1,277a

GLS-GB-

LS-L 1274c

CibVTOV

adytum

not in LXX or NT
LS-G 25b
B-

LS-L 51b

'
KOlTplOV

faex

H 1828
BDB 199a
Jas -

G 2874.5
LS-G 979a
B443b

LS-L 720b

'7:J ~it

va6)

cella

H 1964
BDB 228a
Jas 1,345b

G 3485
LS-G 1160a
B 533a

LS-L 309c

1D1

high place

great

LS-L 750b

H 1557 1 Kings 14: 10
BDB 165a
Jas 1,250a

~.

-

LS-L 609c

inner Temple

(manure) dung

nave, Temple

Templum
LS-L 1850c

Sanctuarium
LS-L 1626a

I

I

iii;
I

,J

II

1it

opo)

mons

H2022
BDB 249a
Jas I,365a

G 3735
LS-G 1255b
B 582a

LS-L 1162b

the Holy (Temple)
Sanctuary
Mountain, Mount
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rr.,:Ji1 ,,.,

TEµEVOS
0LS-0 1774b
B-

templum

senior

H 2205
BDB 278b
Jas I,409a

npEo~vTEpos
04245
LS-0 1462b
B 699b

LS-L 1670b

fii"1

£~(&)

extra

H 2351
BDB 299b
Jas I,437b

0 1854
LS-0 600a
B 279a

LS-L 709b

'j-ir,

KPflTilS
0LS-0 994b
B-

vallum

opo) TOV OIKOV
mountain of the house
LXX: 2 Chr 33: 15; Mic
3: 12
TO

1i

lPi

H 2426
BDB 298a
Jas 1,455b

-

xxxv

open (sacred) space

LS-L 1850c

Mountain of the
Temple/ House
(femple Mount)
(Court of the
Gentiles) elder

the outside, the outer
-

rampart

-

LS-L 1956b

crepido
LS-L480c

1,g-ir,

exterior

H 2435
BDB 300a
Jas I,459b

E~WTEpo) -a -ov
0 1857
LS-0 601a
B 280a

?i"1

f3l(:)11 Ao)

profanum

(Rabbinic ?1M)
H 2455
BDB 320b
Jas I,433a

0952
LS-0 312b
B 138b

LS-L 1457a

igr,

avAft
G 833
LS-0 276b
B 121a

atrium

H 2691
BDB 346b
Jas I,496b

i1 i i1 '"I
H 3068
BDB 217b
Jas -

tJ '"I
H 3220
BDB 410b
Jas I,579b

tJ?uJ,1-i
H 3389
BDB 436b
Jas I,595b

LS-L 707b

Dominus

VlTIT11P
0 3537
LS-G 1177a
B 540a

pelvis

Hierusalem

0 5477
LS-0 1976a
B 875a

LS-L 1134c

Tl:JiO

8vo ta OTfl p lOV
G 2379
LS-0 812b
B 366b

altarium

H 4150
BDB 417a
Jas II,745b

basin

Jerusalem

LS-L - (cf. LS-L 854c)

H 3669
BDB 489a
Jas I,650b

'
µapTvptov
G 3142
LS-G 1082a
B493b

Lord

LS-L 1327b

xavava -lO)

1Yi0

(walled) open court

LS-L 608c

'"l'J y 'J 'J

H4096
BDB 258a
Jas II,752b

common

LS-L 193a

Kvpto)
G 2962
LS-G 1013b
B458b

lEpovoaAnµ
G 2419
LS-G B 372b

outer

mercator

trader, Canaanite

altar

LS-L 96c

testimonium
LS-L 1863b

meeting
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'Aµwpia
GLS-GB-

i1..,1D
H4179
BDB 599a
Jas Il,750a

Moria

H4670
BDB 837a
Jas II,822b

Moriah

LS-L-

1rporrvAa1ov
GLS-G 1496b
B-

l I1:JD

xxxv1

aditus
LS-L 37a

threshold
(Hulda Ga!es ?)

introitus
LS-L 990c

ayiaoµa
GLS-G 9a
B9a

W1PD
H4720
BDB 874a
Jas Il,829a

nipD
H 4723
BDB 876a,b
las II,829b

tJij?D
H4725
BDB 879b
las II,829b

l~WD
H4908
BDB 1015b
las II,855a

:l1itJ
HBDBlas II,969b

11ltJ
(Rabbinic 11Tl0)
H 5503
BDB 695a
las 1,972a

ri,,~

H 5715
BDB 730a
las II, 1043a

-

:XaKKos
GLS-G 1025a
B463a
TOlTOS
G 5117
LS-G 1806a
B 822a
OKflVTl
G4633
LS-G 1608a
B 754b
I

-

cisterna

locus

H 5892
BDB 746a
las II, 1075a

1r6A1s
G4172
LS-G 1433b
B 685a
I

KWJJfl
G 2968
LS-G 1017b
B461b

avAn
G 833
LS-G 276b
B 121a

-

-

place

LS-L 1074c

tabernaculum

tabernacle

LS-L 1831c

negotiator

µapruptov
G 3142
LS-G 1082a
B 493b

ritual bath-house

LS-L 344b

V

Eµ1ropos
G 1713
LS 548a
B 257a

sanctuary

LS-L 1626a

cancelli

H 5835
BDB 741b
las II,1062b

,..,y

~anctuarium

Tpvq>aKTOS
GLS-G 451a
B-

avATi
G 833
LS-G 276b
B 121a

i11iY

-

(lattice) balustrade

LS-L 276b

(itinerant) merchant

LS-L 1198c

testimonium

testimony

LS-L 1863b

basilica

court

LS-L 223c

civitas

city

LS-L 346c

urbs

town

LS-L 1935a

atrium
LS-L 193a

(temple) court

..
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11~?1'

V

H 5945
BDB 751a
Jas - (cf. Jas II,1082b)

,~,~

avw
G 507
LS-G 169a
B 76b
OTOCX
G4575
LS-G 1647a
B 768b

(Rabinnic i11!J)
H 6503
BDB 826b
Jas II,1218a,1213b

I

I

£OWT£pos-a -ov
.
G2082
LS-G 700a
B 314b

~~~~~

H6442
BDB 819a
Jas 1,1190a

w,~

superus

porticus

interior

LS-L 750b

ostium

H 6607
BDB 835b
Jas II, 1252a

Bvpa
G 2374
LS-G 81 la
B 365b

H 6726
BDB 851a
Jas 11,1275b

.LlWV
G4622
LS-GB 752a

1,~~

H6944
BDB 871b
Jas II,1324b

F)6A{:)lTOV
GLS-G 321a,b
B,,
ay10~-a-ov
G40
LS 9b
B9a

H 7130
BDB 899a
Jas II,141 la

kv86081a
GLS-G 561a, 577a
B-

y~~~

H 6832
BDB 861b
Jas -

Wip
~,p

PiW
H 7784
BDB 1003a
Jas 11,154 la
(Aramaic)
HBDBJas 11,1647a

l"

ayopa'
G 58
LS-G 13a
B 12b

(Rabbinic i1~ir,)
H 8412
BDB 1062a
Jas II, 1648a

.

mner

dung
-

entrance, door

LS-L 1284a

Sion

Zion

LS-L 1710a

fimus

(cooking) dung

LS-L 750b

sanctus

holy

LS -L 1625b

intestinus

offal, entrails

LS-L 987c

forum
LS-L 773c

~,jn

,~,n

-

LS-L 980c

G 2874.5
LS 979a
B 443b
.

stoa, portico

LS-L 1401b

fimus

rin~

upper

LS -L 1810b

KOTrplOV

H 6569
BDB 831b
Jas II, 1243a

XXXVll

market (-place),
street
itinerant trader

BEbµop
GLS-G B-

Palmyra
LS -L 1294b

Tadmor
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3 Money Changers - Vocabulary
Greek

Hebrew

Latin

0..,/:J,,:J~

ayopavoµos

aedilis

H-

G-

LS-L 52b

BDBJas 1,14b

English
market-officer

LS-G 13b
B-

spectator

judge, critic

LS-L 1737c

probator

8noavp6s

thesaurus

H 214
BDB 69b
las 1,32a

G2344
LS-G 801a
B 361b

LS-L 1868a

an approver,
exammer
treasure, treasury,
treasurer

1,1~

Ktf3WTOS

arcarius (OT)

Ark

G 2787

LS-L 153b

,~,~
H 727

BDB 75a
Jas 1,116b

LS-L 1449

LS-G 950b
B 431b

yAwoo6Koµov

gazofilacium (OT)

G 1101

LS-L - (cf. LS-L 803c)

I (money-) chest

LS-G 353b
B 162b

loculus (NT)
LS-L 1074a

1:n:J

yal;ocpvXa~

custos

H 1489,90
BDB 159a, 1086a
Jas 1,228b

G-

LS-L 505b

LS-G 335a

i11t:J n

£KAEKTOV

desiderium

G 1588

LS-L 556c

B-

desirable object

H 2532
BDB 326b
Jas I,475b

LS-G 512a
B 242b

;ir,n

owpEvw

congrego

H 2846
BDB 367a
Jas I,512b

G 4987
LS-G 175(}a

LS-L 420a

i1:itv'?

yal;ocpvAaKtOV

gazofilacium

H 3957
BDB 545b
Jas ll,720a

G 1049

LS-L - (cf. LS-L 803c)

LS-G 335a
B 149a

l:lD

OTPOTTJYOS

magistratus

G 4755

LS-L 1097c

chief, captain of the
temple
leader, high officer

1

H 5461
BDB 688b
Jas II,955b

LS-G 1652b
B 770b

i'tn!J

apxwv

praefectus

G 758

LS-L 1419b

H 6346
BDB 808b
Jas II,115lb

I heap up, pile up

B 800a

T

.•I

temple treasurer

"TT

treasury,chamber

LS-G 254a
B 113b

,..,p!J

'
npooTaTTJs

praepositus

H 6496
BDB 824a
Jas II, 1209a

G masculine of 4 368

LS-L 1426a

LS-G 1526b
B 718b

officer
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xxx1x

(small) table

H - (cf. H 6604)
BDB - (cf. BDB 834b)
Jas ll,1250b

KoAAv[:)os

collybus

HBDBJas II,1327b

GLS-G 972b
B-

LS-L 369b

"'~T'1?itv

TpaTIEslTTlS

mensanus

G 5133
LS-G 1810b _
B 824b

LS-L 1133a

apyvpaµo1f36s

argentarius

GLS-G 236a
B-

LS-L 157c

li:l?ij?
~·
~'

I

HBDBJas II,1534b

"kolbon"
-

money changer,
banker
money changer
banker

KOAAVf3 lOTT} s

nummularius

G 2855
LS-G 972b
B442a

LS-L 1227a

money changer
(foreign exchange)

oaA1r1~

bucina

shofar, horn

H 7782
BDB 105 lb
Jas II, 1540a

G 4536
LS-G 1582a
B 741a

LS-L 254b

lT'1?tv

TpalTEf;a

mensa

(Rabbinic 1n?lW)
H 7979
BDB 1020a
Jas II,1534a

G 5132
LS-G 1810b
B 824a

LS-L 1133a

?j?tv

apyvp1ov

argentum

H 8255
BDB 1053b
Jas II, 1623b

G694
LS 236a
B 104b
"
apyvpos
G696
LS-G 236b
B 105a

LS 158a

-

I

KEpµaTlOTT)S

,~,w

G 2773
LS-G 943b
B 429b

table, bank

shekel, silver,
money

xl
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4 Dating - Vocabulary

~'.J:J

(Aramaic)
H 1124
BDB 1084b
Jas 1,176b

,rJ:Jn

(Rabbinic i1J1JM)
H2598
BDB 335b
Jas II,48lb

OLKOOOµE(.,J

aedificatio

G 3618
LS-G 1204a
B 558a

LS-L 52a

I

I

EyKatvta
G 1456

EngI1sh

Latin

Greek

Hebrew

dedicatio

to build

-

Dedication

LS -L 525b

LS-G 469b
B 215a

•

i1:JtJ

OKT]VTl

tabemaculum

(Rabbinic i1J10)
H 5521
BDB 697b
Jas 11,963b

04633
LS-G 1608a
B 754b

LS-L 183 lc

booth, tabernacle

feast of tabernacles

OKflVOlTllYlO (NT)
04634
LS-G 1608b
B 754b

avaf3a lV(.,J

ascendo

H 5927
BDB 748a
Jas II, 108 la

G 305
LS-G 98a

LS-L 170c

no~

1Taoxa

phase (01)

G 3957
LS-G 1346b
B 633a

LS-L 1368b

i1?1'

H 6453
BDB 820a
Jas II, 1194a

I ascend, go up

B 5()-a
I

Passover

pascha (NT)

n,~
H 6510
BDB 831a
Jas II, 1212b

.~I

LS -L 1311b

oaµaAts
G 1151
LS-G 368b

B 17()-a

vacca
LS-L 1949c

heifer
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Hebrew
If;;
I

Greek

1:r,w

TrEplOTEpEWV

not in LXX or NT
GLS-G 1388
BKplOS
GLS-G 996b
B452b

H- (cf. 7731)
BDB - (cf. 1000b)
Jas II,1528b

.,~

II

H352
BDB 17b
Jas I,48b

I.

VlOS
G 5207
LS-G 1846b
B 833b

;p:J

LS-L 161a

.

I son

I

bos

I cattle

I ..

I pool

I

I (wine, olive) press

I

I "Bini"

LS-L 750a

LS-L 247c

pa

i1:Ji:J

guilt (reparation)
offering

I

filius

ovs
G 1016
LS-G 326b
B 146b

H 1241
BDB 133a
Jas 1,187b

p1scina

LS-L 1380a

H 1295
BDB 140a
Jas -

n:J

.,J .,i1

I ram

LS-L 538c

H 1121
BDB 119b
Jas 1,176a

H 1660
BDB 387b
I Jas 1,274b

anes

delictum

l:J

English
dovecote

LS-L 371c

tJW~
H 817
BDB 79b
Jas 1,129a

111:

Latin
col um barium

fl VOS

torculari um

G 3025
LS-G 1045b
B473a

I

LS-L 1878c

HBDBJas 1,348b

il:Ji
H2077
BDB 257a
Jas 1,378b

r,-,1
(Aramaic NI"l'"li)
H2132
BDB 268a
Jas 1,397a

tJI"1ii1
H2368
BDB 368a
Jas cf 1,441 b

n~c.,r,
H 2403
BDB 308a
Jas 1-i_44 7b

sacrificium

VOla

G 2378
LS-G 812b
B 366a
E a,a
G 1636
LS-G 527b
B 247b
I

oq>pay,s
04973
LS-G 1742a
B 796b
(

1

aµapTla
G 266
LS-G 77b
B43a

a sacrifice, offering

LS-L 1612b

I

oliva

I olive

signaculum

I seal

LS-L 1262c

LS-L 1696a

peccatum
LS-L 1320c

I sin offering
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r,., :J i1

nwA11TT1 p1ov

tabema

HBDBJas I,482a

GLS-G 1560b
B-

LS-L 1831b

1:J i1

'Avav

Anan

GLS-G B-

LS-L-

XEip

manus

H 3027
BDB 388b
Jas 1,563b

G 5495
LS-G 1983a _
B 879b

LS-L 111 lb

i1'.Jj"'I

lTEplOTEpa

columba

H 3123
BDB 401b
Jas I,570a

G4058
LS-G 1388b
B 651b

LS-L 371c

'lopanA

Israhel

G 2474
LS-G B 381b

LS-L - (cf. LS-L 1005a)

H 2605
BDB 336b
Jas 1,484b

.,

...

,~,w.

H 3478
BDB 975a
Jas 1,602a

w:rJ

.

I

xlii

shop

Hanan
-

hand

.

pigeon
-

Israel

'
aµvos

agnus

H 3532
BDB46la
Jas I,61 la
t)"'I~

G 286
LS-G 84b
B46b

Ls 73c

[:3aAaVTlOV

sacculus

H 3599
BDB476a
Jas I,633b

G 905
LS-G 304b
B 130b

LS-L 1610a

...

OKEVOS

vasum

H 3627
BDB479a
Jas 1,64 la

G4632
LS-G 1607b
B 754a

LS-G 1959b

vessel, receptacle,
utensil, implement

6A6KOVTOS, ov

holocaustum

wholly burnt

GLS-G 1217b
B-

LS 859b

,~
, ,~
...

H 3632
BDB483a
Jas I,642b

young ram

bag, purse, pouch
Prov 7:20

oAoKapnwµa

Ill(

GLS-G 1217b
B 564a

tJi~

µwµos

macula

H 3971
BDB 548b
Jas Il,743a

G 3470
LS-G 1158b
B 531a

LS-L 1094a

[:31(:)Aiov

libro

G 975 2 Chr 13:22
LS-G 315b
B 141a

LS-L 1061b

w,,~

H4097
BDB 205b
Jas II,735b

I

ypacpn

librarium

G 1124 2 Chr 24:27
LS-G 359b
B 166a

LS-L 1061b

i1i1:J~

evota

oblatio

H4503
BDB 585a
Jas Il,799a

G 2378
LS-G 812b
B 366a

LS-L 1235c

blemish

study, interpretation

(cereal, meal, or
grain) offering
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freewill (offering)

EKOVOIOS

sponte

H 5071
BDB 621b
Jas I,877a

G 1595
LS-G 514b
B 243a

LS-L 1747a

1ij

EVXll

votum

H 5088
BDB 623b

LS-L 2014c

Jas II,880a

G 2171
LS-G 739a
B 329a

vow, votive
(offering) _

1tJj

OTIOVOfl

libamentum

drink offering

GLS-G 1629b _
B-

LS-L 1056b

ETIITlBT] µ1

pono (OT)

G2007
LS-G 666b
B 302b

LS-L 1396a

i1:Jij

H 5262
BDB 651a
Jas II,917b

1~0
H 5564
BDB 701b
Jas II,lOOia

---,--------,

xliii

to lay

inpono (NT)
---,

LS-L 906a

Itrans

1:JY

TIEpav

H 5676
BDB 719a
Jas 1040a

G 4008
LS-G 1365a
B 643b

i1?Y

6A6Ka VTOS

holocaustum

(Rabbinic i1? 1Y)
H 5930
BDB 750a
Jas II, 105 la

GLS-G 1217b
B-

LS-L 859b

1~~

rrpoflOi11<os -11 -ov gregarius (OT)

H6629
BDB 838a
Jas ll, 1034a

G 4262
LS-G 1471a
B 703a

across

LS-L 1887c

LS-L 829c

burnt offering

belonging or
pertaining to sheep

probaticus (NT)
LS-L 1449a

TrpOF)OTOV

OVlS

04263
LS-G 1471a
B 703a

LS-L 1285c

)

i1 ..,jy r,..,:J
i1 ..,:JY
H - (cf. H 6055)
BDB - (cf. BDB 778a)
Jas -

,~

H 6499
BDB 830b

,,,~

Jas ll, 1212b
H 6872
BDB 865b
Jas II 1 1300b

TlllPO

pera

not in LXX of the Heb.
04082
LS-G 1401b
B 656b

LS-L 1332c

Bn8av1a

Bethania

G 963
LS-GB 139b

LS-L-

I

µooxos

Juvencus

G 3448
LS 1148a
B 528b

LS 1020c

[:)aAaVTIOV

sacculus

G 905
LS-G 304b
B 130b

LS-L 161(}a

sheep

leather bag, wallet

Bethany

young bull

a bundle, bag
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,~,p

Kop[:3av

corban

H7133
BDB 898b
Jas II, 1411 b

G 2878
LS-G 980a
B444a

LS-L-

sacrifice, sacred
offering, temple
treasury

tl?W

8voia ElpnvtKTi
ElpnvtKOS"

pacificum

peace offering

-n -ov

(Rabbinic tl~~?W)
H8002
BDB 1023a
Jas II,1587a

E.Aatov

oleurn

(olive) oil

H 8081
BDB 1032a
Jas II, 1597b

G 1637
LS-G 527b
B247b

i1'W

mi An

porta

G4439
LS-G 1553b
B 729a

LS-L 1400c

OlVEOlS

grates

H 8426
BDB 392b
Jas II, 1650b

G 133
LS-G 39b
B 23b

LS-L 824c

thanksgiving
offering

;r,

Tpvywv

turtur

turtledove

(Rabbinic i11"1)
H8449
BDB 1076a
Jas II, 1656a

G 5167
LS-G 1830a
B 828a

LS-L 1919c

H 8179
BDB 1044b
Jas Il,1612b

i11ill

11··

-

G 1516
LS-G 490b
B228a

,~w

1ri

LS-L - (cf. LS-L 1287b)

-

-

LS-L 1262a

-

gate

-

-
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6 The Market Near the Temple Mout
- Vocabulary
Greek

Latin

Hebrew
tJ-,il~~

8EOS

Deus

H430
BDB
Jas L67a

G 2316
LS-G 791a
B 356b

LS-L 564c

r,-i;:J

8ta8r11<11

foedus (OT)

H 1285
BDB43a
Jas I,194b

G 1242
LS-G 394b
B 183a

LS-L 765a

En ~lish
God

-

Covenant
-

testamentum (N1)
-

LS-L 1863a

Attl6oTpGJTOS

Lithostrotus

HBDBJas I, 217b

G 3038
LS-G 1049b
B474b

LS-L 1071b

iii'1tJ

Katlapos -a -OV
G 2513
LS-G 850b
B 388a

mundus

~Il:Jj
,\

,,11

H 2889
BDB 373a
Jas I,520a

~~L.J
H 2931
BDB 379b
Jas Il,539a

:Jill-,
H 3427
BDB442a
Jas I,599a

.

J11,

clean, pure

LS-L 1175b

aKa8apTOS
G 169
LS-G 46b
B29a

immundus

KOTOlK€GJ
G 2730
LS-G 928b
B424a

habito

Ka811µal
G 2521
LS-G 853a
B 389a

Pavement

unclean, impure

LS-L 895b

to dwell

LS-L 836a

sedeo

to sit

LS-L 1658b

glory

1i:J:J

86sa

gloria

H 3519
BDB458b
Jas I,607b

G 1391
LS-G 444b
B 203b

LS-L 817c

Il1!J:J

iAaoTr}ptov

propi tiatorium

(Rabbinic Iii1!JJ)
H 3727
BDB 498b
Jas I,658a

02435
LS-G 828a
B 375b

LS-L 1471a

ill1j~

btaoTflµa

suburban um

H4054
BDB 177a
Jas Il,730b

G 1292
LS-G 413a
B 188b

LS-L 1785c

open space, interval
(uncultivated)

iWYD

decima

tithe

H4643
BDB 798a
las II,820a

0£KOTOS -Tl -OV
G 1181
LS-G 376b, 377a
B 174a

LS-L 520a,b

~-,ill~

apxGJv

pnnceps

H 5387
BDB 672a
Jas Il,939a

G 758
LS-G 254a
B 113b

LS-L 1445a

.

mercy seat

chief prince
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,,. .

I

µa pTvp lOV
G 3142
LS-G 1082a
B493b

ni,1'
H 5715
BDB 730a
Jas II, 1043a

l :J1'

•.
ilf
~

10!

testamentum
LS-L 1863a

nubis

H 6051
BDB 777b
Jas II, 1095b

VEq>EATl
G 3507
LS-G 1171b
B 536b

LS-L 1222b

1?p

KOVq>OS -Tl -ov

velox

GLS-G 987b
B-

LS-L 1965c

H 7031
BDB 886b
Jas 11,137 la

testimony

cloud
-

lesser

-

terrace

i:J1

-

(Rabbinic iJ1i)
H 7234
BDB 914b
las 11, 1455a

ni,
H 7307
BDB 924b
las 11, 1458a

-

-

spiritus

lTVEvµa
G 4151
LS-G 1424a
B 674b

Spirit

LS -L 1743a

"Shekinah"

ii:J-,~tv
HBDBJas II,1573b

1~w
(Qumran l'J1W)
H 7931
BDB 1014b
Jas 11,1575a

tJtv
H 8034
BDB 1027b
las 11, 1590a

tJ-,~tv
H 8064
BDB 1029b
las II,1595b

;,~1,n
H 8641
BDB 929a
las 11, 1696b

i.,
1!

111

\~.i
lj

I

Ka Ta OKll \)QGJ
G 2681
LS-G 912a
B418b
,,

ovoµa
G 3686
LS-G 1232b
B 570b
>

I

ovpavos
G 3772
LS-G 1273a
B 593b
I

I

acpatpEµa
GLS-G 285b
B-

habito

I dwell

LS-L 836a

nomen

name

LS -L 1213b

caelum

Heaven

LS-L 263b

offerumenta
LS-L 1259c

offering
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,~

Hebrew

Greek

H413
BDB 39a
Jas I.66a

ELS

ill

G 1519
LS-G 491a, 696b
B 228a

LS-L 911c

.

-:J

EV

HBDB88a
Jas I,134a

G 1722
LS-G 551b
B 258a

:Jj:J

KAilTTllS'

fur

H 1590
BDB 170b
Jas 1,256b

G 2812
LS-G 958a
B434a

LS-L 795b

i11'~
H4579
BDB 589a
Jas Il,813b

r~,~

-

ill

-

into, near -

.

1n, near

LS-L 91 lc

thief
-

xovs
I

"M'ah"

G 5522
LS-G 2000b
B 884a

AlJOTTlS

latro

H6530
BDB 829b
Jas II, 1227b

G 3027
LS-G 1046a
B473a

LS-L 1041a

:nip

ryyvs

prope

G 1451
LS-G 468b
B 214a

LS-L 1468a

H 7138
BDB 898a
Jas II, 1413a

English

Latin

l

I

I

violent robber

near
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A Possible Scenario

IV INTRODUCTION
Armed with the information deduced in this thesis, and talcing into account other relevant
data, the following discussion is offered as a step towards the likely pro~edure an
ordinary worshipper would have followed in purchasing his or her animal and
approaching the altar of the first century Jerusalem Temple.

IV .1 Who led the Animals to the Altar ?
The early chapters of the book of Leviticus divide the types of Jewish sacrifices (if:Jj
sing., 8voia, sacrificium) in which animals were slaughtered, thus:1
a) burnt offering (i1?1', 6A6KaVTOS, holocaustum);2
b) peace offering

(tJ?tv, 8voia ElpTJVlKfl, pacificorum);3

1

There were of course other sacrifices which ordinary pilgrims could make. These were divided into
two, and should not be considered O ~n ::Ji since they do not involve slaughter, e.g. a) cereal
offering (i1nJC, 6voia, oblatio), Lev 2(adP), 6:14-23(adP), also known as a gift, meal, food, or
vegetable (offering); Rowley, H.H., Worship In Ancient Israel: Its Forms and Meaning,
Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1967, pp. 121-2; de Vaux, Ancient Israel, pp. 421-2; Kraus, Worship
In Israel, pp. 113-5; b) drink offering (lOJ, OTTOVOfl, libamentum), Lev 23: 13,18,37(adP), Num
6: 15,17(adP), 15:5,7 ,10,14(adP), 28:7ff(adP), 29:6ff(adP).

2

cf. Lev l(adP); Ant 3:225-7; M. Zeb 3:lB Neusner 703; Philo, Sp Laws, 1:199, assumed that a
priest would slaughter the animal; Lev R. 22:7 Sonc 2:286. An alternative term ? ~, 'J,
(6Ao KavT(.) µa, holocaustum), translated usually as "whole burnt offering", is a particular
reference to the ritual where the entire animal carcas is burnt (1 Sam 7:9, Deut 33: lO(special
tradition), Ps 51:19); Rowley, Worship In Ancient Israel, p. 120; de Vaux, Ancient Israel, pp.
415-17; Kraus, Worship In Israel, pp. 115-18.

3

cf. Lev 3(adP); The P traditon has three types of peace (also known as communion or purification)
offering: thanksgiving or praise (i1i1I1, aivEol), grates) , Lev 7:12-15(adP), 22:29-30(probably
adP); vowed or votive (iiJ, EV)(Tl, votum), Lev 7: 16-17(adP), 22: 18-23(ad P); and freewill or
voluntary (i1JiJ, £Kovo10), sponte), Lev 7: 16-17(ad P), 22: 18-23(ad P). The Passover sacrifice
is a type of thanksgiving offering (since both were to be consumed within one day, cf. Ex
34:25(1)), though prepared and offered in a different way: Ex 12:9(P); M. Pes 5:6A Neusner 238
where laymen slaughter; de Vaux, Ancient Israel, pp. 417-18; Anderson, G.A., "Sacrifice and
Sacrificial Offerings (01)", in: Freedman, D.N., et. al., (eds.), The Anchor Bible Dictionary:
Volume 5, New York: Doubleday, 1992, p. 878b; Rowley, Worship In Ancient Israel, pp. 122-3;
Kraus, Worship In Israel, pp. 118-20.
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c) sin offering (r1~tji1, aµapTta, peccatum);4 and
d) guilt offering (tJtv~, lT All µµEAEla, delictum).5
Of significance is the fact that both the P source and Rabbinic literature maintain that it
was the offerer of the animal and not the priest who actually carried out the slaughtering.6
i,

Further, in each type of sacrifice all sources agree that with one exception, the offerer laid
hands on the animal prior to slaughter.

IV.1.1 Laying on of Hands

f
I

,;

...

I

The ritual of the laying (1~0, £lTlTt8flµl, pono) on of hands accompanied each offering
of a quadruped. 7 J. Milgrom ( 1991) provided a useful summary of the debate
surrounding the meaning of this ritual. He concluded that its meaning in this context was
that it enabled the offerer to signify ownership of the animal that was about to be
slaughtered and offered. 8 This seems the best explanation of the rite, since it is the
simplest. 9 Other explanations tend to confuse the issue by not defining a sharp distinction
between the different occasions of the rite. IO

;11:

~'!'I
i

'I

J

4

cf. Lev 4:1-5:13(adP), esp. Lev 4:29,33(adP); also known as the "Purification offering", 1 Sam
1:25; Ant 3:230; Philo, Sp Laws, 2: 145,148, Moses 2:224, implied that laymen slaughter; de
Vaux, Ancient Israel, pp. 418-20; Kraus, Worship In Israel, p. 121.

5

cf. Lev 5: 14-6:7(adP), 7:1-6(adP). Also known as reparation offering; Rowley, Worship In Ancient
Israel, pp. 127-30; de Vaux, Ancient Israel, p. 420; Kraus, Worship In Israel, pp. 121-2. These
references also provide discussions on the distinction between the sin and guilt offering.

6

cf. The Rabbinic literature assumed that laymen were allowed into the Court of Priests in order to
perform certain rituals, e.g. M. Suk 4:5D Neusner 287, the rite of the lulab at the Feast of
Tabernacles; M. Hull 1:1,2 Neusner 765 where it explicitly states that "all slaughter"; M. Kel
l:8L Neusner 895; In a few places, Rabbinic literature even hints that women may slaughter:
those references above where "all slaughter", and specifically: T. Ar 2:lE Neusner 5:192, T. Kel
BQ 1:6K Neusner 6:3, b. Hull 2b on 1:1 Sonc 2; although note b. Kid 36a on 1:8 Sonc 178
where it is strictly men only; Maimonides, Temple Service, 8:3:9:6, p. 121.

7

cf. For burnt offerings: Lev 1:4(adP). For thank offerings: Lev 3:2,8,13(adP), 4:4,24,29,33(adP);
Sanders, Judaism, p. 109.

8

cf. Milgrom, Leviticus, p. 152; de Vaux, Ancient Israel, p. 416; de Vaux, R., Studies in Old
Testament Sacrifice, Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1964, pp. 28, 63; Robinson, H.W.,
"Hebrew Sacrifice and Prophetic Symbolism", in: JTS 43(1942), pp. 130-1; In particular at least
in the context under discussion, it was not likely to signify a transferral of sin (cf. "Scapegoat"
Lev 16:20-22(P)) because of the demand for an unblemished animal, Lev 1:3-9(adP).

9

It also is consistent with b. Bes 20a on 2:4 Sonc 103, which limited the laying on of hands to
free-will (private) offerings, and b. Hag 7b on 1:3-4 Sonc 36, which forbad the laying on of hands
on festivals and Sabbaths.

10

For a discussion of the different possible meanings see for example: Milgrom, Leviticus, pp. 1513; Wenham, G.J., The Book of Leviticus, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co.,
1979, pp. 61-3. See also Philo's explanation in Sp Laws, 1:202-4; "100" is confined to the
sacrificial cult and to ordination both in the Old Testament and in Rabbinic literature. Its sense is
"to lean". A gentler placing of hands was meant for a blessing or healing, see: Daube, D., The
New Testament and Rabbinic Judaism, New York: Arno Press, 1973, p. 229.
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1

However, with regard to dove offerings there was no such ritual of laying on of hands.
The offerer handed over the birds to the priest who both slaughtered and offered the
animals. J. Milgrom (1991) and others, have suggested that the reason why no laying on
of hands occurred with dove offerings was simply because their ownership was clear
since they were brought forward in the hands of the owners. I I
Does this not suggest that other animals had the laying on of hands because they were not
physically led to slaughter by their owners?
11,,

Rabbinic literature gives a thorough exposition of the rules for the laying on -of hands,
largely following the guidelines of Leviticus.
ln1

/ill

Confining our interest to the offerings of individuals, the Mishnah offered three
exceptions to the laying on of hands (apart from dove offerings):
"All offerings of the individual require laying on of hands, except for the
firstling, tithe of cattle, and the Passover."12
In addition, those who were able to lay hands are limited:
"All lay on hands, except for the deaf-mute, the idiot, and the minor, the blind
person, and the gentile, and the slave, and the agent, and the woman."13
Any attempt to unravel the laws regarding the laying on of hands in any more detail than
this would be a complicated task indeed.14

,,

The Passover exception in the first quote need not be such an oddity. Large numbers of
sacrifices on a single day needed an exception to allow for greater numbers of sacrifices.

11

cf. Lev 1:4(ad.P), 5:7,1 l(ad.P), 12:6,8(ad.P), 14:22,30(ad.P), 15: 14,29(ad.P), Nurn 6:lO(ad.P); Mazar,
Mountain, p. 109; Milgrorn, Leviticus, p. 167.

12

M. Men 9:7D-E Neusner 752; b. Hag 7b on 1:3-4 Sonc 36; cf. Philo, Sp Laws, 1:198 where
laying on of hands by the lay offerer is done in the case of a whole burnt offering.

13

\~,

14

M. Men 9:8A-B Neusner 752; In Rabbinic literature there is a record of a controversy which started
in the second century BC and continued after the deaths of Hillel and Shammai concerning whether
the laying (lCD) on of hands was permitted at a festival: M. Hag 2:2-3 Neusner 330-1; M. Bes
2:4 Neusner 294; T. Hag 2:8 Neusner 2:314; b. Hag 16b on 2:2 Sonc 106-9; Daube, The New
Testament and Rabbinic Judaism, p. 231; Neusner, Rabbinic Traditions, pp. 11-13. Curiously
neither Daube nor Neusner took account of M. Men 9:7-8 Neusner 752 nor the synthesis provided
by Maimonides (see next footnote below).
cf. T. Men 10:9-15 Neusner 145-7; b. Yorn 5a on 1: 1 Sonc 17-8; b. Yorn 36a on 3:8 Sonc 167;
Maimonides, Temple Service, 8:5:3:6-15, pp. 173-5.
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In the case of women, it was likely that in the Herodian Temple, Levites came forward
1,0·

into the Court of Women to take their offerings. If a woman offered a quadruped, then
she did not lay hands on it only because she did not come into contact with her animal
until after it had been slaughtered and partly offered by the priests. In other words, she
did not lead her animal into the Court of Women there to be taken by a Levite. What the other exceptions have in common is the fact that they are people with
imperfections - imperfections which not only bar them from offering sacrifice, but bar
them from entering the Court of Israelites. We recall that the Temple Tax may be paid by
a minor, slave, or a woman, although in such cases payment was voluntary.15 They were
able to pay because they were admitted as far as the Court of Women, i.e. to the shofar
money-chests.
With male worshippers, their animal was also led to the place of slaughter (from

ilt

Solomon's Stables?) most probably by a Levite. The offerer somehow (either by entering
the Court of Priests, or as E.P. Sanders (1992) 16 suggested by leaning over the low
barrier separating the Court of Priests from the Court of Israelites) laid hands on his beast
and slaughtered it.17

IV .1.2 Seals
The use of seals (tJiliT1, o<ppayis, signaculum) in the Temple is well attested in
Rabbinic literature, though the picture it presents is confusing. On that count its detail
most probably is not historically accurate.
The main text is that of M. Sheq 5:2-5 Neusner 259, where it is claimed that four
different types of seals were used in the Temple for four different drink offerings
associated with the offering of a "calf', "ram", "kid" and "sinner" (leper).18
As discussed in Section 5.5.5, quadruped offerings (except for Passover 19) were
accompanied by a cereal and drink offering. According to the Mishnah, the worshipper
who wanted to purchase the appropriate drink offering would pay the agreed amount to a
priest who in turn gave him a seal or token inscribed with the date (to prevent
15

cf. M. Sheq 1:3-6 Neusner 252; See Section 3.5.

16

cf. Sanders, Judaism, p. 107.

17

cf. Maimonides, Temple Service, 8:5:3:11, p. 174.

18

Maimonides, Temple Service, 8:2:7:10-13, pp. 67-8, follows M. Sheq 5:2-5 Neusner 259.

19

cf. M. Men 9:6B Neusner 752.
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speculation). This person would then go to the one in charge of the drink offerings and in
return for his seal would receive the designated drink offering. With respect to the
pilgrim, that is all that is recounted.
Now although it is an anonymous Mishnah, certain observations lead one to question at
least the detail of this arrangement.
First, in none of the associated Rabbinic literature, namely the Tosefta, or either Talmud
is comment made regarding the passage from M. Sheq 5:2-5.
Second, it seems an extremely unusual and cumbersome procedure. Why could the
pilgrim not purchase the drink offering directly? Why is there no mention of the
corresponding cereal offering which also needed to be purchased ?20
Third, M. Hag 3:4 Neusner 333 allowed the possibility that drink offerings were brought
by the pilgrim to the Temple, and not purchased from a temple official.2 1
However, we ought to be reluctant to dismiss the use of seals entirely because they
provide a very convenient way of allowing pilgrims to present their animals and cereal
and drink offerings without carrying them into the Court of Israel themselves, and
because other passing references in the Rabbinic literature would suggest that seals were
lr:1

11:

used.
Mention is made of a "chamber of seals" located on the northwest comer of the Wij?~,
interestingly enough, next to the "chamber of lambs" discussed above. 22 However,
nothing else about this chamber is discussed.
E . Schurer (1979) claimed that a similar arrangement was in effect for bird offerings, 23
though he provided no reference for this. The list of officers given in the Mishnah, 24
which include the names of those over the drink and bird offerings, give no indication
that seals were used for bird offerings. However, this third alternative way of offering

20

The footnotes in the Soncino edition of the Babylonian Talmud, b. Sheq on 5:3 Sonc 19 n. 14,
and Edersheim, The Temple, p. 111, include meal offerings, however, they give no reason for this.

21

cf. Safrai, "Temple and Service", p. 321.

22

cf. M. Tam 3:3C Neusner 865; though note M. Mid 1:6 Neusner 874. Its location outside
"consecrated ground", i.e. the Wij?i.), may indicate that those responsible for the seals were levites
rather than priests; See Section 5.6 .1.

23

cf. Schurer, Age If, p. 288.

24

cf. M. Sheq 5: 1 Neusner 258; Jeremias, Jerusalem, pp. 170ff, for a detailed discussion of this list.
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doves is not unreasonable, especially considering that the laying on of hands was not
required for them.

IV.1.3 The Inspectors
Inspectors were required to ensure that all animals, including their corresponding cereal
and drink offerings were without '~blemish" (IJ 1C, µ&µo s, macula).25
According to the Mishnah, it was a 1~i:l who inspected the cereal and drink offerings.26
It was two priests chosen by lot every day who inspected the animal for the daily whole
offering.2 7 In Sections 3.3.2 and 3.4 it was noted that the IJ.,1~i:l were -most likely

priests themselves.
It is not difficult to deduce that the most likely place for such an inspector would have
been alongside the one who exchanged the offerings for a seal.28 Indeed, a pilgrim would
have been given a seal only after the offering had been inspected and accepted, since
possession of a seal would have guaranteed acceptance of the sacrifice.

IV.1.4 The Scenario
The above discussions lend themselves to suggesting a possible way a pilgrim offered his
sacrifice.
A pilgrim, in addition to purchasing a quadruped for sacrifice at a nearby market also
purchased the necessary cereal and drink offering (except at Passover). The pilgrim then
proceeded with his offerings into the vestibule of either the Double or Triple Hulda Gates
to the entrance of the passageway along the inside of the southern wall, or went round the
south-east comer of the Temple Mount and into Solomon 's Stables (cf. FIG. 23 item
20).29

25

i,;

cf. Aristeas 93; Philo, Sp Laws, 1:166; b. Ket 106a on 13:1 Sonc 681, although attributed to R.
Isaac b. Radifa, claimed that the inspectors of animal blemishes received their wages from Temple
funds, i.e. they were at least employed by the Temple.

26

cf. M. Men 8:2,7 Neusner 748, 750.

27

cf. M Tam 3:4C Neusner 866.

28

cf. Sanders, Judaism, p. 113, who placed the inspectors close to the Balustrade, which would not
be unreasonable had the pilgrims led their animals to sacrifice themselves.

29

There was a double gate in the eastern wall about 30 m. north of the south eastern comer of the
Temple Mount; Maz.ar, Mountain, p. 151; Ritmeyer and Riuneyer, " Reconstructing", pp. 40-2.
The so-called "Single Gate" is, unfortunately, most likely from the Crusader period (1099 - 1187)
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He handed these over to an official (most likely a priest), who in return gave him (or her)
the appropriate seal(s) after checking the offerings for ritual cleanness. The items were
then stored in Solomon's Stables. The pilgrim then walked onto the Temple Mount, into
the W1j?i.J and into the Court of Israel (or of Women) . There a levite would take the
seals and arrange the sacrifice indicated. In the case of a man, the quadruped would be led
over to the pilgrim in order for him to lay on hands (except at Passover) and slit the throat
of the victim.
This procedure has several advantages.
First, it avoids the situation of animals being led by individual pilgrims across the Outer
Court and into the Temple - a situation which would increase the chance-s of animal
excrement not orrly being deposited in the Outer Court and Temple by the animal, but also
the pilgrim or pilgrims themselves carrying it into the W1j?i.J.
1111

Second, it would explain at least in part the presence of the passage which runs along the
I;

t

inside of the Southern Temple wall, as well as ·Other architectural and archaeological finds
regarding the Temple Mount. 30
Third, it acknowledges the use of seals in a consistent and useful manner, allowing for
pilgrims to bring their own cereal and/or drink offerings or purchasing them near the
Temple Mount.
Fourth, it would enable the priests to regulate the number and frequency of sacrifices.
The number of private sacrifices far outnumbered the public ones. At the major festivals

l'

~

Ill·

the quantity of sacrifices was so vast that despite all the priests being on duty, they could
hardly cope with them.3 1 A system of seals would make the task more manageable and
less chaotic, and ensure that none of the offerings would be left over at the end of the
day.

If this represents accurately what happened, then it means that either there must have been
an underground passage from Solomon's Stables to the Court of Priests, or that those
and was used by the Knights Templar to gain access to Solomon's Stables. Were it Herodian, it
would have provided an ideal passage way for pilgrims to gain direct access to Solomon's Stables
from outside the Temple Mount; cf. Mazar, Mountain , pp. 127, 274-5; Wightman, GJ., The
Walls of Jerusalem: from the Canaanites to the Mamluks, Sydney: Meditarch, 1993, pp. 263-4.
Other underground tunnels below the level of the Single Gate led northwards to halls under
Solomon's Stables. See: Comfeld, The Historical Jesus, p. 153.

I
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30

It also implies a storage place for the drink (and cereal) offerings, and this is attested in the
literature, e.g. Neh 12:44, 13:5,9,12, 1 Chr 9:29.

31

cf. 1 Kings 8:63, 1 Chr 29:21, 2 Chr 29:32f, 30:24, 35:7-9; Aristeas 88; Philo, Moses,
2:31(159).
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charged with the responsibility of leading the animals from Solomon's Stables to the
place of slaughter (probably Levites, see below) led them across the Outer Court on the
shortest possible route.32
Admittedly there is as yet no archaeological evidence for an underground tunnel from
Solomon's Stables to the Court of Priests. Yet, it should not be forgotten that such
tunnels did exist and still remain underneath the Temple Mount. Those that have been
discovered are presumed to have been for priests who for one reason or another defiled
themselves and needed to go for ritual purification without defiling any holy part of the
Temple Mount.33 It is worth noting too that these tunnels led under the Outer Court, and
not simply under the Temple proper - another indication that the Outer Court was treated
with some sanctity. Since Herod lowered the Hasmonean wall to provide a larger area for
storage, the way would have been clear for a tunnel into Solomon's Stables.
If no such tunnel exists, two other possibilities are open, and we can do no more than
speculate. The first is that the animals were led out of their confinement and around to the
gate nearest to the entrance to the tvipi.J, namely a gate in the Eastern Wall of the Outer
Court. The other is that they were led out of Solomon's Stables and up the East Hulda
;

.!
j

ramp, across the Outer Court to the so-called "gate of the firstlings"3 4 on the southern
side of the tvipi.J. Either possibility would at least reduce to a minimum the distance
they would have traversed the Outer Court and therefore possibility of profanation by the
animals. Against the second possibility is the fact that the procession of animals would
cross the path of the majority of pilgrims to the Temple.

32

cf. Perhaps through "the gate for the firstlings" (M. Mid 2:6L Neusner 877) on the south side of
the wipe.

33

e.g. Mazar, Mountain, pp. 128-9; Schurer, Age II, p. 308.

34

cf. M. Mid 2:6L Neusner 877.
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Searching for a Motive
behind the Incident
.~.

V INTRODUCTION
Four works provide a convenient list of interpretations that have been given to the
incident, that of W.D. Davies (1974),1 E.P. Sanders (1985),2 B. Witherington (1990)3
and P. Richardson (1992). 4 This Appendix represents a considerable expansion on-their
work.
The interpretation of the incident is fraught with problems. Not only are we at the
disadvantage of a separation in time of two thousand years and must accept a social and
indeed religious milieu that is far removed from the Jerusalem of c AD 30, the question
itself is almost unanswerable. To interpret the incident is to a large extent to probe and
encapsulate the motive behind it, that is, to understand the mind of Jesus.
J. Riches' (1986) comment is worth recording here:
"[I]t is easy enough to offer a fairly certain thin description of what Jesus did
in the temple; very difficult indeed to offer a thick one that is not open to
considerable doubt."5

111:

Riches' "thick" description is one that included an explanation of the motive behind
Jesus' action. In short, the meaning of the incident for Jesus remains obscure. 6
Yet this has not prevented countless attempts to find meaning in the incident, the Gospel
writers being the first of a long line. The story almost invites attempts to interpret it. It is
not enough for the historian simply to attribute it to "divine power" as did Origen 7 or

I,,,,

ri:

1

cf. Davies, Land, pp. 349-50 n. 45 .

2

cf. E.P. Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, pp. 61 -71.

3

cf. Witherington, The Christology of Jesus, pp. 113-16.

4

cf. Richardson, "Why Tum the Tables?", pp. 510-12; Richardson also provided an informative
summary of early Christian interpretations.

5

cf. Riches, J., "2. Works and Words of Jesus the Jew", in: Heyl 17(1986), p. 58.

6

cf. Nineham, Saint Mark, p. 301 : "Saint Mark's account is too brief and imprecise to enable us ..
. to tell exactly what was in the mind of Jesus".

7

See Section 7 .3.
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"divine anger" as did F.M. William (1949).8 If however, we wish to step back beyond
the Gospel accounts one thing must be kept in mind.
Any attempt to find an appropriate interpretation of the incident must take into account all
the various elements of the story, 9 especially though not limited to those in common with
the Synoptic and Johannine traditions. IO
Due therefore to this consideration and to the limitations of space, what is presented here
is no more than a mere sketch of the most important interpretations that have been
offered. These will be assessed individually and measured against the proposed relocation
of the incident.

-

V .1 Interpretations Dependent on Temple Mount Location
The more important interpretations given by scholars are divided below into those whose
imputed motive is dependent to some extent on the action having taken place on the
Temple Mount and those whose motive is independent of its location.

V.1.1 An Objection to Vested Interests
It is thought by some that Jesus reacted against the vested interests either of the Temple
institution or of the priests personally. Either way, the argument runs, there were interests
keen to see that profits were high and that they would ultimately benefit either the cult
directly or themselves as individuals. Jesus' act was an objection to this.
For the concern over profits further cementing the economic stranglehold of the temple,
the following scholars have seen this as Jesus' incentive: R. Eisler (1931), 11 N.Q.
Hamilton (1964),12 R. Bauckham (1988),13 and B.D. Chilton (1994). 14

8

William, F.M., The Life of Jesus Christ in the Land of Israel and Among Its People, London, St
Louis: B. Herder Book Co., 1949, p. 94.

9

Bauckham, "Demonstration", p. 74.

10

This has not always been followed. For example, Bauckham, "Demonstration", p. 171 n. 16,
Eppstein, "Historicity", pp. 42-58, and Derrett, "Zeal", pp. 79-94, cannot make any sense of the
attack on the money changers; Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, p. 364 n. 1, admitted he gave little role
to Mk 11:16.

11

cf. Eisler, Messiah Jesus, p. 489.

12

cf. Hamilton, "Banlc", pp. 370-1.

13

cf. Bauckham, "Demonstration", pp. 75-6.

14

cf. Chilton, A Feast of Meanings, p. 57.
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Their reasons included the following.
a) By suspending the sale of animals and exchange of money, Jesus suspended
the flow of money into the temple tr~asury.15
b) Jesus objected to the use of financial donations in place of sacrifice.16
Against this may be contrasted the following.
a) Jesus was not opposed to profit, l 7 and there is no indication that the profits of
the animal sellers nor the money changers were excessive.18
b) the story of the widow's mite 19 shows that Jesus did not object to monetary
donation per se.
For the corruption of priests in general at the time of Jesus, and their supposed
exploitation of pilgrims, the following see this as the occasion of Jesus' protest: S. Zeitlin
(1947),20 H. Schonfield (1965), 21 J. Schmid (1968),22 J. Jeremias (1971),23 S.E.
Johnson (1972), 24 S. Safrai (1975),25 J.H. Charlesworth (1988),26 and C.A. Evans
(1989, 1993). 27 Evans seems particularly to have made the theory his own in recent
times. Such authors prefer the traditional epithet "Cleansing" for the incident in the sense
of a removal of moral corruption.

15

cf. M. Sheq 4:8D Neusner 258; Eisler, Messiah Jesus, p. 489; Hamilton, "Bank", pp. 370-1;
Bauckham, "Demonstration", pp. 75-6, saw the object specifically as Jesus' objection to the
collection of the temple tax and its incorporation into the temple finances.

16

cf. Chilton, A Feast of Meanings, p. 57.

17

cf. Mt 10: 10, Lk 10:7, 1 Tim 5: 18.

18

See Sections 5.3.2, 5.5.3.1 and Section V.2.1. of Appendix V.

19

cf. Mk 12:42-3.

20

cf. Zeitlin, S., Who Crucified Jesus?, New York and London: Harper and Brothers Publishers, 2nd.
ed. 1947, p. 160.

21

cf. Schonfield, HJ., The Passover Plot: New Light on the History of Jesus, London: MacDonald
and Jane's, 2nd. ed~ 1974, p. 123.

22

cf. Schmid, The Gospel According to Mark, p. 209.

23

cf. Jeremias, J., New Testament Theology: Part One: The Proclamation of Jesus, London: S.C.M.
Press, ET 1971, p. 145.

24

cf. Johnson, A Commentary on the Gospel According to St. Mark, p. 190.

25

cf. Safrai, "Temple and Service", p. 286.

26

cf. Charlesworth, Jesus within Judaism: New Light from Exciting Archaeological Discoveries, p.
118.

27

cf. Evans, "Jesus' Action", pp. 256-64; Evans, "Evidence of Corruption", pp. 522-39; Evans,
"Jewish Context", p. 108.
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Their reasons include the following.
a) The vast amount of literary evidence that demonstrates that there were "wicked
priests" at the time of Jesus.28
-

b) The evidence that suggests that some priests were greedy for money, and that
therefore they channelled profits from the market into their own pockets. In other words
these are the robbers and the temple is their den. 29
c) Their complicity with the Roman forces, who among other things appointed the
high priest.3°
-

d) The record of a question posed by members of the Sanhedrin to Jesus
questioning Jesus' authority to do what he did.31

In response may be made the following observations.

28

There is too much to list here, see, e.g. Jeremias, Jerusalem, pp. 193-8; Evans, "Jesus' Action",
pp. 256-64; Evans, "Evidence of Corruption", pp. 522-39; Evans, "Jewish Context", p. 108;
Evans, C.A., "Opposition to the Temple: Jesus and the Dead Sea Scrolls", in: Charlesworth, J.H.,
(ed.), Jesus and the Dead Sea Scrolls, New York: Doubleday, 1992, pp. 235-53; Sanders, Judaism,
pp. 182-7, 337-9; Mazar, Mountain, pp. 84-6; Avigad, Discovering Jerusalem, pp. 130-1; Hooker,
M.D., The Gospel According to St Mark, London: A & C Black, 1991, p. 264; Johnson, A
Commentary on the Gospel According to St. Mark, p. 190; Marshall, L.H., The Challenge of
New Testament Ethics, London: Macmillan & Co. Ltd., 1956, p. 9.

29

cf. Mt 21:13, Mk 11:17, Lk 19:46; Ant 20:205; T. Men 13:21 Neusner 5:161-2; Charlesworth,
Jesus within Judaism: New Light from Exciting Archaeological Discoveries, p. 118; Schonfield,
The Passover Plot: New Light on the History of Jesus, p. 123; Bauckham, "Demonstration", pp.
79-81; Hengel, Revolutionist, p. 17; Safrai, "Temple and Service", p. 286; Horsley, Spiral, p.
300; Schrenk, "iep6v", p. 243; Jeremias, New Testament Theology: Part One: The Proclamation
of Jesus, p. 145; Rengstorf, K.H., "Al)OTTlS", in: Kittel, G., (ed.), Theological Dictionary of the
New Testament: Volume IV, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., ET 1967, p.
260; Schmid, The Gospel According to Mark, p. 209; and see references in previous footnote.

30

cf. Brandon, Zealots, pp. 9, 332; Kellerman, "The Cleansing of the Temple: Jesus and Symbolic
Action", p. 259; ; Horsley, R.A., "High Priests and the Politics of Roman Palestine", in: JSJ
17(1986), pp. 23-55; Zeitlin, Who Crucified Jesus?, p. 160; Riches, ''2. Works and Words of
Jesus the Jew", p. 57.

31

I

i•''

cf. Mt 21 :23, Mk 11:27-28, Lk 20: l; Brandon, Zealots, p. 332.
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a) It ignores the diversity of interests within the ruling group,32 and the possibility
that much of the literature on the corrupt priests is biased. 33 E.P. Sanders (1985)
mounted a convincing case that the priests weren 't all bad: "On the whole the priests were
devoted to the service of God, and took seriously their role as intercessors for Israel and,
further, for the other nations of the world."34
b) Had Jesus "Cleansed" in order to attack the avaricious priests he would have
found support within the Sanhedrin.35 Since he did not (they condemned him at his trial)
this could not have been either Jesus' main motive nor for that matter the perceived
motive of onlookers or those affected either directly or indirectly . .
c) The linking of wicked priests involves a logical fallacy. Simply because -there
-

were corrupt priests does not mean that Jesus ' act was in protest against them. No clear
causal link can be established between the two.36
d) Given the fact that the "Cleansing" was never brought up in his trial, it is more
likely that the question posed by the Sanhedrin at his trial refers to the teaching and
miracle working of Jesus.
e) If Jesus was bent on correcting a current abuse by the priests we should have
evidence that he charged them with immorality or at least dishonesty. Such charges are
absent from the Gospels.37
~I

f) If he had attacked the temple authorities they would have arrested him

immediately. Yet they continued not only to allow him to enter the Temple Mount, but to
teach there.38

J~i 1

I!

1

32

cf. Dawsey, J.M., "Confrontation in the Temple: Luke 19:45-20:47", in: PRS 11(1984), p. 156
n. 12; Eppstein, "Historicity", pp. 56-8, who claimed a difference of opinion between the High
Priest Caiaphas and other members of the Sanhedrin (See Section 5.3.3.1); Smallwood, The Jews
under Roman Rule, pp. 277-8, who mounted an argument to demonstrate that Jewish High Priests
of the first century AD were not consistently pro-Roman. Although, she maintained, they were on
reasonably good terms with Rome until the late 50' s, they had little genuine affection for Roman
rule. This in turn is challenged by Horsley, "High Priests and the Politics of Roman Palestine",
pp. 23-55.

33

cf. Sanders, Judaism, pp. 91, 187; Sanders, E.P., "Judaism and the Grand 'christian' Abstractions:
Love, Mercy, and Grace", in: Int 39,4(1985), pp. 358-60; see especially Seeley, "Temple Act", p.
266, where a more complete refutation of C.A. Evans ' thesis is given.

34

Sanders, "Judaism and the Grand 'christian' Abstractions: Love, Mercy, and Grace", p. 368.

35

cf. Dawsey, "Confrontation", p. 156 n. 12.

36

See Section 7.3.2.

37

cf. Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, p. 66; Gaston, No Stone, p. 85.

38

cf. Cohn, H., The Trial and Death of Jesus, London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, ET 1972, pp. 54-5.
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g) There is no evidence that any one in authority in the Temple had any financial
interest in the Market. 39 There was no market on the Temple Mount, nor is there any
evidence that the Temple authorities had any financial interests in the "temple markets".40

V.1.2 An Objection to Trade in the Temple
Many scholars see Jesus' first motive as having been an objection not to trade in general,
but to trade on the Temple Mount,-specifically in the Court of Gentiles. This is regarded
by many as the motive on the part of Jesus as presented in John.
Some of the scholars who considered this to be Jesus' main complaint are: -B.H.
Branscomb (1937),41 P.M.-J. Lagrange (1938), 42 T.W. Manson (1955),43 W. Barclay
(1956),44 C.E.B-. Cranfield (1963),45 F.V. Filson (1965),46 J. Carmichael (1966),47
R.E. Brown (1966),48 E. Schweizer (1970),49 L. Morris (1971),50 H. Cohn (1972),51
D. Daube (1972),52 W.L. Lane (1974),53 F.F. Bruce (1961, 1983),54 L. Williamson

39

cf. Cohn, The Trial and Death of Jesus, p. 57.

40

See footnote in Section 6.3.4.

41

cf. Branscomb, The Gospel of Mark, p. 205.

42

cf. Lagrange, The Gospel of Jesus Christ: Volume I, pp. 95-8.

43

cf. Manson, T.W., Only to the House of Israel?: Jesus and the Non-Jews, Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1964 (a lecture first published 1955), pp. 15-16.

44

cf. Barclay, W., The Gospel of John: Volume One: Chapters I to VII, Edinburgh: Saint Andrew
Press, 2nd. ed. 1956, 5th. impr. 1961, pp. 98-9.

45

cf. Cranfield, The Gospel According to St Mark, p. 358.

46

cf. Filson, A New Testament History, p. 129.

47

cf. Carmichael, J., The Death of Jesus: A New Solution to the Historical Puzzle of the Gospels,
Hannondsworth, Middlesex: Pelican Books, 1966, pp. 132.

48

cf. Brown, John I-X/1, p. 121.

49

cf. Schweizer, The Good News According to Mark, p. 233.

50

cf. Morris, The Gospel According to John, p. 195.

51

cf. Cohn, The Trial and Death of Jesus, p. 58.

52

cf. Daube, D., Civil Disobedience in Antiquity, Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1972, pp.
106-7.

53

cf. Lane, The Gospel According to Mark, p. 404.

54

cf. Bruce, F.F., "The Book of Zechariah and the Passion Narrative", in: BJRL 43,2(1961), p. 351;
Bruce, The Gospel of John, p. 75.
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(1983),55 M.J. Borg (1984),56 D.R. Catchpole (1984) ,57 D.A. Carson (1991),58 and
B.D. Chilton (1991).59
Their reasons include the following. _
-

a) Jesus objected to the defiling of the temple or the Outer Court. This is the clear
meaning of the account as given in John. 60 Jesus ' words in Jn 2:16 and the introduction
in Jn 2: 14-15 concentrate the attack on the traders alone and not also on the buyers as in
Matthew and Mark. It is also prompted by a particular interpretation of Zech 14:21 and of
the assumption that Jesus had that passage in mind at the time. 61 Others have pointed to
Jesus' prohibition in Mk 11:16.62
-

b) Jesus objected to the inability of pilgrims63 especially Gentiles to use the Outer
Court for worship either because of the market supposedly there, 64 or because Zealots
had or had planned to take over the Outer Court for the exclusive use of Jews or had
made Gentiles unwelcome on the Temple Mount. 65 Another reason offered by M.J. Borg
(1984) was that Jesus' action was a protest against the Jewish "quest for holiness"
through separation from the Gentiles.66

55

cf. Williamson, Mark, p. 207.

56

cf. Borg, Conflict, pp. 174-7.

57

cf. Catchpole, "The 'Triumphal' Entry", p. 333.

58

cf. Carson, John, p. 179.

59

cf. Chilton, Galilean Rabbi, pp. 17-18; Chilton, The Temple of Jesus, p. 100.

60

cf. Lagrange, The Gospel of Jesus Christ : Volume I , pp. 95-8; Strachan, The Fourth Gospel: its
Significance and Environment, p. 126; Mathews, "Trouble", p. 120; Hiers, "Purification", p. 83;
Lane, The Gospel According to Mark, p. 404; Chilton, Galilean Rabbi, pp. 17-18; Chilton, The
Temple of Jesus, p. 100; Branscomb, The Gospel of Ma rk, p. 205; Note that in A Feast of
Meanings, p. 50, Chilton modified his reasons for labelling the incident as an "Occupation" of
territory. The objection was the use of financial transactions in the temple.

61

See Section 2.4.3; cf. Catchpole, "The 'Triumphal' Entry", p. 333; Brown, John I-XII, p. 121;
Bruce, "The Book of Zechariah and the Passion Narrative", p. 351.

62

cf. Schrenk, "iEp6v", p. 243 n. 56; Zeitlin, I.M., Jesus and the Judaism of His Time, Cambridge:
Polity Press, 1988, pp. 149-50; Daube, Civil Disobedience in Antiquity, pp. 106-7; Catchpole,
''The 'Triumphal' Entry", p. 332; Cohn, The Trial and Death of Jesus, p. 58.

63

cf. For pilgrims in general see: Strachan, Fourth Gospel, p. 126.

64

cf. Schweizer, The Good News According to Mark, p. 233; Davies, Land, p. 351 n. 46; Dodd,
Founder, p. 147; Mathews, "Trouble", p. 124; Filson , History, p. 129; Manson, Only to the
House of Israel?: Jesus and the Non-Jews, pp. 15-16; Cranfield, The Gospel According to St Mark,
p. 358; Carson, John, p. 179; Bruce, The Gospel of John, p. 75.

65

cf. Buchanan, "Brigands", pp. 169-77; Lane, Mark , p. 407; Evans, "Jewish Context", p. 108 n.
50.

66

cf. Borg, Conflict, pp. 174-7.
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c) P. Richardson (1992) claimed that Jesus objected to the use of Tyrian sheqels,
because they were stamped with the image of a foreign god and their use compromised
the sanctity of the Temple and its precincts. 67
d) The use of "for all the nations" in Mk 11: 17, implying that Jesus believed that
the Gentiles' use of the Outer Court was being compromised. 68
e) Jesus "occupied" the temple precincts "in order to stop the sale of animals there,
as well as the transit of vessels", 69 perhaps as a protest against irreverence.70
However, in reply, the following points would seem to negate this as a motive. -

a) Far from being a reason for Jesus "cleansing" the temple, such purity concerns
are so many arguments for insisting that no such market did exist on the Temple
''1

Ill;

Mount.71 Although it is likely that Zech 14:21 is better translated "trader" than
"Canaanite" in the sense of foreigner, the argument is still dependent on that being in
Jesus' mind and we cannot be sure that it was. Yet, if it was, why was it not quoted?72 It
is worth noting that none of the Gospels use this passage, although it may seem to
modern minds to be relevant.
With regard to Mk 11: 16, Jesus' prohibition can be situated just as easily outside the
Temple Mount. 73

M.J. Borg's (1984) argument is based on the connection of the incident with the entry
into Jerusalem. Both were "political demonstrations" of resistance. However, this again
depends on such a connection, not simply in time but in intent. The fourth Gospel
separates the two on both counts. 74

67

cf. Eisler, Messiah Jesus, p. 490; Richardson, "Why Turn the Tables?", p. 523; Carmichael, The
Death of Jesus: A New Solution to the Historical Puzzle of the Gospels, p. 132.

68

cf. Williamson, Mark, p. 207; Barclay, The Gospel of John: Volume One: Chapters I to VII, pp.
100-1; Witherington, The Christology of Jesus, p. 114.

69

cf. Chilton, "cppayiAAtov", p. 342.

70

cf. Williamson, Mark, p. 207; Barclay, The Gospel of John: Volume One: Chapters I to VII, pp.
98-9.

71

See Sections 2.6.1, 2.6.3, 5.5.1.

72

cf. Barrett, "House of Prayer", p. 20.

73

For a list of interpretations of Mk 11: 16 refer to: Barrett, "House of Prayer", pp. 14-15, and the
commentaries.

74

For further criticism of Borg's position, see: Fredriksen, "Jesus and the Temple", p. 298 n. 15;
See Section 4.5.3.2.
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b) Gentiles were not excluded from either praying in the Outer Court nor indeed
from offering sacrifices. 75 They were simply not allowed to enter the W1j?~, as we have
seen, a prohibition common in ancient Temples. 76
c) B. Chilton (1994) countered Richardson' s theory by pointing out that: there is
no evidence that Jesus or anyone else of his period objected to the use of the Tyrian
sheqel; had Jesus wished to prevent their use, the incident would have been ineffective
since they were collected throughout Israel; had he succeeded, he would have prevented
their use for purposes for which-there is no evidence that he objected; nor is there
evidence that he objected to the collection of the tax itself. 77 Rather, the perception is that
he paid it, even if it was reluctantly.78
-

d) Many scholars who favour this motive do so simply because it supposedly took
place in the so--called "Court of the Gentiles". However, we have noted that this
designation was not used prior to AD 70.79
Mark's use of "for all the nations" is not echoed in any other Gospel. While included in
the Septuagint of Isa 56:7, its exclusion by Matthew and Luke most probably is due to
their understanding that exclusion of the Gentiles had nothing to do with Jesus' motive.
Moreover, neither the traders nor the money changers, to whom the quotation was
directed, had anything to do with the exclusion of Gentiles. 80

V.1.3 A Protest against the Temple Itself
A few scholars have suggested that Jesus' action was some sort of indictment against the
very institution of the temple itself.
Those who would incorporate this view of Jesus' motive include: S. Freyne (1988).81
His reasons included the following.
1."'

l1j

75

For Gentile worship at the Jerusalem temple in general, see: Schurer, Age II, pp. 309-13.

76

See Sections 2.2.1.1, 2.2.1.4, 2.5.1.3.

77

cf. Chilton, A Feast of Meanings, pp. 172-6; On the tax see Sections 3.5 and 6.4.5.

78

See Section 4.5.3.1.

79

See Section 2.5.1; cf. Gaston , No Stone , p. 87; Borg, Conflict, p. 175; Harvey, A.E., Jesus and
the Constraints of History, London: Duckworth , 1982, p. 132 n. 57; Horsley, Spiral, p. 297.

80

cf. Harvey, Constraints, p. 132.

81

cf. Freyne, Galilee, Jesus and the Gospels, p. 227.
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a) In Mark the deeds of Jesus are a sign of his authority and wisdom, and since
the temple embodied the divine presence and was the centre of divine communication
between heaven and earth, the deeds of Jesus were a threat to the temple.82
b) Jesus was accused of threatening to destroy the temple at his trial. 83
~·

In response one may state the following.

a) Far from having an anti-temple attitude, Galileans were noted for having a high
regard for the temple. 84
b) It must be emphasised that Jesus never threatened to destroy the temple
personally, though the Gospels record him as prophesying that other agents would do so.
On the contrary Jn 2:17 and Mk 11:16 themselves show Jesus' concern for the temple as
it then was. 85
c) B. Chilton (1992) remarked that the "single point of consensus" amongst the
Gospel accounts (including the Gospel of Thomas 64) of the incident is the expulsion of
·i

the traders and that therefore it was "directed at neither the Romans nor the high priests,
and [had] nothing whatever to do with destroying the fabric of the edifice itself". 86

V.1.4 A Declaration of (Eschatological) Messiahship
Here, the incident is seen as establishing Jesus' messianic claim by either symbolically
performing an action that the expected Messiah was to carry out, or by beginning a
religious revolution such as the Messiah was expected to lead. 87 Some, such as R.H.
Lightfoot (1950) see this as the distinctive feature of the Markan presentation.88

llfi

82

cf. Freyne, Galilee, Jesus and the Gospels, p. 227.

83

cf. Mk 14:58, 15:29-30, Ac 6: 13-4.

84

cf. Ant 20: 118-29, 1 Mace 5: 14-23, Lk 13: 1. For a more complete list see, Losie, "Background",
pp. 276-7 n. 34; Freyne, Galilee, Jesus and the Gospels, pp. 182, 190; Freyne, Galilee from
Alexander the Great, pp. 261-2, 275-97, esp. 294-5, because of the intimate connection between
the land and the Gcxl of the temple who provided them with the necessities of life from the land.

85

cf. Beasley-Murray, John, p. 39; Mathews, "Trouble", p. 119; Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, pp. 715, for a discussion on whether Jesus predicted the destruction of or merely threatened the temple;
See also Section 7.5.

86

cf. Chilton, The Temple of Jesus, p. 100.

87

On Messianism in general, see: Schurer, Age II, pp. 514-54; on Jesus' Messianic claim see:
O'Neill, J.C., "The Silence of Jesus", in: NTS 15(1968-9), pp. 153-67.

88

cf. Lightfoot, The Gospel Message of St. Mark, p. 60; Runnalls, D., "The King as Temple
Builder: A Messianic Typology", in: Furcha, E.J., (ed.), Spirit Within Structure, Allison Park,
Pennsylvania: Pickwick Publications, 1983, p. 31.
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Scholars who opt for the incident being a declaration of (Eschatological)89 Messiahship
include: E.C. Hoskyns (1947),9° T.A. Burkill (1960) ,91 W .G. Ktimmel (1961),92 J.
Bowman (1965),93 B. Gartner (1965) ,94 R.E. Brown (1966),95 D. Runnalls (1983),96
J.M. Dawsey (1984),9 7 and B. Witherington (1990).98

~-

Their reasons include the following.
a) The judgement on the temple implicit in Mk 11: 17 and parallels is a judgement
only the Messiah could make.99
b) By the allusion to Zech 14:21 in Jn 2:16, Jesus drew attention to himself as

Messiah, especially when it is considered that Zechariah was also used in the Triumphal
Entry.100
c) The temple authorities challenged Jesus' own authority for doing it.101
d) A number of scholars see in the action of Jesus a fulfilment of Mal 3: 1.102

89

Many scholars draw a distinction between Eschatological, Apocalyptic and Political Messiahship.
It should be borne in mind that such distinctions were not always evident to first-century Jews.
Nevertheless the distinctions are drawn by many and can serve to clarify issues. The following
distinctions are used here: Eschatological: A future idealised or presently hidden reality of the
Kingdom of God; Apocalyptic: a climatic turning point in history; Political: to do particularly
with freedom from Roman rule. These distinctions, especially that of Apocalyptic, may be drawn
from: Wright, N.T., "How Jesus Saw Himself', in: BR 12,3( 1996), pp. 22-9; Wright, N.T.,
"Jesus", in: Barclay, J., and Sweet, J., (eds.), Early Christian Thought In Its Jewish Context,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996, pp. 47-8.

90

cf. Hoskyns, The Fourth Gospel, p. 194.

91

cf. Burkill, T.A., "Strain on the Secret: An Examination of Mark 11:1-13:37", in: ZNW
51(1960), p. 39.

92

cf. Kiimmel, W.G., Promise and Fulfilment: The Eschatological Message of Jesus, London:
S.C.M. Press, 2nd. ed. 1961, p. 118.

93

cf. Bowman, J., The Gospel of Mark: The New Christian Jewish Passover Haggadah, Leiden: EJ.
Brill, 1965, pp. 221-6.

94

cf. Gartner, Temple and Community, pp. 107-8.

95

cf. Brown, John I-XII, p. 121.

96

cf. Runnalls, "The King as Temple Builder: A Messianic Typology", p. 18.

97

cf. Dawsey, "Confrontation", p. 157.

98

cf. Witherington, The Christology of Jesus, pp. 114-15.

99

cf. Gartner, Temple and Community, pp. 107-8.

100

cf. Lk 19:38, Zech 9:9; Mathews, "Trouble", pp. 124-5; Dawsey, "Confrontation", p. 157;
Bowman, The Gospel of Mark: The New Christian Jewish Passover Haggadah, pp. 221-6; Bruce,
F.F., This Is That: The New Testament Development of Some Old Testament Themes, Exeter:
The Paternoster Press Ltd., 1968, p. 113; Witherington, The Christology of Jesus, p. 115.

101

cf. Mathews, "Trouble", pp. 120, 124.

102

cf. Burkill, "Strain on the Secret: An Examination of Mark 11:1-13:37", p. 39.
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e) The action is that of the Messiah purifying God's house ready for the Kingdom
of God. 103
f) The claim to destroy the temple and build another one, of which Jesus was

accused at his trial, was a recognised Messianic claim.104
g) Jesus as the Messiah, gave a sign of this office by symbolically making way
for Gentiles in the temple.105
Against:
a) With the exception of Zechariah's concern with Zerubbabel, the Messiah was
-

not associated with either a renewal of the cult nor the rebuilding of the Temple.106 Nor
for that matter was the Messiah expected to destroy the temple even as a preparation for
its rebuilding.10 7
b) It is supposition that Zech 9:9 was seen as Messianic at the time of Jesus. Two
evangelists, Mark and Luke do not use it at all. The authority required was not that of
Messiah but of a prophet.108 J.M.D. Derrett (1977) saw Jesus' action as a demonstration
of his authority as a prophet since only a prophet could criticise and reform temple
worship. I 09
c) Mal 3: 1 seems appropriate to us, but is in fact nowhere used of Jesus. It had
been appropriated to John the Baptist,110 and the cleansing was, unlike in Malachi,
unsuccessfuL 111
103

104

105

cf. Lk 21:29-33; Test Joseph 18:2; Hoskyns, The Fourth Gospel, p. 194; Morris, The Gospel
According to John, p. 196, Dawsey, "Confrontation", pp. 158-9; Hiers, "Purification", p. 86;
Gundry, Apology, p. 642; Brown, John I-XII, p. 121.
Based on such passages as: Ezekiel 40-48, Targ Jonathan Isa 53:5, Targ Jonathan Zech 6:12-3, 1
Enoch 90:29, 4 Ezra 9:38-10:27; cf. Jubilees 1:17,27-8; Mk 14:58 and parallels; Schrenk,
"lep6v", pp. 239-40; Goguel, The Life of Jesus, p. 510; Eisler, Messiah Jesus, p. 499; Taylor,
Mark, pp. 563, 567; McKelvey, New Temple, pp. 67-8, 72; Kiimmel, Promise and Fulfilment, p.
118; Runnalls, ''The King as Temple Builder: A Messianic Typology", p. 18.
e.g. 1 Enoch 90:28-9, Ps Sol 17:30-1; cf. Lightfoot, The Gospel Message of St. Mark, pp. 60-9;
Kiimmel, Promise and Fulfilment, p. 118; Witherington, The Christology of Jesus, p. 114.

106

cf. Losie, "Background", pp. 271-2; Harvey, Constraints, p. 135; Evans, "Jesus' Action", p. 270;
Schmid, The Gospel According to Mark, p. 210.

107

cf. Witherington, The Christology of Jesus, pp. 111-12; Juel, Messiah and the Temple, p. 200.

108

cf. Harvey, Constraints, p. 135.

109

cf. Derrett, "Zeal", p. 87.

110
111

cf. Mk 1:2; Barrett, "House of Prayer", p. 20; Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, p. 65; Gundry,
Apology, p. 643.
cf. Hooker, M.D., "Traditions about the Temple in the Sayings of Jesus", in: BJRL 70(1988), p.
19.
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d) We cannot assume that Jesus ' claims to destroy the temple, assuming for the
moment that they are based on an actual statement of Jesus now obscured, 112 were linked
by him with the expulsion of the traders.

V.1.5 A Declaration of (Political) Messiahship
Focusing on the violence of Jesus' action, a small number of scholars have seen in the
incident an attempt at some sort of political revolution, imitating, if not in association
with, the Zealots.113 By far the most important scholar in this category is S.G.F.
Brandon ( 1967).11 4 It may even be said that he has made this theory his own among
modem scholars to the extent that few follow him.
His chief reasons-may be summarised as follows.
a) The "attack" was a symbolic gesture directed at those who controlled the temple
and profited from its operations and was therefore a challenge to their authority and by
implication to Roman authority. This was because it had only temporary success and the
temple was the centre of the financial resources of the country.115
b) Jesus' action would have been associated by the authorities with a recent
insurrection in J erusalem.116
Against:

112

cf. For an argument in favour of the trial accusations preserving in some form an actual (now lost)
statement of Jesus, see: McKelvey, New Temple, pp. 68-70; See Section 7.5.

113

cf. Bammel, E., "The Revolution Theory from Reimarus to Brandon", in: Bammel. E., and
Moule, C.F.D., (eds.), Jesus and the Politics of His Day, Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1984, pp. 11-68.

114

Yet, Brandon himself is not consistent "This attack was motivated by Jesus' desire to prepare
Israel spiritually for the advent of the kingdom of God", Zealots, p. 342; Brandon, The Trial of
Jesus of Nazareth, p. 103, cf. pp. 337-8; Hiers, "Purification", p. 83; Such is the impression of
Brandon's thesis that he has been accused of labelling Jesus a Zealot, see: Griffiths, J.G., "The
Disciple's Cross", in: NTS 16(1969-70), p. 362. Brandon denied this in: "'Jesus and the Zealots':
a Correction", in: NTS 17(1970-1), p. 453, and Griffith 's rejoinder is: Griffiths, J.G., "Zealot and
Para-Zealot", in: NTS 19(1972-3), pp. 483-9; See also: Brandon, S.G.F., "Jesus and the Zealots:
Aftermath", in: BJRL 54,1(1971), pp. 47-66.

115

cf. Carmichael, The Death of Jesus : A New Solution to the Historical Puzzle of the Gospels, p.
133; Brandon, Zealots, pp. 332-40, esp p. 335. He believed that Lk 22:38 which records the
disciples as being armed with swords is particularly indicative of this and also Mk 15:7, where
Barabbas is mentioned. He also drew a parallel between Jesus' action and a Zealot attack on the
temple in AD 66. This is refuted by Hengel, Revolutionist, p. 17 nn. 55, 56.

116

cf. Brandon, The Trial of Jesus of Nazareth, pp. 103-4.
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a) The action of Jesus, which presumably he did on his own, is a far cry from a
"pitched battle". 117 In fact, Jesus differed from the Zealots precisely in his rejection of
violence or armed resistance to the occupying forces.118
b) This theory fails to consider the possibility that the passages it relies upon ( Mt
"I

10:34, Mk 12:13-17, Lk 22:35-8) may merely be the author's use of irony, nor does it
take into account the well attested occasions when Jesus accepted tax-collectors and
sinners as his followers. These were considered enemies by Zealots.119
c) It also rests on the false assumption that the money changers were involved in
loans from the Temple treasury. There is no such use of Temple funds c AD 30 nor at any
other time in its history.1 20 Nor indeed did the Roman authorities have control over the
deposit of money, at least as far as Jewish people were concemed.121

V.1.6 An Act of General Eschatological Si gnificance
A number of scholars see in the act of Jesu s a message of general eschatological
significance. That is, that it was in some sense a proclamation of a future Kingdom of
Gcx:i not linked with Messianic ideas.
,,\!

Scholars: C.H. Dodd (1938),122 E . Lohmeyer (1942),123 J. Jeremias (1958, 1971),124
F. Hahn (1965),125 R.J. McKelvey (1969) ,126 L. Gaston (1970), 127 R.H. Hiers

117

cf. Trocme, E., Jesus and his Contemporaries, London: S.C.M. Press, ET 1973, p. 112; Horsley,
Spiral, p. 298; Witherington, The Christology of Jesus, p. 115.

118

e.g. Mk 12:17, Lk 20:25; cf. Griffiths, "Zealot and Para-Zealot", p. 485; Derrett, Law in the New
Testament, pp. 389-90.

119

cf. Losie, "Background", p. 274 n. 14; Sweet, J .P.M., "The Zealots and Jesus", in: Bammel, E.,
and Moule, C.F.D., (eds.), Jesus and the Politics of his Day, Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1984, p. 8.

120

See Section 3.3.4.

12 1

cf. Ant 20: 15, War 2: 175-7 (Ant 18:60-2).

122

cf. Dodd, C.H., History and the Gospel, London: Nisbet and Co. Ltd., 1938, p. 133.

123

cf. Lohmeyer, Lord of the Temple, p. 39.

124

cf. Jeremias, New Testament Theology: Part One: The Proclamation of Jesus, p. 246; Jeremias,
J., Jesus ' Promise to the Nations, London: S.C.M. Press, ET 1958, p. 65.

125

cf. Hahn, F. , Mission in the New Testament , London: S.C.M. Press, 1965, p. 36.

126

cf. McKelvey, New Temple, p. 66.

127

cf. Gaston, No Stone, p. 86.
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(1971),128 W.D. Davies (1974),129 B.F. Meyer (1979),130 J.M. Dawsey (1984),131
D.R. Catchpole (1984),132 and C. Burchard (1993).133
The fallowing represent their main reasons.
-

a) The Markan account preserves the notion that Jesus was acting not as Messiah
but as an eschatological prophet whose authority is "from heaven". His reply to the
question of authority implied that the deed is to be associated with the eschatological
demand for repentance of John the Baptist. Such a prophet "like Moses" or a returning
Elijah was expected in Judaism, 134 and the Gospels record that Jesus was seen in that
light135 - an image of himself Jesus did not reject.136
b) The quote in Mk 11: 17 and parallels from Isa 56:7 declaring that in the
eschatological age all peoples (i.e. including Gentiles) will worship God in the Jerusalem
Temple.137
c) Interpreting Zech 14:21 with "merchant" or "trader", Jesus was symbolically
preparing the Temple for the eschatological kingdom of God.138
d) Some see in Mk 11: 16 a desire to purify the temple in preparation for the
Kingdom of God.139

128

cf. Hiers, "Purification", p. 88.

129

cf. Davies, Land, pp. 351-2 n. 46.

130

cf. Meyer, Aims, pp. 170, 173.

131

cf. Dawsey, "Confrontation", pp. 158, 165.

132

cf. Catchpole, "The 'Triumphal' Entry", p. 334.

133

cf. Burchard, "Jesus of Nazareth",. p. 65.

134

cf. Deut 18:15-8(D), 34:lO(JE), Mal 3:1, 3:23-4, Sir 48:10, 1 Mace 2:58, 4:46, 14:41; Philo, Sp
Laws, 1:65; Test Levi 8:15; 1 Enoch 89:52; Qumran: lQS 9:10-11 Vennes 74, llQMelch
Vermes 300-1; Losie, "Background", pp. 260,279 n. 54.

135

cf. Mt 21:10-11,46, Mk 6:14-5, 8:28, Lk 7:16, 24:19, Jn 6:14, 7:40,52, Ac 3:22-3, 7:37.

136

cf. Mk 6:4, Lk 13:31-3; Hiers, "Purification", p. 88; Dawsey, "Confrontation", pp. 158, 165,
who linked Jesus' teaching, telling the good news (of the coming Kingdom of God, Lk 20:1) and
the incident.

137

cf. Lohmeyer, Lord of the Temple, p. 39; Davies, Land, pp. 351-2 n. 46; Gfiltner, Temple and
Community, pp. 107-8; Gaston, No Stone, p. 86; Roth, "Zechariah", pp. 174-81; Jeremias, New
Testament Theology: Part One: The Proclamation of Jesus, p. 246; Jeremias, Jesus' Promise to
the Nations, p. 65; Hahn, Mission in the New Testament, p. 36.

138

cf. Dodd, History and the Gospel, p. 133; Roth, "Zechariah", p. 181; Hamilton, "Bank", p. 372;
Burchard, "Jesus of Nazareth", p. 65; Catchpole, "The 'Triumphal' Entry", p. 334; See Section
2.4.3.

139

cf. Meyer, Aims, pp. 170, 173.
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e) The expectation of a renewed Temple and worship in Judaism implied in Mk
11:17. 140
Against may be contrasted the following.
-

a) Nowhere in the New Testament after the resurrection is Jesus referred to as a
"prophet". That is, his followers never saw him in that light. They preferred "Messiah" or
"Christ", 141 and that despite his ignominious death.
b) Unfortunately, the phrase "for all the nations" in Mk 11: 17 may be a later gloss
since it is missing in the other Gospels that quote Isa 56:7. The context of the Isaiah
verse, Isa 56: 1-7, speaks of accepting foreigners to worship only if they keep the-Law
and the Covenant. This demand for worship and right moral conduct together is part of
the prophetic tradition, 142 and is a criticism of the temple cult shared by the Qumran
Community. 143
c) Although Jesus saw the inclusion of Gentiles as part of the new order, his
ministry was directed entirely to "the lost sheep of the house of Israel". 144 It is not at all
II,:

clear that the "Cleansing" should be seen therefore as directed primarily to Gentiles rather
than to Jews.
d) One reason that some scholars identify the action as a desire to include Gentiles
is that it took place in the Outer Court, often called the Court of the Gentiles. This
designation was not used in Jesus' day.145 Also its use in the argument implies that the
eschatological Outer Court was where Gentiles belonged, while Israel would enjoy a
closer worship within the inner courts. However the Old Testament expectation is that
Gentiles would enjoy the same level of intimacy as IsraeL 146

140

cf. Dunn, J.D., Unity and Diversity in the New Testament, London and Philadelphia: S.C.M. and
Trinity Press, 2nd. ed. 1990, p. 324. He also gave a list of references in support of this.

141

cf. Harvey, Constraints, p. 135.

142

cf. Gru-tner, Temple and Community, p. 108; Hiers, "Purification", p. 88; See Section V.3. of
Appendix V.

143

cf. Gartner, Temple and Community, pp. 19-20, 109.

144

cf. Mt 15:24 , Mk 7:27; Lohmeyer, Lord of the Temple, p. 40; Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, p. 68.

145

See Sections 2.5.1 and V.1.2 of Appendix V, response d).

146

cf. 1 Kings 8:30-43, Isa 56:7; Borg, Conflict, p. 175.
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e) It is difficult to sustain the view that the " Clean sing" was an act of
eschatological preparation because it did not succeed, nor did it extend to include the
whole of the Temple Mount, in particular the sanctuary itself.147
f) The expected task of the returning prophet Elijah was essentially one of
-

preparation, i.e. preparation of the people of God for the loxaTov. His duty did not
include preparation of the Temple.148

;.

..

1•.

V.1.7 An Act of General Apocalyptic Significance
A number of scholars follow E.P. Sanders ( 1985) and see in the action an eschatological
-

message, but one with apocalyptic destruction before an ideal eschatological restoration.
)

,I

l~f

Scholars: H.-W. Bartsch (1960),149

E.

Trocme (1963 ),150 C.K. Barrett (1975),151

1:111
•·:1

W.W. Watty (1982),152 E.P. Sanders (1985),153 R .A. Horsley (1987),154 and P.
Fredriksen (1988).155
Their chief reasons may be summaried as follows.
a) Because the action of Jesus had no permanent effect of disrupting the function
of the Temple, it was symbolic of what it failed to do, namely destruction of the Temple
prior to its restoration.156
b) Overturned tables symbolise destruction rather than purification prior to the
construction of the new Temple "not made with hands" (Mk 14:58).157

,··

I,•.

147

cf. Hahn, Mission in the New Testament, p. 36.

148

cf. Jeremias, J., "'HA(E)ias", in: Kittel, G., (ed.), Theological Dictionary of the New Testament:
Volume II, Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., ET 1967, pp. 933-4.

149

cf. Bartsch, "Early Christian Eschatology in the Synoptic Gospels", p. 394.

150

cf. Trocme, E., The Formation of the Gospel According to Mark, London: S.P.C.K., ET 1975,
from French edition of 1963, p. 106.

151

cf. Barrett, "House of Prayer", pp. 14-15.

152

cf. Watty, "Jesus and the Temple - Cleansing or Cursing?", pp. 23 7-8.

153

cf. Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, pp. 70, 90.

154

cf. Horsley, Spiral, p. 300.

155

cf. Fredriksen, From Jesus to Christ: The Origins of the New Testament Images of Jesus, pp. 11213; Fredriksen, "Jesus and the Temple", p. 299.

156

cf. Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, p. 70; Horsley, Spiral, p. 300.

157

cf. Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, pp. 70, 90; Fredriksen, From Jesus to Christ: The Origins of the
New Testament Images of Jesus, pp. 112-13; Fredriksen, "Jesus and the Temple", p. 299; Morris,
The Gospel According to John, p. 203 .
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c) Mark 13:2 (cf. 14:58, 15:29, Jn 2:19) where Jesus predicts the destruction of
the Temple and the rending of the Temple veil (Mk 15:38) should be seen as commentary
on the "Cleansing". Thus Mk 11: 17 is an indictment on the use to which the Temple had
been put. 158
-

d) Mark deliberately placed the "Cleansing" between the cursing of the fig tree in
Mk 11: 12-14 and its withering in 11 :20.159
e) Jesus is anti-Temple, at least in Mark, as witnessed by such sentiments as: "den
of robbers", his predictions of its destruction, the obvious parallels between the incident
and the cursing of the fig tree.160
Against the above may be put the following.
a) There was nothing to condemn nor it seems did Jesus condemn anything
specifically regarding the Temple or its cultic practices. However, Jesus, like the Old
Testament prophets before him, did condemn hypocrisy.161
b) R.A. Horsley (1987) pointed out that the act could not have been symbolic of
destruction and restoration, but merely of destruction. The idea of a rebuilt Temple is
unimportant in pre AD 70 Jewish literature, and there is no connection between a rebuilt
Temple and destruction of the old.162
c) If overturned tables are seen to symbolise destruction (and there is no reason to
suppose that they do 163), the other elements of the story do not. In other words, the

158

159

;1 ~1!
1:

cf. Barrett, "House of Prayer", pp. 14-15; Bartsch, "Early Christian Eschatology in the Synoptic
Gospels", p. 394; Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, p. 61.
cf. Crossan, J.D., The Hiswrical Jesus: the Life of a Mediterranean Jewish Peasant, San Francisco:
Harper, 1991, pp. 357-9; Watty, "Jesus and the Temple - Cleansing or Cursing?", p. 237b.

160

cf. Mt 21:13, Mk 11;17, Lk 19:46; Trocme, The Formation of the Gospel According to Mark, p.
106; Watty, "Jesus and the Temple - Cleansing or Cursing?", p. 238a.

161

cf. Mk 12:1-12,38-40; Hooker, "Traditions", pp. 17-18; Hooker, "The Gospel According to St
Mark", pp. 263-4; See Section V.3 of Appendix V.

162

cf. Horsley, Spiral, p. 299; Juel, Messiah and the Temple , p. 200; Riches, "2. Works and Words
of Jesus the Jew", p. 57, claimed that the only clear example of a tradition of destruction and
restoration of the Temple is 1 Enoch 90:28f. Others refer only to a refurbished or prefected Temple
without any prior destruction; See Section V.1.4 of Appendix V.

163

cf. Miller, "The (A)Historicity of Jesus' Temple Demonstration", p. 237, who noted that Sanders,
Jesus and Judaism, p. 70, gave no support for his contention that overturned tables indicate
destruction; Riches, "2. Works and Words of Jesus the Jew", p. 57; Neusner, "Money-Changers in
the Temple: The Mishnah's Explanation", pp 287-90, who maintained that the overturned tables
symbolised the rejection of the Sacrifices of the Temple in favour of the Christian Eucharist, see
Section V.2.3 of Appendix V, reason c).
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theory fails to take account other aspects of the tradition.164 R. Bauckham (1988)
suggested that since this is the case it is better to exclude symbolic destruction as a
possible motive. 165
d) The point of the story is better described as a judgement on the misuse of the
temple, since Jesus could not be accused of plotting to destroy the Temple at h{s triaI.166
e) Directed in particular at E.P. Sanders (1985), R. Miller (1991) wrote that:
"Even if the accusation that Jesus threatened the temple were historical, it
would not prove that he really did, any more than the historicity of the rumour
in Matt 28:11-15 proves that the disciples stole the body."167
f) To treat the incident as a prophetic symbol of impending destruction begs the

question: why should the Temple be destroyed and rebuilt? Jesus' call to repentance
suggests that the outcome was not then inevitable.168

V.1.8 Assessment of Dependent Interpretati ons
These various theories can be rejected as primary motives for Jesus' action not only for
the reasons given above proposed by other scholars, but because they all to a greater or
lesser extent depend for their veracity on the action having taken place on the Temple
Mount. Since this can now be firmly rejected, there is not much point in any longer
pursuing these interpretations.

V.2 Interpretations Independent of Temple Mount Location
Given that the incident did not occur on the Temple Mount, it is somewhat more likely
that Jesus' motive had nothing to do with the Temple per se, but that his act was a protest
or statement directed elsewhere.

In pursuing such a motive it is necessary to canvass the chief interpretations that some
scholars have proposed which focus their attention away from the Temple Mount, and
evaluate each one.
164

cf. Evans, "Jesus' Action", p. 238.

165

cf. Bauckham, "Demonstration", p. 175 n. 82.

166

cf. Bauckham, "Demonstration", pp. 87, 89.

167

Miller, "The (A)Historicity of Jesus' Temple Demonstration", p. 237.

168

cf. Hooker, "The Gospel According to St Mark", p. 266; See Section V.3 of Appendix V.
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V.2.1 An Objection to Economic Extortion
Simply described, this interpretation says that two forms of economic oppression 169 were
being practised in the market: the m<;>ney changers were charging excessively; and/or the
animal sellers also inflated their prices. Jesus' action was a protest against such extortion.
As regards the money changers, the following scholars among others have put forward
this meaning: J.B. Lightfoot (1859), 17 0 A. Edersheim (1883),171 H.B. Swete (1898),172
W. Barclay (1956),173 C.E.B. Cranfield (1963),174 and E. Weir (1995).175
Their position is supported by the following.
a) According to the Mishnah,176 the money changers made a profit of one

it1'~

on every half-sheqel, the so-called 1i:J?ij?. Since the it1'~ was worth about a quarter
of a onvaptov,177 a quarter of a day's wage178 (one twelfth of a ?j?tl'J179) and
considering the large numbers of pilgrims that needed to avail themselves of the service,
clear excessive profit-making was going on.180 It was this economic extortion to which
Jesus objected.
b) The reference in Mt 21:13, Mk 11:17, and Lk 19:45 to "robbers" (f"'l1:J sing.,

i
I

i

:.111

AlJOTflS, latro) referred to the unfair business practices of the money changers.181
In reply, four observations can be made.
169

cf. Taylor, The Gospel According to Saint Mark, p. 463a, who merely stated that "pilgrims were
fleeced by the traders" without justifying the claim.

170

cf. Lightfoot, Commentary II, p. 276.

171

cf. Edersheim, Life, pp. 254-5; Edersheim, The Temple, p. 46.

172

cf. Swete, The Gospel According to Saint Mark, p. 240.

173

cf. Barclay, The Gospel of John: Volume One: Chapters I to VII, p. 96.

174

cf. Cranfield, The Gospel According to St Mark, p. 358.

175

cf. Weir, E., "Fruitless Fig Tree - Futile Worship", in: ExposT 106,Aug(1995), p. 330.

176

cf. M. Sheq 1:7F Neusner 253; T. Sheq 1:81 Neusner 2: 169.

177

cf. T. BB 5: 12A Neusner 4: 166; b. Bek 50a on 8:7 Sonc 344; Y. Qid 58d on 1: 1 IX.F Neusner
26:21, Y. Shabu 36d on 6:1 LB Neusner 32:172; six silver ma'ahs were worth one denar.

178

cf. Mt 20:2,9-10,13.

179

cf. Blackman, Mishnayoih /1, p. 232 n. 8. Another tradition considered it to be one-twenty-fourth
of a sheqel, see e.g.: M. Sheq 1:7G Neusner 253; T. Sheq 1:8J Neusner 2:169; Eppstein,
"Historicity", p. 43 n. 10.

180

cf. Lightfoot, Commentary II, p. 276; Edersheim, Life;pp. 254-5; Edersheim, The Temple, p. 46;
Swete, The Gospel According to Saint Mark, p. 240; Barclay, The Gospel of John: Volume One:
Chapters I to VII, p. 96; Weir, "Fruitless Fig Tree - Futile Worship", p. 330.

181

cf. Cranfield, The Gospel According to St Mark, p. 358.
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a) According to the Mishnah itself, overcharging occurred when the profit was
more than one-sixth of the purchase price, 182 and since the surcharge in this case was at
most one-sixth of the purchase price, 18 3 with respect to the same authority no fraud
occurred.
-

b) I. Abrahams (1917) maintained that A. Edersheim and others had overrated the
money changer's earnings by three to one.1 84
{I,

c) AlJOTfl s has the connotation of violence, so it cannot be taken as a comment on
any non-violent extortion.185
d) V. Eppstein (1964) claimed that the surcharge was not intended as profit but to
cover "loss resulting from wear of coin in circulation", though he provided no basis for
that possible reason.186
As for the sellers of animals, the following have considered their trade to be the prime
cause of the Cleansing: R. Bauckham (1988)187 and R.H. Gundry (1993).188
Their reasons included the following.
)

.,

!
I

a) The virtual monopoly they enjoyed, since for example the Mishnah claimed that

I

i

the temple authorities were able to fix the prices of sacrificial items.189

,11!

b) The example given in the Mishnah of Rabban Simeon b. GamalieI.190
c) M Ker 1:7K-Q Neusner 838, which indicated that the price of a pair of birds
was at least at one stage artificially high.191

182

cf. M. BM 4:3A-B,7A Neusner 537-8; T. BM 3:15B Neusner 4:90; Y. Qid 58d on 1:1 IX.AA
Neusner 26:22.

183

cf. M. Sheq 1:6-7 Neusner 252-3; T. Sheq 1:8 Neusner 2: 168-9; Neusner, A History of the
Mishnaic Law of Appointed Times: Part Three, pp. 14-15.

184

cf. Abrahams, Pharisaism, p. 85.

185

cf. Borg, Conflict , p. 174; Gaston, No Stone, p. 85; Harvey, Constraints, pp. 132, 132 n. 62; See
Section V.2.3 of Appendix V, for more on Al)OTT}) as connoting violence.

186

cf. Eppstein, "Historicity", p. 43.

187

cf. Bauckham, "Demonstration", pp. 77-8

188

cf. Gundry, Apology, pp. 644-5.

189

cf. M. Sheq 4:9A Neusner 258; Bauckham, "Demonstration", pp. 77-8.

190

cf. M. Ker 1:7K-Q Neusner 838; See Sections 5.2.2, 5.3.2, and 5.5.3.1.

191

cf. Gundry, Apology, pp. 644-5.
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In response the following would seem to negate this as a possible motive.
a) Although in a sense a monopoly, it was one pilgrims generally would have
been glad to use, since it virtually guaranteed an unblemished animal.192
-

b) E.P. Sanders (1992) pointed out that the incident described by Gamaliel
indicated that the sale of birds was subject to the law of supply and demand and therefore
not monopolistic, and that the priesthood wanted to encourage people to use the temple
and so were concerned to keep prices down.193
c) Mt 21: 12, Mk 11: 15 both include those who bought as being the -object of
Jesus' action.

V.2.2 An Objection to Trade per se
Scholars who identify this as a primary motive include: J. Klausner (1925), 194 G.
Theissen (1978),195 D.E. Oakman (1993),196 B. Chilton (1994) . 197

I

Their reasons included the following.

~i:

a) Jesus apparently belonged to a class that "valued objects over money" 198 and

I

that therefore buying one's sacrificial goods was not equivalent to ownership.199
a) As a rural Galilean, Jesus would have had an instinctive aversion to urban
economic practices.200

192

See Section V.2.2 of Appendix V, response b).

193

cf. Sanders, Judaism, pp. 89-90.

194

cf. Klausner, Jesus of Nazareth, p. 314.

195

cf. Theissen, G., The First Followers of Jesus: A Sociological Analysis of the Earliest
Christianity, London: S.C.M. Press, 1978, pp. 47-8.

196

cf. Oakman, D.E., "Cursing Fig Trees and Robbers' Dens: Pronouncement Stories Within SocialSystemic Perspective: Mark 11:12-25 and Parallels", in: Semeia 64(1993), pp. 263-6.

197

cf. Chilton, A Feast of Meanings, p. 50; Chilton, Galilean Rabbi, pp. 117-23.

198

cf. M. Ma 2:3 Neusner 123, speaks of Galileans who brought produce to Jerusalem; Losie,
"Background", p. 276 n. 34; But this passage in the Mishnah does not specifically refer to
bringing goods for sacrifice.

199

cf, Chilton, A Feast of Meanings, p. 50; Chilton, Galilean Rabbi, pp. 117-23.

200

cf. Klausner, Jesus of Nazareth, p. 314; Crossan, Jewish Peasant, p. 360; Theissen, The First
Followers of Jesus: A Sociological Analysis of the Earliest Christianity, pp. 47-8; Oakman,
"Cursing Fig Trees and Robbers' Dens: Pronouncement Stories Within Social-Systemic
Perspective: Mark 11: 12-25 and Parallels", pp. 265-6.
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In response, attention is drawn to the following.
a) The ritual of the laying on of hands alone sufficed for designation of
ownership. 201
-

b) Though a Galilean may have distained the market, nevertheless its convenient
location so near the temple would have served his purposes well. 202

V.2.3 An Objection to Sacrificial Worship
While it is true that some writers detect an increasingly anti-cultic tendency in the
-

transmission of the story,203 the suggestion here is that an anti-cultic motive may be
attributed to Jesus.
This suggestion is in some ways the most obvious. The incident prevented, if only for a
short time, the ability of pilgrims to purchase animals for sacrifice. Therefore, so goes the
argument, it should be seen as a manifestation of Jesus' dislike of the sacrificial form of
worship.

fnr
1

'!1;

:.a..

Those scholars who maintain this meaning include: R. Eisler (1921),204 A. Caldecott
(1923),205 G.H.C. MacGregor (1928),206 E.C. Hoskyns (1947),207 C.H. Dodd

201

See Section IV .1.1 of Appendix IV.

202

cf. Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, p. 65; Zeitlin, Jesus and the Judaism of His Time, p. 149;
Bomkamm, G., Jesus of Nazareth, London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1960, 2nd. impr. 1966, p.
158; Cranfield, The Gospel According to St Mark, p. 357.

203

e.g. Chilton, "<ppayiAAtov", p. 337.

204

cf. Eisler, R., "Jesus and the Blood-sacrifices", in: Quest (1921). Unfortunately this article was
unavailable. However, the relevant section is quoted in full in: Caldecott, "The Significance of the
'Cleansing of the Temple"', p. 385.

205

cf. Caldecot, "The significance of the 'Cleansing of the Temple"', p. 385.

206

cf. MacGregor, G.H.C., The Gospel of John, London: Hodder and Stoughton Ltd., 1928, 12th.
impr. 1959, p. 62.

207

cf. Hoskyns, The Fourth Gospel, p. 194.
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(1953),208 W. Barclay (1956), 209 0 . Cullmann (1959),210 B. Lindars (1972),211 F.W.
Beare (1981),212 and J. Neusner (1989).213
Their reasons can be briefly summarised as follows.
-

a) Jesus' words as recorded in Mt 21 :13, Mk 11:17 and Lk 19:45, contrasted the
pureness of the worship of prayer with the violent blood-worship of animal sacrifice.
These verses are taken to be quotes from Isa 56:7 ("house of prayer") and Jer 7: 11 ("den
of robbers"). The word that occurs both in the Septuagint and the Synoptic Gospels for
"robber" is AlJDTTlS, which in Jeremiah translated the Hebrew word f""1!J. It has a more
violent connotation than AlJOTflS would suggest. 214 In other words, here at least, it
should not be considered a synonym for KAElTTT'JS, which itself renders
Septuagint. 215

'Jj:J in the

b) Jesus stood in the long line of Jewish prophets who protested against the
practice of sacrificial worship.216
c) The overturning of the tables represented a rejection of sacrificial worship to be
replaced by the Eucharist.217
d) It is how the incident would have been interpreted by those who witnessed
it,218 since the sellers and changers were necessary for the functioning of the cult.2 19

J

11;
I

i:-..

208

cf. Dodd, Interpretation, p. 301.

209

cf. Barclay, The Gospel of John : Volume One: Chapters I to VII, pp. 99-100.

210

cf. Cullmann, "A New Approach to the Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel (continued)", p. 42b.

211

cf. Lindars, The Gospel of John, p. 137.

212

cf. Beare, The Gospel According to Matthew, p. 418.

213

cf. Neusner, "Money-Changers in the Temple: The Mishnah's Explanation", p. 290; Neusner,
"The Absoluteness of Christianity and the Uniqueness of Judaism: Why Salvation Is Not of the
Jews", p. 26.

214

cf. Eisler, "Jesus and the Blood-sacrifices", in: Ques t (1921), quoted in: Caldecott, "The
Significance of the 'Cleansing of the Temple"', p. 385.

215

cf. Buchanan, G.W., "Mark 11: 15-19: Brigands in the Temple", in: HebrUC 30(1959), p. 175;
Buchanan, G.W., "An Additional Note to 'Mark 11:15-19" Brigands in the Temple"', in: HebrUC
31 (1960), pp. 103-5; Borg, Conflict, p. 174.

216

cf. Mt 9: 13, 12:7; Caldecott, "The Significance of the 'Cleansing of the Temple"', p. 384;
Lindars, The Gospel of John, p. 137; Barclay, The Gospel of John: Volume One: Chapters I to
VII, pp. 99-100.

217

cf. Neusner, "Money-Changers in the Temple: The Mishnah's Explanation", p. 290; Neusner,
''The Absoluteness of Christianity and the Uniqueness of Judaism: Why Salvation Is Not of the
Jews", p. 26; Derrett, ''Zeal", p. 88.

218

cf. Sanders, Jesus and Judaism, p. 70.

219

cf. Cullmann, "A New Approach to the Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel (continued)", p. 42b.
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e) The expulsion of the sacrificial animals "signifies the destruction and
replacement of the system of religious observance".220

In opposition to these arguments one_may say:
a) Nowhere do we read that Jesus prevented anyone from actually leading or
carrying animals to sacrifice. 221
b) F.C. Burkitt (1924) made the point, in opposition to R. Eisler (1921), that
Ezek 18:lOff describes a "robber" (f..,1!J, AlJOTTlS, latro), but that there is no connection
with butchery or sacrifice, nor indeed is there in J er 7: 8-11. 222
-

c) It is an exaggeration to say that the Old Testament prophets were opposed to
sacrificial worship. They claimed that it was unacceptable only if it was accompanied with
immorality, e.g. injustice, lack of love, etc.223 Further, it makes such passages as Mt
5:23-4 and Ac 2:46 difficult to explain.224
d) If Jesus meant the event to be an indication that the Christian sacrifice - the
Eucharist - would shortly replace animal sacrifice, this is neither apparent in the words
attributed to Jesus on completion of the act, nor understood subsequently by his
followers who continued to sacrifice at the Temple as well as offer the Eucharist.225 It
also assumes that tables were used at the Last Supper, which is not likely.226
Nevertheless, the possibility that Jesus was making some prophetic gesture regarding
animal sacrifice cannot be dismissed entirely. It has the merit of being independent of the
location of the incident, i.e. it need not have occurred on the Temple Mount to have
achieved this aim, and there is the distinct possibility that the action so interpreted would
have been recognisable to onlookers.
220

Dodd, Interpretation, p. 301; cf. Beare, The Gospel According to Matthew, p. 418; Hoskyns, The
Fourth Gospel, p. 194; MacGregor, The Gospel of John, p. 62.

221

cf. Burkitt, "The Cleansing of the Temple", p. 387; Hamilton, "Bank", p. 372, added
unconvincingly that: "If Jesus had wished to oppose the sacral function of the temple, he would
have passed through the court of the gentiles to make his protest where the sacrifices were actually
offered".

222

cf. Burkitt, ''The Cleansing of the Temple", p. 387.

223

cf. Am 5:21ff, Hos 6:6, Isa 1:lOff, Mic 6:6ff, Zech 7:5ff; Dowda, "Synoptic Cleansing", p. 231;
Davies, Land, p. 349 n. 45 # 1.

224

cf. Davies, Land, p. 349 n. 45 #1; Chilton, "q>payiAAtov", p. 342; Witherington, The
Christology of Jesus, p. 113; See Section V.3 of Appendix V.

225

cf. Lk 24:53, Ac 2:42 and 46, 3: 1, 5: 12,42, 21:23-36; Fredriksen, "Jesus and the Temple, Mark
and the War", p. 297.

226

cf. Mt 26:20, Mk 14:18, Lk 22:14, Jn 13:23; Buchanan, "Symbolic", p. 285 n. 14; Seeley,
''Temple Act", p. 265 n. 11.
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V.3 Likely Motive
This search has enabled many proposals for a motive to be either discounted, modified or
strengthened.
-

If Jesus did not wish by his action to attack either the Temple as an institution nor its
controlling hierarchy and if there was nothing wrong per se with the activity of buying
and selling items for sacrifice that he was confronted with, what then is left for Jesus to
protest about?
M.D. Hooker's (1988, 1991) proposal is the one that is left standing.227 That is, Jesus
was protesting at the here and now activities of people sacrificing while at the same-time
failing to love G9d and neighbour.
,j

t

By this action, Jesus was demonstrating, not his Messianic pretentions, but his selfperceived link with the prophets of the Old Testament.228 Both protested not at the
Temple sacrifices per se but at the hypocrisy of those who sacrificed (and those who
provided the means of doing this) and yet failed to live lives of justice, kindness, etc.229

Ii

The Community Rule of Qumran and the pseudepigrapha Testament of Moses display

1
i
I,

similar concerns where ritual purity and moral uprightness must go hand in hand.230

l·I.J

The question of authority, if indeed it should be viewed as a response on the part of the
authorities to the Cleansing, and not to his teaching in the temple, points to Jesus'
authority as coming from God, i.e. his authority was that of a prophet.
The "den of robbers" is still the Temple, but its robbery consisted of robbing pilgrims not
of money but the opportunity of offering a sacrifice without hypocrisy by concentrating
too much on the need and legalities of sacrifice. The connotation of violence may be
considered a remnant of Aramaic exaggeration to emphasise a point. 231

227

cf. Hooker, "Traditions", p. 18; Hooker, The Gospel According to St Mark, pp. 263-4.

228

cf. Grutner, Temple and Community, p. 108; Hiers, "Purification", p. 88; See Sections V.1.6
response b, and V.2.3 response c) of Appendix V.

229

cf. Am 5:2 lff, Hos 6:6, Isa 1: 1Off, Mic 6:6ff, Zech 7:5ff; Mt 5:23-4; Dowda, "Synoptic
Cleansing", p. 231; Davies, Land, p. 349 n. 45 #1.

230

cf. lQS 3:2-12 Vennes 64; Test Moses 7:7-9; Bockmuehl, M., "Halakhah and Ethics in the Jesus
Tradition", in: Barclay, J., and Sweet, J., (eds.), Early Christian Thought In Its Jewish Context,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996, p. 272; Grutner, Temple and Community, pp. 1920, 109.

231

cf. Lk 14:26.
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Further, this explanation is consistant with other aspects of Jesus portrayed in the
Gospels. In particular, on the twenty occasions where the words hypocrisy (vn6Kp101s)
or hypocrite (vnoKplTJlS) occur in the Synoptic Gospels, all except one (Mk 12: 15) are
from the words of Jesus.232 Ther~, Jesus frequently harangues those who display
hypocrisy, i.e saying one thing but doing another, but never does he negate their practices
as such.

~ ..

232

cf. vn6Kpl0l): Mt 23:28, Mk 12:15, Lk 12:1; VlTOKplTT)): Mt 6:2,5,16, 7:5, 15:7, 22:18,
23:13,15,23,25,27,29, 24:51, Mk 7:16, Lk 6:42, 12:56, 13:15; Note that neither word occurs in
John.

